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FOREWORD

The only reason for inviting me to write a foreword

to a literary work such as Shri Munshi’s can be that I am
called ‘ Mahatma I can make no literary pretensions.

My acquaintance with Gujarati and for that matter any
literature, is, for no fault of mine, next to nothing. Having
led a life of intense action since early youth I have had
no opportunity of reading except in prisons whether in

South Africa or in India. Shri Munshi’s survey of Gujarati

literature has made fascinating reading for me. His

miniature pen-portraits of writers give one a fair introduc-

tion to their writings.

Shri Munshi’s estimate of our literary achievement
appears to me to be very faithful. The survey naturally

confines itself to the language understood and spoken by
the middle class. Commercially-minded and self satisfied,

their language has naturally been ‘ effeminate and sen-

suous Of the language of the people we know next to

nothing. We hardly understand their speech. The gulf

between them and us the middle class, is so great that we
do not know them and they know still less of what we
think and speak.

The dignified persistence of Shri Devendra Satyarthi, a

writer whom I do not remember to have ever met, has
made me peep into his remarkable collection of folk songs
of the provinces he has been travelling in. They are the
literature of the people. The middle classes of the pro-

vinces to which the songs belong are untouched by them,
even as we of Gujarat are untouched by the songs of folk,

i.e. the language of the masses of Gujarat. Meghani of the
Saurashtra school has done folklore research in Kathiawar.
His researches show the gulf that exists between the
language of the people and ours.

v^Hut the folklore belongs to an order of things that is

passing away, if it has not already done so. There is an
awakening among the masses. They have begun not with
thought but with action, as I suppose they always do.

Their language has yet to take definite shape. It is to be
#
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found somewhat, but only somewhat, in the newspapers;

not in books. Shri Munshi’s work therefore may be said

to have only commenced with the volume before me.
It was necessary. But he has to continue the work so

well-begun. He has the requisite passion for his work.
If he has health, he will now go direct to the people and
find out what they are thinking, and he will give expression

to their thoughts. The unquestionable poverty of Guja-

rati is a token of the poverty of the people. But no
language is really poor. We have hardly had time to speak

since we have begun to act. Gujarat like the rest of India

is brooding. The language is shaping itself. There is

enough work awaiting writers like our author.

Munshi has alluded to Parsi-Gujarati. So there is. It

is unfortunate that there is Parsi-Gujarati. It is confined

to novels and stories of the shilling shocker style. They
are meant merely for passing the idle hour. The language

is tortured out of shape. And just as there is Parsi-

Gujarati there is also Muslim-Gujarati though on a much
humbler scale. It is impossible to ignore these two streams.

They are not wells of Gujarati undefiled. But no reviewer

of Gujarati literature can afford to ignore the existence of

works which hundreds, if not thousands of Parsis and
Muslims read and by which, may be, even shape part of

their conduct.*

M. K. GANDHI



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The preface to the first edition of this work was dated

March 5, 1935.

The book has now been out of print for several years

and I am happy to find that at least the first part of the

second edition of the work is being published after eighteen

years. As stated in the preface of the first edition of this

book, I was indebted to Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co.,

Ltd., both for inducing me to write it, as also for publish-

ing the book; but now that the copyright in all my works
has been transferred to the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, which
has a publishing department of its own, that distinguished

firm has been good enough, at my request, to reassign the
copyright in the work to the Bhavan. I take this oppor-
tunity of thanking them not only for publishing the first

edition, but also for their kindness in relinquishing their

rights in this generous manner.
This work in its second edition had to be divided into

two parts for several reasons. As the original work was
written in jail, the materials at my disposal were limited.

My studies in the history of Gujarat of the period between
A.D. 550 and 1300, now published under the title ‘Imperial
Gurjaras’ has also led me to revise my outlook on that
period; this involved the revision of part I: ‘Prakrit,

Samskrit and Apabhraihsa (A.C. 200? - 1297)'. The modem
period (1852-1932) also has had to be overhauled, because
the literary achievements of the authors living in 1933
have to be brought up to date and a survey of literature
fi'om 1934 to 1953 has to be written— a task for which I

have little time at my disposal. Since 1934 the political,

social and economic conditions of Gujarat also have, with
the other parts of the country, undergone revolutionary
changes and both the Preface and the Introduction, in so
far as they relate to the modern period, have to be recon-
sidered in their light.

/
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As the work has been divided into two, the introductory
remarks relevant to this volume only have been retained.

Gandhiji’s preface and a part of the old preface have been
reproduced to maintain the continuity.

It is hoped that the Second Volume will be published
in a few months.

Raj Bhavan, Lucknow,
December 1, 1953.

K. M. MUNSHI.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

This book fulfils a desire, cherished for many years,

to place a connected story of Gujarat and its literature

before the English-reading public. The invitation which

the Chairman of the Post Graduate Studies in the Calcutta

University extended to me about the end of 1929 to deliver

a series of lectures on Gujarati Literature provided the

necessary opportunity. The invitation remained unavailed

of as I joined the Civil Disobedience movement in April

1930; but gaol life, which immediately supervened, pro-

vided the necessary leisure to translate the desire into

effort.

A systematic history of the Gujarati literature cannot

yet be written. With the materials at our disposal it is

well-nigh impossible to reconstruct the past life of Gujarat,

or to read its inner meaning accurately, and in this work,

therefore, I have attempted only to describe, in a connected

form, its historical and literary currents. This book was
written mainly during the two and half years between
1930-1934 which I spent in gaol. During this period, as I

sat writing in my prison cell, Gujarat passed through a

fiery ordeal. When I came out in December 1933 the book
was already in the press and I found it impossible to intro-

duce any new impressions, but from what little I could

see I remained convinced that my analysis of the currents

in modern Gujarat did not require a revision. The imme-
diate after effects of an ordeal are always deceptive; they
may appear to, but do not, alter habits and tendencies

which belong to one’s nature.

I confess to finding great difficulty in assessing the value
of contemporary works. The difficulty has been much
greater as no such review was possible without a reference
to the work of my wife and myself. The choice before

me was either to bring the book up-to-date, or to close

it with the year 1913 and leave untouched a glorious

historical and literary age of Gujarat. This age claims

the best works of Narsinhrao, Khabardar and Nanalal.
It has given birth to promising creative tendencies in
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modem literature. It also includes amongst its achieve-

ments the literary output of Mahatma Gandhi, and the
emergence of Gujarat on the stage of world politics and
literature. What to do with myself, while writing about

this period, was the most trying problem of all, and I am
indebted to my friend Dr. I. J. S. Taraporevala for coming
to my rescue with a chapter, which, perhaps, does me
more justice than I deserve.

In the book itself I have restricted myself to a descrip-

tive and critical sketch of the literature of

Coming every period on the background of its histori-

cal setting, but modern Gujarati literature

or its future possibility cannot be properly understood

without realising the great change which is daily coming
over the life of the province or appraising the forces which
are bringing it about.

:jt 4: * * Hi

I am deeply obliged to Mahatma Gandhi for his kind-

ness in contributing a foreword to this work and to

Dr. A. B. Keith and Acarya Dhruva for their appreciation

of it. My cordial thanks are also due to several friends

for their encouragement and assistance in making the com-
pletion of this book possible. I am also grateful to the

Government of Bombay and the officials of different jails

in which I happened to be for their unfailing courtesy in

giving me the necessary facilities for writing the book,

and to Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd., for the

promptitude with which they undertook to publish it.

26, Ridge Road,

Bombay, 5th March, 1935,

K. M. MUNSHI







INTRODUCTION

GUJARAT : A PERSPECTIVE

I

The nature of the life and literature which give to a

country a living unity depend mainly upon its geographical

peculiarities; vthe economic factors which develop common
interests and aptitudes among its inhabitants; and the

cultural influences which glisten through the fabric of

social and religious institutions. These determinants im-

pose the national character upon the people and upon all

that they do and express.'^

The life of Gujarat records the interplay of two factors:

(a) the individuality of the Gujaratis expressed through

a consciously directed group life; and (b) the influence of

the culture which, originating with the early Aryans, has

maintained the homogeneity of Indian life and the conti-

nuity of its traditions for the last three thousand years.

To the first, Gujarat owes its outlook on life, its social

institutions, its language and literature, and the urge to

remain a single social organism. The second has created

forces which stimulate and unify its collective impulses

impelling it to find a greater self-fulfilment in the corporate

life of India.

Gujarat occupies an important part of the western sea-

board of India from Sindh to Bombay. The term Gujarat

is used in two different senses : firstly, to denote the main-
land between Mount Abu and the river Damanganga; and
secondly, the much larger language field in which Gujarati

is spoken.

In the latter sense, Gujarat’s northern linguistic boun-
dary touches the states of Sirohi and Maravad where Mara-
vadi is spoken, and includes the districts of Thar and
Parkar in Sindh, as also Kaccha. 4Caccha, for cultural and:

literary purposes, has always been regarded as part of]

Gujarat. -
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The southern boundary in a sense is projected by the

Damanganga. In these parts of the Thana District and the

islands of Salsette and Bombay where Gujaratis live side

by side with other linguistic groups, each group speaks

its own language, but lives a common life.

The eastern boundary starting from the Sahya ridges,

runs along the state of Dharampur, joins the eastern fron-

tier of Palanpur, and extends along the Aravali hills, partly

enclosing within it the Bhil settlements in which the dialect

spoken is largely influenced by Gujarati. Further east,

beyond the region of the Bhils, lie the eastern and southern

parts of Rajputana with Jaipuri and Malvi as their dia-

lects. Both these dialects are closely allied to Gujarati,

the Bhil dialect forming a sort of connecting link between
the two.

II

Gujarat consists of regions which in some respects are

different from one another. They are: (i) North Gujarat,

the mainland between Mount Abu and the river Mahi;

(ii) South Gujarat, the mainland between the Mahi and
the Damanganga; (iii) The tract south of the Damanganga
up to and inclusive of the multilingual island of Salsette

and Bombay, where Gujarati is partially spoken; (iv) the

peninsula of Saurashtra; and (v) Kaccha may also be con-

sidered as part of Gujarat language area for certain pur-

poses.

In the earliest times the memory of which is preserved

in traditional history. North Gujarat was called Anartta,

after the eponymous king Anartta, son of Vaivasvata Manu.
The Mahdhhdrata treats Saurashtra as included in Anartta;

its original capital was Kusasthali believed to have been
destroyed by the Punyajana Rak^asas, who are identified

with the Panikas of the Vedas and the pre-historic Phoeni-

cians. Sometimes Anartta, together with the adjoining

region of Sindhu-Sauvira was also referred to as one
country.

In mythic times what is Gujarat and Malva now were
occupied by a federation of tribes called Haihaya Talajan-

ghas and their conquerer SahasrSrjuna has been considered

one of the earliest emperors in traditional history. Apart,
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therefore, from the aborigines, styled Nagas, this region

might have been occupied by homogenous tribes of the

swarm of Aryans that first entered India and whom Grier-

son calls ‘the outer band of Aryans’. And the Yadavas,

allied to the Haihayas, were possibly the first Inner band
Aryans who migrated to Saurashtra.

Baudhdyana Dharma Sutras include Anartta among
those impure countries to which an Aryan was forbidden

to go. But all the same, it does not appear to be an un-

important region. Its later capital, Anandapura or Anarta-

pura (modern Vadnagar) was a city of great learning and
importance and continued to be so till about the tenth

century. Anartta, however, formed part of the empires

of the Mauryas, Greeks, of the 6aka Kshatrapas and of the

Guptas. On the decline of the Gupta empire, Anartta

formed part of the kingdom of Valabhipura. In the seventh

century Saurashtra, Anartta and the region between the

Sarasvati and the Narmada, then called Malava, formed
part first of the kingdom of Valabhi and later that of Bhilla-

mala or Srimala near Mount Abu, which was the capital.

From about the end of the eighth century Anartta with

Saurashtra and south Gujarat up to Kim, formed part of

the empire of Imperial Pratiharas. When in A.D. 940 the

empire of Kanauj broke up, Mularaja established himself

in the principality of Anahilavada Patana; after Siddharaja

the word Gujara-Mau^ala, Gurjara-Bhumi, Gurjara-Dcsa^

came to be applied to whatever territory which the Chau-
lukyas claimed as their domain. In A.D. 1141 Gurjara-

desa included Dohad, but parts of south Gujarat were
merged in Gurjaradesa after the conquests of Siddharaja
and Kumarapala, and generally called by that name.
The original Anartta that was first included in the king-

dom of the Gurjaras however remained in the popular mind
as Gujarat proper and even now the local pride of the

residents of north Gujarat will not allow that any area is

genuine except their own.
Ill

Aparanta, which was identified with North Konkan by
R. G. Bhandarkar, presents some difficulties, as the same
name was used in different ages to indicate different geo-
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graphical concepts. In Mahdbhdrata, Aparanta is men-
tioned more than once: it is included within the janapadas

of the north (urddhva)^ though its exact location is not

stated; but Kohkana is said in the same context to be in

the south. 2 Hence it can be inferred that in the Maha-
hhdrata age, Aparanta and Kohkana were not identical.

Again we learn from Maivdhhdrata that Arjuna visited all

the holy places in Aparanta upto Prabhasa,^ which is in

Kathiawad. Hence it may be concluded that according

to Mahdhhdrata Aparanta stretched from Kathiawad to

Konkan.

In one of his Rock Edicts'^ Asoka says: ^'Yona-Kamhoya-

Gandhdrdnam Rathikanam-Pitinxkdnam ye vd pi (amne)

Aparanta:'' literally this means: “such other aparantas"^

that is Yaunas, Kambojas, Gandharas, Rathikas, Pitinikas,

and ‘such other western ruling races and their countries

or states’. Thus Asokan Aparanta is applied to the north-

western as well as to the south-western peoples and their

countries.

In Buddhist literature, we come across the name Sunapa-
rSnta,^ or simply Aparanta.^ Sunaparanta was in Bud-
dhist times a country on the western sea board of India

of which the chief town was Surp^aka, now known as

Sopara. The people of Sunaparanta were known to the

preachers of early Buddhism as fierce and rude: charida

pharu^a; it was at Sopara that one set of rock edicts was
set up.

In the Junagadh inscription,^ Mahakshatrapa Rudrada-
man (A.D. 51) is described as the lord of the east and west,

Akaravanti, the Anupa country, Anarta, Surashtra, Svabhra,

Maru, Kachchha, Sindhu-Sauvira, Kukura, Aparanta and
Nishada. The Nasik cave inscription of Vasithiputra Sri-

Pulumavi (c.A.D. 130-59) also mentions Asika, Asaka,

l.Mahdhhdrata, Bh.P., 9.47.

2ibid.
3.ibid, Adi,218.1-2.
4.R.E.,V,Shahbazgarhi.
5Majjhima-Nikdya, III, 268; Samyutta^Nilcdya, IV, 61.

6.

Dlpavamsa, VIII,7; Mahdvamsa, XII, 5; Samanta-‘pdsddika, I, 67.

7.

EI, Vin, 44.
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Mulaka, Suratha, Kukura, Aparanta, Anupa, Vidhava and

Akaravanti.^

In the Raghuvarhsay Kalidasa makes Raghu cross the

Sahya mountains and conquer the Aparanta country.^

The Jayamangald commentary on the Kdmasutra also says

that Aparanta was situated near the western seaj^

Aparanta was also used to designate peoples or tribes.

In the Mdrkandeya-Purdna,^^ the following are called the

people of Aparanta: Saurparakas, Kalandas, Durgas, Ani-

katas, Pulindas, Suminas, Rupapas, 6vapadas, Kurumins,

Kathaksharas (modern Kathkari), Naisikyas and others

who live on the north bank of the Narmada, the Bhiru-

kachchhas, the Maheyas, the Sarasvatas, Kasmiras (should

be Kachchhikas),^^ Saurashtras, Avantyas and the Arbu-
das. This territory roughly corresponds with the Paschad-

desa of Rajasekhara which he placed to the west of Deva-

sabha, and included within it the janapadas of Surashtra,

Daseraka, Travana, Bhrigukachchha, Kachchhiya, Anarta,

Arbuda.^^ Kautilya mentions Devasabha as a mountain.

If it is identified with the Aravalli, as has been suggested

by S. N. Majumdar,’® Paschaddesa would include the terri-

tory from Abu upto Nasik including Saurashtra and

Kachcha. Thus the Paschaddesa of Rajasekhara fairly

agrees with the Aparanta of the PuT&tias, Rajasekhara

did not use the term Aparanta, probably because
by his time it indicated a much smaller area or had gone
out of use altogether. But Paschaddesa practically covers

the modern Gujarati speaking area.

The country south of Mahi or at times south of Narmada
upto the Puma or as far as Daman was called Lata. In
the second century A.D., Ptolemy referred to it as Larike,

S.ibid, 60.

9.Raghuvamsa, IV, w.52-53.

10.

Kdmasutra, 126.

11.

Markandeya-Purdna, Tr. by Pargiter, LVII, w.50-52.

12.

VdyU’’Purdna, XLV, 130 and Matsya-Purdna CXIII, 50 has “within
the Narmada.”
13.See Matsya-Purdna CXIII, 51 and Vdyu XLV, 131. Moreover,
Kashmiras are mentioned in the Markarideya in the appropriate place.
Hence Kashmiras must be a mistake for Kdchchhikas.

14.

Rajasekhara: Kdvyamlmdmsd, 93.

15.

Arthasdstra, 78.

10,Ptolemy, McCrindle, ed. by S. N, Majumdar, 355.
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but Ptolemy’s Larike was a political division rather than

a geographical one, and as such included in addition to the

sea board an extensive inland territory. Barygaza or

Bhrigukachchha (Broach) was its chief port. Bhrigu-

kachchha means ‘high coast land’.

Though Ptolemy mentions Larike, which is obviously

derived from Lata, neither ancient Indian literature nor

inscriptions mention Lata. It is first mentioned in the

Mandasor inscription of Kumaragupta and Bandhuvarman
(A.D. 436).^^ Thereafter the name gradually becomes
more common. According to al-Beruni, Laradesha had
two capitals, Bihroj and Rihanjur, 42 farsakh from Anhil-

vada.^® Bihroj is undoubtedly Broach, but it is not pos-

sible to identify Rihanjur, unless it was Rander, which
once was a flourishing riverine port.

When the Arab travellers visited the coast. Lata included

Thana, for Ibn Sa’id states: “Tana is the last of the cities

of Lar, well-known in the mouths of the merchants”. Some
other Arab travellers have also stated: “Tana is in Jazrat

on the eastern side”.^® Later on we find Dimishqi writing

in A.D. 1325 that the “coasts of the country of Lar are a

continuation of the coasts of Jazrat”.

Lata had its own language or dialect. Masudi (A.D. 943)

states that Lariyya language was spoken in coastal cities

such as Saymur, Subara, and Tana and in other regions

associated with the Larwi sea, which washes these coun-

tries.20 This statement is corroborated by that of Bhoja,

the Paramara emperor, who writing nearly two hundred
years later, mentions that the people of Lata had their own
language which was a kind of Prakrit. But soon after the

reign of Bhoja, Chaulukya Karna annexed Lata and there-

after Lata betfeame an integral part of the Chaulukyan
empire, which soon came to be known as Gurjarabhumi.

Bhfigukachchha in Lata and Surparaka in Konkaija were
both associated with Parasurama, the descendant of the

sage Bhrigu, and if there is any truth that Konkajja was

n.Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, HI, 81.

18A1-Benini’s India, Tr. by Sachau, I, 205.

19.Quoted by S. M. Husayn Nainar: Arab Geographer's Knowledge of
Southern India, 81, fJi., 181.

20.ibid, 95.
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brought up by Parei^urama from the sea so that he might

retire to iurparaka, the whole area might have been at

one time colonised by the residents of Bhpigukachchha.

North Konkan remained unconquered till Siddharaja

Jayasimha, the emperor of Gujarat (1094-1143) reduced

Thana and built a fort there. His successor, Kumarapala,

(1143-74) annexed North Konkan and made it a province

of his kingdom. His successors, however, retained their

hold only over certain places along its coast. In 1310

Thana is stated by Rashid-ud-Din to have been included in

the kingdom of Gujarat, which was then governed by the

viceroy of the Sultanate of Delhi. With intermittent short

periods, north Konkan so continued to be included in the

kingdom of Gujarat till A.D. 1543, when by the treaty of

Bassein the Sultan of Gujarat ceded it to the Portuguese.

By about 1734 the Marathas occupied Thana. In 1774,

however, it was taken by the East India Company and
annexed to Bombay, at a time when the latter’s contact

with Gujarat was closer than with Deccan. A few places

in North Konkan which had been left in the hands of the

Marathas were surrendered to the East India Company
fay the Treaty of Poona in 1817. In 1844 the Thana district

was placed with Gujarat districts in the Northern division

of the Presidency of Bombay and continued to be so till

the present time. Till a few years ago, for educational

purposes the district was under the Educational Inspector

of Gujarat, though now it is attached to the Bombay
Inspectorate.

Saurashtra is a very ancient name, though the much
more ancient name is Kuiavrata. Perhaps Dr. Bhandar-
kar’s view that the word is analogous to Maharashtra is

not incorrect. The Rathikas lived in Saurashtra during
the days of Asoka; possibly the original Prakrit of the
word was Radda or RaRha which perhaps survives in the
name of Reddis, Rathors, Sorath and Maratha. It is more
than likely that the words Anartta, Saurashp-a and Maha-
rashtra are the Sanskritized names of three regions of

Anarattha, Su-rattha, and Maha-rattha.

Saurashtra is also referred to in the Epics, the Purapas
and classical Sanskrit literature, as also by foreigners like
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Strabo, Pliny, Ptolemy, Periplus and Hiuen Tsang, The
Marathas gave Saurash^ra the name of the tribe which
offered them the greatest resistance. On the integration
of Kathiawar to Free India (1947) the old name of Sau-
rash^ra was restored.

In the Chaulukyan period Saurashtra was included in
Gurjarabhumi and so was it under the Sultanate of Guja-
rat and under the Moghul Empire after Akbar conquered
it. It was only during the British period that Saurashtra
was detached from the mainland and the jurisdiction of
several rulers big and small came to be recognised. In
1947, however, on India being free Saurashfra was inte-

grated and now forms a separate state.

Kaccha has always been known by that name and,
though politically separate, its fortunes have invariably
Jbeen linked with those of Gujarat.

The island of Bombay was originally a group of several

islands which were unwholesome little pendants to North
Konkan separated from it by a stormy creek. Salsette

itself was also split into several islands. The Bombay
islands were generally included in the North Konkan, but
Bhimadeva or Bimba appears to be their first independent
Tuler in the 14th century. Fleeing from the devastation

inflicted on Gujarata by the armies of Ala-ud-Din Khalji
(A.D. 1299) he escaped with a few families to these un-
wholesome islands and founded a small kingdom. Scholars

have disagreed as to whether Bhimadeva came from Guja-
rat or Maharashtra. But Bimbakhydna itself makes it

clear that he came from Aijahilavada, the capital of Guja-
rat and his retinue was drawn mostly from Gujarat.

The islands also became part of the Sultanate of Gujarat
and by the treaty of 1534 came into the hands of the
Portuguese. In 1661 the king of Portugal gave them to

Charles II of England in dowry. In 1665 their possession

was delivered to Humfray Cook by the Portuguese Viceroy.

In 1668, however, Charles II transferred it to the East
India Company. Shivaji raided Surat passing through the
Nasik-Bulsar route twice between 1667 and 1672. Aungier,

the then Governor of the Surat Factory, decided, in view
of the insecurity of Surat as the headquarters of the East
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India Company, to transfer them to a place secure from

the rising Maratha Power except by sea where the British

were powerful. It was intended to be a ‘port for the ex-

portation and importation of goods and persons to Persia,

Mokha and other parts’, and was for a considerable time

a port subsidiary to Surat in Gujarat. Since then the East

India Company and later the British Government built

up the city of Bombay.

IV
The lowest strata of the population in North Konkan

consist of Dublas, Warlis and Katkaris. These aborigines

were evidently pushed into the pocket including the islands

of Bombay by pressure of immigrants from the North.

The next immigrants into the islands of Bombay were the

Kolis, who on all authorities continued to be their original

inhabitants till Aungier founded the city of Bombay.
Kathiawad and Central Gujarat was the home of the Kolis

in pre-historic times. With the advance of the Aryan
tribes they were also pushed southwards up to Bombay;
and they crossed over by the sea to Kolaba and Ratnagiri

in small numbers.
The Bh|-igukachhas, associated with Bh^igu, the ancestor

of Parasurama, and the allied Kohkanas evidently brought
an early Aryan Prakrit with them to the coastal tract from
which Kohka^ii has sprung. In 1922 Dr. Jules Bloch in

his celebrated treatise La Formation de la Langue
Marathe wrote: ‘By its geographical features as by its

population, the Prabhu, the Koli and the Thakur are met
with in Gujarat as well. The Konkan is related to the

region of Surat and to Gujarat. It is the same with regard

to language. The common traits are more striking and
numerous in the South.”

From this it would be legitimate to infer that the first

Aryan settlers of the Konkan came by the sea from Guja-
rat and spoke its language. Up to the 10th century A.D.
the language of South Gujarat and Thana was the same
Lati, as already stated, or La^i, as the Arab travellers

call it.

Among the immigrants by sea during the early centuries

of the Christian era were the Brahmans and other settlers
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on the Vaitarapa and in Suiparaka from Gujarat and Sind;

Arabs in the 7th, 8th and 9th centuries; Parsi refugees

from Persia in the 8th and 9th centuries; Arab and Persian

traders and refugees; Gujaratis who followed the Chaluk-

yan conquerors in the 10th and 11th centuries; and immi-

grants from Kathiawad and Gujarat who escaped from

Arab and Turkish persecution.

The Muslim rule between A.D. 1300 and 1534 left the

first legacy of an Indian Muslim settlement at Mahim in

Bombay. The Portuguese rule brought the Konkani
speaking Christians who mainly consist of persons of Por-

tuguese-Koli descent or Kolis by conversion. In 1671

Aungier invited the traders from Surat, as also brick-

layers and labourers in large numbers to build Bombay.
The scavengers in Bombay are mostly Gujarati speaking

and also appear to have come from Kathiawad and Surat

about that time. In the 18th century the Brahmins from
Cambay and Kapol Banias from Gujarat settled in North
Konkan and Bombay. The great famine of 1803 brought

many fugitives from Gujarat— Jains, Khojas, Memons,
and Bohras, the last three being Muslims. About this

time also came the Bhatias and Lohanas from Saurashtra

and Cutch. The Ghats were yet uncrossed by a highway.
The East India Company was at war with Marathas till

1818 and there was no large scale immigration from Maha-
rashtra into North Konkan or Bombay. The plateau was
first opened up in 1865 by the G.I.P. Railway.

The position of language in 1885 is thus summarised :

‘North of Umbargaon Gujarati is spoken by all classes.

The people understand Marathi and use a good many
Marathi words, but the bulk of the vocabulary and the
grammar is Gujarati. From Umbargaon south as far as

the Vaitarna between the coast and the railway the lan-
guage of almost all classes except Maratha Brahmans and
other late immigrants, is also Gujarati rather than Marathi
and along the Dahanu coast where Gujarati is taught in
the Government schools, the Gujarati element is so strong
as to make the ordinary speech unintelligible to any one
who knows Marathi only.’
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The Gujarati speaking people at present are thus dis-

tributed:

—

India . . . • . . 16,311,090

Bombay . . . . 11,413,554

Saurashtra . . . . 4,018,438

Kachha 560,493

The Gujaratis, 523,127 strong are the second largest mino-

rity in Greater Bombay with its population of 2,839,270

persons; the largest minority is Marathi-speaking 1,236,874,

and the next third largest is Hindi-Urdu speaking, com-

prising 493,298 persons.

During the British period, Gujaratis by their intelligence

and enterprise, wealth and culture have added a distinc-

tive pattern to this multi-lingual tract.

V
Between modem and ancient Gujarat ‘there lies a gulf

of mystery which the prose of the historian will never

adequately bridge’. We can, however, discern through ih&
mist of incomplete evidence collected by diligent scholars,

four outstanding personalities of Gujarat history: Lakuli^,

Jayasiriiha-Siddharaja, Hemachandra, and Kumarapala.

They shaped to a great extent the destiny of Gujarat, and
have bequeathed to us a rich heritage of religious fervour,

political wisdom and scholarship.

The soil of Gujarat was unfitted for a Sankara or

Chaitanya; it could not produce a great lover like Chandi-
dasa. But Somanatha was the centre of Saivism, and
Dvaraka the most important seat of Vaishnavism in India.

There can be no doubt that the preponderance of Saiva

cult in Gujarat was due to the influence of Lakulisa, who
established in the early part of the second century the most
important of the Saiva sects, the Pasupatas. Before the

fourth century, he was deified. Evidence of LakuliSa

worship has been found at many places in India, at Mathura,
at the Carnatic districts, at Gujarat, at Rajputana, and at

Bhuvanesvar. In his Sarvadarsanasamgraha, Madhava-
charya recognised Lakuli^a-Pa^upata doctrine as one of th©
sixteen important philosophical systems of India. Later

the PaSupata sect was associated with the great resurgence
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which began from the 7th century, and spread over the

whole country.

It is not possible to discuss here the LakulKa doctrine

and its influence over Gujarat and India. So we pass on
to Siddharaja, the maker of modern Gujarat, inasmuch as

it was due to him that for the first time the whole of

modem Gujarati speaking area was brought under one

government and modern Gujarat became for the first time

the centre of Gurjarade^a. Kumarapala ably continued

the policy and maintained the position of Gujarat as one

of the strongest powers in India. With all his Jaina pro-

clivities, he left a sufficiently strong army, which, four

years after his death, led by a dowager queen and her

minor son the king— queen Naikadevi and Mularaja II—
signally defeated Mui’zz-ud-Din Muhammad of Ghor. Mula-

raja II is now practically forgotten, but all the chronicles

which were written mostly by the peace loving Jaina

monks, have, without exception, sung the praise of this

gallant prince for his bravery and valour on the field of

battle; it was their tribute of grateful recognition that

Mularaja had succeeded where the Chahamana emperor
Prithviraja had failed so disastrously.

But the most familiar name that emerges from this

period is that of Hemachandra. Called IcalUkdla-sarvajna'

even during his life, he has been given by modem Euro-

pean scholars the fitting epithet of ‘the polymath’. He
remains the greatest scholar that Gujarat has ever pro-

duced.

Hemachandra has sometimes been accused of plagia-

rism.^^ It is quite natural that he was deeply indebted

to his predecessors and has borrowed from them whenever
necessary, sometimes without acknowledgment. “But this

need not detract from the merits of the work since Indian
writers do not make a fetish of the originality either of

thought or of language’’.^^ writings of predecessors
are looked upon as public property and they are used with
perfect freedom and impunity. He gave to Gujarat a—i
21.S. K. De: A StvAy in the History of Sanskrit Poetics, 203 f.n.

22JIemachandra: Pramdna-Mtmdmsd, tr, by S. Mukheriee and N. Tatia
linder the title, 'A Critique of the Organ of Knowledge

,

Preface, III.
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regional consciousness and established its primacy in the

schools of learning for centuries.

VI

Like other units of India distinguished by the domi-

nance of a single language, Gujarat had an independent

social and cultural entity from the earliest times. Each

of such provinces possesses a common stock of traditions

and values and social outlook which was set working by
the early Aryans in India and developed during the course-

of history peculiar to itself. All of them have employed
and do employ now the structure, wealth and tradition

of Sanskrit for their fuller literary expression. They all

throb with common ideals and cherish a common will.

Thus, India has for centuries realized what to many
nations is yet a dream: a fundamental national and cultu-

ral unity expressing itself through the diversity of inde-

pendent and free regional life and literature. The under-

lying cultural unity has, however, waged through centuries

an unceasing war against the centrifugal forces tending

to disrupt it and in spite of apparent divergencies, the
history of different regional literatures stands out as a

triumphant assertion of the unity of India.

These forces, in the ultimate analysis, can be traced to

the geographical determinants of Gujarat: its natural

frontiers and its soil. Protected by the sea on the west^

by the sands of Kaccha and Rajputana on the north, by the
Aravalli, the plateau of Malva, the Vindhyas, the Satpu-

das and the jungles on the east and south, which before

the modern period rendered access to Salsette and Bombay
inaccssible except by the sail, its rich alluvial soil has

reared a race of men and women, soft and luxury-loving

and yet possessing qualities which maritime activities

generally foster and stimulate, a spirit of enterprise, prac-

tical wisdom, catholicity of taste and social flexibility. T!ie

plateau of Malava (between 1000 to 2000 feet above the

sea level) made it easily accessible to the resident of

Madhyade^Sa for colonisation, and cultural political con-

quests. The little gateway formed by the Satpudas and
the ghats, roughly between Daman and Nasik made
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Gujarat a corridor between north India and the south,

letting in influences from the Deccan.

VII

Gujarat’s proximity to the sea has been responsible for

the ceaseless mercantile and maritime activities of its

people; in fact the sea was their natural field of enterprise.

Some of the ports of Gujarat date back to the dawn of

history, and have, at one time or another, enjoyed inter-

national importance. Through them, trade and commerce
brought riches which overflowed the land. From them,

streams of enterprising colonizers went out to distant

lands. Ku^sthali (Dwarika) was a port through which

perhaps the Panis of Rigveda, doubtfully identified with

the Phoenicians (Paniks-Punic), carried on an international

trade. Mahishmati of Sahasrarjuna and Surparaka (Sopara),

the Ophir of the Old Testament, were sea ports of con-

siderable importance. The Jdtakas record the maritime

importance of Bhrigu-kaccha (Broach) from c. B.C. 600.

All later history shows how till c. A.D. 1700 this city was
the great entrepot which maintained India’s commercial

intercourse with the world.

Ptolemy (A.D. 140) mentions Veraval, Mangrol and
Porbandar as large ports; even now they carry on con-

siderable sea-borne trade. Under the Chalukya and the

Vaghela kings of Gujarat (961-1299) the ports of Ghogha
and Khambhata (Cambay), a much older port, rose to great

prominence, the former being the base of the royal fleet.

The latter outgrew Broach in international importance
and was the resort of merchants from every part of the

globe. The early Portuguese traders called its merchants
‘our keenest rivals, our merchantmen, our richest prizes’.

Under the Moghul Empire, Surat became the premier port

of the country. Before the British came, the flag of Guja-
rat is stated to have flown in eighty-four ports, twenty-
three of which were on the western coast, and the rest

in foreign lands. During the British rule, Bombay,
as far as its trade and commerce are concerned, is largely

in Gujarati hands. Bhavnagar, Okha and Bedi in Sau-
rashtra have come into prominence lately; in the nineteenth
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century a Gujarati merchant had the largest mercantile

fleet in Bombay. Kandla in Kaccha is a new port in the

making.

The maritime activity of Gujarat was not restricted

merely to commerce. So early as c. B.C. 500, Prince Vijaya

sailed from Simhapura (Sihor) near modem Bhavnagar
and settled in Ceylon; and since then it had a close mari-

time intercourse with Bhrigukaccha and Surparaka. Ac-
cording to Vividha-tlrtha-kalpa, a princess from Ceylon
built a Jaina temple at Broach, and the well-known pro-

verb of today— “ JT “the bride

of Ceylon and the bridegroom of Ghogha*'—apparently

has had its origin in some long-forgotten incident. There
is evidence of the Gujaratis, in c. A.D. 200, having brought
presents from China by sea; of Indian ships, presumably
Gujarati, having plied in Persian and African ports in c,

A.D. 100; and of Hindu settlements having existed in

Sokotra about the same time. Naushirvan (A.D. 531-574),

the great Sassanian monarch of Persia, invaded Sindh
with a fleet manned by sailors from Kaccha. Hiuen Tsiang

(A.D. 630) records that the people of Saurash^ra occupied

themselves with commerce.
In the seventh century, a ruler of Gujarat, forewarned

of the impending doom which was to overtake his king-

dom, sailed away with his followers from his native soil

in six large and a hundred small vessels to lay the founda-
tion of a new civilisation in Java. Gujarat maintained a
colony there, and the wealth brought from Java has passed

into a proverb, ^ ^ ^ 3n%; ^ 3n% TCt-

qn^STT ^
“He who goes to Java never returns; but if he does, he

brings so much wealth that his grand-children’s grand-

children will not exhaust it.”

Friar Oderic (A.D. 1321) voyaged across the Indian

Ocean in a vessel manned by Gujaratis; and Gujarati

sailors, according to the authority of Vasco-de-Gama, knew
how to guide their ships not only by the stars but by nau-

tical instruments of their own. The Sultans of Gujarat

proudly bore the title of ‘Lords of the Sea*; and the Sanger
Rajputs of Kaccha and Navanagar were well known for
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their skill in ship-building during the Sultanate. The East

India Company, in c. A.D. 1735, found in Dhunjibhai of

Surat, a master architect of ships. Early in the nineteenth

century, Moti^, a Jain merchant, owned the largest mer-
cantile fleet in Bombay. In the 20th century Gujarati

merchants have been found trading with many parts of

the globe and the only inter-continental steamship com-
pany in India which came into existence in the British

period is the result of Gujarati enterprise. The physical

conditions of Gujarat have practically remained the same,

though their exploitation by men increased both in scope

and intensity in the nineteenth century.

vm
These persistent activities of the people of Gujar§t

through the ages led to the rise among them of a well-to-do

middle class which dominated social life, influenced poli-

tics, laid down traditions and shared with kings the patron-

age of literature.

Acquisition of wealth became an important if not the

sole end of life, and the display of it a great virtue. The
cosmopolitan spirit of this class, born of international

intercourse, did not favour an ascetical or exclusive out-

look on life, but fostered the instinct of adaptability and
catholicity of spirit. Social inequality was based as much
on wealth as on birth and tended towards uniformity. As a

further result, life in the whole province became dynamic.

The people gained vast experience and a wide outlook on
all matters. Foreigners came to settle among them and
were in time absorbed into the community. Neither tha

feudal nor the intellectual aristocracy was powerful enough
to check this endless process of levelling and adjustment.
Women waited on masters who were neither fierce war-
riors nor proud pandits^ and in southern Gujarat parti-

cularly, acquired great freedom, sharing with men the

burden of life and exerting their influence on the environ-

ment in a manner unknown in other provinces of India.

The soil of the mainland, watered by the rivers Tapi,

Narmada, Mahi and Sabarmati, is rich and varied, and
made agriculture a lucrative pursuit, and in years with a
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good rainfall gave to almost the whole of the rural area

more than enough to live on. As large tracts were under
cotton cultivation even in pre-British days, the cotton

industry flourished in towns and villages which poured out

their products into distant lands, including Great Britain.

The peasantry consequently has always been shrewd, intel-

ligent and, to some extent, cultured; and, of late, has been

the most actively political-minded group of its kind in the

world. Till recently, prosperity through commerce, in-

dustry and agriculture has prevented any very great dis-

parity between the economic, religious or cultural level

of the urban and rural areas. The man of commerce as-

pires to be a landlord; the agriculturist comes to the city

or crosses the seas in search of trade profits and on his

return invests his savings in land. These conditions, how-
ever, do not exist in Kathiavad or Kaccha, where the

towns were till recently camps of ruling chiefs and the

villages were the homes of a hard working and oppressed

peasantry.

IX

The above features moulded the national characteristics

and tastes. Popular imagination centred around the hero

of commerce returning from foreign lands in vessels laden

with riches; around the moral and the peaceful; around
the charitable, the philanthropic and the worldly wise.

These general traits took different colours in different

areas. Even the author of Kuvalayamala (c. A.C. 779) saw
this difference and expressed it thus :

There I saw the Gurjjara people. They have strong

bodies; are nourished on ghee and butter; are devout,

clever in negotiations; and speak ‘naii re bhallautii’.

Then I saw the people of Lata. They part their hair;

they besmear their bodies with scent; their bodies

are beautiful to look at. They speak ‘amhe kduih
tumham\'

This distinction between North and South Gujarat

remains true after twelve hundred years. The people of

the north, generally, are serious-minded, steady, religious

and of heavy build; those of the south are pleasure-loving.
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possess a greater sense of humour and enjoy life. And
this distinction again has led to the rise of two distinct

currents of literature: the one, conservative, intellectual,

sombre, puritanic; the other, progressive, light, rich in

humour, and vivacious.

The people of Saurashtra display their outstanding

characteristics except where centuries of diplomacy or

tyranny have destroyed their spirit. They are strong and
bold, with unforgotten traditions of a warlike past, hospi-

table, generous and impulsive. These men have given to

the folklore of Kathiavad its romantic charm and its burn-

ing passion. Those who follow mercantile pursuits, though

less catholic, refined and sentimental than their brothers

of the mainland, are hard-headed and calculating. The
people of Kaccha share the same traits in a large measure
and, in addition, possess a rare spirit of enterprise and a

wonderful instinct for business organisation.

ii

^ iT'

The problems which faced Gujarat in the past were:

How to resist the agencies working for disruption, and how
to absorb the alien influences which from time to time

threatened its culture. For, this rich and fertile province

was always a tempting prize for conquerors since the

earliest days.

X
The active participation of women in all walks of life,

an ordinary feature of modern life, has not been unknown
in the past. Minaladevi who ruled Gujarat during Siddha-
raja’s infancy, Anupumadevi who assisted her husband
Tejahpala, and Miranbai, the poetess, were not creatures

of fiction or freaks. Widows and mothers have frequently

carried on the family business. And in modern times a

period of less than a generation saw them taking their

legitimate place in many walks of life.

Ethical, religious and spiritual ideals have always been
modified in Gujarat to suit its temperament. High spiritua-
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lity and learning have been always neglected in favour

of a practical application of moral principles. Gujarat

has been the home of magnificent temples and charitable

and philanthropic institutions. In old times, the Jain

sadhu, the humble pdurdnik and the village hhakta brought
solace and help to the poor and the distressed. AhimsaL

has, at all times, leavened corporate life. For ages there

has been scarcely a town or a large village without its

saddvrata to feed the poor, its pdnjrdpol to house maimed
cattle. Kumarapala and Hemchandra made of it a politi-

cal doctrine.

Gujarat, however, prefers the joy of life to ascetic

rigour. The high-browed Brahman and the stern sadhu

have come and gone. Akho taught all the horrors of this

fleeting world. Svaminarayan’s puritanical teachings and
in recent years even Mahatma Gandhi’s gospel of renun-

ciation have held its soul in subjugation only for a time.

But Gujarat has a genius of its own. Its sons and daughters

will make money and spend it on the arts of life; they will

live and laugh, and love and sing joyfully.
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CHAPTER I

THE ARYAN COLONIES OF THE WEST, THEIR
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE (A.D.500)

Protohistorical and prehislorical conditions. The Nagas. Early

Aryan occupation ( ? to A.D.500). Traditional accounts.

Sahasrarjuna and Haihayas. Bhrigus. Yadavas. Mauryas.

(390-197B.C.). Greeks (189-lOOB.C.). Western Kshatrapas

(C.70B.C. to A.D.398)—Guptas (c.390 to A.D.467)—The Asramas
and Aryan Culture—Aryan Centres—Abhiras—Their origin and
status. Aryan influence under Guptas.—Languages—the Outer

aTid Midland Bands of Aryans and their dialects. Prakrits.

—

Dharinakathd—Tararigalold, a social dharmakathd.

G ujarat including Kathiawar or to use its classical

name now restored, Saurashtra, had a long proto-

historic past. In a remote period, before the Himalayas rose

in the place of an ocean and when its present rivers v/ere

being formed, Early Man wandered on their banks. Possi-

bly the Dublas, Minas, Dhedias, Chaudharas, Varlis and
Katkaris, who inhabit the triangle south of the Narmada
between the sea and the ghats, are the descendants of these

dark-skinned and stunted people. The Kolis, whose
ancient habitat was in Gujarat and Saurashtra, are possibly

the descendants of another race of early men who lived

here in the stone age.

The so-called Indus Civilisation (3500-2750B.C.) was
not restricted to the valley of the Sindhu. There is defi-

nite evidence that it also extended to Sindh, Saurashtra

and the region of the Narmada and the Tapi/ It was
at the ports of Broach and Cambay that the carnelian in-

dustr>^ of India appears to have been concentrated. The
western coastal region of the Indian peninsula, Saurash-

tra, the valleys of the North Western Frontier Province,

Sindh, the Punjab, the Upper Doab, if nc^t the whole Gan-
getic and the habitable parts of Rajputana were thus

comprised within the limits of a civilization which can

IJDikshit, Prehistoric Civilization of the Indus Valley, p.l2.
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approximately be called proto-Indian. The people whose

culture is discernible in the ruins of Mohenjo-Daro and

Harappa may be Dravidians."

I

It is difficult to say when the Aryans arrived in India

or penerated into Gujarat. But the first Aryan con-

queror from the North who raided the country into the

Narmada found the Nagas already in occupation. The

Ratthikas who occupied Saurashtra in the days of Ai^oka

and who may have given tfieir name to Su-rath (Saurash-

tra), Maha-ratha (Maharashtra), Rathods (R.ishtrakutas)

and Reddis of Telehgana were also early occupants of

Gujarat. The early Aryan and the earliest available lite-

rature referred to all these early inhabitants as Nagas,

The seafaring branch of the Kolis is known as

Kharwas, ‘the residents of the salt-areas’. These early

sailors, moving in small country craft, founded several

ports from Patala in Sindh to Mahim, now part of Bom-
bay City; Bhrigukachchha and Surparaka being the fa-

mous entrepots by the seventh century before Christ.

The Bhils had their original homeland in Gujarat.

Possibly they were Dravidians. Whether they had any
relation with the Indus people or the Abhiras of a later

age is not quite clear.

The first wave of Aryan immigrants in Gujarat perhaps

consisted of the Saryatas, a tribe claiming descent from
Manu, and the !^brigus, the martial priests, who traced

their descent from the sage Bhrigu.'’ There is evidence

to show that Aryan tribes called Saurashtras, Anartas,.

Bhrigukachchhas, Aparantas and Konkanas occupied the

2.

Banerji, Prehistoric, Ancient & Hindn India, p.lO; Hunter, Script of
Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro, p.l2; Heras, Journal of the BenareM
Hindu University, n.pp.7-12; etc.

3.

Munshi, GG. I.pp.49-52.
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entire seacoast from Sindh to Bombay/ Possibly the

historic tradition of Bhrigus and Saryatas is based on

the folk-lore of these tribes. The myth runs that the

eponymous Saryati and Chyavana, the Bhrigu, found a

home in this distant land.'" A son of the former,

Anarta, gave his name to North Gujarat. Perhaps

Anarta also was the name of a tribe; and Anartapura

(Anandapura, modern Vadnagar) was one of the earliest

centres of Aryan Culture. Chyavana’s dsrama was situ-

ated on the banks of the Narmada, possibly near Rajpipla,

if what Yudhishthira was told during his pilgrimage to

these parts^ had any element of truth in it. The Bhrigus

had Bhrigutirthas on the Narmada. The next wave of

immigrants settled in Saurashtra, where Haryasva, a

Yadava king, founded a kingdom. Girinagara (Junagadh),

Kusasthali and Prabhasa were the earliest Aryan settle-

ments in the peninsula.'

Later Sahasrarjuna Kartavirya of the Haihaya

tribe, a branch of the Yadavas, a great conqueror, turned

his attention to this land. Kartavirya did not like the

pretensions of the Midland Aryans who were laying the

foundations of small states and a great civilization in the

north. Once, the myth runs, he killed the sage Jamad-

AMdrkandeya P., 57.49-52; 58.22; Matsya P., 114.50-51; Vdyu, P., 45.

128-131.
‘

BTPTrd 3#^: ^ I

^Matsya P., 12.21-22; Hari., 1.10.29, 31; Vishnu P., IV.1.1.

SMbh, III.87.10;

l.Han, n.37;38.
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agni, a Bhrigu of the Midland and an associate of the

great Visvamitra, and drew upon himself the wrath of his

son, the fierce Rama. This dauntless young warrior wor-

shipped for generations under the name of Parasurama as

a teacher of the martial art and as the sixth incarnation of

Vishnu, vanquished his father’s murderer, razed Mahish-

mati to the ground and promoted Aryan settlements on

the Narmada. Kartavirya’s empire, for such it was,

included Anupa, and Anarta (South and North Gujarat),

Saurashtra (Kathiawar), Avanti (Malwa) and Surasena

(Mathura), thus clearly indicating that these outlying pro-

vinces formed a homogeneous group of colonies." The
myth that Parasurama, in no less than twenty-one cam-
paigns, destroyed all kings is suggestive of the incessant

war which the Bhrigus had to carry on against the Hai-

hayas. In his old age the warrior made Surparaka his

home and brought in his train the culture of Aryavarta.

This event cannot possibly be put later than 1400B.C.

Nothing definite is heard of Anarta or Saurashtra till

we come to the period of the great Bharata war between
the Kurus and the Pandus. Some decades before that

epoch-making conflict, the Yadavas of Surasena rose

against their king Kamsa of Mathura. Krishna, the

young Yadava hero, killed him. Later, fleeing before the

wrath of Jarasandha, the king of Magadha and the

brother-in-law of Kamsa, the Yadavas came to these hos-

pitable colonies, led by Sri Krishna and his brother

Baladeva. In Anarta and Saurashtra, they ultimately

settled. Ugrasena ruled his kingdom from Dvfiraka

with the aid of Sri Krishna, who very soon came to be

regarded as the supreme representative of Aryan culture

and statecraft.

The Aranyaka-parva (Vanaparva) of the Mahdbhd-

rata contains a narrative of Yudhishthira’s pilgrimage

through Gujarat.® When this eldest son of Pandu visited

the land, he found Aparanta, the sea-board to the north

of Bombay, studded with Aryan colonies. Markandeya

S.cf. Munshi, EAG, pp.29-3l, 68-69.

9.Mhh. ni.118-121.
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had an asrama or hermitage on the Payoshni, identified

by some with the river Tapi;'* the Bhrigus had dsramas
on the Narmada. During the war all eyes turned to

Dvaraka’s great statesman for bringing about a decisive

issue. The Yadava heroes with their unruly tribesmen
took part in the great war, and returned home only to

destroy each other.

A few miles from Prabhasa in Kathiawar the spot is

pointed out where Sri Krishna fell, pierced by an arrow.

Tradition has hallowed the spot; a venerable tree throws

its kindly shade over it; a small river flows sluggishly by

to join the sea.

The succeeding centuries are a blank till we come to

the records of the Mauryan empire of Magadha.

During this period, Gujarat was occupied by the non-

Aryan Nishadas, whose modern descendants are called

Bhils. Ptolemy refers to various tribes as occupying

these regions, but it is doubtful whether what he

calls tribes were distinct ethnic groups. He calls,

for instance, Horatae, a tribe;” in fact they are the same
as the people called Saurashtras, and we know from

Panini that Saurashtras were the residents of Saurashtra.

The Abhiras are also associated, at least from before the

first century B.C., with Saurashtra and were absorbed

among the Yadavas, indicating that the Aryan YMavas,
as a race had persisted throughout this period. Pos-

sibly Chandragupta Maurya (323-298B.C.) brought

both Anarta and Saurashtra within the fold of an empire
dominated by Aryan influences from Madhyadesa. Bud-
dhism and Jainism obtained a foot-hold in these parts a

little later. Asoka (272-232B.C.) ruled over Saurashtra

lO.Mbh. IlI.86.4-5; also Pargiter, Mdrkandeya P., pp.299, 335, 365.

3TR I

*mn ii

11 .cf. BG. I. Part 1, p.434 f; Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India
(Ed. Majumdar Sastri), pp.352 ff; Law, Tjibea in Ancient India, p348.
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through a Greek governor, Yavana Thera, by name. His

edicts (240B.C.), inscribed on a rock, can still be seen

as one climbs to the top of Mount Girnar from Junagadh.

After the break-up of the Mauryan empire (197B.C.)

these distant provinces were ruled by Apollodotus, the

Bactrian Greek, and later, by Menander (126-148B.C.),

the Bactrian king of Kabul, known in Buddhistic liter-

ature as Milinda. In C.80B.C. or a little earlier, the

Bactrian Greeks were conquered by the Sakas or

Scythians. According to tradition they were driven out

from Ujjayini in C.56B.C. The first century after

Christ saw another Scythian chief with the title of

Kshatrapa (Satrap) occupying Saurashtra. Kshatrapa
Nahapana (A.D.78-120) ruled over Gujarat; but it soon

passed into the hands of the Andhra king Gautamiputra
Satakarni. This champion of Brahmanism as well as

Buddhism, at one time held sway over the whole country

watered by the Godavari, and also over Berar, Malwa,
Gujarat and North Konkan. During this time South
Gujarat came under the active influence of the Deccan.

Soon after Gautamiputra’s death, about A.D.128

another Kshatrapa wrested Malwa and Gujarat from the

hands of his son. Rudradaman I (A.D.143-158), grandson

of the Kshatrapa Chashtana, ruled over Anarta, Anupa.

Kachchha, Sauriishtra, Avanti, Maru, Sindhu-Sauvira and
Aparanta, that is, over South Rajputana, Malwa, Gujarat,

including both Kathiawar and Kachchha and North Kon-

kan/* Once again, Kartavirya’s empire was revived and

consolidated by the conquering arms of a foreigner's Arya-

nised grandson. Rudradaman I was learned and accom-

plished, and recorded his achievement in Sanskrit on the

Girnar rock which already bore Asoka’s inscription.

The Saka Kshatrapas ruled long over Gujarat, but bow-

ed before the overpowering might of Samudra-gupta (A.D.

380), the greatest conqueror known to Indian History,

and were destroyed by Chandra-gupta II (c.387-397).

12.cf. NHIP, VI.p.47; Junagadh Rock Inscription of Rudradtoan (Sir-

car’s Select iTiscriptions. No. 67).
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Chandra-gupta, who proudly bore the title of Vikra-

maditya, ruled Gujarat from Ujjayini, the seat of an in-

tensely fostered Sanskritic culture; and thus Gujarat, for a

century, remained an integral part of an empire which
stood for Aryan culture at its best. On the very rock near
Mount Girnar which bore the inscriptions of Asoka
and Rudradaman, Skanda-gupta’s viceroy of Gujarat,

Panjadatta, recorded his master’s victory over the Hunas
(A.D.456). Skanda-gupta died about A.D.467 and the

Guptas lost the province of Gujarat soon after. South
Gujarat was ruled by the Traikutakas (A.D.450-495).

II

Though these colonies, Anupa, Anarta, Saurashtra,

Kachchha and Aparanta, were administered by Madhya-
desa only intermittently, they were always dominated by
Aryan Culture. The early Aryan settlers brought with

them their own civilization, and always looked for fresh

inspiration to the home of their ancestors. They mar-

ried the daughters of the inhabitants freely and naturally

imposed their superior civilization on those with whom
they so mingled. Later waves of Indo-Aryans came from
different parts of North India and settled in these colo-

nies. Each of them retained its exclusive corporate ex-

istence, though evolving, with others, a common life on

the Aryan model. In convenient centres, adventurous

Rishis established their hermitages

—

dsramas—which pre-

served the high traditions of Aryan life in all its purity.

There the Rishis lived,—^their character, learning and

ideals, their only source of power and influence,—^uplift-

ing and unifying, and radiating Aryan ideals in thought,

word and deed. These dsramas were the strongholds of

civilization. They flourished in an unbroken chain all

over India, and maintained living contact with each other

and with the seats of learning in the Gangetic valley and
in the forests of Brahmavarta and Naimisha, where new
ways of life and thought were being brought into exist-

ence by great sages, under the name of dharma.
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The dharma, which, even in the Vedic and post-Vedic

times was growing towards its ultimate scope and con-

tent, was the overarching law of life. It comprised

rituals and myths, modes of life and canons of conduct,

traditions, a wealth of language and literature, a theory

of life and social organization, and living ideals.

Historic continuity was preserved through a belief in the

Vedas as the ultimate source of all inspiration. The my-
thology embraced sacred legends of rivers, mountains,

cities, royal houses, semi-divine heroes and sages, which
made the past a vital heritage to every succeeding age.

The social organisation was based on a family life

dominated by strong patriarchal traditions. It afforded

shelter to every needy and helpless member, and as a

corollary, imposed strict regard for feminine virtue so es-

sential to preserve the purity of race and culture. It was
based on the hierarchy of social groups divided according

to the standard of culture attained by each. At its head

stood the Brahmanas devoted to learning, contemplation

and self-discipline. The hierarchical organisation permitted

a new-comer to benefit by, but never to destroy, social

achievements, and offered scope to the uncultured to rise

in the scale of life, but never so fast as to jeopardise its

stability.

Sanskrit, a language perfect in structure and elastic

in expression, with a rich, varied, magnificent literary

achievement, was the living embodiment of the dharma.

Finally, all conduct was regulated by one unchanging su-

preme code of ethical values. Though running through

a diversity of religious beliefs, it insisted on the obser-

vance of the great vows

—

mahdrvratas—of non-violence,

truth, non-stealing, continence and non-possession."’* The
fundamental of this dharma from the beginning was the

supreme faith in human endeavour, self-discipline fsam-

yama) and asceticism (tapas). These alone could lead a

man to transcend his limitations and become divine in

13.Yogasastra, n.30;
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this life. Emphasis was laid on individual experience

and becoming, rather than on belief and scriptural word.

And its base was a living conception of Aryavarta, the

sacred land of the Aryans, leavened by an abiding vene-

ration for those who lived and died so that it may endure
great and eternal.

The Rishis called this culture 'dharma' which gene^

rally means a sum-total of all sentiments, beliefs, values

and activities which make life, literature and country

worth living for. And the effort which it made for self-

expression through adverse circumstances, is the central

theme of Indian history during the last three thousand

years.

From the beginning of their occupation of India, the

Aryan’s hold over the country was more cultural than

political or economic. It was a conquest made by

men who, generation after generation, created or studied

literature, sacred or profane, at Banaras, Taxila, Nalanda,

Mathura, UjjayinI and a hundred other similar places. They
lived under trying, if not well-nigh impossible, conditions

and gave to the people, in return for a meagre mainte-

nance, religion, ethics, literature, mythology, and above

all, a self-conscious cultural unity. The problem before

them was the absorption of the foreign, the depressed and

the backward elements of society around them into the

fold of their civilization. Since the day when the mythic
Saryati put his foot on this land, successive generations of

such men largely Aryanised this province.

Girinagara, Anartapura, Prabhasa and Chandratirtha

(Chandod) attracted Brahmanas from all parts of the

country. Ujjayini, a great distributing centre of culture,

always dominated Gujarat. There was an dsravia of

Vasishtha near Abu, of Kapila near Siddhapura, of Bhrigu
on the Narmada, of Markan^eya on the Payoshni.

But Gujarat was far away from Madhyadesa, and the

culture she received, suffered both in purity and vigour

in the process of transplantation. The Mahdbhdrata
states that the Kshatriyas of this land had lost their status

as they had no Brahmana to perform their ritual so very
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essential in the life of an Aryan/" The Vishnu Purana

enjoined that those who visited Saurashtra should under-

go purification. ’ Asoka had evidently regarded a Greek as

good enough to be the governor of this frontier colony.

Non-Brahmanical Aryan doctrines like those of Buddhism
and Jainism had found a refuge here. During the rule

of the Satrap Nahapana, the Brahmanas had even taken

Greek women in marriage. The Varndsrama Dharma,
recognising only the four main castes, was accepted in

theory. In practice, however, it gave rise to a system

which treated every small autonomous group of settlers

as a separate caste. A spirit of tolerance pervaded the

social atmosphere. The culture was evidently well-distri-

buted though not of a very high order. In Gujarat the

absence of a large class of orthodox Brahmanas with

traditions of learning, as in Bengal or Maharashtra, re-

tarded the progress of learning. On the other hand, the

bitterness born of caste inequality rarely found a home
here.

Among the principal tribes which occupied Gujarat,

the Abhiras deserve some attention. Apabhramsa, which

had been recognised as one of the literary languages of

Gujarat before the rise of the Valabhis (A.D.509), was
based on their dialect. Were the Abhiras foreigners?

Was their language alien? Patanjali (150B.C.) employs
the term Apabhramsa to signify the corruption of the nor-

U Mhh, XIV.29.13-16;

firr: i*

srar srnrr ii

^ ?rm

i

IS.Vishnu P.,IV.24 (Wilson’s Translation, ed. by Fitzedward Hall, Vol
rv p.222):
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mal Sanskrit," Bharata (A.D.200) refers to ‘desdbhasha’

and the ‘Abhirokti’, the idiom of the Abhiras, the herds-

men."

There is no doubt that the Abhiras, a hated people,

believed to have once lived on the Sindhu, were called

Mlechchhas. They fought in the battle of Kurukshetra.

They seemed to have driven the Yadavas out of Saurash-

tra after Sri Krishna’s death." Manu Smriti treats them
as descended from the Brahmaijas of Ambashtha wo-
men." Whatever might have been their early status,

prior to A.D.lOO the Abhiras lived in Gujarat without

any brand of social inferiority. Periplus (c. A.D.70)

found them already settled in Western India (Abiria).

Abhira Rudrabhuti (A.D.181) was a general of Western

Kshtrapas." Isvarasena, son of Sivadatta, ruled a prin-

cipality near Nasik (A.D.300). Abhiras lived in Rajas-

than and Malwfi on the western frontier of the Gupta

empire in Samudra-gupta’s time (A.D.360). An Abhira

dynasty succeeded the Andhrabhrityas, according to the

Vishnu Purd'iju.'' All these facts indicate that the Abhi-

ras occupied an important position in society in Raj-

putana, Gujarat and even further south, before A.D.500.

Neither their names nor their language appear to be

16.Vyakaraiui Mahabhashya oj Patanjali (Edited by F. Kielhom Vol.T,

Bombay. 1892), p.2:

nr# nr# nrm s n

n.Natyasastra of Bharata, XVn.24.55:

fun I

3Tfr n hv

sTPftlrf%: fim# ^ ii V't

18.cf. Mhh. XVI.7.46-63 ;
8.16-17.

19JHanusmnti. X.15:

IT 5 II

20.

cf. EL XVI p.235.

21.

cf. Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kali Age, pp.44-47, 72; Vishnu P.JVJ24
13-16.
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foreign; and even if they were originally foreigners, they

were for all purposes children of the soil before the Chris-

tian era began. Many scholars believe that the Abhiras

entered India about 150B.C. and migrated to Gujarat a

couple of centuries later. According to Dr. Keith, they

probably belonged to the Dardic branch of the Indian

race.*

Ill

For a hundred years, Gujarat formed part of the Gupta
empire. The Gupta period was the golden age of

Indian history. Samudra-gupta, Chandra-gupta II, the

Vikramaditya of romance, Kumara-gupta and Skanda-

gupta were great, not only as conquerors and statesmen,

but as patrons of all cultural activities. Their learning

and character stimulated the growth and development of

culture. Their strong and just administration, more than

their conquests, brought about the political consolidation

of India north of the Narmada.

In the Gupta period, the old Aryan myths, known
all over the country, were edited and compiled in works

which have since become classic. The Mahabhdrata
emerged almost in its present form. Puranas like the

VdyUj the Harivamsa, the Matsya, and the Mdrkandeya
were composed. The study of law and ritual, science

and philosophy, ethics and religion received great impe-

tus. The old literature on these subjects was revised, in

some cases, standardised. Manu, Ydjnavalkya, and other

law texts were either revised or composed. Astronomy,
mathematics, and medicine were assiduously cultivated.**

Architecture, sculpture and painting reached a high level

of artistic expression. Sanskrit, already the medium of

intercourse for the cultured in the whole country, became
the great unifying agency; the vehicle, the source and the

inspiration of culture iil its manifold aspects. Literary

expression, too, reached its climax in the Kdvyas (epics),

ZZMSL. p.33.

23.cf. NHJP. VI.Ch.XX.pp.401-422.
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and the ndidkas (dramas). Kalidasa, one of the world’s

supreme literary artists, lived, as is now accepted by many
eminent authorities, at the court of Chandra-gupta II

Vikramaditya. His Raghuvamsa, Meghaduta, and :5dkun-

tala were accepted in India as prototypes of literary art

in its most perfect form. The worship of Vishnu became
the state religion, and the Brahmanical view of Aryan
culture, the dominant note in the nation's life. During

this period the seats of learning were lavishly endowed.

So far, faint memories of racial unity and the common
heritage of culture were the two ties which bound
North India together; to them was now added poli-

tical unity. Thoifgh there is very little contemporary

evidence, subsequent history fully bears out that these

influences deeply affected life and literature in Gujarat;

and it is more than probable that towards the composition

of the Harivamsa^ the Matsya, and the Mdrkandeya Purd-

naSy the people of Gujarat made no small contribution.

IV

The Aryan speech all the world over and particular-

ly in India, has shown great vitality throughout the ages.

In the course of its progress in this country, for instance,

one series of phenomena attracts our attention on account

of its periodic recurrence. By borrowing the charm and im-

portance of Sanskrit, a dialect attains literary status. In

consequence it is standardised and enriched, but the gulf

between the spoken language or desabhdshd and the lite-

rary form, sdhitya-bhdshdy widens. This loss of living

contact with the spoken form eventually arrests

growth in the literary speech-form, while the dei«-

hhdshdy no doubt considerably influenced by the literary

speech, continues along its course of evolution. When
the literary form becomes archaic or unsuited for popular

expression, the desabhdshd in its turn receives literary

polish with the aid of Sanskrit. Thus the Prakrits, the

Apabhrarhsa and the present-day Indian languages in their
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old and modern forms were originally desahhashas^ which

in succession to one another attained literary form.

Even after the Sanskrit universities were destroyed

by the inroads of the Turks and Khaljis in the thirteenth

and the fourteenth centuries, the desahhdshas were cul-

tivated with the aid of Sanskrit. When the literary forms

thus evolved became unsuited to meet the needs of the

people in the nineteenth century because of the contact

with the West, the desabhdshds in all the provinces deve-

loped a new literary form as we see it today under the

joint influence of English and Sanskrit.

In view of the likely progressive elimination of Eng-

lish from the life of the country, the influence of Sanskrit

may dominate in the evolution of modern Indian lan-

guages. But the spread of compulsory primary education

and the need of mass mobilisation, essential to national

existence in a democratic country, may make the exchange

between the spoken and the literary forms of every lan-

guage in India brisk so as to prevent a break between the

spoken and the literary language.

Sir George Grierson advanced the theory that the

Aryans entered India in two waves; one, which he calls

that of the Aryans of the Outer Band, and the other, that

of the Midland (Madhyadesa) Aryans. In course of time,

the speech of the Midland Indo-Aryans became Sanskrit.

But from time to time it lent its structure and wealth of

diction to the dialects of the Outer Band. Under this in-

fluence, the Prakrits, Apabhraihsa, and the modern Indo-

Aryan languages in India came into existence."^ The
basis of the languages thus evolved was Outland, but

the body, Midland. The grammar was that of the desa-

bhdshd but the enrichment was due to attempts made to

absorb (a) the expressiveness and beauty of the archaic

literary language, or (b) to use its vocabulary, or (c) to

dr'aw upon Sanskrit

24.

Grierson, Indo-Aryan Languages, Sanskrit, Prakrit—Encyclopcedia
Britannica.

25.

Keith, HSL. p.34.
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The language of the Aryans that immigrated to India

belonged to that family of languages which is styled by
the scholars as Indo-European. This speech soon began to

reveal marked differences as dialects. But over and above

the spoken dialects, there was one archaic and conven-

tionalised speech-form that was employed by the priestly

class among the Indo-Aryans for the cultivation of sacred

poetry. This ^chhdndasa' dialect,"^ preserved to us in the

Rigveda, represents the literary form of the oldest Indo-

Aryan language, i.e. the language of the Aryans in India.

On the other hand, the spoken Indo-Aryan dialects or

desahhdshds were fast yielding to the tendencies of lin-

guistic change. Perhaps the Saryatas and Bhrigus who
first came to Gujarat used one of these. KohkanI is perhaps

descended from this dialect which was allied to, but

preceded Sauraseni. It is likely that it was the dialect of

the sea-faring Aryans—the Aparantas, Bhrigukachchhas,

and Kohkanas on the West Coast who were connected with

the Parasurama myth."'

The dialects thus developed began to assume import-

ance. The dialect of the Northern Indo-Aryans, which was

nearest to the Vedic speech, was also developed by them,

much more vigorously on account of the efforts of Brah-

manas to invest it with special sanctity and became

classical Sanskrit. Authors, sacred and profane, prior to

the sixth century before Christ began to give it a literary

form of beauty. Panini and his predecessors gave it a

scientific form. In this wise it became the standard for

future generations.

In this period, far away from the Madhyadesa, Indo-

Aryan dialects current among the people had entered the

Prakrit or Middle Indo-Aryan stage. Buddha (6th cen-

tury B.C.) and Mahavira preached in an Eastern variety

of this dialect. We are on firmer ground in the third cen-

26,

Chatterji, Origin & Development of Bengali Language, 1, 29-31; 76-79.

27.

cf. Munshi, Linguistic Provinces and the Future of Bomhayj pp.26-28.
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tury before Christ. Asokan edicts, intended for popular

instruction, are inscribed in these varieties, the eastern,

the north-western and the western dialect. The dialects

and Pali, the language of the Buddhist canon, represent

the earliest phase of the Middle Indo-Aryan. The West-

ern variety is used in the inscription at Mount Girnar.

Some peculiar traits of this dialect appear to have been

bequeathed to Gujarati. Pali is also traced by some
scholars to a western desabhdshd current in the Ujjayini

area.^ If this is correct, Pali must have considerably in-

fluenced the dialect of Gujarat of the period.

The forces of change operative within the spoken

dialects worked up a further phase of the Middle Indo-

Aryan known as the classical Prakrit stage. Its chief va-

rieties were Maharashtri, gauraseni, Magadhi and Paisachi,

so called after the region in which each of them was cur-

rent. The first three of these are found in Sanskrit dramas.

The Sauraseni variety resembling Sanskrit and spoken in

the Mathura region was put in the mouth of ladies

and the vidushaka, the clown, by the rules of

dramaturgy. Bharata in his Ndtyasdstra mentions one
Avanti dialect which seems to be a variety of 6auraseni
probably current in Malwa and Gujarat of that period.

Besides, varieties of Prakrits known as Ardha-Magadhi,
the original language of the Jain Canon, and Jain
Maharashtri and Jain Sauraseni, that is, the two com-
monly used Prakrits, mixed with Ardha-Magadhi, were
also used in Gujarat. The redaction in Jain Maha-
rashtri of the Jain canon at Valabhipura in Saurashtra
by the conference presided over by Devardhigaiji (A.D.

500), indicates that this form of the language was favour-
ed by the Jains at the time.

There is no doubt that in this period the desahhdshd
in Gujarat and Konkan was influenced not only by Maha-
rashtri but the then prevailing Kannada. An ancient

Tamil tradition includes Gujarat in the Pancha Dravidxi

28.cf. Franke, Pali und SaTiskrit, pp.l27ff; Kiihn, Beitrage zur Pali
GrammaUk, p.9.

G. L—
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or the five Dravidian regions. Possibly it dates back to

the time when South Gujarat or Lata (which included

North Konkan) had not yet been brought under the in-

fluence of North India. In later times, during the Kash-

trakuta period, the influence of Kannada was at the highest.

This would explain the traces of that language in Guja-

rati.**

These Prakrits, having been given a literary form,

soon drifted away from the desahhdshd and when its va-

rieties spoken along the west coast were developed from
a literary point of view, they came, to be known as Apa-
bhrariisa, the corruption of the norm. In course of time

Apabhraihsa was standardized but the dest element in its

base began to assert itself more and more regionally, and
accordingly developed several local varieties. One such

literary variety was stated by Bhoja to be Gaurjari, pecu-

liar to the Gurjaras.

The desabhdshds, all over the provinces, however,

continued to develop on phonetic lines, evolving what are

known as the New Indo-Aryan languages including Guja-

rati, which is first found in literature in the eleventh cen-

tury. Thus, age after age, the spoken language was in-

tensively cultivated under the influence of Sanskrit as also

of the literary language of the preceding age which had

ceased to grow, achieving for itself a new stage in literary

expression.

To summarise the position of languages in Gujarat

during the period under review:

(a) The earliest phase of the Middle Indo-Aryan lan-

guages was in vogue before 200 B.C., and continued to be

so for some centuries.

(b) Sanskrit, soon thereafter, became the literary and
official language. In some parts of South Gujarat, Kan-

nada also was in use.

(c) Jaina Mahar^htri Prakrit was used by the Jain

sadhus in the fourth and fifth centuries A.D.

29A. IVfaster, **Some Parallelisms in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian Lan-
guages”, JBBRAS, 1930, p.95.
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(d) In Saurashtra, Gaurjari Apabhram^a, having at

its basis a variety of Sauraseni Prakrit, was used as a lite-

rary vehicle from about the same time,

(e) Possibly the speech of North Gujarat or Anarta
had also some distinctive literature.

King Guhasena of Valabhi (559-569), according to an

inscription, wrote poems in Sanskrit, Prakrit and Apa-
bhramsa."’

V

From early times Jain Sddhus were a cultural force in

Gujarat. Neminatha, the twenty-second Tirthamkara,

came from Saurashtra. The Sakunika Vihara of Muni-
suvrata, the twentieth Tirthamkara, was at Broach. The
schools of Aryan learning in the North were deeply

absorbed in solving questions of high philosophic and
religious moment and in making an advance on the

system of philosophy and ethics from which Mahavira

had borrowed his negative creed. Royal patronage was
extended mainly to the Brahmanas and the Buddha bhik-

shus. The great imperial house of the.Mauryas did not

feel any attraction for Jainism. The imperial Guptas,

devout worshippers of Vishnu and ardent conquerors as

they were, do not appear to have admired a creed which
spelt destruction to their masterful policy.

The Jain sddhus, celibates pledged for life to ceaseless

travel and bent on the propagation of their faith, were,

therefore, forced to explore more hospitable lands and
went south and west. They turned for patronage and
protection to Gujarat with its cosmopolitan spirit and its

poverty of great intellectual and literary tradition. Its

rich middle class longed for some literary entertainment

which, without putting an undue strain on its religious

zeal, could give a sense of spiritual security. Denied the

patronage of a highly cultured or literary audience, the

Jain sddhus specialised in a form of literature which was a

30.JBG, I. p.90:
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means of religious propaganda as also a source of popular

entertainment.

To the Brahmanas the literary and intellectual

impulses of Mathura, Kasi and Nalanda were the breath

of life. Royal patronage had made them indepen-

dent of popular support, and they naturally showed
interest only in that kind of literature which accorded

with the higher standard prevailing in Madhyadei^a.

They evinced no inclination to stoop to conquer the simple-

minded or the idle rich of this distant colony.

Dharmakathd—religious story—is the category under
which many forms of literature to which the Jain sddhus

devoted themselves fall. The common element in all

these Kathds was an insistence on the gospel of renuncia-

tion by entering the order of Jain sddhus. One of the

sections of the Jain scriptures is called Dharmakathd-
nuyoga.

The Jains turned classical legends, legendary lives of

saints, moral tales and anecdotes into dharmakathds in

order to spread their doctrines. At times the epic legends

were re-written to suit this propaganda; more often, a

Puranic hero’s life-story was re-told, making him a Jain.

These Kathds based on legendary biography were called

charitas, Vasudevacharita was first composed by Bha-

drabahu, Jain teacher of Chandragupta Maurya (c.320

B.C.), and Paumachariya, the Jain version of the Rdmd-
yana, and Harivamsachariya by Vimala in c.A.D.300*

Miraculous stories were also utilised for writing dharma-
kathds, Haribhadra (750) acknowledged his indebted-

ness to pre-existing kathds and, following ancient teachers,

divided them into (i) Divya, (ii) Divyamdnusha and
(hi) Mdnusha, He classified them into (i) Arthakdma,

(ii) Samkirna and (iii) Dharmakathd, The general

public, as was perfectly natural, took a fancy for the

Kathds in which love provided the central motive.

The Jain sddhu knew human weaknesses very well. The
author of Vasudevahin^i insisted that dharmakathds should

be properly diluted with good love stories in order

to achieve the best results. Udyotana laid down that a
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story should be like a newly wedded wife, decked with

ornaments, auspicious, moving with graceful steps, senti-

mental, soft in speech and ever pleasing to the minds of

men ”

The dharmakathd, with this object in view, was given

a peculiar turn in Gujarat. The stories of kings did not

appeal to the commercial classes. Social dharmakathd,

however, which dealt with the love-affairs of a daughter

of a nagara-setha or a merchant prince, acquisition of

wealth as a substitute for heroism, and renunciation

according to Jain tenets as the end of life, caught the

popular imagination.

VI

Out of the several social dharmakathds referred to in

Jain works, the fragments of Tarangavatl composed before

500 alone survive to give us an idea of what these

kathds must have been like. It was composed by Padalipta.

He was born in Kosala and was a protege of the Satava-

hana kings of the South. He was the reputed founder of

Palitana in Kathiawar, one of the places of Jain pilgrimage.

The kathd, written in Prakrit, contained many desl words,

and was mentioned in Anuyogadvdra (500);"" Various

authors from the eighth century onwards have ex-

tolled the story and compared it to the Gahga. Silacharya

says that a story which lacks any trace of this kathd has
neither art nor beauty. Again, another unknown author

is surprised that the god of death should escape with an
unbroken head when he carried away the author of so

beautiful a work. The original work is lost but its merits

can be judged from a summary in 1643 gdthds composed
by a process of very careful editing by Nemichandra, and
recently brought to light by Dr. Ernest Leumann. This

short kathd entitled Tarangalold, shows how later authors

31.

cf. Muni Jinavijayaji’s “Kuvalayamala”, BV, II.p.80n7:

32.

Wintemit2, HIL, II,p.522.
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of such kathas inartistically developed some elements of

Padalipta’s tale without preserving its charm. It is pre-
eminently a love story of middle class life, in the poetic
style of the period, full of delicate touches and refined
sentiments. But for its depressing end, it is a thing of
beauty.

In Magadha, a young and beautiful Jain nun goes to

the wife of a nagara-setha for alms. She preaches the

usual religious precepts, and, on being asked, tells her life-

story to justify her early renunciation. Her original name
was Tarangavatl. She was a daughter of the nagara-

setha of Kausambi. Brought up in luxury, educated with

care, she was as beautiful as the champaka flower. Once
she went to a garden and seeing chakravaka birds, the

Indian symbol of undying love, on the lake, she swooned.

Her friends revived her, and asked her what had caused

her to faint so suddenly.

Tarangavatl then told them the story of her previous

life. She had been a chakravakt, and had lived with her

mate on a lake in Ahgadesa. Their love had transcended

all earthly bonds. A hunter, trying to shoot an arrow at

an elephant bathing in the lake, had missed his mark and

killed her mate. Bewailing the loss of her beloved, she

had immolated herself on the fire lighted by the repentent

hunter to cremate the bird. On seeing the birds sporting

on the lake, the past had flashed upon her.

Once the past was recalled, Tarangavatl wanted to

meet the lost comrade of her former life. Not being able

to find him, she found solace only in drawing pictures

depicting the experiences of her former bird-life and

exhibiting them. The chakravaka, who was born as a son

to a rich merchant in the same town, saw the pictures.

The past birth came back to his mind, and remember-
ing his lost love, he fainted. The lovers were soon brought

together. But their parents objected to the match.

Elopement was the only way open to them, and the

lovers took to it. They sought refuge in a forest, but

were attacked by a band of robbers who carried them
away to be offered as sacrifice to the goddess Kali.
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One of the robbers, however, heard the story of their past

life and recognised them as the very birds whose death

he had caused in his past life when hunting an elephant.

He, therefore, allowed them to escape. From the robbers’

camp, the two ran away to a town where their identity

was discovered. The parents received them with open

arms; and twelve months of unalloyed happiness followed.

The story woven so far with consummate art is in

the end made to subserve a religious purpose. Life can-

not and must not t)e anything but an ordeal. The lovers

meet a sddhu who tells them the story of his past. They

recognise in him the hunter who had been the cause of

their death in their former life, and the robber who had

helped them to effect their escape. Dire truisms on life’s

futility follow: they leave love and happiness and mourn-
ing relatives behind them, and take to a life of renun-

ciation as inculcated by Jain precepts. Each goes a different

way. The story closes on a conventional note. Every-

body expresses horror at the sinful ways of the world and

proclaims Jain religion as the sole refuge.

The story has the elements of romeince so dear to the

Indian heart, the inseparable chdkravaka birds and the

ideal of undying love running through a succession of

lives. Both are depicted with a charm difficult to meet

with in later social kathds. The chdkravaka episode, even

in the form in which it has come down to us, is among the

most beautiful in Indian literature.
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S
UFFICIENT materials are now available to show that

this age was not a dark one but as powerful, though
not as brilliant, as the classical age of the Guptas.

Emperor Skanda-gupta appears to have lost Gujarat

a few years after the date of his Girnar inscription (456).

With the death of his descendant, Budhagupta, in c.500,

the power and glory of the Gupta Empire vanished.

Whatever was left of it was split into two sectors, viz. the

Western, consisting of Malwa and Avanti and the Eastern,

comprising Magadha and North Bengal. A considerable

part of modern Gujarat formed part of the Western
section. The Gupta emperors maintained a military

governor in Anartapura (Vadnagar) in North Gujarat and
at Bhrigukachchha (Broach), which then included parts of

modem North Konkan.
About 465 the HuicLas under Toramana entered India,

first established themselves at Pavaiya in the Punjab,

and finally reached Ujjayini (c.500). The then ruler of

Malwa, whose sway extended over central Gujarat, was
forced to retire to Bengal before the overwhelming might
of the Hujpa conqueror. About §12 Mihirakula, the son

of Tbram^a, was the most powerful ruler in North-West

India. But in c.520 he was defeated by Ya^odharman
Vishnuvardhana, and in 533 Malwa was governed by
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his military governor. In 550 l^navarman overthrew

the descendants of Vishnuvardhana, made Kanauj the

imperial capital, and became the unchallenged master of

North India. A considerable part of the main land of

Gujarat was included in the kingdom of Sarvavarman,

the son of isanavarman.

I

On the break-up of the Gupta Empire, Senapati

Bhattarka, a rebel general of the empire, declared indepen-

dence and ruled over the kingdom consisting of Saurashtra

and a part of Anarta from his capital Valabhipura, modern

Vala. His descendants also acquired a part of the main

land of Gujarat. In about 550 gahkaragana, the king

of the Kalachuri dynasty, whose kingdom included the

valley of the Mahi river and Lata, drove out Sahgrama-

siihha, the last viceroy of the Guptas ruling at Bhriguka-

chchha, and appointed a Bhil king as a feudatory to rule

over the valley of the Narmada.

About this time, a Brahmana by name Harichandra,

who claimed to be a Pratihara, founded a small kingdom

at Bhillamala or modem Srimala near Abu, and ruled

over the region round the mount and part of Marwar

which was then called ‘ Gurjara ’ or ‘ Gurjaradesa ’.

Harichandra and his descendants soon grew powerful,

and in about 580 Dadda, perhaps the fourth son of

Harichandra, invaded Lata, defeated the Bhil feudatory

and extended his rule to the Narmada valley. Thus the

Gurjara kings of Srimala conquered South Gujarat and

weakened the power of Valabhi as also of the Kalachuri

kings of Malwa. The Gurjara kings appear to have ex-

tended their conquests even in the north, and about

600 fought Prabhakaravardhana, the king of Thaneswar

and the father of emperor Sri Harsha.

About this time Dakshipapatha or Deccan was also

evolving a consolidated centre of power. About 500 Pula-

keSi of the Chalukya family captured Vatapi, modern

Bad&mi in the Bijapur District of the State of Bombay,
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and founded a kingdom. His son invaded Malwa in 601.

In 606 :§ri Harsha, or to give him his full title J§ri

Harshavardhana, became the emperor of the Uttarapatha.

Two years later, in 608, Pulakesi II succeeded to the
throne of Vatapi and Konkan, Lata, Gurjara and Malwa
became victims of the rivalry between the emperors
of the North and the South. The kings of Valabhipura and
the Gurjara kings of Broach retained some kind of inde-

pendence, and Sri Plarsha gave his daughter in marriage

to Dhruvabhata or Dhruvasena II, king of Valabhipura.

Jayabhata and Dadda II, the Gurjara kings of Broach,

were under the suzerainty of Pulakesi II, the Ch^ukya
emperor of the South.

Luckily the picture of the seventh century Gujarat

has survived in the diary of an eyewitness, Hiuen Tsang

the great Chinese pilgrim, who visited Gujarat in 641.

The traveller went from Nasik to the region called

Bhrigukachchha, the name by which evidently South

Gujarat was then known. As in all international ports, so

in Broach, the residents were found by this pious pUgrim
mean, deceitful, ignorant, orthodox and heterodox. North

of the Broach district was Malwa with its capital of the

same name somewhere on the south bank of the river Mahi.

There were hundreds of Buddhist monasteries in the land,

and of the Buddhist bhikshus, Bhadraruchir was the great-

est. The present Ahmedabad district was possibly called

Atali, which I am inclined to identify with Ashlali, a village

near Ahmedabad. From there the pilgrim went to Khe-

taka, which may be either modem Kaira or Khedbrahma
near Idar, and thence to Valabhipura. It was then ruled

by Dhruvabhata, the son-in-law of Sri Harsha.

Valabhipura was a city of power, wealth and culture.

It had a large library of sacred books. Sthiramati and

Gunamati, two Buddhist monks, had composed their

treatises in its imiversity. Their fame had reached even

China, and in consequence they had been invited there.

The country was happy and prosperous, and its merchants

carried on an expensive trade. The population was dense;

religious institutions flourished. More than a hundred
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merchants were worth over a lakh. Rare and valuable
articles secured from distant places were amassed by rich
men. /

Anarta had its capital at Anandapura, which was another
important town. From there the pilgrim proceeded to

Bhillamala or grimala, the capital of Gujjara. It was a
city of learning. According to Puranic records it was
ten to twenty miles in extent and had no less than 11,000

Sivalihgas and 4,000 mathas where learning in all its

branches was pursued.' Bhillamala evidently was a great

centre of Aryan culture and learning in the 7th century.

The whole of Gujarat was well populated. The large

cities were Ujjayini, Bhillamala, Veravala, Valabhi and
Malava, while Bhrigukachchha, A^palli, Khetaka, Ananda-
pura were comparatively small. They were all centres of

learning. The Sabarmati valley was also a populous loca-

lity. In South Gujarat, Jambusar, Akruresvara (modem
Ankleshwar), Sribhavana (modern Sarbhon) and Nava-
sarikrx (modern Navsari) were towns of importance.

South Gujarat was ruled by the feudatories of

Pulakejsi II, who had defeated the armies of Sri Harsha of

Kanauj.

II

With the early kingdom of Gujjara or Gurjara are

associated important questions relating to Indian history.

A detailed examination of the earliest epigraphic and
literary records yields certain notable facts.®

About 550 Gurjara was the name of modem Marwar
with Bhillamala or Srimala as capital. Its kings were
called Gurjaras and Gurjaresvaras. One dynasty claimed

descent from Harichandra, a Brahmana, another from
Lakshmana, the brother of 6ri Ramachandra.* In 640, this

1.

cf. HK, II, intr. pp.XCI-XCIII.

2.

cf. GG, III, pp.7-30.

3.

cf. Jodhpur Inscription of Pratih^a Bauka (JRAS, 1894, pp.4-9), st.5;

Gwalior Prasasti Mihirabhoja (Ep. Ind., XVIII, pp.107-114), st.3;
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region was called Gujjar and its king was known to be a
Kshatriya. Wlien these Gurjara kings took Kanyakubja
and founded an empire it was known to Arab travellers

as Juzr or Gujjar/ The extent of this empire included

parts of the Punjab, Rajputana, Central India and Gujarat
which were ruled by warrior clans which came out of

Gurjara. Parts of modern Jodhpur, Jaipur and the Abu
region, were known as Gurjaratra or Gujarat till 1050.

The people migrating from this part of the country were
also known as Gurjaras. In 960 these Gurjaras occupied

parts of Alwar. The Gurjara herdsmen in Kashmir and
Hindukush use a language which is similar to Mevati and
closely allied to Marwari. There is no evidence to prove

that Gurjara Gau^a Brahmanas, the Srimala Brahmanas,
the Porvads and Osvals who were once classed as

Kshatriyas, were of foreign extraction.

According to the theory accepted by some autho-

rities, however, the Gurjaras were a foreign race

which entered India c.400-500; they took kindly to

Indian culture; founded the kingdom of Gurjaratra; ac-

cepted the Hindu caste system; conquered Anarta and Lata

in C.700; subdued the Valabhi kings in c.750; and abandon-

ed Bhillamala in c.953 to go and settle in Anarta, and to

make their chief Mularaja, king of Anahilavada Pa^tana.

The word Gurjara, no doubt, does not appear before

C.500. The names of some of the early rulers are non-

Sanskritic. There was ^ Caucasus tribe called Khajars,

the sound of which is similar to Gurjaras. But the theory

does not quite accord with the records. Its Brahmanas,

Kshatriyas, and Vaisyas are found fully absorbed in the

Continued from page 27

’^rrflr ^^5

4.HIED, I, pD.4,13ff, 2111, etc.
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fold of Arya Dharma. The tradition of the Gurjara rulers

was a continuation of the tradition of the post-Gupta rulers

like Sri Harsha and the Bhattarakas of Valabhi. The
linguistic, literary and cultural traditions developed un-
broken from 550 to 1199 when the third empire of Gurjara-

desa, that of the Chalukyas, was overwhelmed by ‘Ala-

ud-din Khilji’s armies.

On the death of Sri Harsha the imperial sceptre passed

to his grandson, Dharasena IV of Valabhipura. But the

Chalukyas were gathering strength in the South and the

Gurjara power was gaining strength in the North.

In 711 Muhammad-bin-Qasim, the Arab general, cap-

tured Sindh; and in 725 Junayd, the general of Caliph

Hashim (724-743), sent two armies to invade Gujarat.

One proceeded to Navsari and was destroyed by Pulakesi

Avanijanasraya, the Chalukya feudatory of Navsari. The
other raiding army proceeded north, defeated the rulers

of Kachchha, Saurashtra, Valabhipura, Chitod and Gur-

jara, destroyed Bhillamala, and laid Ujjain waste.' But
Nagabhata I, a scion of the Pratihara family of Gurjara-

desa, drove back the Arab forces and founded a strong

power. He and his descendants were styled Gurjaresvaras

or Gurjaras from Gurjara or Gurjaratra (the Marwar and
Abu region) over which they first niled.

About 750 the empire of the chalukyas of the South
including South Gujarat and parts of Malwa passed

into the hands of the Rashtrakuta conqueror, Dantidurga.

And for two hundred years South Gujarat became a battle-

field between the Imperial Rashtrakutas of the South

and the Gurjaras of the North. In c.780 Vatsaraja, the

Pratihara king of Gurjaradesa, conquered Anarta and

Saitrashtra and became the suzerain of most of the king-

doms of North India. It was during his reign that Udyo-

tana wrote his Kuvalayamdld at Jh^or and Jinasena

5.cf. Bombay Gazetteer, I, Part I, p.l09 n2:

[
3% ]
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wrote his Harivarhsa Purdna at Wadhwan.* A triangular

contest for all-India supremacy began between Vatsaraja

of Gurjaradesa, Dharmapala of Bengal and Rashtrakuta

Dhruva of VatapL North Gujarat continued within the

domains of Nagabhata II (792-834), the son of Vatsaraja,

who vanquished the Pala kings of Bengal.

In c.807-8 Govinda III, the Rashtrakuta, overran

the North, and lived for some months at Sarbhon,

now in the Broach District. But he died in 814, and
Nagabhata II captured Kanauj, transferred his capital

there and became the emperor of the North. Medapata,

Gurjaratra, Sapadalaksha, Anarta, the mainland up to the

Mahi and Malwa formed part of the empire which stretch-

ed from Multan to Bengal and the Himalayas to the Mahi.*

South of the Mahi ran the writ of the Rashtrakutas.

About 835 Nagabhata 's son, Mihira Bhoja (c.835-888),

referred to in Gujarati tradition as Bhuyada of Kalyaiia-

kataka (Kanauj), had to subdue Anarta and Saurashtra

again. He appointed military governors at Junagadh and
Wadhwan. The Mahi divided the Gurjara empire of

the North from the Rashtrakuta empire of the South,

South Gujarat changing hands from time to time. Mihira

Bhoja, the Gurjaresvara, was one of greatest emperors

in history, and the Arabs, who dreaded him most, called

6.cf. Kuvalayamdld {Bharatiya Vidyd, II, pp.84-87), st.18,20,21424,26; lA,
XV, p.141:
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his empire Juzr or Gurjjara. He was succeeded by
Mahendrapala (888-910), and he, by his son Mahipala

(c.912-948), the last Maharajadhiraja of Aryavarta.

In 940 Krishiia III, the Rashtrakuta, invaded the North
and in a swift czimpaign destroyed the empire of Gurjara-

desa. It was a historic event. Most of the feudatories

became independent. The military governors of Juna-

gadh and Wadhwan disappeared. The Rashtrakutas

occupied parts of Rajputana so far ruled by a feuda-

tory of Kanauj. The mainland of Gujarat and Malwa
were ruled by the Paramara king, Siyaka II, who was the

feudatory of Krishna III. Mularaja, the son of Raji,

perhaps the grandson of Mahipala or Mahendrapala, was
driven out from Gurjaratra. Fleeing south, he captured

Anahilavada Pattana and occupied Sarasvata Mandala,

the valley of the Sarasvatl. In 997, for the first time, we
find Mularaja called the ‘Lord of Gurjara’, a mere title,

for the name of Gujarat appertained to a different region

altogether.

Under the imperial Gurjaras life in Gujarat reached

a high level of art and learning under the inspiration of

Kanauj. The temple of Modhera .(c.800), the temples

of Khajuraho (c.900-1000), and the Vimalsa temples

of Abu (c.1030-1050) are the relics of the magnificent

tradition of art which flourished in the hey-day of

Gurjaradesa. Bhatti of Valabhipura (c.641), Subandhu and
Bapa (c.650), Bhavabhuti (c.700) and Vakpati (c.750) of

Kanauj, Magha (c.700) of Srimala, Haribhandra (c.700-70)

of Chitrakuta, Medhatithi and Devala the great law-givers,

and Rajasekhara (c.900) the poet laureate of Mahipala,

the grandson of Mihira Bhoja, are the representatives of

a great age of intellectual and cultural activity.

The story of Jayasekhara and Vanaraja Chav<jla and

his descendants ruling from Apahilavada Parana between
C.765 to 942 is but a vague relic of some minor dynasty of

local chiefs and of the conflicts between them and Mihira

Bhoja of Kanauj who survives in the tradition as the

Bhuya^a Kalya^akataka.
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III

The account narrated in the last edition of Gujarat

and Its Literature following earlier histories that the

history of Gujarat began with Mularaja’s capture of

Ai?.ahilavada in 942,® is not reliable. What is now Gujarat,

in fact, then participated in the larger life associated

with the empire of Vatsaraja, Nagabhata II, Mihira

Bhoja, Mahendrapala and Mahipala (c.780 to 940). It

had then a virile tradition. Its cavalry is once re-

corded as having driven out the Rashtrakuta forces.

A Brahmana from Vadnagar was the guardian of the

important fortresses of Gwalior. Medhatithi laid down a

law of breadth and vigour. A Brahmana could marry
a Kshatriya or a Vaisya girl, and could adopt even

a Kshatriya son.® 6udras could offer oblations to certain

sacrificial fires and perform all saThskdras except recital of

Vedic mantras,^'' Converts to Islam were brought back

into the fold by nominal ceremonials.'' Aryavarta was
not confined to India. Wherever an Arya king established

the Vedic religion it was Aryavarta.'® In fact absorption

of persons of other faiths into Arya Dharma was a common
feature in Sindh and Saurashtra.

S.cf. Forbes, Rds Mala (New Ed., London, 1878), p.l99; Forbes’ Rds
Mala (Edited by H. G. Rawlinson, Oxford, 1924), I, p.2^.

9.

Medhatithi on Manu, IX,168:

10

.

Medhatithi on Manu X,127:

11.

Kane, History of Dharmasastra, II, pp.299-301; Devala^smriti, st.1-10;

17-22; 30-1; 48; 54 ff; etc.

12.

Medhatithi on Manu, II, 22,23:
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Of course, Kanyakubja was the political capital of

North India and more. It was a sacred place, the seat

of the imperial Ikshvakus. All directions were to be mea-

sured from it.'^ The dress worn by the ladies of the

capital was adorable. “Women of other countries,” says

Rajasekhara, “should study the ways in which the ladies

of Kanyakubja dressed and bedecked themselves, braided

their hair, and spoke their words.

IV

The period from c. 550 to 950 was an organic one from
the literary and cultural point of view. Bhillamala,

Ujjayini and Valabhi were centres of cultural and literary

activity, but the literary tradition and influence were the

same. An account of the literary achievements of this

period in Sanskrit, Prakrit and Apabhramsa, therefore,

would include not only those of the authors who came
from Gujarat but of all those who flourished in Gurjara-

desa.

The period under review was one of the most fruitful

in Sanskrit literature. Epic and dramatic works were
composed, grammar and rhetoric were studied, law and
philosophy were developed. And Sanskrit became the

most powerful of the influences operating on the culture of

the people. It was not only the language of the court and

13.

RKM, p.94:

14.

Bdlardindyana, X, 90:

sft ?Tr»T:

^r5[?ir ii

X. 86: 73^1551:
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rr fnn ^tisht:
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of belles-lettres, but the medium of the highest thought

and noblest aspirations. It impressed its genius upon
Gujarat, and in spite of its fluid social and commercial life,

checked its development on alien lines.

By the sixth century of the Christian era, Sanskrit

literature was already several centuries old. Kalidasa,

the greatest Sanskrit poet and one of the greatest of any
age or clime, had lived but a century before, laying the

foundation of a new art and a great tradition. His

influence continued to dominate the whole period under

review though with declining purity.

Generally speaking the Sanskrit literature of the

period had an aristocratic and erudite character; it was
written for the learned. The poets were required to

undergo an elaborate course of studies and master seve-

ral branches of learning including grammar, rhetoric,

poetics and lexicography. The vast store of myths and

legends treasured in the two great epics, the Rdmdyana
and the Mahdhhdrata, supplied the themes; but the literary

tradition tended to become esoteric. Poetics was assidu-

ously cultivated. The theory and rules of dramaturgy

were required to be rigidly followed. (1) Mahdkdvya (the

artistic or court epic), (2) Khan^a-kdvya (long descriptive

poem), (3) Gadya-kdvya (the prose romance) and (4) Ru-

paka (drama) were the prevalent literary genres as con-

trasted with the simpler folk-tale or didactic and gnomic

literature of an earlier age. But Kalidasa remained the

unchallenged master in Mahdkdvya, Khanda-kdvya and

Rupaka; his works were the model which inspired most

poetic efforts, however poor in quality. The only other

form was the prose romance, for which Dan(Jin’s Dosa-

kumdracharita furnished the pattern.

The Mahdkdvya, which owed its rise to the Rdmd-
yana and the Mahdhhdrata had, under the influence of

Kalidasa’s Raghuvamsa, become a refined and polished

epic, dominated by one sentiment, dealing with the ad-

ventures of a royal hero and his family. But literary art

spent itself in description rather than in narration. Soon
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Kalidasa’s model, compact in form, elegant in expression

and classic in self-restraint, underwent a change for the

worse. The poet, anxious to win the praises of the pedant,

turned a grammarian or a verbal trickster, and made a

great literary vehicle the mere medium of tiresome artifice.

In tradition Kalidasa is closely associated with Ujja-

yini. The nine literary gems of legendary fame were also

associated with the city. But* within a hundred years

of the master’s death, the literary tradition had con-

siderably deteriorated. Subandhu, placed about the end

of the sixth century, reflected this new tradition. Several

references in his works point to the conclusion that he lived

in Malwa. Vdsavadattd, his only surviving work, is the

earliest prose romance in India. The style is highly

ornate, the narrative is meagre, literary artifice ‘with a

pun in every syllable’ abounds. Long-winded descriptions

appear to have come into vogue as the most important part

of literary creations, a feature which characterises the

whole period. The author disregards both character and
incident. The story, though romantic, loses its force and
beauty in the endless verbal trappings which the author

weaves round it.

V

The tradition of Subandhu was carried forward by
Ba^a (c.650) whose Kddamharl is rightly acknowledged
to be the best prose-romance in Sanskrit literature. This

and his other work, Harshacharita, gave a new inspiration

and technique to the literary art of the age.

Harshacharita is a Kavya woven round the early

life of Sri Harsha. It gives a vivid and graphic picture

of the time. Incidentally, with Hiuen Tsang, the poet

shares the honour of having given to posterity the life

and times of one of the greatest rulers of India. He
thus describes how he set out on his journey to meet his

patron :

He rose early in the morning. Having taken his bath he put on a
clean white piece of cloth. With rosary in hand he recited Vedic
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mantras which he was to recite on his journey. He then worshipped

the idol of 6iva, the god of gods. He first bathed it in milk, then

offered sweet-smelling flowers, incense and pigments with great de-

votion. He also offered many other things and waved the lights before

it with devotion. The fire-god was also propitiated by sacrifice. The
offerings of ghee and sesamum made its flame go the right way.
According to his means, he gave presents to Brahmanas. Having gone

round the sacrificial cow which stood facing the east, he applied

white powder to his body, put on white garlands, wore white clothes

and put siddhartha in the hair on his head. The elders smelt him on

the head by way of blessing. Putting forward his right leg first he

started from Pritikuta village followed by his relatives who had in

their hands flowers and fruits. They also chanted Vedic mantras.^^

Kddambart was left incomplete by the author and
finished by his son Bhushana. The work lacks propor-

tion. The narrative is literally stifled by descriptions.

No detail, however far-fetched, escapes the author. The
work displays little art in characterisation or in presenta-

tion of the story. But it contains a series of vivid word-

pictures of nature. The author’s eye never misses colour,

nor his ear music of the softest kind. He can be fanciful

and even slightly humorous when he wants to. His fancy

is rich, his vocabulary unlimited. The prose, in spite of

its elaborate and endless compounds, has an element of

poetic rhythm unsurpassed in any other work. The work
created a profound impression on the literary movement
of the period and lifted the tedious verbosity of the age

into a living art.

Bana’s patron, Sri Harsha, was also an author. Three
of his plays, Priyadarsikd, Ratndvall and Ndgdnanda have

15.Harsha-charita (NS Ed.), pp.56-7:
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come down to us. The author borrowed his plots from
Gunadhya’s lost work. His style is free from the artifi-

cial elaborateness associated with his age.

Valabhipura was the capital of Kathiawar at the time,

famous for its riches, learning and piety. During the

reign of Sridharasena, possibly fourth of the name, flour-

ished the poet Bhatti. Evidently the city had its literary

masters, of whom the poet appears to be the most promi-

nent. His only known work is Bhattikdvya or Rdvanavadka,

It was the original on which Hemachandra modelled Dvyds-

raya. It was composed with the two-fold purpose of illus-

trating the rules of Sanskrit grammar and rhetoric, and
of providing literary entertainment. In such a work
naturally the poet is smothered by the grammarian.
Though tradition gives a great position to Bhatti, it is only

because of his skill in achieving this dual purpose of

dubious literary value.

Magha wrote his works under the literary influence

of Bhatti and Bharavi, He was the son of Dattaka Sarva-

sraya and the grandson of Suprabhadeva, who was the

minister of king Varmalata, whose inscription dated

C.624 has been recovered.'® The Jain Prabandhas make
him a resident of Bhillamala or Srimala. His asso-

ciation with Bhoja is clearly legendary, for the great

Mihira Bhoja lived in the middle of the 9th century

and the Paramiara Bhoja in the 11th century. The poet

was rich and liberal and his wife Malhanadevi also shared

the generous instincts of her husband.

The merits ascribed to Magha by later critics are

clearly exaggerations.” The theme of Sisupala's death

borrowed froni the Sabha Parvan of the Mahdbhdrata was
touched up by the author with remarkable skill and luxu-

riance of expression; but under the influence of Bhatti

ie.cf. Keith, p.l24; De, HSL, I,

17.cf:

5®rT: II
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he succumbed to the time-honoured tradition of using

a romantic poem to illustrate the rules of grammar.
Characterization and narrative, in consequence, came to be

regarded by the author as subsidiary factors in the

composition. The poet however could not approach his

master Bharavi at his best.

Bhavabhuti alone of the poets of the period rescued the

drama from this decadent tradition. He, otherwise called

Srikantha, was the son of Nilakantha, and belonged to

the learned family of Brahmanas of Padmapura, stated to

be in Vidarbha, modern Berar.“ His Mdlatimddhava was
enacted on the occasion of the fair of Lord Kalapriya

which is identified with Mahakalesvara of Ujjayini. He
is placed later than Kalidasa and Bana. If the Rdjataran-

ginl contains reliable information, Bhavabhuti and Vak-

pati, the author of Gaudavaho, were under the patronage

of Yasovarman of Kanyakubja."®

The Jain sddhus were very active during the five

centuries under review; but the record of their activities

has to be examined with caution.

The later Jain sddhu has preserved this record. What-

ever he wrote, his disciples studied, and the libraries of

Jain temples in Gujarat and Rajputana preserved. When
orthodoxy surrenders its treasures to the printing press,

the history of Jainism, of Prakrit, Apabhramsa and Gujarat

will have to be written anew. But works, published so

far, have made a considerable contribution to the history

and literature of the period. They are of great linguistic

and sociological value; but, except for the biographical

details of the writer and his teachers, and the record of

reigns, they contain unreliable historical material. It is

disconnected, one-sided, and, in some cases, distorted by

IS.cf. De, op. cit.j p.278.
19.Rdjataranginlj IV,144;
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religious bias; it is drawn very often from popular Jain

traditions; sometimes it conflicts with facts authenticated

by contemporary records, and provides a wrong historical

perspective. But such as it is, it is sufficient to provide a
correct estimate of the literary activities pursued by the

Jains.

About 500 Brahmanism and Buddhism dominated
Saurashtra and Gujarat, but Valabhipura was hospitable

enough to welcome the conference of sddhiis which
redacted the Jain canon, thereafter called the Valabhl

Vdchand.

Jainism, like Buddhism, was an offshoot of Aryan
thought and religious impulse. Neither Mahavira, nor

his disciples, ever claimed to teach any but an Aryan doc-

trine. Rebirth, the supremacy of the five great vows, the

efficacy of detachment, vairdgya, and the goal of final

emancipation, kaivalya, which they taught were common
to other Indian religious movements. Though Jainism did

not attract a large Brahmanical following, its sddhus were
often drawn from that class. About the first century of

the Christian era, some of its missionaries were learned

Brahmanas, whose ambition was to see that their tenets

acquired a place of honour among the learned in the land.

Vimala’s Paumachariyam, written in Jain Maharashtri

Prakrit, was one of a large number of attempts to alter

Rdmdyana to suit the needs of the Jains. Works like

Nandlsutra, composed about the time of the Valabhi redac-

tion, show that the religious and literary activities of

Jain sddhus were influenced by the Vedas, Mahdhhdrata,

Rdmdyana, the Purdnas, the well-known systems of philo-

sophy, the Arthasdstra of Kautilya and the Kdmasutra,

The revolt in favour of using Sanskrit as against

Prakrit, headed by Siddhasena Divakara (c.533), was an

attempt to raise the literature and thought of the Jains

to the high intellectual level attained by those of the

Brahmanas. A Brahmana by birth, Siddhasena wrote a

well-known text book of logic, and was, on the testimony

of Hemachandra, a poet. This revolt naturally met with
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considerable opposition from the orthodox sddhus, who,
moving among the literate, were not alive to the great

intellectual upheaval which was bringing about a deeper

cultural unity in the country through Sanskrit.

Siddhasena Divakara, whose principal literary activi-

ties were confined to Gujarat, was the author of several

prakaranas, that is, treatises in which the subject is dealt

with in a systematic and scientific form. This treatment,

as distinguished from the diffused or episodical treatment

of events favoured by the canonical works, was introduced

by the Brahmana converts to Jainism.

The work of Siddhasena was carried forward by Hari-

bhadra, a Brahmana of Chitod and son of the royal

purohita, who occupies a foremost position in the litera-

ture of the 8th century.

Haribhadra wrote many prakaranas both in Sanskrit

and Prakrit. He wrote a commentary on the Nydyapra-

vesa of the Buddhist logician, Dignaga. Traditionally he

wrote 1,400 prakaranas and commentaries on many Jain

canonical works. His principal contribution as a scholar

was to bring the thought of the Svetambara Jain to the

high intellectual level of the Hindu and the Buddhist. Out
of the many dharmakathds that he wrote such as Kathd-

Kosha, Yasadharacharita/ Vlrdngadd-kahd, only Samardi-

chcha-kahd and Dhurtdkhydna, both composed in Maha-
rashtri Prakrit, though with Sauraseni influence, have

come down to us.

In spite of his background and training as a Brah-

mana, Haribhadra was attracted to Jainism and was con-

verted by the nun Yakini. He spent the best part of his

life in Gujarat and the adjoining parts of Rajputana. But
it is clear from his works that he had travelled all over

India and come into close contact with the exponents of

Buddhist philosophy as taught by Dignaga and Dharma-
kirti in Eastern India. His life was inspired by a strong

hatred of the Buddhists as also by an ambition to challenge

their intellectual eminence. Several anecdotes about his

life are found in later works. But the only indisputable
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fact which emerges from them is that his nephews and
disciples Haihsa and Paramahaihsa perished in an attempt
to master the doctrines of the Buddhists by stealth. He
used the word ‘viraha’ (bereavement) in the last verse
in many of his works, it is stated, to keep alive the memory
of this loss. He was also a great proselytiser, attracting

to Jainism several learned scholars from other faiths by
his personality and learning. He is stated to have got

erected eighty-four temples and converted the Pragvata
(Porvada) Kshatriyas of Srimala to Jainism. Proud and
fierce, he travelled far and wide, supplanting Buddhist in-

fluence already on the wane.

Haribhadra, though a man of immense learning and
the leader of a movement, was a literary artist in an age
when literature could rarely escape from being pedantic or

sanctimonious. Samardichchakahd {Samarddityakathd) and
Dhurtdkhydna, composed in Maharashtri Prakrit, justify

his reputation so uniformly emphasized by successive

generations of Jain authors. Sarnardichchakahd is written
in a racy, simple, fluent prose interspersed mostly with
verses in the Arya metre, a welcome departure from
the highly ornate style which masters, like Bana and
Dandin, affected. It is calculated to capture the imagina-
tion of lovers of romance rather than attract the admi-
ration of the learned. The story is full of adven-
tures of certain individuals through a succession of

births as men, birds and beasts. No doubt the religious

motive is kept alive by the retribution which overtakes

the heroes, who represent the cardinal sins, anger,

deceit, avarice and untruth. The propagandist also achieves

his aim by repeatedly bringing home to the reader the

futility of life and the potency of Jainism as the only

escape from it.

The story, in brief, is that Gunasena, a prince, when
a child held up to ridicule Agnisarman, the ugly and
mis-shapen son of the royal priest. Tired of being the

butt of ridicule, Agnisarman became a sddhu. After
the lapse of some years, Gunasena, who had come to the
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throne by then, went to meet his old victim, who had, in
the meanwhile, become a great ascetic. The king invit-

ed the ascetic to dinner. But under a strict religious
vow, the ascetic took food only on one fixed day in a month,
and therefore promised to come to the king’s palace on
the day he broke his fast. On the appointed day, the
ascetic came to the palace. The king’s men, however,
were celebrating the birth of a prince and would not

attend to him. Thereupon he went away, and was com-
pelled to continue his fast for another month. The
king, when he came to know how he had been treat-

ed, in all humility, sought him out and begged his forgive-

ness. Another invitation followed. The ascetic again came
to the palace, only to be turned out a second time

for some insignificant reason. Three times the sage

received the penitent king’s invitation, but on each occa-

sion, was turned out without food or attention. Worked
up to a fury, Agnisarman vowed to wreak eternal ven-

geance on the king through successive lives, and giving

up all food, died. He observed his vow and at every re-

birth persecuted Gunasena. As a result of a series of

adventures, Agnisarman was consumed by his own malice.

Gupasena, on the other hand, acquiring higher merit at

each birth, attained salvation.

The story is well told, and represents a stage of social

dharmakatha different from Tarangalold. The author him-

self calls it dharmakatha. Unlike the older work, its

religious motives are woven into the main story. Literary

effort is less apparent. The emotion of love, intense, fresh

and natural, which dominates Tarahgalola becomes sub-

ordinate to a spirit of adventure and religious zeal. In

Tarahgalola, karma and remembrance of previous life and

its consequences serve to motivate the story; in Sama-

rdichcha, the story only serves to illustrate those ideas and

impress certain moral principles upon the audience. In the

former, the characters are human and vital taken from

life; in the latter, they verge on the allegorical.
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VII

Dhurtdkhydna (the story of Cheats) contains 480 stanzas

divided into 5 akhyanas. It is written in a simple and
fluent style suited to the conversational manner in which
the cheats carried on their discussions.

Five leaders of cheats, each with his followers, meet
in Ujjayini during the rainy season. Muladeva, one

of the leaders, requests every one to tell the gathering

truthfully of his experience. It is agreed that whoever

shows the experience to be incredible has to feed the

others; but whoever confirms it by scriptural precedents

is to be made their chief. Muladeva then tells his

story:

I went to the abode of god Siva to receive the

Gahga on my head, with a gourd and an umbrella in my
hand. While passing through a forest an elephant rushed at

me, so I leapt into the gourd. The elephant followed me into

it where we played hide and seek for six months. Ulti-

mately I escaped through the spout-hole of the gourd. The
elephant tried to follow me but the hair of its tail was
caught in the spout-hole. I, however, approached the river

Ganga, crossed her and reached the abode of the god. I then

received the Gahga on my head for six months. If what I

tell you is true, confirm it by scriptural testimony. If you
say it is a lie, give me a feast.

Kandarika, another chief of the cheats, in confirma-

tion of Muladeva’s story, cites eight incidents from
the Mahdhhdrata and the Purdnas, relating to the impri-

sonment of Gahga in Siva’s matted hair, birth of Kanja
from Kunti’s ear, crossing of the ocean by Hanumat with
his army, etc.

Then Kandarika told his story:

I was a naughty boy and my parents drove me out of

the house. I then attended a fair in honour of a Yaksha.

Robbers attacked it. All of us men, women, children and
horses went and hid in a cucumber, and continued our

merry-making.
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A goat swallowed the cucumber. A boa swallowed

the goat. A crane ate the boa and sat on a vata tree.

A king who had camped under the tree, thinking it to be its

branch tied a mad elephant to the crane’s leg. When the

crane drew up its leg, the elephant was lifted up with it.

The mahaut brought the archers who shot down the crane.

Under the king’s orders the crane’s stomach was opened.

Every one of us, thereupon, came out and went to our

homes.

I myself had this experience. If you don’t believe it,

give us the feast.

Elashadha, another chief, confirmed that according

to the Mdhdbhdrata and the Purdnas the experience

was true, for they referred to the Primeval Egg in which

all were accommodated. Markaiideya also saw a boy at

the time of the universal deluge and lived in his stomach

for a thousand years. The cheat cited several Puranic

stories in corroboration and stated that if they were true,

Kandarika’s experience was equally true.

Elashadha then told his story;

Being fond of alchemy I brought the liquid from the

golden pond by which metal could be transmuted into

gold. Then I became rich. The robbers came and attacked

my house. I fought single-handed against them. They,

however, cut my head off and placed it on a badara tree,

and left with my wealth. Men came there in the morning

and saw my head eating the badara fruits. They were con-

vinced that I was alive and joined the head to my body.

And here I am hale and hearty. But if you disbelieve me,

give us the feast.

Sasa, another chief, confirmed the truth of this refe-

rence by citing the Puranic example of Jamadagni reviv-

ing Renuka after her head was cut off by ParauSurama; of

Tilottama, Hanumat, and Mahasena who were created or

brought to life by joining different limbs.

Then Sasa tells his story:

I once went to my field. Aji elephant rushed at me.

Out of fear, I climbed a sesamum tree. The elephant
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ran round it, and the sesamum seeds fell on the ground.

The seeds were trodden upon by the elephant and so there

was flood of sesamum oil. The elephant got stuck in the

mud made by the flood, and died of hunger and thirst. I

came down the tree, drank ten pots of oil, and ate the seeds.

I then made a bag of the elephant’s hide, filled it with oil,

and brought it with me. I left the bag on a tree, and when
I went home asked my son to bring it. H6 went to the tree,

but as he could not find the bag, brought the tree with him.

Believe me or give us a feast.

Khandapana, a woman chief, corroborated the expe-

rience by giving similar stories from the Purdnas of the

ichor of elephants in Bharata’s army drowning armies,

of Kumbhakarna drinking hundreds of pots of water and

of Agastya drinking the ocean; of Garuda carrying the ban-

yan tree
,
and of Madhava lifting the Govardhana.

Khandapana then told the cheats to make her their

chief and prepare the feast for this was her story:

Once I was very beautiful. Then I slept on the veran-

dah. The wind dallied with me. Immediately I had a

son, who took leave of me and went away.

Muladeva corroborated her by the instances of Bhima,

born of wind; of Hanumant from Nila; of Vyasa, who
walked away as soon he was born.

Khandapana resumed: Once I attracted the burning

sun and had intercourse with him. A mighty son was born

to me, but I remained unhurt. On the third occasion I

attracted Agni, by whom I got a brilliant son; but I was

not burnt in the least. Once again Indra came to me, pre-^

ferring me to celestial nymphs, and a son was born to me.

I am an artisan’s daughter and several washermen

also worked under me. One day the clothes left to dry

were blown off by strong wind. I asked the washermen

to run away. For fear of the king’s wrath, I became a

lizard and entered the city. But in the morning I thought

I would be caught for the king’s dinner and so turned my-

self into a mango plant. When the washermen were for-

given I restored myself as a woman. In the meantime, the

leather straps of my carts had been eaten up by jackals
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and dogs and my father had to make others out of a mouse’s

tail.

I then went from place to place in search of the clothes

and my servants. Then I came here only to find

that you were my servants and that what you wear were
my clothes. Now believe me, or if you can’t, give us a

feast.

Being outwitted by Khandapana, all the cheats felt

ashamed. They, therefore, accepted her as their chief

and requested her to feast them all. Khandapana there-

upon taking a dead child from the funeral ground with

her went abegging to a rich banker’s. His servants were

asked to drive her away. When force was used against

her she fell down to the ground and cried out that her

son had been killed. The banker, to escape punish-

ment, bribed her with a ring. She removed the dead

child, sold the gift, and feasted the cheats.

The cheats congratulated her on her resourcefulness

and confessed that a woman was wiser than a man.
In sharp contrast to the literary tradition of his age

Haribhadra refused to convert a good story in-

to an allegory or end it up by making everyone a Jain

sddhu, Khandapana, the witty, hypocritical cheat, mak-
ing her colleagues look ridiculous, has a character of her

own. Her skill in professional beggary has not been improv-

ed upon in the last fifteen hundred years.

These stories are clever and remind one of Baron
Munchausen’s extravagant exploits. But there is a devas-

tating satire in every word of it. Satire in Indian litera-

ture is very crude and often mixed. But Haribhadra’s

satire had a vein similar to Swift’s or Voltaire’s. His was
the rationalistic approach. ‘T am not partial to Mahavira,

nor do I bear any ill will against Kapila and others. I

uphold the message of those whose words appeal to rea-

son.” In Samhodha Prakarana he holds up even the ways
of Jain sddhus to equally devastating satire.

The specimens of dharmakathd furnished by Haribha-
dra suggest that a large body of fictional literature com-
posed in Western India at that time has been lost.
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VIII

A little later (779) Udyotana, one of the disciples of

Haribhadra, composed, mainly in Prakrit and partly in

Apabhraihsa, a Champu styled Kuvalayamdld in Jabali-

pura (Jhalor). It contains valuable historical mate-

rial, and, among other things, shows that in GurjaradeiSa

around Bhillamala, Jainism had acquired great influence

and the Jain sddhus were active in pursuit of literature.

It contains valuable linguistic material, and refers to ear-

lier masters of literature like Padalipta, Shatparnaka,

Gunaijhya, Vyasa, Valmiki, Bana, Ravishena, Jaijila, Deva-

gupta, Prabhanjana and Haribhadra. A Sanskrit version

of this romance was made by Ratnaprabha (c.l400).

Udyotana’s dharmakathd is still in manuscript. “This

story”, says the author modestly, “composed without pride

of poetic skill, has no literary merit. It has been
composed with the object of only telling a dharmakathd.

Let no one therefore find fault with it”." It is woven
round the old theme of retribution overtaking certain indi-

viduals embodying the cardinal sins through a succession

of lives. But we miss Haribhadra’s raciness of style and
freshness of presentation. Literary effort is transparent.

The characters are more allegorical; the adventures are

less exciting; the outlook on life is more pedantic. We feel

narrow influences becoming predominant. The style of

Ba^a, not his creative art, is the principal inspiration.

Jain dharmakathd was losing, or had lost, touch with
real life. Siddharshi (906) wrote his TJpamitibhava-

prapanchdkathdf a lengthy allegory on the world’s worth-

lessness, in the form of a dharmakathd. It includes dreary

sermons, an encyclopaedia of knowledge, and a collection

of stories, good, bad and indifferent. It is a reductio ad
ahsurdum of the didactic and allegorical story. Siddharshi

apologetically refers to the necessity of composing in Sans-

krit, “Sanskrit and Prakrit equally deserve importance,

but men of little learning prefer Sanskrit. If the remedy
is at hand, why not please everybody?’’

20.cf. Mtuii Jinavijayji in Vasanta Rajata MahoUava Smdraka Grantha,
pp.270-1.
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In Gurjaradesa of this period several other works were
written, among them Silacharya’s Chaupanna Mahdpurusha
Chariyam in Prakrit, on which Hemachandra modelled his

Trishashfi-Saldkd-purusha-charita; Bhuvana sundarl-kathd

by Vijayasirhha (919), Kdlakdchdrya Kathdnaka by Mahe-
svarasuri; Brihatkathd-kosha by Harishe^a (931-2) written

at Wadhwan in Gujarat in which reference is made to

Vinayakapala, the Gurjara Pratihara emperor of Kanauj,

otherwise known as Mahipala; Ydsastilaka-champu by
Somadeva (959). A few decades later, Jain poets, like

Dhanapala (973), the friend of king Munja of Dhara and
the author of Tilakamanjari, frankly accepted Sanskrit as

the language of literature par excellence.

IX

This age closed with Rajasekhara who was the repre-

sentative of its literary traditions and whose influence

over the coming centuries was great. He appears to have

risen to fame as a poet and scholar in the time of Emperor
Mihira Bhoja. He was also the teacher of his son

Mahendrapala who ruled the Pratihara Empire from 888 to

910 and the poet laureate in the reign of his son, Mahipala.

The poet had therefore the rare luck of being an

eyewitness and chronicler of some of the historic events

which changed the destiny of the country between 910

and 940.

The poet has left us many autobiographical details.

He was born in the Yayavara family and was known to

the following generations as Yayavara. His was a family

of poets. His great grandfather was well known for his

poetic works and his verses were being plagiarised by
other poets. Surananda, a poet famous at the court of

Chedi, Tarala and Kavi Raja also belonged to the same
family

21.ci. Bdlardmdyana, 1,13:
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Rajasekhara’s father Durduka or Dunika was a prime
minister and his mother’s name was Silavati. Rajasek-

hara was a Brahmana, but had married into a

Chahamana family, and his wife Avantisundari was,

therefore, a Kshatriya.““ She was a lady of great accom-
plishments, for the poet quotes her opinion thrice in the

Kdvya-mimdmsaf^ and the Karpuramanjari was first

acted at her desire. He was also styled Kaviraja.

The known works of Rajasekhara are as follows:

—

(a) Bdlardmdyana, relating the story of Rama from
Sita’s marriage to the death of Havana and their

return to Ayodhya after Sita’s fire-ordeal.

^b) Bdlahhdrata, sometimes called Prachandapdn^ava,
staged at Mahodaya before Mahipala.

(c) Bhuvanakosa, to which he alludes in the 17th

chapter of the last work.
(d) Kdvyamlmdmsd.
(e) Haravildsa, referred to by Hemachandra.

- (f) Viddhasalahhanjikd, staged at the request of

Yuvarajadeva of Chedi after the collapse of

Kanauj in c. 940. The occasion may have been
his installation in the joint administration of the

government.

(g) Karpuramanjari, produced at the request of his

wife, Avantisundari.

Bdlardmdyana was staged at the court of Mahen-
drapala at Kanauj . The poet however has taken
liberties with the original. For instance, Havana
from the beginning is represented as a rival of

Rama for the hand of Sita and his love for Sita is

given more prominence than his ferocity.

Bdlahhdrata was staged at Kanauj before a distin-

guished gathering which included the emperor himself
after Mahipala completed his great campaign against

22.

cf. Karpuramanjariy 1,11:

23.

RKM, pp.20,46,57.
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the Rashtrakuta emperor Indra III, in about 916. Thus
does the poet describe his patron.

“In the family of Raghu, there was born the glorious Mahipaladeva,

who lowered the heads of the Muralas; who destroyed the Mekalas;

who drove out the Kalihgas; who conquered the Kulutas in battle;

who destroyed Kuntalas as if with an axe; who forcibly seized the

royalty of the Ramathas”.”*

Only two acts of Bdlabhdrata have been recovered so far.

Viddhasdlahhanjikd is a natika in four acts. King
Chandavarman of Lata has no sons. He therefore tries

to pass off his daughter Mrigahkavati as a son. In that

guise she is sent to the queen of king Vidyadhara of Kera-

la. The visit leads to a real marriage between the king

and the princess. Karpuramanjari is a play in Prakrit

in four acts, and describes the love affair of king Chanda-

pala with the princess of Kuntala.

The poet possesses complete mastery over Sanskrit

and Prakrit metres, but as a dramatist he is poor. He
draws inspiration from Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti and Sri

Harsha, but never approaches any one of them either in

expression, sentiment or beauty.

His Kdvyamlmdvisd is a work of great value and

gives glimpses of the life and literature of this period of

India's history. It was projected as an elaborate treatise

on poetics in 18 lengthy sections each consisting of several

chapters. Only the first part has been so far recovered.

The poet gives an exalted status to poetics or Kavya-

i^astra. He deals with the origin of poetics and determines

the position of poetics in relation to Vedic and post-Vedic

literature and treats of the origin of Kavyapurusha

(poetry incarnate, Poetry-King) and his marriage with

2i.Bdlabhdrata, 1,7

:

ersTfSr 5551: fstd
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Sahityavidya, the literary art. The origin of Kavya-
purusha is thus described:

—

“The goddess of learning was practising penance on the Himalayas

with the desire of having a son. Pleased with her penance, Brahma
gave her a son, afterwards the Kavyapurusha. It was from him that

metrical speech first originated. Word and meaning make up his

body, the different languages his limbs. Sentiment is his soul, and
figures of speech are his ornaments. Once upon a time, while Sarasvati

was going to the celestial assembly as a judge, the Kavyapurusha per-

sisted in following her. In order to prevent him, Bhavani created

Sahityavidyavadhu as his bride and asked her to follow him. The
bride had to adopt various sorts of dress and dramatic devices to win
him. Tlie Kavyapurusha, at the end of the journey, was won over.

The pair were then married in Vatsagulma by the Gandharva marriage.

The different kinds of dress and dramatic modes adopted by S^tya-
vidyavadhu in different countries are imitated by the people of those

parts.”®

In the work the poet deals with the rules to be
observed by poets and gives the following directions:

A poet should not read his composition to others in

its incomplete form; he should not be vain if his composi-

tion is good; before publishing it he should seek the opinion

of his betters; he should avoid quarrelling with im-

postors; he should prepare several transcripts of his

works."* Rajasekhara ends the work by treating of the

various ways which are injurious to the reputation of a

poet.

According to Rajasekhara a poet should always be
equipped with a box, a board with a chalk to write there-

on, leaves of the tala or the bark of the bhurja tree for

preparing books, as also pen and inkpot. He should also

have the leaves of the tala tree with iron nails.” Evident-

ly books were being written at the time in the southern

style by incising the leaves of the tala tree and in the

25.KKM, Intr,, p.XXXVI,pp.5-10.
*

26.op. cit.j p.52f. - • 1 ^ ^ ^ I...

27.op, cit., p.50: ^ ^

»Tr5R[fJr qr,
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northern, by writing with ink on the bark of the hhurja

tree.

A kaviraja was expected to be proficient in various lan-

guages and not merely Sanskrit. A good poet, says Raja^ek-

hara, should pay attention to all the languages according

to his ability, taste and curiosity,"^ for there is a distin-

ctive beauty in each.

A large number of books from which Rajasekhara
has taken quotations have remained unrecovered so far.

Rajasekhara was a much travelled poet,'*^ and has some very
interesting remarks to make about the manner of speech
of the people. The Magadhas and those living to the east

of Banaras spoke Sanskrit well but Prakrit badly.^’ A
Gauda could not speak Prakrit properly; he should, there-

fore, either give up the attempt or improve his Prakrit.*'

The Karnatakas recited poetry proudly with a twang at

the end of each sentence irrespective of sentiment, style

or quality.*"* The Dravi^as recited prose and poetry both

28.op. cit., p.48:

2SJIKM, p.51:

30.op. cit,f p.33:

gfjji: m^5ni% ^ I

(?rwr) ^ ii

31.op. cit., pp.33-4:

iTT*TrfFq-r ^rs;^ ii

^ ff i

'T jrrRfar^sj 'rrs^ [stj ii

32.op. cit., p.34:

iw. 5^S’=!nE5 ^’n: I
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in a musical way.“ The Latas hated Sanskrit but spoke

elegant Prakrit in a beautiful way."" The people of Saui-

rashtra and Travana spoke Sanskrit but mixed it with

Apabhraihsa to add beauty to their speech.*'^ Kashmirians

were good poets but their recital sounded like a mouthful

of gU(JuchL"'’ The poets of the North were cultured and

recited with a nasal twang.’’^ But the Pahchala poets

were the best; their voice corresponded to their style;

the arrangement of their words was perfect; their compo-

sitions were scientific."” The Panchalas are described as

the ornaments of Aryilvarta, the most cultured region.

The two foci of the land were Kanauj and Banaras. Its

people liked elegant and new literary works. The com-

positions of its poets were very well constructed."^ Their

33.op. cit., p.34:

34.op.cit., p.34:

553:¥r 55i?:r: i

35,op. cit., p.34:

II

36.lbid:

'TfS^JT: f%f ! II

SV.Ibid;

?rcr: ^

3SJhid:

JTrnfgrtsT

gJTq:

^cl% f%3^fr ^isqtris: II

39.Bdl<iTdwidyafi(i, Act X: vSfZt I

q^: f%55 B^q^q q^qt^^

qq «ihr'7q[q5nl^f6r i
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recitation was sweet as honey. As the poet testifies,

Mahodaya or Kanauj was the literary metropolis of India,

the centre from where radiated power, fashion and culture.

Rajasekhara had a partiality for Latadesa. Karpura-
maiijarl, the heroine of the play, is the daughter of the

king of Latadesa. Viddhasdlahhanjikd also refers to

the king of the same country. In the Bdlardmdyana
(Act X, 48-49) it is described as the crest of the earth.

The elegance of speech and beauty of its ladies are dilated

upon by him in his Kavyas.

Poets of Lata appear to possess distinctive literary

traits. A kind of style, favoured by the authors of Lata, had

acquired the name of Lati.'® Rajasekhara represents the

people of Lata as preferring Prakrit and hating Sanskrit.

Humour was then another peculiarity of Lati.^^

The poet’s works also reflect the high state of edu-

cation in the country in his time. Women did not lag

Continued from page 53

n?i

IIV6II

f%sr—

i

40

.

cf. Rudrata, Kdvydlamkdra (KM, 2) II .4-5:

I

TIsjRst wrjtqr 7^ ?IH 7T qTq?i: I

qq^rf^ jfl^qr ii 7 ii

Rudrata (c,800-850) was the first to enumerate Ldtlyd Riti. It is

indeed curious that Rajasekhara, who came after Rudrata and was
conversant with his view, did not accept Ldtiyd Riti. Probably he
did not consider it to be different from Pdnchdli, and hence did not
see any necessity of acknowledging a separate Riti beyond Pdnchdli
(cf. RKM, pp.147 & 171).

41.

cf. Siihhadevagani's commentary on the Vdgbhatdlarhkdra (KM, 48 ),

p.68: ^ JTqtqfStjSl 3^^: JTqJ% ^^ ^ qnrsft i

^c«r§dqTR<^*if^qqi ^ II
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behind men in point of education. Evidently there were
poetesses too in Kanauj. “Culture is connected with the

soul and not with the sex’" says the poet.*" The poet had
met princesses and poetesses, daughters of prime minis-

ters, courtesans, and wives of court jesters who were well

versed in sciences.

The whole country, therefore, in this period had a

unity of culture. Apabhramsa, Prakrit and languages

closely allied to Sanskrit were being understood by the

people. Sanskrit was the language of the cultured, spoken

and understood among the educated throughout the

country, but was most prevalent to the east of Banaras.

X
In 550 Isanavarma made Kanauj the capital. Its

Pratihara masters were styled Maharajadhirajas of

Aryavarta. Their power broke in 940. In 950 the Prati-

hara ruler of Kanauj was still recognised as the titular

emperor of the world (Raghukula-hhuchakravartin). His

descendant Rajyapala was so accepted right till 1018

when Mahmud of Ghazni sacked Kanauj, and made a

vassal of this last of the Gurjaresvaras. Vidyadhara

Chandella (1019-1022) rose against this imbecile relic

of imperial greatness, and killed Rajyapala, who was a

puppet of the foreign conqueror. Thus ended the glory

of Kanauj.

The rise of Kanauj represents a distinct phase in the

history of India, About 500, the Gupta empire broke

into two as a result of the pressure of foreign inroads from
the North-West, and India from Peshawar to the Narmada
became a melting pot. From out of this welter emerged
the military power of Kanauj with its main function of

resisting foreign inroads, and evolving order out of chaos.

It had another function too. By 500 the Deccan asserted

itself on the all India scene as a distinct military

power, and a few decades later, came into conflict with

42.RfCM, p.53^

——

—

^ ^ m i
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Kanauj which also saved the North from being occupied.

For all the time, the region of modern Gujarat became the

battle-ground of various powers, and, perhaps by that

reason among others, tended to acquire for its people a

character distinct from the warring regions of the North

and South.

As a result of this situation, life in the Rajasthan belt

was thrown out of the traditional groove. Chdturvarnya as

an organisation had to bear the strain of absorbing the

new comer. The martial races became diluted with

foreign elements; the Brahmanas, who had been very

largely endowed during Gupta times, and had been the

guardians of religion, culture and literature, became a

distinct caste of “gods on earth” (bhudeva), interested

mainly in maintaining the purity of their heritage. This

had its reaction in literature, as is proved by the testimony

of Rajasekhara.

Sanskrit authors wrote for the learned only, not for

all; their inspiration came from old masters like Vyasa and

Kalidasa, not from life. Naturally literature became

learned in content, artificial in character, and traditional

in outlook. Living literature was found only in Prakrit

and Apabhramsa; but much of it, which did not partake of

a learned character, disappeared. Rare specimens like

Dhurtdkhydna survived because they happened to be com-

posed by learned men who could not otherwise be ignor-

ed. South of the Narmada, Sanskrit was only the

language of the learned. Though its literature lost in

vigour and beauty, it became a cementing bond in the

whole country. On the other hand, the narrowing scope

of Sanskrit and even Prakrit and Apabhraih^a literature

prepared the way for the spoken dialect of the people to

develop into a literary speech.



CHAPTER III

LITERATURE UNDER THE PARAMARAS

A. D. 940-1050

Break-up of the empire of Gurjaradesa (940)—Mularaja Chalu-
kya’s occupation of Sarasvata Mandala (942) Siyaka II Paramara
ruler of Gujarat (940-974)—Muhja (974-997)—His poetic skill

—

His literary associates—Padmagupta—Dhanahjaya—Dhanapala
—Tilakmanjarl—Bhoja (1010-1050) the Magnificent—Resurrec-

tion of the empire of Gurjaradesa—His character and achieve-
ments—Pioneer of polymathic tradition—His works

—

Sarasvatl

—Kanthdhharana — Sringdraprakdsa — l^ringdramanjan — As a
philosopher,

W HEN the empire of Gurjaradesa fell about 940 the

feudatories of Sakambhari (Ajmer) and Medapaja
(Mewar) became practically independent. Marwar pos-

sibly passed into the hands of some Rashtrakuta feudatory.

Mularaja, the son of Raji the Chalukya, and a descendant

of the Pratihara emperor of Kanauj in the daughter’s line,

left Marwar and in 942 established himself at Anahi-

lava(^a Pajtana in the Sarasvata Mandala. The traditional

belief that Mularaja was the founder of the kingdom of

Gujarat is erroneous. During his time the best part of it

was in the hands of the powerful Paramara kings. Siyaka II

of the Paramara family, the viceroy and feudatory in

chief of the Rashtrakuta emperor who defeated emperor
Mahlpiila, ruled over Anarta, south of Sarasvati, Khetaka
Mapi^ala, West Malwa and Laja.

The Paramaras came from Abu and originally were
the feudatories of Pratihara Gurjara emperors. They
appear to have changed their allegiance and become the

feudatories of the Rashtrakuta emperors of Manyakheta
(now Malkhed in Hyderabad, Deccan). In c.948 Siyaka
II, the Paramara king, ruled over a kingdom which
comprised Saurashtra, North Gujarat, parts of South
Gujarat and parts of Malwa.‘ He grew very powerful and
inflicted a defeat on the Chalukya of Ratjapa^i, feuda-

l.cf. Harsola Grant, El, XIX,p.236.
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tory of his suzerain. About 960 he added Ujjayini

and the region around it to his dominion. When the

Rashtrakuta emperor, Krishna III, died in 968 Siyaka

marched on Manyakheta. In 974 he captured and sacked

the city. Flushed with victory the conqueror returned to

Dhara which he made his capital. He died soon after

(about 974). Under this rising Paramara power the centre

of gravity of the literary tradition shifted from Kanauj to

Ujjayini.

I

In 974 Siyaka’s son, Muhja succeeded to the throne

of Dhara which had the bulk of Gujarat under its

sway. Muhja enlarged his dominions so as to include not

only modern Gujarat but also Chedi, Malwa, Mewar, Mar-

war, the Abu region, Jhalor and Lata. He built his

power on the fabric of the old Gurjaradesa. Muhja was not

merely a conqueror, a gay lover and a great builder, but

a poet and a patron of learning. He cultivated eloquence,

high poetry and logic. Hemachandra refers to five duhas

in Apabhrarhsa composed by him."*

He knew the 6astras well.^ He wrote poetry in

Sanskrit also. His verses are quoted in works on poetics.*

Dhanika, in his commentary on the Dasarupaka, twice

quotes a verse from Vakpatiraja Mufija.*"

2.

These are included in Appendix I.

3.

cf. El, pp.233fi. (St. 13:

4.Stanzas attributed to Muhja, Utpalaraja and Vakpatiraja in antho-

logies and works on poetics, besides those cited in the subsequent

footnotes, have been collected together in Appendix I.

5.Ddsarupa (Edited by Fitz-Edward Hall, Calcutta, 1865), pp.184,186:

sroRTffqm f|i ^
?r?r: srirrimtsTT^ i

»T!fT^ mi —
ii ( f. )
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The Kashmiri poet Kshemendra quotes different

stanzas composed by Utpalaraja, which was another name
of Munja."

Muhja died in about 997. Padmagupta writes of him
as follows:

—

We worship Lord Vakpati

For he is the root

From which that heavenly creeper springs,

Which we call Sarasvati.

Only by his grace

Do we tread the path,

Which mighty poets trod before us7

And thus does the poet bid his master farewell :

—

Though, source of joy voluptuous

The crest jewel of kings,

Home of nectar which is gentility

Ocean of wit, Oh Lord
Thou might of Ujjayini!

Q.Auchityaviciidracharciid of Kshemendra (KM, No. 1, 3rd Ed., 1929),

st. 16, p.l31; Kavikanthdbharana of Kshemendra (KM, No. 4, 3rd
Ed., 1937), II.l, p.l52; Suvrittatilaka of Kshemendra (KM, No. 2, 2nd
Ed., 1932) 11.6,37:

(?) ^
ipjfV wr ffWT# wr i

^ wr 5iT JUT f^rwr:

{r) q«TT «ftJT|?T?nT3T^WUT

^ qruT qriT q 5qqqf% t

q?q fqjjsq —
qqt qqr qqfR qrurqri: n apfq.

(^) qqr

rq:rJTcq>^w: i

jpfT fq sqiwTfqt q qqtqqlf T>q55qT «rq{% n ^qn. R-%

7JfSC, 1.7:

qjqpTf qiqqiqTTqjqqq i

qUT qqTqr5qqqrq?q^#g=^ qfq Trqrrq: II
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Thou wert the god of love for maidens fair,

Oh, brother unto the righteous,

Inspirer of noble arts

—

Where art thou?

Wherever thou art, wait:

I am coming.®

On his death the poet truly sang:

—

He is dead:

Lakshmi will return to Govinda;

Virasri will fly back to the god of war;

But now that Mxinja is no more,

Sarasvati alone

Will have none to befriend her.®

Descended .from the Paramaras of Abu, Muhja and
his father laid the foundation of almost an empire of which
Gujarat formed the core. He can therefore be claimed

both by Gujarat and Malwa as their own, for there was no

well marked distinction between them then. Modern
Gujarat had not been born, nor modern Malwa. From
Ujjayini flowed the inspiration of culture which enriched

the whole region.

Among the literary associates of Muhja were Padma-
gupta or Parimala, the author of the Navasdhasdnkacharita,

an epic on Muhja’s father Sindhuraja; Dhanahjaya, the

author of Dasarupaka (a treatise on dramaturgy), and
his brother Dhanika, who wrote a commentary on the

last named work, styled Dasarilpdvaloka and . Kdvya-
nirnaya; Halayudha who wrote a commentary on Pihgala’s

work on metrics; Dhanapala, the author of Pdiyalachchhl

and Tilakamanjari and his brother Sobhana; and Amita-

8.cf. Peterson, JBBRAS, XVI, p.l74:

^ ^ II

9PC, p.25:

5sr ii
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gati, the author of Subhdshitaratnasamdoha, Ujjayini

attracted the best talents from Kanauj, Kashi and other

centres of learning. Muhja, therefore, was the great up-

holder of the imperial tradition of Gurjaradesa after Mahi-

pala. He was also a great builder. When he first made
Dhara his capital, he beautified it with many reservoirs,

one of which is still called Muhjasagara. He also built ghats

and temples at Ujjayini, at Maheshwar on the Narmada, at

Omkar Mandhata and Dharampur. A town in Gujarat

was also founded by him and was known as Muhjapura.

Munja bore the title of Paramesvara, emperor, while

Mularaja whom he vanquished was only a feudatory king,

Mahdrdjddhirdja, But he was a great general and a cau-

tious and far-sighted statesman. He overcame Barappa,

the viceroy of the Chalukyas of the South in Lata, destroy-

ed the formidable Graharipu of Saurashtra and subdued
Lakha Phul^i of Kachchha.

II

Dhanapala was a resident of Ujjayini and later in life

became a convert to Jainism. He settled down in Dhara
and Muhja gave him the title of Saraswati. In 976 he
composed a small treatise on Prakrit lexicography called

Pdiyalachchhmdmamdld. His Tilakamanjarl was composed
as a Gadyakdvya to entertain emperor Bhoja. It is an
elaborate prose romance in imitation of Kddamhari. His

other works, which are in Prakrit, are mostly Jain reli-

gious poems.

In 996 Muhja was put to death by Tailappa, the

Chalukya king of Manyakhe^a, and was possibly succeeded

by his brother Sindhuraja.

Ill

Muhja’s nephew Bhoja came to the throne of Dhara.

Bhoja the Magnificent was one of the greatest rulers in

history. A great conqueror, a great poet and polymath,

a great patron of art and literature and a philosopher, his
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proverbial generosity made his name for ever a synonym
for noble and royal munificence.

That Gujarat was within the empire of Bhoja appears

to be incontrovertible. Between 997 and 1050 Mularaja’s

son Chamuiida (997-1010) and his grandson Bhima
(1022-1064) were rulers of inferior grade whose realm

only extended to Sarasvata Mandala (Sachor) and pos-

sibly a part of Kachchha, though they called themselves

Lords of Gurjara, a title inherited by them from the

Pratihara Gurjaresvaras. Modern Gujarat was not styled

Gujarat at the time. In 1019 Bhoja conquered Konkan,

practically from Mahi to Goa. In 1020 he is found in

possession of a region round Baroda and styled Parame-

svara Paramahhattdraka, emperor.'^' His empire included

the Kheda district of Gujarat. If my identification

of Bhoja with the Paramadeva referred to in Zainul

Akhhdr (1047-52), the first work recording Mahmud’s
conquest of Somanatha, is correct it was Bhoja’s army
which in 1024 frightened Mahmud Ghazni away from

Saurashtra, which he had raided to destroy the temple of

Somanatha.^^ Bhimadeva, the Chalukya king of Anahila-

vada, during the emperor’s life never called himself an

independent king but only a Mahdrdjddhirdja, a title used

for a feudatory, but in 1075 we find his son Kanja
calling himself Paramahhattdraka for the first time,'^

though Paramsevara is dropped. The temple of Somanatha,
when Mahmud retreated, was claimed to have been recons-

tructed both by Bhoja and Bhima. Up to 1047 the

Baroda region was within his empire and so was the Nasik

district. Practically the whole of Gujarat therefore was
within the empire right up to 1043. The bulk of it he
inherited from his grand-father through his uncle.

During his time, therefore, he was the ruler of Gujarat.

As a conqueror Bhoja came to the throne in about
1010, By 1019 Anarta, Lata and Kohkana had been
occupied and the Chalukya Jayasimha of Kalya^i was

10.

cf. Banswara Grant, El, IX, p.l82.

11.

cf. Munshi, GG, 11, p.l39f.

12.

GG, II, P.156.
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vanquished. On account of the retreat of Mahmud of

Ghazni, he had no opportunity to cross swords with him;

but there is no doubt that he was sufficiently powerful to

force the ruler of Ghazni to retreat. In 1035 Bhoja con-

quered Tripuri, the capital of Chedi. In 1036 he conquer-

ed Kanauj and the line of the Gurjara-Pratiharas was
extinguished. In 1042 he marched on Kalyani and

defeated and slew Jayasirhha II in battle. In 1043, it

appears that he led a confederacy which recovered Jhansi,

Thaneshwar and other places from the viceroy of Ghazni.

His imperial sway therefore extended from Chamba and
Thaneshwar in the north to Krishija and the Tuhgabhadra

in the south, and from Dwaraka to Kanauj. Among his

feudatories were not only the kings of Chamba, Dubkund,
Sakambhari, Naddula, Medapaja, Patan with its vassals

of Kachchha and Saurash^ra, Lata and Kohkana, but also

Gahgeya and his son Karija of Chedi, Chalukya Jayasirhha

II and his son Somesvara of Kalyani. He was also the

master of imperial Kanauj, no longer the seat of an

empire. In this wise the old Gurjaradesa was for the

time being brought together. The only other emperor in

the country ^Jho could rival Bhoja, Rajaraja, the Chola of

Tanjore, held the territory south of the Kjrishna and the

Tuhgabhadra, the east coast districts, the whole of Orissa

and parts of Bengal and Assam in vassalage, and was on
terms of cordial friendship with him. Above all Bhoja

helped in driving out the Mlechchhas from the land.

He was the greatest builder of ancient India. A great

devotee of Lord Siva, he built the temples dedicated to

Kedaresvara, Rame^vara, Somanatha, Sujj^ira, Kala, Anala

and Rudra.“ The Bhojasala at Dhara was a university, a

particular feature of which was the Sarasvati-Sadana or

Bharati Bhavana, “a meeting place of great poets, of scho-

IS.Udaipur Prasasti (El, I, pp.233-238), st.20:
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lars proficient in the three Vedas, of critics and accom-
plished men possessing great appreciation and taste and
coming from all quarters.’’'* Many of the monumental
buildings in Dhara, the fortress of Mandu, the ghdfs and
temples of Ujjayini, were all built by him. He built the

Bhojasagara with an area of 350 sq. miles, perhaps the

most magnificent fresh-water lake in the world.''" Modern
Bhopal is the remnant of the great city which Bhoja built

on its bank.

Bhoja was above all a literary man and a patron of

learning. Kingship and conquest to him were a subsidiary

activity, an instrument wherewith to serve the goddess

Sarasvati. His fame was not only contemporary; it has

endured for the last nine hundred years. He has been the

universal standard for comparing any one who is liberal

towards literature. The Rdjatarangini says: “He (Kshiti-

pati) and king Bhoja, famous for their great liberality,

were at the same moment both poets themselves and
friends of poet.”'® Mammata in his Kdvyaprakdsa

remarks: “It is the play of Bhoja that there are such

riches in the mansions of the learned.”'" Two hundred
years later when Vastupala had to be compared to a gene-

rous patron of learning, Bhoja was referred to in these

terms: “King Bhoja having gone to the world of the Sun,

and king Muhja having secured the brilliant possessions

of the heavens, Vastupala alone is left to dry the tears of

14.Hultzsch, ‘‘Parijamanjarl-natika by Madana”, El, VIII, pp.96-122

(p.101 : ’ETT [ 5rr] -

)

15.7A, XVin.p^SO.
16JtT, VII,259:

nKdvyavrakdsay X.114:

sTRi: sn'foiiflrN l%^5rrw. i
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beggars/’"' That the high praise given to Bhoja was not

mere rhetoric is clear from the universal testimony of suc-

ceeding ages.

Bhoja himself was a versatile literary man, a poly-

math and a pioneer of the literary tradition of polymaths
like Kshemendra of Kashmir and Hemachandra of Gujarat.

His mastery over Sanskrit and Prakrit was unchallenged.

He also invented metres. The age of creative art closed

with Bhavabhuti, of scholarship with Rajasekhara. The"

age of compilers and commentators began with this ency-

clopaedic author. Whether all the works attributed to

him were his own compositions, or prepared under his

supervision by others, is uncertain. But he is mentioned
as a writer on the Dharmasdstras by Dasabala, a Buddhist
writer, by Sulapani in the Prdyaschittaviveka and by
Alladanatha, Raghunandana and Vijhanesvara. On medical

subjects, he is quoted in the Bhdvaprakdsa, and in

Madhava’s Rugvinischaya; on astronomy, by Kesavarka.

As a grammarian and lexicographer he is mentioned by
Kshirasvami, Sayana and Mahipa; and is praised as a poet

by Chhittapa, Divesvara, Vinayaka, Sankara Sarasvati and

Sarasvati-Kutumbaduhitri."*

Unlike Hemachandra, he left no band of devoted

pupils behind him who thought it their duty to hand down
their master’s works almost word perfect; but a study of

all the works attributed to Bhoja is sure to throw light on
the unity of authorship of at least some of the works show-
ing the extraordinary sweep and richness of the royal

author. Eighty-four works are attributed to Bhoja, but

the available works may thus be classified"”

1. Anthology: (1) Suhhdshitaprabandha,
II. Architecture: (2) Samarangarmsutradhara,

IS.Revised Lists of Antiquarian Remains in the Bombay Presidency,
By J. Burgess and H. Cousens, Bombay, 1897, pp.328-9, st.4:

19.

cf. Aufrecht, CC, I, p.418; U, p.95; III, p.90; El, I, p.231f; Vin,pp.241-60.

20.

cf.Krishnamachariar, HCSL, pp:500-4; 750f; 845; Kane, KHDS,
I, p.719; P. T. S. Ayyangara, Bhoja Raja (Madras, 1931), p.89f; Sastri,

JA, I, p.840; etc.

G. T,.—5
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in. Astronomy and Astrology: (3) Adityapratdpasiddhdnta; (4)
Rdjmdrtanda; (5) Rajamrigdiika (karana); (6) Vidvajjarui^
vallabha (prcLsncijndTia),

IV. Dharmasastra, Rajadharma and Polity: (7) Bhujahala fniban-
dha); (8) Bhupalapaddhati; (9) Bhuvdlasamuchchaya (or

Krityasamuchchaya); (10) Chdriakyaniti (or Dandamti);
(11) Chdrucharyd; (12) Purtamdrtanda; (13) Rdjamdrtanda;
(14) Rdjaniti, (15) Vyava-hdrasamuchchaya; (16) Yukti^
kalpataru.

V. Grammar: (17) ^ahddnusdsana.
IV. Lexicogaphy: (18) Ndma'indlikd.

VII. Medicine: (19) Ayurvedasarvasva; (20) RdjamdrtandUi (or
Yogasdrasariigraha)

;

(21) Rdjamrigdnka; (22) .^dlihotra;

(23) Visrdntaindydvijioda.
VIII. Music: (24) Samgitaprakdsa,
IX. Philosophy: (25) Rdjamdrtanda (Comm, on Patahjali’s Yoga^

sutra); (26) Rdjamdrtanda (Vedanta): (27) Siddhdntasarh’^
graha; (28) Siddhdntasdrapaddhati; (29) :§ivatattvaratna^
kalikd; (30) Tattvaprakdsa (or ^watattvaprakdslkd)

.

X. Prakrit Poems: (31-32) Kurmasataka, 2 vols.

XI. Rhetoric; (33) Sarasvatikanthdhharana; (34) S^ringdraprakdsa.
XII. Samkrit Poeti'y and Prose: (35) Champu Rdmdyana: (36)

Makdkdllvijaya; (37) ^ringdramanjari; (39) Vidydvinoda.

In the field of poetics, Bhoja wrote his Sarasvati-

kanthdbharana, and later elaborated on the whole field

including dramaturgy in the Sringdraprakdsa, the longest

known work of the kind in Sanskrit. Bhoja considered

Sringdra (the erotic) as the principal and essential rasa

(sentiment). He also composed the Sringdramanjari, a

unique prose work, in which a hetaera instructs her

daughter in twelve kinds of Rdgas or attitudes towards her

clients. The author’s great work on architecture, the

Samardnganasutradhdra, treats of the art of construct-

ing cities, palaces and mansions. Yuktikalpataru is a

treatise on the Dharmasastra. All these works are treated

as authoritative and quoted by later writers.

Among the literary men who flourished at his court

were Dhanapala, one Kalidasa (not the great one but a

namesake), to whom are attributed the Nalodaya and

Champu Rdmdyana, Uvata (c. 1100) a native of Vadnagar

in Gujarat who wrote his Mantrahhdshya on Vdjasaneyi

Sdmhitd of Yajurveda and his commentary on Prdtisdkhya

at Ujjayini; and perhaps Vijnanej^vara, the author of the

famous law-text Mitdkshard.

Merutunga gives a number of anecdotes which illu-

minate the qualities of this extraordinary man. Above and
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beyond the conquests he achieved, apart from the rich

magnificence with which he adorned shrines, rivers and
homes of learning, appears the sage comparable only to

the royal sages Janaka Videhi and Marcus Aurelius. To
him virtuous deeds were the only justification for life.

As he got up every day he asked himself “what good can

I do today?” One of his sayings indicates the spirit of a

Karmayogin.

“The sun will set in the western sky and take away with him part

of life,

Men ask me daily ‘whafs the news today? Are you quite hale and

. glad and well?’

How can we keep the body s health?

Is not our life departing day by day?
Perform today the duty of tomorrow, the afternoon’s before the noon;

For death won’t wait to see if you have done the duty of the day or

no.

Is death now dead? Is old now decrepit?

Are Life’s disasters now destroyed?

Is the rush of illness quite arrested,

that all these men are lost in mirth?

Power, glory and wealth which came to him plenti-

fully had no permanent value for him. In one of his

verses he says:

—

“If I have not given my wealth to suppliants before the bright Sun
sets in the west;

Can any one man that is living assure me to whom this my wealth

will belong on the morrow?”^

21.

Bhoja Raja, p60; PC, p.46:
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On his bracelets were engraved certain memorable
sentences:

^'Uncertain by nature is human prosperity;

The time of possession is the time for bestowal;

Misfortune is certain to reach you quite soon,

Too late to discover a chance for well-doing.”®

Bhoja had the outlook of a philosopher. He heard with

indulgence Dhanapala, a fanatic Jain, who in a trenchant

way condemned Vedic sacrifices and ridiculed Siva, his

guardian god. Even the sacred cow did not escape the

poet’s pointed shaft. But the emperor smiled, followed

his own way and yet cherished Dhanapala as a friend.

Bhoja cannot be omitted from any literary history of

Gujarat. For from 940 to 1050, Malwa and the mainland

of Gujarat formed one integral kingdom and its greatest

cultural and literary centre was Dhara. Further, the

literary activities of Hemachandra were mainly inspired

by Bhoja.

23.Bhoja Raja, p.61; PC, p.26:



CHAPTER IV

LITERATURE UNDER THE CHALUKYAS

1054-1174

Foundation of Gujarat—Karna (1064-1094)—Bilhana—Karna-
sundari—Jayasiihha Siddharaja (1094-1143)—Siddharaja of
Broach

—

Udayasundarlkathd—Hemachandra born (1089-1173)
—His life—Kumarapala (1146-1173)—His works—His posi-
tion in literature—the creator of Gujarat consciousness

—

Dvydsraya—Kuvidrapalacharita—Kdvydnusdsana—His contem-
poraries — Ramachandra (1093-1174) — Ndtyadarpana— Satya-
harischandra — Nalavildsa — Kauvmdimitrdnanda — Drama in
Gujarat.

WHEN Bhoja died in 1054, overwhelmed by his enemies,

his empire fell to pieces. Bhima Chalukya, the

king of Anahilava^a, became independent and was soon the
master of Saurashtra, Sarasvata Mancjala, Satyapura
Mandala, Kachchha, Anarta, Khetaka Mancjala, and the
Mahi valley. Thus was laid the foundation of Gujarat as

a separate kingdom under the Chalukyas of Anahlilava^a
Pattana.

I

Karna (1064-1094), Bhima’s son, founded Karnavati
(modern Ahmedabad),* and extended his conquests as far
as Navsari, But he had to face enemies on all fronts and
at his death his domains had shrunk into a principality.

The first drama in Gujarat appears to have been writ-
ten by the Kashmiri Pandit Bilhana at the court of Karna.
The drama, Karnasundarl, follows the usual love theme.
The heroine, daughter of a vidyddhara, is seen by the king
in a dream and later in a portrait; and he straightaway falls

in love with her. The queen comes in the way. In order,
however, not to disappoint her husband she presents
to him a boy, dressed as Karnasundari for a bride. The
minister cleverly manages to bring the real Karnasundari

l.cf. PC, p.55:
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to the place of marriage and the drama ends happily. It is

probable that this plot was suggested by an incident in the

life of king Karna himself which is referred to by Hema-
chandra in his Dvydsraya. According to this authority

Karria fell in love with Mayanalla Devi or Minala Devi by
seeing her portrait."* The play was composed between

1080 and 1090.

II

Karna was succeeded by his son Jayasirhha Siddha-

raja (1094-1143). He met with great difficulties at the

beginning of his career, but by 1114 he had conquer-

ed Saurashtra. By 1127 he had conquered up to and

inclusive of Kotah. He conquered Rajputana up to Mewar.
In 1130 he conquered and annexed Malwa.
Jayasimha Siddharaja made Anahilava^a Pattana the

seat of an empire. He united North and South Gujarat,

annexed Kathiawar, Kachchha and Malwa and car-

ried his conquering arms to Ajmer in the north, Kolha-

pur in the south, Mahobaka (modern M£.hoba) in Bundel-

khand in the east. He was an indomitable warrior, a

great monarch, and a very generous patron of art and

learning. During the fifty years of his rule, Gujarat be-

came rich, powerful and conscious of its greatness. The
foundations of a new literary movement were laid; Patan

acquired an all-India reputation as a seat of culture.

Siddharaja was not merely a great warrior. He was
as great, if not greater as a builder and a patron of learn-

ing. He tried to vie with Bhoja in magnificence. He
rebuilt Rudramahalaya of Siddhapur and constructed the

magnificent lake Sahasralihga at Patan." He built Jtem-

ples and dug lakes all over his kingdom and diverted to

2,Dv. IX. 95:

W ^ 11

pp.61-2; Dv. XV, 114-8; Code, ^‘Identification of the Siddha-
raja-Saras” SILH, pp.244-50.
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Patan the wealth, art and literature for which Ujjayini and

Dhara had been famous.

Patan was converted into a great University town and
the home of all kinds of learning. Siddharaja invited

Bhava Brihaspati, the guru of the Paramara kings, to come
and stay in Gujarat. He brought the library of Bhoja to

Patan and inspired Hemachandra to write his grammar
and emulate Bhoja.' It was the collapse of the Paramaras
which attracted the learning of Ujjayini and Dhara to

Gujarat.

Siddharaja died in 1143 and after a short struggle
for succession, Kumarapala his nephew came to the
throne.

Ill

Patan inherited the learning for which both Valabhi-

pura and Bhillamala had been famous. Dhara and
Ujjayini helped to keep alive the high literary tradition

of classical Sanskrit in the schools of learning in Gujarat.

The Brahmanas invited by Mularaja to settle in Siddhapur

in Gujarat brought their literary and cultural traditions

with them. The Nagara Brahmanas of Anandapura (mo-

dern Vadnagar) persisted in their loyalty to high Brah-

manical tradition, taste and learning; Uvata, a Nagara

(c. 1100), for instance, as referred to above, wrote com-
mentaries on Vedic works at the court of Bhoja. The Jain

Sddhus not only continued to write religious works but

carried their activities into the field of secular learning.

The literary activities of Lata are represented by
So<ldhala. He was born somewhere near Bhrigukachchha,

and was a Valabha Kayastha. He was brought up by his

uncle Gangadhara. At Sthanaka, Thana, three successive

kings of Konkan honoured him with th^ir friendship.

Vatsaraja, the king of Lata, also invited him to his court.

He finished his work, Udayasundarikathd, at Surpdraka

between 1026 and 1050. He was proud of his Kayastha

lineage, which he traced from Kaladitya, the brother of

4.cf, PC. pp.60-1.
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Siladitya of Valabhi, and regarded himself as the peer of

Valmiki and Bai?a/ His work is an imitation Kddam-
ban. Notwithstanding the existence of this and other

productions, literary history of this period in Gujarat re-

mains dim, till it is lighted up by Hemachandra.
Hemachandra’s works have been preserved with great

care by generations of Jain sddhus. They have, however,

surrounded his life and achievements with unreliable epi-

sodes. A comparative study of the main legends, tested

by autobiographical details supplied by Hemachandra him-

self, would yield a different picture of this poet, saint,

politician, and polymath, the first great literary man who
was born in Gujarat, who worked for Gujarat and created

the group consciousness of Gujaratis.

On Karttika Sukla 5, Samvat Year 1145 (1089) Chahga
was born a Mo^ha Vaisya at Dhandhuka. At the early

age of eight, he was given away by his devout mother
to Devachandra of the Purnatalla Gachchha, a learned

Jaina sddhu. Devachandra took the boy to Stambhatir-

tha, Cambay, and under the patronage of Udayana, the

governor of the town, initiated him as a sddhu with the

name of Somachandra. The infant sddhu then began his

peregrinations, acquiring knowledge as he went about. At
the age of twenty-one he was promoted to the dignity of a

suri, a preceptor. Thereafter, the little Chahga was known
as Hemachandrasuri.

Hemachandra soon came to be acknowledged as a

learned Jain sddhu. The Jains were very powerful in

Gujarat from the tenth century onwards, when the war-

rior and trader communities, like the Osvals and Poravads

of Bhillamala, migrated to Patan. The sddhus, who had

carried on their religious and philanthropic propaganda

under humiliating conditions till then, gained status. It

was therefore but natural that they should thenceforth

strive to remove the badge of inferiority which had been

imposed upon them by the more powerful and learned

Brahmanas. Poets like Dhanapala had acquired a great

5.Krishnamachariar, HCSL, pp.475 f; Udayasundarikatha (GOS, Baroda,

1920), pp.6 S; 11, 12; 153-7.
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position at Dhara. But the example of Siddhasena Diva-

kara and Haribhadra in their efforts to raise Jain literature

to the level of the Brahmanical, has been followed by many
sddhus. They had felt an urge towards participation in

the great literary and philosophical movements which,

through Sanskrit, were maintaining the homogeneity ot

politically divided India. The Jain sddhus no doubt suf-

ferred from great disadvantages. Their favourite langu-

age was the dead Prakrit; their audience was small and
mostly composed of the uninfluential; and their doctrine

was considered heterodox.

Persistent attempts had been made by the Jain

sddhus in Patan to enlist the sympathy of the ruling Cha-

lukyas, and when Siddharaja came to the throne it looked

as though they would be rewarded with success. His

mother Minala, or Mayanalla Devi, was a Jain and so were
some of his ministers. When Jayasimha conquered Malwa,
Patan was already on its way to become a great centre of

learning. Hemachandra stood out at this critical hour

as the most erudite of the Jain sddhus in Patan.

In 1138 he led to Patan the delegation of learned men
who waited upon Siddharaja to offer their congratulations

on his victory. The conqueror had just returned triumphant

from his war with Malwa. Siddharaja, jealous of the glory

of Bhoja and of the literary reputation of his court, asked

Hemachandra to write a Sanskrit grammar, and procured

for the scholar the then available grammars from differ-

ent parts of the country.® This was the scholar’s oppor-

tunity for which he had long been waiting. He compiled

his famous textbook of grammar, and associating his name
with that of the monarch, called it Siddhahemachandra.

Siddharaja got copies of it made, and sent them to all the

kings in India. Twenty copies were sent to Kashmir then

considered the home of the goddess of learning. This gave

6.PC, p.60:

«sft^ir5r?3:r3rR: q:^ifJTrq sqrqrrqf
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Hemachandra a reputation throughout India, and set him

on the career of a polymath in the footsteps of Bhoja, the

Magnificent.

Hemachandra was appointed court poet, and began

to compose Dvydsraya Mahdkdvya, in which he described

the glories of his patron’s dynasty while illustrating the

rules of Sanskrit grammar. He acquired considerable in-

fluence over Siddharaja which served to protect the Jains

from the indignities of jealous Brahmanas who were

powerful at court.

On Siddharaja’s death, Kumarapala came to the throne

in 1143 and Hemachandra went back to his literary work.

Kumarapala for a few years maintained the integrity

of the empire. Between 1160 and 1170 he added Kon-

kan to Gujarat.' He was however incapable of indulging

in grandiose projects of conquests or monumental build-

ings and did not love incense. He was called to the throne

when old in age and seasoned by adversity as few kings

before him were, and was peace-loving.

About 1157 Hemachandra came in intimate contact

with the king, who had successfully completed a series

of campaigns against his neighbours. A man of culture,

now about sixty-two years old, the king easily fell under

the influence of the scholar, which soon drove the military

commanders to revolt or into retirement. Hemachandra in

fact ruled Gujarat through his powerful Jain disciples and

the Jains accepted the king as their co-religionist. Jain

authors of the succeeding centuries have taken delight in

dwelling upon this incident to show that the king adopted

the Jain faith to the exclusion of the worship of Soma-

natha, the tutelary god of the Chalukyas." This claim is

pitched too high. Reliable evidence establishes that

Kumarapala was a Saiva till 1169, four years prior to his

death; and that he was not converted to Jainism, if by that

7JPC, p.80; GG, II, pp.190-1.

8.cf. Munshi, GG, II, pp.191-3; PC, p.86; KPS, p.396; etc.
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is meant that he gave up his devotion to Saivism.* It is

equally well-established that he accepted Hemachandra as

a counsellor and went to Jain temples; that as a result of

Hemachandra’s advice, he issued edicts prohibiting the

selling and eating of meat, and traffic in intoxicating beve-

rages. He gave up meat and wine, gambling, lechery and
the chase and took the vows which a devout Jain takes.

Ahirhsd, non-violence (in the Jain sense of non-killing) was
adopted as a basis of active social and political reform,

bringing about a decay in military tradition. The military

glory of Gujarat built up by Jayasiiiiha began to vanish.

Hemachandra died in 1173 and six months later his

royal patron followed him. His literary activities conti-

nued till his death. The commentary on the lexicon

Anekdrthasarhgraha, left unfinished, was completed by his

disciple Mahendra, after his death.

IV

Hemachandra’s works may be classified as follows:

—

I. Grammar: (1) Siddhahema or Siddhahemasahddnu-
sdsana with commentaries (125,000 verses). At places the

author has literally borrowed from Sakatayana, an earlier

Jain grammarian. The eighth chapter deals with Prakrit

(largely borrowed from Vararuchi) and Apabhrarhsa.

II. Lexicon: (2) Abhidhdnachintdmani, Left incom-

plete. Borrowed freely from Amarakosa.

(3) Anekdrthasamgraha (Dictionary of Homonyms).
Left incomplete.

9.Udayapur Inscription (/A, XVIII, pp.341 ff); Prithvichandracharita
by Santisuri (colophon); Stone Inscription in Bhadrakall temple at

Prabhasa Patana, dated Valabhi Samvat 850 (=A.D. 1169) (CPSI,
pp.186-188, st.fl 11, 34):
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(4) Nighantu iSikshd, (Dictionary of Botanical terms).

(5) Desindmamdld (Prakrit) with commentary.

III. Prosody: (6) Chhandonnsdsana, dealing with San-

skrit, Prakrit and Apabhramsa metres with commentary.

IV. Poetics: (7) Kdvydnusdsana with commentaries

Alariikdrachuddmani and Viveka borrowed in parts from
Mammata and other authors.

V. Logic: (8) Pramdnamimd'msd,

VI. Epics: (9) Dinjdsraya in Sanskrit (20 cantos) and

Prakrit [also called (10) Kumdrapdlacharitali (8 cantos),

both being historical poems illustrating the rules of gram-
mar.

VII. Legendary Biography: (11) Trishashti-saldkd-

purusha-charita (being the lives of 63 notable Jains

(32,000 verses) rewritten from Silacharya’s (c. 870)

Chaupanna-Mahdpnrushachariya.

(12) Parisishtaparvan (3,500 verses); and

(13) Mahdvlracharita.

VIII. Miscellaneous: (14) Yogasdstra; (15) Stotras.

Hemachandra identified Mahavira with Siva. To him
Jainism was the noblest of doctrines which made up
dharma. He respected the Vedas, worshipped Somanatha,

and accepted the authority of the Mahdhhdraia and Manu--

smriti. He was an apostle of Aryan Culture. Sanskrit was
to him life itself and the classical kfivyas, grammars and
poetics were the source of his inspiration. Though a zeal-

ous propagandist of his faith, he was not a separatist. He
gave his sect and province an honourable status in the

cultural life of India and became, for his time, the greatest

representative of scholastic learning in India.

Hemachandra was the greatest representative of that

literary age. It was an age of decadence; it did not possess

a spark of the creative art of a Bana or a Bhavabhuti; not

even the originality and outlook of Raja^ekhara. Pedantic,

tediously descriptive, never profound, it accepted compila-

tion as a substitute for scholarship.

Hemachandra tried to copy Bhoja’s polymathic achieve-

ments; but Bhoja's range of knowledge and inte-
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rests was wider and his literary taste and execution were
of a distinctly higher order. The character of the literary

activities of these polymaths was determined by their res-

pective temperaments and spheres of life. There was
something grandiose about Bhoja’s achievements, military,

architectural and literary, and if his emphasis on Srihgara

indicates any personal predilection, he, in spite of his phi-

losophic outlook, inherited Muhja's attitude towards love.

Hemachandra’s life was cast in the narrow mould of a

Jain sddhu. It was devoted to the propaganda of his faith.

His early training naturally made him look upon Pra-

kritic studies as important and religious narrative litera-

ture as essential to his proselytising duties.

Hemachandra’s studies in Prakrit are invaluable. His

detailed treatment of Apabhramsa grammar and prosody

is the only work of its kind which has been recovered so

far. His DeslndinaTndld is the largest collection of Desi

words known to modern scholarship. Naturally there-

fore Hemachandra’s works are the most important early

sources for a study of the Best element in the Prakrit and
Apabhramsa and the present day North Indian languages.

His Prakrit grammar and lexicons contain words unknown
to classical Sanskrit but which appear in some form or

other in the Middle and New Indo-Aryan languages.

Many of his works are valuable compilations or bor-

rowings from earlier works and preserve for us the wejalth

of earlier learning now lost to us.

V
With the break-up of the Gurjara empire in 940, the

Aryavarta consciousness as an effective group sentiment

disappeared in politics. The aggressive pride of the new
Toyal families, the segregation of Brahmanas and Vai^as
into castes separate from the Kshatriyas, the inveterate

policy of maintaining relentless foes on their throne as

restless feudatories, and the wars of succession at the

death of Almost every ruler, contributed to the disintegra-

tion of the political organisation. The Aryavarta con-

sciousness as a political sentiment had disappeared. Dur-
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ing this period the localisation of sentiments grew apace

and even conquerors like Munja and Bhoja prided them-

selves on being kings of Dhara.

If Siddharaja was the political creator of Gujarat,

Hemachandra was the creator of the Gujarat conscious-

ness Siddharaja^s one aim in war and peace was to out-

shine the traditional fame of the semi-mythical Vikrama-
ditya and of Bhoja Paramara with whose fame India was
then resounding. He was a generous man, amenable to

flattery and anxious to attain immortality if literature

could procure it for him. He was building an empire, and

the people of Gujarat were acquiring the proud tradition

of being a great people. Hemachandra gave the tradition

a conscious form. He gave up the peregrinations enjoin-

ed by his religious vows, and with masterly skill and
statesmanship, concentrated his intellectual powers upon
leaving a great literary heritage to Gujarat.

VI

But the work which gave birth of Gujarat conscious-

ness was Dvydsraya. It was not merely a laudatory poem;
it deliberately fostered a pride in the greatness of the

Chalukya kings, who had made it a power and given it

glorious associations. In this work he described the

achievements of the Chalukyas in the orthodox literary

style and invested them with the dignity which classical

poets had reserved for the ancient royal houses of Surya
(the Sun) and Chandra (the Moon). Gurjarabhumi in

Hemachandra’s work became a great country; Patan

rivalled the glories of ancient Ayodhya. The march of

Mularaja on Graharipu of Saurashtra was described in the

manner of Raghu’s conquests.^® As literature this latter

day specimen of Kavya, but for stray flashes of poetic

power and some historical material, is lifeless and pedantic

Hyperbolic praise of his royal masters betrays not only the

courtier poet but indicates that the political horizon of this

foremost Indian scholar of the age was restricted to the

frontiers of his small province.

10.Dv. Cantos II-V.
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Kumdrapdlacharitaj illustrating the rules of Prakrit

and Apabhramsa grammar, is an attempt to give a

Vikramaditya of its own to Gujarat. It has served as a

model for innumerable charitas, prahandhas and rasas

which have kept alive the memory of Chalukyan Gujarat,

fostered provincial patriotism and helped to build up a

tradition of unity for modern Gujarat. Siddharaja gave
political greatness to Gujarat. Hemachandra gave it a

distinctive literary and historical consciousness by localis-

ing both sentiment and perspective. In two hundred years

the Aryavarta consciousness of Rajasekhara gave place to

Hemachandra’s Gujarat consciousness. Naturally, to

Hemachandra, Mularaja was the creator of Gujarat and, in

a sense, he was; and he it was who was responsible for

giving a narrow and partial view of Gujarat’s history by
setting the limit at 942.

The poem opens with a description of Kumarapala
and the feudatories waiting upon him. Anahilapura is

then described, as also the wealth of its king, the splendour

of its Jain temples, and the liberality with which the king

worshipped at these temples. The magnificence of the

king’s possessions, his gardens, the luxury in which he
lived, and the pastimes of his people during different

seasons are then dealt with. Canto VI deals with Kumara-
pala’s war with Mallikarjuna of Kohkana. Ambada,
minister Udayana’s son, who bore the title of Rajapitamaha,
achieves a victory over the king of Kofikana and brings

his head, covered with gold, to Kumarapala. The other

conquests of the king are then referred to. In canto VII,

Kumarapala wakes up to find himself a Jain uttering

religious wisdom, and invokes Srutadevi. The goddess, in

canto VIII, delivers a sermon full of the well-known philo-

sophic and religious doctrines of Jainism. It is very poor

as a kdvya, but it aims at conciseness and proportion, and

possesses some literary art, which later Gujarati poets

never succeeded in reproducing. Prakrit, as this work
shows, was next to Sanskrit the literary language of the

Jain sadhtis.

Trishashtisaldkdvurusha, re-written from Sila’s (c.870>

G. L.—

0
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Mahdpurushachariya, and Parisishtaparvan are lengthy

collections of Jain legends of heroes and saints. They are

typical of Jain literature. In one of them, for instance,

Chandragupta Maurya is made out to be a devout Jain.

Ordinarily very crude, they appeal only to those who are

fired by the ardour of faith. In Dr. Keith’s words, they

do not attain the level of literature.''

His Kavyamisdsana is borrowed from Mammata’s famous
Kdvyaprakd^a and other similar works.'" Plis grammar,
Siddhahemachandra, is a monumental work. The
first seven adhydyas deal with Sanskrit, and the eighth

with Prakrit, Sauraseni, Magadhi, Paisachi, Chulika-

paisachi and Apabhramsa. The work is more in the

nature of a text book prepared from works of authority,

but has been of immense value in the study of Prakrit and
Apabhramsa. His Yogasdstra is very elementary, and
falls far below the standard of many Jain works on the

subject.

VII

Hemachandra spent his life in trying to assert the

c^tfaical and literary superiority of his sect over the

Hrahmana scholars at the court of Patan. Their names
and works have been unfortunately lost to us. Amiga, the

grandfather of the poet Somesvara, a Brahmana of Vad-

nagar, was the hereditary family priest of Siddharaja and

a man of learning. He was able to resist Hemachandra’s

•attempts to acquire exclusive influence over the king. The

great Bhava Brihaspati, respected by Siddharaja, Kumara-
pala, and the king of Ujjayini, was by all accounts a

mighty, venerable Brahmana of interprovincial influence.

Kakkala, a Kdyastha, and a friend of Hemachandra, was a

great grammarian. But we know nothing of them except

what is conveyed by stray and biased references in the

works of Jain authors.

Of the Jain contemporaries of Hemachandra, the

11.

H5L, p.294.

12.

cf. Gode, SILH, pp.26-30; HK. I, pp.521-3; De, Sanskrit Poetics, I,

p.2Q3| etc.
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available list is fairly long. But most of them have left

purely religious works. One of them, however, is note-

worthy. gripala (c. 1095-1154) was, according to Jain

authorities, Kavindra, or poet laureate, of Siddharaja.

The king, it is stated, had great affection for him and called

him brother. ” He is said to be the author of a lost Kdvya,

Vairochanapardjaya. Some of his prasastis, eulogies, and a

few of his verses quoted by other authors are available, and
prove the poet’s mastery over the technique then univer-

sally accepted by Sanskrit poets. Any estimate of his

poetic worth is impossible. The poet’s son and grandson

were also poets. Two minor poets, Vardhamana and

Sagarachandra, have left poems in eulogy of Siddharaja.

Vagbhata, doubtfully identified with the son of the minis-

ter Udayana, wrote a work on poetics on the lines of

Hemachandra’s Kdvydnusdsana,

VIII

Literary works have been left by some pupils of

Hemachandra, the most noteworthy of these being Rama-

chandra (c. 1093-1174). Siddharaja gave him the title of

'Kavikatdramalla'J'' He appears also to have been a reci-

pient of royal favour during the regin of Kumarapala. But

according to a story preserved by the Prabandhakosa

(1349), he tried to prevent Ajayapala from succeeding

Kumarapala on the throne. That prince, upon his acces-

sion, took his revenge by making the politically minded

sddhu stand on a red-hot piece of copper. Ramachandra

was a prolific writer. Some of his works possess real

merit, a rare thing for an age in which mere capacity to

write in stereotyped Sanskrit was often the only passport

to literary fame. The poet called himself the author of a

13.

cf. Krishnamachariar, HCSL, pp.l95 f; also El, I, pp.293 ff, st. 30:

14.

cf. Nalavildsa (GOS, Baroda, 1926), Intr. pp.27-8.
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hundred prahandhas, out of which over twenty-five have
come down to us/'"

Ndtyadarpana, a treatise which Ramachandra compos-

ed in collaboration with Gunachandra, another pupil of

Hemachandra, has valuable quotations from lost plays,

and is a store-house of literary and historical material.

This treatise, though planned on Dhananjaya’s Dasarupa,

shows its author to be an original thinker. He departed

from the orthodox theory that there were only ten kinds

of dramas, and added Ndtihd and Prakarana to make them
twelve. But a bolder departure was to have divided rasa,

sentiment, into pleasurable and painful.'" All the autho-

rities, including Hemachandra, had insisted that the rasas

must produce pleasure similar to that of realizing Brahma.
But according to Ramachandra, people go to see painful

dramas in order to see the skill of the poet or the actor.''

Thus he entered upon a defence of tragedy. Ramachandra
combated another prevailing belief that an actor did not

experience the feelings which he represented. He main-

tained that an actor would himself feel what he wanted

his audience to feel ‘just as a prostitute, in trying to please

others, does herself experience pleasure'.'" Evidently the

15.

cf. srspq (Kaumudlimtrdnarida, p. 2)

(Nirbhayabhlmavydyoga, Prastavana). Thirty-

nine works have been enumerated in the introduction to the
Nalavildsa (p. 33).

16.

ND, III. 109, pp. 158 ff:

17.

cf. ND, p.159:

18.

cf. ND, p.160:
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author was not merely a theoretical exponent of dramatic

technique, but had practical experience of stagecraft.

Few dramas appear to have been written after Raja-

sekhara. Hemachandra in his Kdvydnusdsana describes in

detail twelve different kinds of dramas and has a disserta-

tion even on acting. Ramachandra is credited with hav-

ing written eleven dramas. His Satya Harischandra is a

drama in six Acts. In this drama the poet deals with

tragic situations in a manner which is reminiscent of

Bhavabhuti. Other dramas of Ramachandra are not

extant, but he must be ranked as the most prolific

dramatist of the age and one who boldly departed from the

decadent traditions of the time, though it cannot be stated

that he achieved any approach to the great masters of

drama, Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti.

His Nalavildsa is a good instance from which to judge

his literary worth. The story of Nala and Damayanti is

so brimful of human appeal and dramatic situations that

few men of letters in India have escaped its fascination.

The story originally told in the Mahdbhdrata^ has been

made use of, among the old eminent authors, by Gunadhya,
Kshemendra, Somadeva, Sriharsha and Trivikrama; and

among the Jain writers before Ramachandra, by Dharma-
sena, and Hemachandra. After him, numerous Gujarati

authors through the centuries have worked upon it. He
alone, however, has tried to introduce realism into the

drama by eliminating some of its miraculous incidents,

like the message sent through a swan. This may have

been necessitated by the exigencies of the stage. It may
have been also a result of literary perception unusual for

those times, and entitles the poet to rank high among
latter-day dramatists.

IX
Another noteworthy drama by the same author is

Kaumudimitrdnanda. It is a prakarana, a bourgeois

comedy. The plot is made up of a number of incidents

loosely woven together as in kathds. It is very much
inferior to the prakarana masterpiece Mrchchhakatika, but

has some delightful touches. At places, it discloses a
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sense of humour, and is characteristically free from alle-

gory and the aggressively propagandistic features of Jain
works.

Mitrananda, a merchant, with his friend Maitreya, while
at sea, is stranded on an island occupied by a gang of

swindlers disguised as ascetics. The leader of the gang
has a novel method of robbing people. He entices

strangers to marry his daughter, Kaumudi; and after the

marriage contrives to have them flung into a pit under
the nuptial chamber. But on this occasion when Mitra-

iianda makes love to Kaumudi, she actually falls in love

with her father’s intended victim and reveals to him the

impending danger. Both seek safety in flight to Siihhala-

dvipa (Ceylon).

Their path, however is beset with danger. Mitrai:ianda,

taken for a theif, is arrested, but is saved by the king

whose son he has cured of snake-bite. The king leaves

him and Kaumudi in charge of the minister. The minister,

enamoured of Kaumudi, sends away Mitrananda to one of

the king’s vassals, who wants a victim for human sacrifice.

Mitrananda is, however, recognised and saved by his friend

Maitreya who happens to be in great favour with the

vassal.

Kaumudi is turned out of the minister’s house by his

jealous wife. She wanders until she meets Sumitra,

daughter of a merchant. Shortly afterwards, she is cap-

tured, with Sumitra’s family by Prince Vajravarman.

When in captivity Kaumudi and Sumitra meet Makaranda,

a friend of Mitrananda. Sumitra marries Makaranda, and

the three begin their unhappy adventures. They encoun-

ter a kdpdlika, who in order to kill Makaranda, revives a

corpse. But the resurrected man kills the kdpdlika in-

stead. Makaranda then repairs to the king of Ceylon and

finds Mitrananda. The drama, so full of incoherent mar-

vels, ends happily as Kaumudi meets her long-lost

husband.

The lovers have been walking for a long time. Mitra-

nanda offers to massage Kaumudi’s tired feet. She, abash-

ed, will not let him do so. “To forget good manners is not
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praiseworthy for the daughter-in-law of a respectable

family.” Then follows this dialogues:

Mitr^anda (to himself) She does not know my family,

nor my temper. I have not conferred any
obligation upon her. And yet this dark-
eyed one has given up her relatives for me.
Really women are thoughtless when in

love.'**

(to Kaumudi) Dear, You have willingly

undertaken great hardship, left your home,

borne cold, heat and wind, wandered on

foot; made yourself the laughing stock of

relatives who loved you so long; and ail

this for me, a merchant from a very dis-

tant country, whose family, character and
wealth you do not know, whose love you
cannot be sure of. You wish to climb the

mountain but blindly. You wish to cross

the ocean without even a cockle shell to

carry you across. Without remedy at hand,

you have lashed a big snake to fury.

Kaumudi : Aryaputra, all women behave like this.

Why are you surprised at this conduct of

mine? Women, inspired by love, leave

their long-cherished family for lovers

whom they have seen but for a moment.^^

Mitrananda : (to himself) Women are pre-eminent

among the heroic. Blinded by love, they

hold their life as a blade of grass.**^

19,Kaumudimitrdnanda, IV. 2:

q- 4 srfrf^fq- q-

iff; II

20 .op. cit.j rV. 3 (Sanskrit Chhaya on p.41 note):

21 op. cit.j rV, 4:
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Kaumudi : They may go to foreign lands. Suffer

misery, wander unhappily; but they are

true to their lovers not to their own
people.”

In Gujarat this was a century of drama. On festive

or religious occasions, as a rule, plays were performed in

temples with some kind of scenic display; and consider-

able attention was paid to acting. Out of the twenty-six

dramas, discovered and undiscovered, which Gujarat has

contributed to the six hundred odd dramas in Sanskrit,

twenty-three belong to the century between c.1150 and

1250; and of these Ramachandra composed as many as

eleven. He wrote four varieties, ndtaka, prakarana, ndfi/cd

and vydyoga. Three dramas were written by two other

pupils of Hemachandra, Devachandra and Yasaschandra;

and the rest by writers of the succeeding two gentrations.

Among them was Yasahpala who wrote Mudrita-Kumuda-
chandra-Prakarana and Rdjamati-prabodha. The first re-

lates to the debate between Devasuri, a Svetambara sddhu

and Kumudachandra a Digambara sddhu. It gives a graphic

picture of the social and religious atmosphere in Gujarat.

Other dramas written under the influence of this school in

Gujarat were*Devachandra’s Chandralekhdvijayaprakarana,

Vijayapala’s Draupddlsvayamvara, Ramabhadra’s Prabud-

dharauhineya; Balachandra’s Karundvairdyudha and

Subhata’s Dutdngada which was staged at the reception

of Kumarapala. The poet Subhata appears to have styled

himself Mahakavi.'''

Ramachandra made a great effort to revive the drama
in Gujarat. But life and culture both were stagnating all

over India for want of creative urge and the inspiration of

Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti had ebbed out.

22,ip. cit., IV. 5 (Sanskrit Chhaya on p.42 note):

^ I

fr^Tf'T ^ n

23.cf. Dutdngada (KM, 28, Ed, Bombay, 1935) p.2:



CHAPTER V

APABHRAMSA LITERATURE

Early references to Apabhrarhsa—Its extent—Its early litera-

tore — Dhanapala (c.900) — Bhamsayattakahd—The litera-

ture found in Hemachandra’s works — in the works of Soina-

prabha (1185) — In the works of Meruntuiiga (1303) — Munja-
rdsa.

A PABHRAMSA was a literary language of Gujarat at

least from the time of the rise of Valabhipura. Dan^in
(c. 500) recorded that literature found expression in four

media: Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhrarhsa, and Mixed. “The
speech of Abhiras and others in literature is known as Apa-

bhramsa,’' he said, thus clearly implying that Apabhrarhsa

was spoken not only by Abhiras but by others as well,

and that it had become the object of literary culture.'

Bhamaha (c. 650) described kdvya as threefold: Sanskrit,

Prakrit and Apabhrarhsa.' Rudrata (c.900) put it on a

level with the older literary Prakrit and Sanskrit, and

recognised varieties according to the country in which it

was spoken.' Rajasekhara (c.900) made it a limb of

Kdvyapurusha, poetry personified, and referred to it as be-

l.Kdvyddarsa, I. 32, 36:

^ ii ii

2.Kdi>ydlamkdra, I. 16:

JT?f Tar ^flTTi

TTir?r fw ii ii

ZKdvydlamkdra, II. 12:

II n II
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ing used in the literature of Marwar and Saurashtra/ In

his time, it was a literary language. Bhoja (c. 1000)

contemptuously refers to the Gurjaras as being satisfied

with this language and no other.'" Namisadhu (c. 1069)

calls Apabhramsa Prakrit itself, and refers to its varieties,

Upanagara, Abhira and Gramya. According to him, the

language could be properly learnt only from the people

themselves.® Thus, Apabhramsa had one dialect for citi-

zens, another for Abhiras, a third for the vulgar.

Considerable light has been thrown of late on Apa-

bhramsa and its literature. It is clear that it was never

a spoken language and at no stage of its history was it

identical with the desahhdshds, the dialects of the day.

It was mainly the language of poetry, for, so far, no prose

work in Apabhramsa has been recovered. Its sound sys-

tem was taken from the literary Prakrits while its gram-

matical system and idiomatic expression were taken from

the desahhdshds. Nine-tenths of the words used in Apa-

bhramsa verse are the same as the words used in Prakrit

verse; one-tenth of the word-stock however was desl and

most probably taken from the desahhdshds of the day. The
grammatical structure on the other hand was more deve-

loped than that of the Prakrits and was the parent of the

grammatical structure of modern Indian languages like

i.Kdvyaml7ndnsd pp.6, 34:

jrrfr#

f.Tr?!' ^ I
( P- 6

)

5.Sarasvatikanthdbhararia (KM, 94, Bombay, 1925), II. 13:

i

II n II

6.Comm. on Rudrata’s Kdvydlarhkdra (KM, 2, 3rd Ed. Bombay, 1928),

p.l5:
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Gujarati and Hindi in their early stages. The spirit of the

language also is more allied to these modern Indian lan-

guages than to the Prakrits. For instance, the idioms

characteristic of Apabhramsa are more akin to those of

modern Indian languages while literary Prakrits have a

closer affinity with Sanskrit. It therefore appears that

the desabhdshds of the day could make their appearance

in literature only as Apabhramsa and not in their pure

unmixed form. The basic texture being Prakrit, there

was no fixed limit up to which the desi elements could

penetrate into Apabhramsa. It was therefore but natural

that as time went on, the desi element became stronger

and stronger till it led to a stage represented by the lan-

guage of the Prdkrita-Paingala about the fourteenth cen-

tury. In such works only vestiges of Apabhramsa proper

are found.

Earlier authorities recognise three dialects of Apa-

bhrarhsa,—Vrachada, Nagara and Upanagara. Vrachada,

it seems, was comparatively more archaic. When it was
refined it became Nagara When there was a consider-

able admixture of Prakrit in it, it came to be called Upa-

nagara. But as Nagara or classical Apabhramsa, as ex-

emplified in Hemachandra’s Prakrit grammar, found fa-

vour as a literary language over wider areas, it began to

accept local elements from different provinces within its

range. These dialectical variations of Nagara ApabhramsA|
were recognised by Rudrata (c. 900). From the publish-y

ed Apabhramsa works two varieties of Apabhramsa can

be roughly distinguished viz. the Gurjara Apabhramsa,

mostly used by the Svetambara Jains who resided in

Gurjaradesa, and the southern variety used by the Digam-
bara Jains who worked in the South. Some of the pecur-

liarities of the Gurjara Apabhramsa were inherited by Old

Western Rajasthani and through it by Gujarati and Mar-

wari. On the other hand some of the peculiarities of the

pigambara Apabhramsa have curiously come down to Vra-

7. cf. Keith, HSL, p. 35.
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jabhasha. No clear cut division, however, is discernible,

for both varieties draw* lavishly from each other.

Generally, Apabhraihsa was cultivated by the Jain

sddhuSy but the Buddhists and the Hindus did not eschew
this literary medium, though with the exception of the

Dohdkosa, composed in East Bengal, no .^uddhist Apa-
bhraihsa work has been recovered so far. ^ The older view
held by Grierson that Apabhraihsa

^
was the transitional

stage between Prakrit and the present day Indian lan-

guages, and that there were as many Apabhramsas as there

were Prakrits, does not hold good. The Vrachada variety

is generally associated with Sindh. The second variety,

said to be the idiom of the Abhiras, is the Gurjara variety.

Old Western Rajasthani and Vrajabhasha are allied to Apa-
bhraihsa more than any other New Indo-Aryan language.

From this it is clear that Apabhraihsa had its birth in

Sindh, Rajasthan and Gujarat and was a Western dialect.

Extensive Apabhraihsa literature has come to light

and it is now possible to form a rough idea of its scope and
nature. Its extreme limits can be placed between the

sixth and the fifteenth centuries A.D., though the latter

limit is somewhat flexible. It is impossible to determine

at what point of time Apabhraihsa ceased to exist and the

modern Indian language came on the scene. The Apa-
bhraihsa tradition, however, continued in literature even

after the tertiary desabhashas became literary languages.

The literature in Apabharariisas, which is mostly reli-

gious or didactic and enclosed in a narrative frame, falls

into the following categories:

—

1. The Dharmakatha literature falling under the fol-

lowing heads:

—

(a) Charitrds, lives of religious notables, mythological,

lengendary or historical;

(b) The Mahdpurdnas, the lives of the sixty-three emi-

nent persons of the Jain faith;

(c) The epics embracing the story of Rama and

"Krishna, like the Pauvnachariya, and the Hari-

vamsapurdna.
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(d) Kathdkosa, connected with the BJiagavatl Ara-

dhand of the Digambaras.

2. Other literature is (i) religious, dealing with Jain

doctrines or inspired by the mystical and mystico-religious

spirit, or (ii) didactic. But it would be an error to believe

that there was no secular literature in Apabhramsa.

Though no single work has come to light so far, most of

the works contain clear evidence that there was consider-

able literature in Apabhramsa which was heroic or erotic.

But the most popular form of literature was the social

dharmakathd, of which an excellent specimen has been

preserved. Bhavisayattakahd { Sanskrit, Bhavishyadatta-

kathd) was composed by Dhanapala about the tenth cen-

tury.

The poet belonged to a Dhakkada Vanik family. The
style bears traces of Sanskrit inspiration; the descriptions

are vivid and true to life and the story is well-told. It is

made up of two disjointed parts, the original kathd, and
the typical Jain ending. The first part of the story is very

interesting, rich in adventure, and powerful in appeal. In

some places, it possesses the freshness which we associate

with the stirring tales of the Arabian Nights,

In the city of Gajapura, or Hastinapura, there lived

a young, handsome and wealthy merchant, and his wife

Kamalasri, who gave birth to Bhavishya, the hero of the

poem. He grew up into a very attractive child and re-

ceived both a liberal and a military education.

His father grew cold towards the mother and mar-
ried a second wife, Surupa. She gave birth to Bandhu-
datta, who grew up strong and turbulent, wanton and
pleasure-loving. He was a terror to respectable citizens.

A desire to go to foreign lands took possession of this boy,

and he collected about him needy young merchants ready

to participate in his adventures. Even the king could not

withhold permission from this impetuous youth. His

brother, Bhavishya, was also infected with the spirit of

adventure and joined his younger brother.

The father’s parting advice is reminiscent of Polo-

nius’s.
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"'If through obduracy you decide to go, (keep this in

mind), never speak a harsh word. Son, speak like an ig^-

norant man who knows not the ways of commerce. Never
give your heart even to friends. Speak little and in mea-
sured terms. Increase your wealth by all means; if need
be even by deceiving and making signs with hands. Praise

your own commodities, and learn the mind of the other

party by diverting his attention. Never let your secrets

be known, and always try to know those of others. Heed
not another’s actions, even if you come to know of them;

deflect not from your course. Do not let anyone know
your character, but discover the nature of others by gain-

ing their confidence.”"

They sailed down the river Yamuna and came to the

open sea. A gale drove their little fleet to a distant island,

Mainakadvipa by name. The young adventurers landed

on the island. Bhavishya went into the interior in search

of fruits and flowers, and was soon lost to sight. Bandhu-
datta had now an opportunity to translate his hatred for

his brother into action, and, in spite of remonstrances of

his companions, ordered the party to set sail.

When Bhavishya found that he had been left alone on

an unknown island, he courageously entered the forest

full of birds and beasts; and after making an offering to

Jina, he took a path which led across the mountains. He
came upon a city with lofty buildings, beautiful archways,

white painted houses with half open doors and windows,

S.BK, IL 6 (p.l5):
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and a market-place rich in wares. All these, however,

presented an unearthly appearance. The palace was un-

tenanted and silent. '^All musical instruments had as-

sumed silence with the thought that there was nobody to

play on them.”“ Undaunted, Bhavishya came to a temple,

where he duly offered worship, and went to sleep.

The god AchyutanMha came to know of his plight,

and ordered Manibhadra, the king of the Yakshas, to pro-

tect Bhavishya and lead him back safely to Gajapura.

When Bhavishya awoke from his sleep, he heard words
directing him to go to a house where h^ future wife await-

ed him. He followed the direction, and found a lovely

maiden, ‘'whose limbs, visible through her filmy dress,

slyly laughed at him.'^^'^ She slowly overcame her shyness,

and besought him to take her away before the demon, who
had made the city lifeless, destroyed him. Bhavishya

narrated to her his own story, was convinced that they

were made for each other, and offered marriage to her.

The girl expressed willingness to accept him.

On hearing this, the son of Pahkajasri (Bhavishya)

gifted with good manners and well-born, smiled, and said,

“Oh long-eyed one, what you say is right. I am myself

amazed. Deserted by my own relatives and kinsmen, I

was led to you in this way, no doubt, by my good fortune.

The traders with whom I came, left me alone in the forest;

and as I wandered from place to place, I came to your
house. Drive all your fears of danger away. Have no
fears, daughter of a good merchant. You are well born.

I, son of a well-born merchant, am from Kurujahgala.

Fate alone has brought us together. Now everything will

soon be well.’'""

9.B/C, IV. 11 (p.28):

10Bk, V. 9 (p.32):

II.BK, V. 14 (p.35):
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The young lady trembled with excitement, and
straightaway, “was pierced with the arrows of the god of

love.’’ The girl “with tremulous eyes,” though over-

powered by bashfulness which showed her graces to ad-

vantage, was bold and quite modern. She asked : “Wh}'^

don’t you do what is imminent?”
But she did not yet know the man’s character.

Bhavishya, muttering a prayer to Vira, firmly replied,

“O lady with lovely eyes, what you say is right. But,

beauteous maid, I have vowed to abstain from uncere-

monial wedlock. When some one is found to give you

to me in marriage, your desire will be satisfied. If no-

body gives your hand to me, we shall live only as com-

rades in spirit ” The girl perceived that he was an

extraordinary man and restrained her feelings. The sun

was about to set.'^"

A desert isle, a setting sun, a beautiful maiden and

a handsome man discovering their soul’s affinity, the girl’s

audacious question, and the reply are elements in a situa-

tion full of charm and romance. And it is the work of a

celibate Jain sadhu addressed to a Gujarati middle-class

audience a thousand years ago 1

One day the demon appeared, fearful as darkness,

like unto ‘the loud laughter of Death.’ Bhavishya faced

ft- I

ft ^ft I
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him, ready to fight. But the demon suddenly recollected

his own former life and took kindly to the hero. In a

sudden outburst of friendliness, he made the city hum with
life, and bestowed it, as also the maiden, on the lucky
hero.

Years passed, happy for Bhavishya and his wife, un-

happy for the bereaved parents in distant Gajapura. In

the course of time, the young lovers grew tired of the city.

“To live in this lonely city is to see a dream, or to dance

in darkness.” They left it, and with all their valuables,

came to the seashore, where they hoisted a signal on the

top of a tree to attract the attention of a passing ship,

Bandhudatta’s party was again shipwrecked on the

island, and met the couple. Bhavishya forgave his perfi-

dious brother, loaded him with presents, and told him his

story. Bandhu, though still jealous and spiteful, spoke

sweet words and celebrated their reunion. In a happy
mood, they all prepared to leave the island. But when
the boats were ready, Bhavishya happened to be away
making a religious offering, and Bandhu repeated his old

trick. Heedless of every one’s protests, he set sail carry-

ing away with him the bride and the wealth of his brother.

The story now begins to suffer in interest. Bandhu
made unsuccessful overtures to Bhavishyanurupa, his bro-

ther’s wife. Ultimately, he reached Gajapura, passed off

the lady as his wife, and the wealth as his own, and re-

ceived great honours from the king. Only Kamala, Bha-
vishya’s mother, was disconsolate as her son was not

among those who had returned.

The king of the Yakshas, however, brought Bha-

vishya to Gajapura in his aerial car. The hero met his

mother, and sought justice from the king. The king

wanted to punish the perfidious brother, Bandhu, but for-

gave him at the instance of his magnanimous brother. The
guilty all being forgiven, the king, to crown the general

feeling of reconciliation, offered his daughter Sumitra, to

Bhavishya.

The prince of Poyanapura, in the meantime, marched
on Gajapura. The king of Gajapura offered resistance,

G . L.--7.
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his army led by Bhavishya. And in the battle that en-

sued, the king was victorious owing to the valour of the

hero. The conqueror was appointed Yuvardja by the

king. This was, perhaps, the closing incident of the story

as it originally stood before a Jain author retouched it.

Bhavishya and his wife went to Tilakadvipa, where a sage

explained to them the principles of Jainism, and recount-

ed the past lives of Bhavishya. The hero, thereupon, re-

nounced the world.

Hemachandra has preserved several quotations from

the Apabhramsa literature of the earlier centuries. If these

quotations are any indication, the literature of the time

was mythological, religious, didactic, erotic and heroic.

The elegant phrase and the picturesque image so often

found in these verses indicate a well-developed litera-

ture.

HEROIC

Look at my lord; he has been described as the break-

er of the temples of elephants gone wild in a hundred
battles.''

Oh friend, it is just as well that my lord has been

killed in the battle. Had he come home vanquished, I

should have felt ashamed before my friends.''

On the field of battle where arrows destroy arrows

and swords cut swords, my husband cuts his way through

a crowd of warriors.'®

13.

PV, IV. 345. 1;

14.

PV, rv. 351. 1:

|3rr ^ 1

15.

PV, IV. 357, 1:
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Dear friend, my husband when he is angry destroys

his enemies with his hands as well as his weapons/®
When both of us have gone to the field of battle, who

will doubt victory? And who will seize the Goddess of

Death by the hair and live?''

Cowards say thus “We are but few, while the enemies
are many.” Look at the sky, young lady. How many are

there to give moonlight?**

If a man cannot lay down life in defence of honour
he should leave the country. He should not wander about

with the finger of the wicked pointed at him.'®

DIDACTIC

The ocean keeps grass on the surface and jewels at

the bottom; so too, the master abandons his good servants

and honours the wicked ones."®

Merits do not beget fame, but may beget wealth. A
lion is not valued, while an elephant costs lakhs. People

get the fruits that they are destined to recieve."'

16.

PV, IV. 358. 1:

^ II

17.

PV, IV. 370. 3:

ttot II

18.

PV, IV. 376. 1:

3rp| i

19.

PV, IV. 418. 4;

20.

PV, IV. 334. 1:
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21.

PV, IV. 335. 1:
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People take fruits from trees, but cast off bitter leaves.

But great trees, like good men, bear those leaves on their

laps."

A wicked person, falling from a great height, destroys

himself and others even as a boulder, rolling down from
the top of a mountain, crushes others.""

Very rare, indeed, in this Kali age, is the man who
hides his own virtues and reveals those of others. I pay

my homage to that good man."*

To whom is life not dear? Who has no love of money?
When time comes, the great consider both of them con-

temptible as grass.""

The fire under the ocean does not care whether the

waters are dried up. Is it not enough that it keeps on

burning even in water ?"*'

EROTIC

The body had not met his body. The lips did not

touch his lips. Even as I was drinking in his lotus face

the meeting came to an end.^

22.

PV, rv. 336. 1:
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Why cannot this young lady see farther by the light

of the moon, when she can see her hand in the darkness

by means of the rays issuing from her face?"'

What pity can these breasts have for others, when
they come out bursting their own heart? Men, take care

of yourselves. The breasts of maidens are ruthless."™

If she loves me, she will be dead by now; and if she

be still alive, she has no love for me. In any way I have
lost my wife. Why do you thunder, you wicked cloud?"™

Oh bee, don’t make a buzzing noise in this forest.

Don’t lament as you look in that direction. The Malati

creeper whose separation has brought you to death is in

another country.""

My heart has been captured by you; you have been

taken in by her; she dances to the tune of another. O be-

loved, what can I do? What canst thou? It is just like one

fish swallowing another.""

During the Chalukyan period, several Jain sddhus com-

posed prayers and religious legends in Apabhrarhsa. Most

of these religious compositions were adaptations from the

Prakrit which had long ceased to be understood by the

28.

PV, IV. 349. 1:
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ordinary people. When the sddhus at the court of Pdtan,

who formed the aristocracy among the Jain sddhus, de-

voted themselves to Sanskrit, their humble co-workers

continued to cater for the needs of the masses in their

own language. But even their language soon ceased to

develop on independent lines. Those who made use of

Apabhramsa looked for inspiration to the sddhus who em-
ployed Sanskrit; and such fragments as have come down
to us show that Apabhramsa literature flourished in the

twelfth century on the wealth of expression and the grace

of style furnished by Sanskrit masterpieces.

The following extracts from Somaprabha's Kumdra-
pdlapraiibodha will suffice to give an idea of the lines of

progress which Apabhramsa followed.

Eloquent with sweet notes of the cuckoo, Spring

comes to tiic earth like unto a bard of the great king,

Love, like a warrior proud of his victorious might."'

Seeing the Sun taking in his arms (Kara^rays and

hands) Dame North, Dame South sighed Malaya breezes.

The sylvan goddess, covered by reddish new leaves, glows,

as if dressed in red apparel, in the arms of her lover,

Spring."*

The fresh blossoms of mango trees sparkle with

swarms of black bees, as if the flames of love were emit-

ting a stream of smoke."

33.

KPS, p.38:
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Hemachandra has quoted two verses from a lost Mitn-

jarasa. Merutuhga has given some more, and has also based

Miinjaprahhandlia, in his Prabandhachintdmani, upon
it. Evidently, it was a popular poem of the eleventh cen-

tury describing the adventures of Muhja Prithvjvallabha,

the king of Malwa (c. 974-996). Its sentiments were un-

sophisticated and its language was based on popular

idioms. Perhaps it v/as what Hemachandra calls a grdmya
rnahdkdvya.

Muhja, the gay lover and the indomitable conqueror,'

travels every night twelve yojanas to meet a lady-love.

Later, his passion cools down, and she addresses him

thus :

—

‘Muhja, the bond of love is already loose. Fool, don’t

you know that the thunders of Ashadha are already heard,

and soon the roads will be unfit (for your dromedary tc

travel)

‘As you leave my arms, so do I leave yours. Where
is the fault? But if you leave my b.eart, I shall know that

Muhja is wroth with me.’""

‘The water-maiden bears up life by kissing her own
hands—the hands which drank the crystal clear water in

which the beloved Muhja was reflected.’"’’

Muhja carries on a life-long war with king Tailappa

of Karnataka. Against the advice of his minister, Rudra-

ditya, he crosses the Godavari, is defeated and captured by
Tailappa. Tailappa’s sister Mrinalavati, a widow, falls in

love with Muhja. While both are looking in a mirror, the

elderly widow bewails her grey hair.

36.

PC, p.21 n 19:

37.
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‘Munja says, ^'Mrinalavati, do not weep over departed

youth. Sugarcandy, even if broken into a thousand

pieces, will taste sweet.

Efforts are being made by Muhja’s friends to rescue

him from the subterranean cell in which he is kept. Muhja
insists on taking Mrinalavati with him. She, afraid of

losing her lover if they go to Dhara, informs her brother

about the plan, and it is frustrated by Tailappa.

‘Men are but fools who confide in women with their

hundred moods, sixty minds and thirty-two hearts.’"*

Tailappa forces Muhja to beg from door to door. The

poet says :

‘Why did you not die by fire or string? Why did you

not become a heap of ashes? Today Muhja, tied to a string,

is taken from house to house like a dancing monkey.’*'

While begging, Muhja calls upon the spirit of his de-

parted minister who had advised him against crossing the

Godavari.

‘Rudraditya, now in heaven, unattended I stand, de-

prived of my elephants, chariots, horses and men. Call

me to you; I stand with my face towards you.”"

A proud damsel contemptuously gives him whey to

drink in a cup made of dry leaves. Muhja says :

‘Simple-hearted damsel ! Do not turn away in pride,

seeing me with a cup of leaves in my hand. Muhja was

39.

PC, p.23, 1. 6:
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once the master of fourteen hundred and six elephants but

now he has lost them all.’"'*

Mriiialavatl offers alms to Muhja.

Muhja says: “Mrinalavati, if wisdom after the event

is the same as before it, no one would be overcome by
calamity/’"^

Mrinalavati replies :

‘When luck turned, even the ten-headed king (Havana)

the master of seas and the lord of the forts of Lanka, was
destroyed. Therefore, Muhja, do not grieve.’*^

Ultimately Muhja meets death under the feet of Tai-

lappa’s elephant.

The language of this poem approximates to the ear-

liest specimen of Old Gujarati found in the works of the

twelfth century. The desabhasha of the people, Old
Gujarati, was spoken from about 1100, or perhaps, earlier.

43.

PC, p.24, 1.1:

44.
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CHAPTER VI

SOME6VARA AND HIS TIMES
Yasahpala (c. 1174)

—

Mohardja—Pardjaya—Somaprabha (1185)— Kumdrapdlapratihodha — Political changes (1179-1297) —
Viradhavala, Vastupala, and Tejapala — Vastupala as patron
of learning—Somesvara (1194-1254) — Klrtikaumudl—Surathot-
sava—Vlldghardghava—Prahladana (1164-1209) Pdrtha Pard-
krama—

V

astupdla's Naranardyana—Arisimha's Siikritasamklrtan<i
Balabhadra’s Vasantavildsa — Jayasirhha’s Hammiramada^
mardaiUL (1222) — Udayaprabha—Subhata — Medical works-

—

Tlie artistic value of the literature.

O N the death of Kumarapala, his nephew AjayapMa
(1174-76) succeeded to the throne, but not without

combating a conspiracy in which some of Hemachandra’s
pupils were involved. Pie was not amenable to their in-

fluence as was his uncle before him, and later Jain authors

had their revenge by attributing to him vices of which
contemporary records absolve him.

I

Yasahpala, a Jain Modha Vanik occupying a high

position in the king’s service, composed an allegorical

drama Mohardjapardjaya, celebrating the supposed con-

version of Kumarapala to Jainism. The drama was com-
posed at Kumara-vihara at Tharapadra, modern Tharada,

near Palanpur.' The drama, except for Kumarapala,

Hemachandra and, perhaps, the court jester, contains

allegorical characters, and is a good specimen of latter-day

literary performances. Yasahpala's style is simple and

delightful, but ladks the classical touch. In technique,

incident and human interest his work is decidedly inferior

to that of Ramachandra.

l.Mohardjapardjaya (GOS, Baroda, 1918), p. 2:

^srmfcT I
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Jnanapana, the spy sent to report on Moha, Delusion,

comes to king Kumarapala and reports that Moha has suc-

cessfully besieged the city of ‘Man's mind.' Its king,

Vivekachandra, the Moon of Discrimination, has fled, tak-

ing his wife and his daughter, Kfipasundari, Compassion,

with him. One of Kumarapala's queens, Kirtimanjari,

Garland of Fame, with her brother Pratapa, Valour, is also

reported as thinking of going over to Moha, as the king

had fallen under the influence of a Jain sddhu.

In Act II, Kumarapala sees Kripasundarl, and falls in

love with her. The queen, Rjljyasri, Royalty, is angry

with the king, and the king asks to be forgiven. In Act
III, Punya^etu, the Banner of Merit, conceals himself be-

hind the statue of a goddess; and making believe that the

goddess is speaking, prevails upon Rajyasri not only to

give up her wrath, but to send an offer for Kripasundari’s

hand. But when the offer is sent, Viveka consents only

on condition that the seven vices are banished from the

kingdom, and that the king abolishes the practice of con-

fiscating the estate of men dying without male issue. The
king agrees to the conditions and forgoes the property of

a dead millionaire who, however, turns up with a new
bride in an aerial car. In Act IV, gambling, flesh-eating,

drinking, slaughter, theft and adultery are banished in

spite of the plea that they bring in revenue. In Act V,

the king, armed by Hemachandra with his Yoga^dstra,

wins a victory over Moha.
Mohardjapardjaya contains materials for reconstruct-

ing the life and splendour of Patan and its merchants,

‘whose wealth was the envy of emperors'. An interesting

episode refers to the act of Kumarapala in abrogating the

law whereby the estate of a deceased man leaving a widow
but no son was escheated to the crown. When the king is

informed that a millionaire, Kubera, has died and that his

vast wealth has lapsed to him under the law, he feelingly

expresses himself thus :

‘What policy is it which entitles wicked kings to take a
dead man’s wealth, collected by him in high hopes, after a

long straggle, and with a multitude of worries? The sinners
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who snatch away the loin cloth from a weeping woman may not
have any compassion, but have they no sense of shame?

Again, when he finds that the relatives of the deceased

will not enter his house before the king’s servants take

possession of his wealth under the law, he said:

‘Afraid of the king, the relatives of a person dying sonless
cannot even perform him obsequies- The members of his family,
crying with grief, ai^e made miserable by the king’s servants
who, more ruthless than the servants of Death, are busy search-
ing for wealth.’^

These verses throw light on a custom then in vogue

and on the sentiments which ruled Kumarapala’s conduct.

A court receiver in an administration suit filed on the

death of a man under modern law, has scarcely improved

upon these ancient ways of king’s men.

In Yasahpala, we have the logical extension of the

literary movement which Hemachandra introduced, of

weaving round the kings of Patan an atmosphere which

classical kdvyas had created round the epic heroes. But

literary inspiration had receded into the background.

Siddharaja, Kumarapala, and Hemachandra were invest-

ed with a transparently semi-mythic importance, and the

classical style was unabashedly made to ply the bard’s

inglorious trade, or play a hand-maid to the religious

zealot-

II

The next author of importance was Somaprabha, a

sddhu. He wrote his KiLmdrapdlapratibodha about 1185,

2Mohardjaparujaya, III. 19:

*rr: q-p? qrff T q'Fefr ^qrPr ii

ZMohardrajapardjaya, III. 21:
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twelve years after Kumarapala's death at Patan in the

upusraya of Siddhapala, Sripala’s son. The work was
read by the author to Gunachandra and two other disciples

of Hemachandra." The work is principally in Prakrit and
Apabhramsa, with some parts in Sanskrit. The author

sets out his object thus :

Though the lives of Hemachandrasuri and Kumara-
pala are interesting from other points of view, I desire to

say something about the teaching of the Jain faith only.’’

And faithfully does the author keep his word; for the

work is a series of sermons on Jain vows supposed to have

been delivered by Hemachandra to Kumarapala, and gives

an exaggerated account of how the latter carried them into

practice. This lengthy work is dreary and devoid of any
literary or historical value. It is useful only as a land-

mark. It shows how, within two decades, the Jain sddhu

canonised Hemachandra and Kumarapala, and absorbed

them so completely in their religious literature that they

ceased to be looked upon as men. Idolatry, in literature

as in life, finds a fertile soil in India, and ruins the literary

gifts of many who would otherwise be noteworthy writers.

The author’s other works are Sumatindthacharita, a

religious work; Suktimuktdvali, a collection of didactic

verses; and Satdrthakdvya, a single stanza which the poet

himself interprets as having a hundred meanings.® None of

these are of any literary value.

A remarkable work is Panchdkhydna by Purnabhadra
(1199). It is a revised version of the Panchatantra of

Vishnusarman. This edition, prepared by the sddhu at

4.

KPS. Intr, p. iii, also pp, 477-8.

5.

KPS, p. 3;

3rw 3rfr«r fq-

1

ci^ fq: Pr ii

6.

The stanza reads:
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the instance of a minister of Jhalor, has enabled modern
scholars to restore this valuable contribution of India to

the literature of the world/

III

Ajayapala died in 1176, and was succeeded by his

infant son, Bala MCilaraja, who died about 1178. During
this period Mahmud, or Shihab-ud-din Ghori, invaded
Gujarat; but its seasoned army, led by the queen-mother,

Naikadevi, drove back the invader.

About 1179 the throne of Patan came to be occupied

by Bhima II. He styled himself Abhinava Siddharaja,*

but chroniclers have dubbed him Bholo, the Simpleton.

The feudatories revolted against his authority, but were
soon suppressed by Arnoraja Vaghela, a Chalukya of

Dholka, who threw his weight on the side of his king.

Arnoraja's son, Lavanyaprasada, or Lavanaprasada, whom
Bhima appointed a dictator,'' followed in his father’s foot-

steps and, with the assistance of his son Viradhavala, con-

solidated the authority of Patan. Aided by Somesvara,

Vastupala and Tejahpala he made a supreme effort to

keep dissolving Gujarat together.

Both the Vaghelas, father and son, held their court

at Dholka. Under their strong rule, the kingdom again

became powerful. Except for an unsuccessful invasion in

1194 by a Muslim army headed by Kutb-ud-din Aibak,

Gujarat was happy. In 1242 Bhima, who had outlived

three generations of viceregents, died, and Viradhavala’s

son Visaladeva formally occupied the throne of Patan.

During his vigorous reign of nineteen years, he revived

7.

cf. Hertel, Panchatantra (Cambridge, Mass, 1908), Preface, p. xiii f;

Wintemilz, GIL, III, p.288f; De. HSL, p. 89f.

8.

cf. Patan Grant of Bhima II dated A.D. 1199 {IA, XI, p.71):

9.

cf. Lekhapaddhati (GOS, 1925), p. 25, which shows that the treaty

with the Yadava king was effected between Simhana, the Yadava king,

on the one hand and Lavanyaprasada on the other, without reference

to Bhima II, Lavanyaprasada is mentioned as
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the golden prime of Jayasimha Siddharaja, and assumed,

with some justification, the dignity of Maharajadhiraja.

He was the last great Hindu king of Gujarat.

On his death in c. 1261, his throne was occupied by
Arjuna upto c. 1275 and by Sarahga from 1275 to 1296;

and by Karna, popularly known as ghelo or crazy, from

c. 1297 to 1304. After Visaladeva’s death, petty wars des-

troyed the power of Patan, which soon came to rule over

only a small part of North Gujarat and Kathiawar. In or

about 1297, Ulugh Khan, the brother of Sultan Ala-ud-din

Khilji occupied Patan, sacked the temple of Somanatha
and laid waste the country. The end of the thirteenth

century saw the end of self-governed Gujarat.

The period from c. 1200 to 1250, when the great

Vaghelas presided over the destinies of the country, repre-

sented half a century of great activity in the fields of both

conquest and literature. Lavanaprasada, Viradhavala, and
Visaladeva were warriors, administrators and patrons of

literature. They also knew how to choose their servants

well and wisely. About c. 1220 Viradhavala invited the

two brothers, Vastupfila and Tejahpala, sons of a Jain

merchant, Asaraja, to become ministers of State. Rich and
religiously disposed, they soon proved to be great warriors

and statesmen. Jain, Hindu and even Muslim shrines

shared their generosity. They erected temples and patro-

nised art, their temples at Abu being monuments of Indian

art. Vastupala was married to Lalitadevi, Tejahpala to

Anupadevi. Both ladies assisted the ministers in their

work and were held in great esteem. The statesmanship

and valour of the brothers gave to Gujarat its last Ma/id-

rdjddhirdja in Visaladeva. Vastupala died in c. 1240;

Tejahpala in 1248. Both retained their power and the

confidence of their sovereign till the last.

Vastupala was decidedly the greater of the two. His

personality, statesmanship, heroism and munificence

evoked a chorus of literary praise. Somesvara, the family

priest of the royal Chalukyas, composed works in his

honour, and a host of other literary men followed this
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example. Many poets have been mentioned in contem-
porary works as being under his protection. The minister

appreciated and encouraged literature. He established

three libraries at a cost of eighteen crores of rupees; pro-

cured for the poets the manuscripts of literary master-

pieces, and helped them in the preservation of their

works.'' The poets repaid their debt well. They gave
immortality to his life and works.

IV

Somesvara (c. 1179-1262) was the leading poet of

Vastupala’s court. He was the family priest of the kings

of Gujarat, a direct descendant of Sola, the priest of

Mularaja, and the grandson of Amiga who officiated as a

priest to Siddharaja. His father, Kumara, was a physician

as well, and cured Ajayapala of his wounds. Somesvara
has left two mahdkdvyas, Klrtikaumudl and Surathotsava;

one drama, Ulldghardghava; Rdmasataka; and two Pra-

sastis, one of which has not yet been found.

Kirtikaumudty which served as a model to many con-

temporary kdvyas, had Vastupala as its hero, and repre-

sents a further stage in the evolution of the movement
which, as we saw, could be traced to Hemachandra’s
Dvydsraya. The audience loved to look back proudly

upon the time of Siddharaja and Kumarapala, particularly

as Lavanaprasada and Viradhavala were trying to restore

Patan to its former glory.

Somesvara was an ardent admirer of Kalidasa and
looked upon Raghuvamsa as his model.

'Kalidasa was born a poet, and he sang Sri Rama’s life.

It was a mixture of sugar and milk.’''

Among the latter day poets, he mentioned Magha,
Bharavi, Bana, Dhanapala, Bilhana, Hemachandra, Nila-

karitha, Prahladana, Narachandra, Vijayasena, Subhata

10.

Cf. Narandraya't^rmnda (GOS, 1916), intr. pp. vii-viii.

11.

KK, 1. 12:

^ ^r'TT^ra' ti ii
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Yasovira and Vastupala; the last six of these were his

contemporaries.

The poet describes the city of Patan 'the house of Sri',

its fort and its gardens where damsels came to play; the
chants of its Brahmanas, the songs of its women, the eulo-

gies of its bards; its houses which were white as snow; its

palaces in which luxury reigned; and the sacrificial smoke
which, like the Yamuna, rose skywards to join the heavenly
Ganga. The city outshone all the cities of traditional fame.

The poet then describes the river, the temples comparable
to the Himalaya, the banners of the temples ‘so high as to

protect even Aruna, the Sun’s charioteer, from his mas-
ter’s fiery rays’; the roads crowded with elephants and
horses. The women also come in for their share of praise.

‘Wherever the women move, undulating with grace, the
eyes of the gallants follow like tlieir maid-servants. Those who
are looked at by the women with sidelong glances, are smitten
by the god of love, who, though bodiless, assumes a body. Here,
Brahma created women of matchless beauty; and yet their
beauty was matched by its reflection in the bejewelled wall.’^"

In canto II the poet gives a short history of the kings

of Ratan, beginning with Mularaja. Siddharaja is rightly

given the central place. Lavanaprasada’s dream is then

described. Gurjara Rajyalakshml, the royal dignity of

Gurjara, appears to him, ‘a goddess in the very image of

a full-moon night, her face white as the moon, a white
mark on her face, in white clothes, a white garland in her

hand.”" She laments the downfall of Patan, weeps over

her vanished glory and departed heroes.

12.

KK, I. 68-70:

^ II II

oqT^Rr^Fi^T mferr: n ii

l
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13.

KK, II. 89-90:

^ II n
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‘Here darkness was unknown, for the scions of the line of

Mularaja spread their lights all around. But now a light was
not to be found even at night. In the city, which once resound-
ed with drums at night, only the howl of jackals is now heard.
Then, the lake bloomed with the lotus-faces of young damsels;
now, it helplessly sheds tear-drops as the wind blows over it.*'^^

She exhorts Lavanaprasada to win back her departed

glory.

The dream vanishes, and the hero sends for his son,

and his priest, the poet. The poet explains the meaning
of the dream and recommends the appointment of a good

minister.

In canto III, the family of Vastupala comes in for a

highly eulogistic tribute. The king appoints Vastupala as

his minister (canto IV). The minister takes charge of

Khambhat and is faced with an invasion from the South.

Sahkha, king of Lata, also sends a message threatening to

march on the city (canto V). The poet then deals with

Vastupala’s war with Sahkha and celebrates his patron’s

victory in high-flown phrase (canto VI). He sings the

beauties of Khambhat in the traditional manner of kavyas

and narrates Vastupala’s conversation with his poets

(canto VII). Then follows a description of moon-rise

(canto VIII); of the daily life of the minister and (canto

IX), of his pilgrimage to Satruhjaya, Girnar and Prabhasa.

Somesvara’s diction has both grace and lucidity. When
he has something new to say, he rises above the wearisome

and degenerate imitation of classic models. The kdvya

had become rigid and lifeless. The decadent taste of the

pandits perpetuated the bondage of conventions as to

form, style and expression which were no longer living

interpretations of life and, like all worn out conventions,

14JCK, II. 101-3:

^
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they stifled the soul that accepted them. From the his-

torical point of view the work is invaluable. The author
had first-hand knowledge of events connected with the

Chalukya kings, and was free from any propagandist zeal.

In the first three cantos he sets men and events in a fairly

accurate perspective, and is a fairly reliable guide for cor-

recting the faulty perspective of Jain works.

His next Mahdkdvya^ Surathotsava^ deals with the

episode, from the Mdrkandeya Purdna, of king Suratha

who reconquered his lost kingdom by the favour of the

goddess Chandi. His drama Ulldghardghava, in eight acts,

is based on the Rdmdyana. It was performed before the

temple of Sri Krishna at Dvaraka. The author introduces

fine sentiments and incidents into the drama to retouch the

character of Rama. The modesty of Rama, for instance, is

represented with skill in the stanza which he addresses to

his father when people celebrate his victory over Parasu-

rama.

“As prescribed by destiny, I broke the old bow of Sankara.
Renuka's son (Parasurama) conceded to me a great deal in the
field of battle, treating me as a child. But the people regard
my breaking the bow as due to my valour only out of their

affection for me. You must, therefore, stop them from doing
so. It is improper to treat the great with contempt without
reason.”^®

V

Prahladana, whom Somesvara describes as ‘the in-

carnation of Sarasvati and the husband of Jayasri, the

goddess of victoryV*" was a younger brother of Dhara-

varsha, the Paramara ruler of Chandravati, and lived be-

15

.

UUaghardghava: ^
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16.

KK, I. 20:
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tween 1164 and 1200. He was reputed to be versed in

different philosophies. He was a warrior and founded
the city Prahladanpura, modern Palanpur. Of his works,

only Pdrthapardkrama, a drama of the vydyoga type (mili-

tary spectacle), and a few verses have come to light. This

one-act drama, exhibiting dipta rasa or the sentiment of

excitement, is based on the incident in the Mahdbhdrata of

Arjuna recovering the cows of king Virata from the Kau-
ravas.

Vastupala himself, under the name of Vasantapala

conferred upon him by Somesvara and other poets, has left

a mahdkdvya, called Naranardyandnanda, in sixteen cantos

dealing with the episode of Arjuna eloping with Subhadra,

6ri Krishna’s sister. Coming as it did from so great a man
and so generous a patron of poets, it naturally evoked
great contemporary praise. According to Alarhkdramaho-

dadhi, it improved upon Vyasa’s language;'" and not to be

outdone, Somesvara called the minister the adopted son

of Sarasvati.'" Merutuhga called him a Mahdkavi.'" His

fame travelled even outside Gujarat. But the poem is a

mechanical product of the literary conventions which were
in vogue all over the country. Pompous kdvyas without

true poetic inspiration or direct touch with reality were
turned out in that age like factory-made articles.

Arisirhha’s Sukritasamklrtana is a kavya modelled on

Kirtikaumudiy but composed with less poetic skill. Bala-

chandra’s Vasantavildsa is the third and the largest rnahd-

kavya on Vastupala, and follows the same example both

in matter and style. In this poem, the presiding deity of

17

.

Alamkaraviahodadhi (GOS, 1942), I. 12:

i

18.

KK, I. 29; Naranarayanananda, XVI, 40;

II II
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the kingdom appears in a dream to Viradhavala, and the

conventional descriptions follow with mechanical precision.

The messenger from Sahkha who advises Vastupala

to flee adds that no one will feel disgraced by the flight of a

bania. The minister gives an apt reply :

“Messenger, it is a delusion to think that Kshatriyas alone
can fight, and not a Vanik. Did not Ambada, a Vanik, kill

Mallikarjuna in battle? I, a Vanik, am well-known in the shop
of the battlefield. I buy commodities—the heads of enemies

—

weighing them in the scales of swords; I pay the price in the
foiTiT of Heaven.”-*'*

And Vastupala proved as good as his word.

Jayasimha, a Jain sddhu, while living at the temple of

Munisuvrata of Bhrigukachchha between 1222 and 1236

composed Hammira-madamardana, a play, in which is

celebrated the victory obtained by Viradhavala with the

aid of Vastupala over the forces of some Muslim invader.

The play was written to please Jayantasimha, son of

Vastuprda, and was performed at the festival of the pro-

cession of Bhimesvara of Khambhat."" It furnishes some
historical information about the event and the times, but

is very inferior in style and technique to the dramas of

Yasahpala, Ramachandra and Somesvara. There is no

individuality in the characters, no plot and no movement.
The style is highly affected even if judged by the standard

of his contemporaries, and the author's unbounded delight

in long compounds takes away whatever little charm its

perusal might otherwise afford. The mutual adulation in

Which Viradhavala and Vastupala indulge at every step

is unusual even for an age given to unqualified panegyrics.

2Q,Vasantavildsa (GOS, 1917), I. 43-4:

^ ii ii
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2l.Hamniiramadamarda7ia (GOS, 1920), pi:
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Gujarat is menaced by Tunishka Hammira aided by
the Yadava Siihhana, who can also rely upon the assist-

ance of Sarhgrama, nephew of the king of Lata. In Act I,

Vastupala advises Viradhavala to secure the aid of the

kings of Marwar. Vastupala's spies run to and fro be-

tween the warring kings. One of them induces Samgrama
to flee; and the minister some time later enters into a

treaty with him. Marwar is destroyed by the invading

Mlechchha, Milachchhrikara, who, however, retreats at the

approach of Viradhavala. The diplomacy of Vastupala

surrounds the invader with many difficulties, and he is

defeated by Viradhavala. Finally, the king goes to the

temple of Siva, where tlie god grants a boon to the king.

If the minister is properly delineated in this drama he was
an astute diplomat rather than the heroic statesman des-

cribed by the exuberant Somesvara. The Vastupdlatejah-

pdla-prasasti of the poet follows Klrtikaumudl both in form
and substance.

Udayaprabha, the preceptor of Vastupala, compobed
Sanghddhipati Charita, a mahdkdvya, on the pilgrimage of

Vastupala and Sukritaklrtikallolini a kdvya of the usual

type. The author has a better style than Jayasirhha. A
Brahmana poet Subhata, has left a play called Dutdvgada,
its merits do not justify the praise which Somesvara, in his

usual vein, showers on its author."*" Sripala’s grandson

Vijayapala, has left a drama, Draupadisvayamvara; and
Amarachandra, among other works, a summary of the

Mahabharata called Bdlahhdratakdvya,

A few scientific works may be briefly noticed here.

The versatile Hemachandra wrote Nighantusesha, a dic-

tionary of medical terms. In the twelfth century, we
come across a great Gujarati physician, So^^hala, a Raik-

wal Brahmana. His works, Gunasarhgraha and Gadani-^

graha are considered to be of exceptional merit. The
thirteenth century saw the works of two more physicians

2ZJK:K. I. 24:

^ ^sfq- I
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of eminence, Govindacharya, a Modha Brahmaiia, and

Yasodhara, a Srigau(Ja Brahmana."®

Literature, judged from a proper artistic standard, was
very poor and lifeless indeed. In this age, the authors

had before them for their model either Magha’s :§isupdla^

vadha or Bana’s Kddamhari, and looked to Kalidasa as the

ultimate source of their inspiration. But their style was

wooden and often incorrect. Their fancy, unlike Kali-

dasa’s, was either fettered by conventional alamkdras and

modes of expression, or performed unmeaning acrobatics

which never add any beauty to the picture. Characterisa-

tion as a literary effort began and ended with a mechanical

weaving of classical myths or contemporary episodes into

works devoid of interest and characterised by extravagance

of thought and expression. Poetry is a revelation; and

these poets, tied to the apron strings of their masters, had

nothing to reveal. They had no ideas to convey, no social

life to depict, no deeper interpretation to offer.

23.cf. Durgashanker Sastri, “Gujaratnun Vaidyaka Sahitya”, Sdhitya
P. Report, Vol. V.



CHAPTER VII

A RETROSPECT OF THE PERIOD

Gurjaradesa—the activities of the people—Social Life—Saivism

—

Vaishnavism—Philosophic influences—Jainism—Gujarat one
with Aryavarta—Its activities—Aryan Culture—Its Literature

and life—The premature close of the period.

O N the death of Visaladeva in 1262 the brilliant period

in the history of Gujarat, which began with Jaya-

siiiiha in 1094, came to an end. During this period, Sarasvata

Mandala or the Sarasvati valley which before 950 formed
part of the old empire of Gurjaratra or Gurjaradesa be-

came a centre of power and, with Anarta, Lata, Saurashtra,

Kachchha and part of north Kohkana, was consolidated into

one political and cultural entity under the name of Gur-

jarabhumi or Gurjaradesa. The Chalukya kings of Patan

with their triumphant arms raided diverse parts of India

and succeeded in founding a powerful kingdom. For over

a century they successfully repulsed the invading Muslims.

I

A new age was born with the conquest of Anahilavada

by Mularaja in 942 and new factors emerged which led

to the foundation of Gujarat.

1.

Till 940 the region now known as Gujarat was a

part of the empire of the Gurjara emperors whose capital

was Kanyakubja or Kalyanakataka.

2.

Till about 1050 a considerable part of Gujarat was

part of a kingdom ruled by the Paramara emperors from

their capital, Dhara; and except, perhaps, for a part of

the Abu region, no other part of Gujarat was called Gur-

jarabhumi, or Gurjaradesa.

3.

Till then the word Guzrat or Gurjaratra was

applied to a region which now forms part of the modem
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states of Jodhpur and Jaipur and its capital was Bazana
or Naraya^a, modern Narana in the Jaipur State.'

4. After 1050, Bhimadeva Chalukya, the ruler of the

Sarasvata Mandala, on the break-up of the Paramara em-
pire, consolidated some parts of modern Gujarat into a

compact kingdom, which was called Gurjaradesa or Gur-

jarabhumi.

5. Only in 1120 Jayasirhha made Anahilavada Pattana

the capital of a powerful and prosperous kingdom consist-

ing of modern Gujarat, Rajputana and Malwa.

6. The word Gurjarabhumi or Gujarat came to be
applied progressively over such parts of the region as came
under the sway of the Chalukya kings of Anahilavada

Pattana, as the founder of the house Mularaja had adopted

the family title of Gurjaresvara, either by reason of his

being a descendant of the Gurjara-Pratihara emperors, or

he or his father being a feudatory chief of Gurjaratra.

7. Till the conquest of Patan by Ala-ud-din Khilji

in 1299 the literary languages of the region were the same
as in Rajputana and Malwa, the dialects of each being

different.

8. A distinctive group-consciousness as applied to

modern Gujarat came into existence in the second quarter

of the twelfth century when, under Jayasimha Chalukya,

Gujarat acquired the tradition of power and strength, and
the literary men at his court gave this same consciousness

a definite shape in their literary works.

9. It was, however, only on the foundation of the

Sultanate of Gujarat, in c. 1299, that modern Gujarat deve-

loped distinct political and cultural tendencies by reason

of its having succumbed to the Muslim raids and, in con-

sequence, the exchange of literary and cultural ideas with
Rajputana and Malwa having become difficult. As a re-

sult the ways of life in Gujarat became markedly different

and the dialects of different regions developed into sepa-

rate literary languages, Old Gujarati as a distinct variety

of Western Rajasthani emerging as a separate language of

Gujarat.

rHJEDrirpssi
^
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II

During this period, the maritime activity of Gujarat

was at its highest, its merchants being as enterprising as

its kings. Large parts of the country were brought under

cultivation. Cities sprang up in different places. The
country grew fabulously rich.

The social progress of the people continued unchecked.

The cultural and powerful communities of Rajputana and
Malwa came and settled in the country. All of them found

an honourable place in the existing social system, and

enjoyed social autonomy. Several of them, like the

Osvals, the Porvads and the Srimali, attained eminence

both in the society and the state. Brahmanas from different

parts of the country also came and settled here.

The same characteristics of the people to which we
have referred earlier, continued to distinguish them
throughout this period. There were equal opportunities

of advancement for high and low, more so here than in

any other part of the country. A striking example of this

feature is provided by the Jains, who slowly attained a

status as high as that of the Brahmanas in learning and

politics, and as that of the Kshatriyas in war. The sddhus

contested the Brahmanical superiority in matters cultural,

though they never came near overthrowing it. They were
ardent students, prolific writers, and indefatigable prea-

chers of ethical principles especially of ahimsd. They
opened the doors of learning to many for whom they would
otherwise have remained closed. Somesvara, a Brahmana,
Prahladana, a Paramara Rajput, and Jain sadhus like Jaya-

siihha, had, irrespective of their differing communities, a

common literary training, tradition and ambition. A Modha
Vanik, Hemachandra, was the greatest scholar of the age.

The absence of a rigid religious basis for society made
the absorption or tolerance of foreign elements in the social

organism easy. The Magi of Persia became the Maga
Brahmanas. On more than one occasion, Muslims were
converted to Hinduism and were absorbed. Fugitives

from Persia found a home in Gujarat. Muslim traders and
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mercenaries from several parts of Asia and Africa came
and settled in the country, and lived peacefully with their

neighbours.

Gujarat maintained its catholic traditions throughout

this whole period. The social structure does not appear to

have been very rigid. Caste was not so hidebound as at a

later period, and inter-marriages were very frequent. Re-

marriage of widows was not banned. Adult marriage

appears to have been the rule. The people on the whole

were spirited and happy, and for the times, cultured.

Under the strong rule of Patan, they became united and

powerful; and the name Gurjaradesa, adopted for the

country from its kings, gave them conscious unity. The

various communities began to live a uniform life, and

their culture acquired an individuality of its own. The

ancient Aryan colonies were thus inspired by a tradition

and a cultural self-consciousness peculiarly their own.

Gujarat was born.

Ill

Gujarat, during the whole of this period, was predo-

minently Saiva. The whole land even today is studded
with temples of Siva or their ruins, many of which date

back to the pre-Chalukyan age. The rulers of Valabhl-

pura, except for one king, were devotees of Siva, and
styled themselves 'paramamdhesvara'. Their seals bear
the impress of the bull sacred to their god Somanatha.
The temple of Somanatha had attained its high position as

an all-India shrine under the Valabhi kings. The Cha-
lukyas, as we saw, recognised in Somanatha their guar-

dian deity, and so did a large number of chiefs during the

whole period under review.

The Brahmanas of Vadnagar, who came to be called

Nagaras, possessed high Brahmanical learning and were
devotees of Siva. The family priest of the Chalukyas and
Vaghelas was a Brahmana of Vadnagar. Many of them
were statesmen, warriors and officers as also priests and
literary men. Many of the inscriptions of the period were
written by them and their influence was considerable.
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The most influential form of Saivism was the Pasu-

pata cult, founded by Lakulisa who was born at Karavaija

a few miles south of Baroda, and worshipped as the eight-

eenth incarnation of Siva.“ The shrine of Somanatha was
in the charge of priests of this cult who had a high repu-

tation for learning.

The worship of Vishnu, the Bhagavata Dharma, intro-

duced during the Gupta period, was favoured by a small

section of the people. We find a temple dedicated to Krishna

at Girnar in 455. Ruins of a large number of such

temples, erected during the period and dedicated to one or

other of the incarnations of Vishnu, are found in North

Gujarat- Hemachandra testifies to the existence of a

temple of Vishnu in Patan. An inscription of 1074 begins

with ‘Om Namo Bhagavate Vdsiidevdya\ Hemachandra, in

his Kdvydmisdsana, cites two verses indicating the popular

Krishna cult of the time.

“Mother, Krishna, while at play, ate as much earth as he
could”. “Is it true, Krishna?”. “Who said it?” “Baladeva”.
“He is telling a lie. Look into my mouth”. “Open. Let me

2.cf. Biihler, “Cintra Prasasti of the reign of Sarahgadeva”, El, I. pp.
271-87 (st. 14-17); CPSL p.70; Bhandarkar, “An Eklingji Stone
Inscription”, JBBRAS, XXII, pp.151-67; Lihga P. 24. 124-33; Vdyu P.,

23. 217-25.

(Cintra Prasasti, st. 14)
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see”. The mother saw the whole universe in the mouth of the
child and was surprised. May this Kesava protect you.“

“The dark beauty of the child Krishna was reflected

on Radha’s breasts, shining as gold pots. Believing the

reflection to be a dark cloth, Krishna again and again at-

tempted to remove it. Seeing this, Radha smiled and
Krishna himself was ashamed of his surprising mistake,

and smiled. May this Krishna be victorious.”'

Somesvara in his Kirtikaumudi, bears testimony to

the fact that the Jain Vastupala worshipped both Sankara

and Kesava," and, in Surathotsava, refers to the love of

Radha and Krishna. Viradhavala dedicated a temple to

Viranarayana.

Gujarat did not offer a good field for the intellectual

activities which kept busy the great schools of Indian

learning in other provinces. In the ninth century,

Sahkaracharya no doubt exerted a powerful Vedantic in-

fluence over the Brahmanas, who exercised the old popular

cult like Pasupata of its fierce rituals. Ramanuja, Madhva,
Nimbarka and other scholars of less renown frequently pass-

ed through Gujarat, which served as a corridor linking

north and south, but none of them left any lasting centre

of activity. The influence they exerted was just enough

3.HK, I. P. 120:
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to give GujarM. a new religious sect and make it more
catholic and tolerant.

When Mularaja came to the throne of Patan, Bud-
dhism had long disappeared, and Jainism had no im-

portant following, the statements of Jain authors to the

contrary notwithstanding. But the immigration of the

Osvals, Porvads and other important communities gave

Jainism an important position. During the three centuries

under review, the whole of Gujarat came to be adorned

with beautiful temples erected by this small but wealthy

community. It was left to Hemachandra to secure for his

sect that position of dignity which till then was only re-

served for the Brahmanas. The Jain sddhus spread an

atmosphere which made for non-violence, social equality

and such social purity as abstention from meat, drink and
gambling could bring.

IV

Though the local pride of Gujarat had altered the out-

look on life and evolved Gujarat consciousness, it would be

erroneous to infer that Gurjaradesa had become a sepa-

rate country in any sense. Throughout the whole period,

in language and culture, it was one with Marwar, Malwa
and Rajputana. Ujjayini and Mathura continued actively

to influence it. The forces making for Indian unity which
were at work at the end of the Gupta period, still ruled.

The only important fact to be noted, however, was that

Patan had become the most powerful city in the whole
area, attracting not only power and heroism, but learning,

art and culture.

Gujarat had an art of its own, inherited from the art

of old Gurjaradesa. Muslim invaders have destroyed all

but a few of the noble temples which that art had reared;

but the superb art of the temples at Mt. Abu and of the

ruins at Modhera and other places had its rival at few other

places in India. Solana, the architect of Vastupala’s tem-

ples at Abu, may be justly ranked as one of the world’s

greatest artists.
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Gujarat had great libraries in Jain and Pasupata

monasteries. The Jain works, composed during the period,

are numerous, and indicate the great intellectual activity

of this sect. The works of the Brahmanas which have

come down to us, few though they are, also indicate an
equally intensive activity.

Sanskrit was the language of the court and culture.

It made the contact of Patan with the culture of the coun-

try real. In fact, it made Gujarat only a constituent of a

great cultural unit. It strengthened and inspired all in-

fluences which, even as they slowly percolated to the

lower strata of life, maintained intact the spirit and the

form of Aryan life. The influence of the Epics, the Pura-

nas, the Smritis, and of classical works like those of Kali-

dasa, entered deep into men’s life, making ancient India

a living model for the present. During the time of Ku-

marapala, we find a short-lived experiment of introducing

the ethical principles of ahimsd in the actual governance

of the State. The spread of this doctrine resulted in mak-
ing life more tolerant, gentle and pure. Great in war and

peace, Gujarat was no less great in its expression of the

spirit of Aryan culture through the life of its people.

Sanskrit literature was assiduously cultivated. Somes-

vara was poet and a man of letters. He had his

literary inspiration from Kalidasa and Magha. That Vas-

tupala should have spent his leisure in composing a mahd-
kdvya, and Prahladana in composing a vydyoga (martial

drama), shows how literary traditions dominated states-

men and warriors. No doubt literary inspiration, on ac-

count of the artificial tendencies of the age, lacked vitality.

Kayas had lost in dignity and self-restraint, and could

ill-conceal the motive which underlay the courtier-poet’s

literary efforts. But one noteworthy feature distinguished

this literature from that which was to follow. It had the

thrill of an age which knew heroism; its outlook on litera-

ture was neither morbid, nor other-worldly. The Apa-
bhrarhsa and the Old Gujarati literature provide ample
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evidence to show that life was not only heroic, but joyous

and free.

V

But a calamity, in its destructiveness more terrible

than a cataclysm of Nature, suddenly brought this period

to an abrupt end. In 1299 Muslim invaders laid waste the

country and destroyed the strength, the learning, and the

glory of Gujarat.
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CHAPTER I

A CENTURY OF CHAOS : OLD GUJARATI AND ITS

EARLY LITERATURE (1297-1400).

The Khalji occupation—The migratio^—'^e waning influence

of Sanskrit—Early literature in desahhdshd. Old Gujarati

—

Literature in the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries—

The evolution of the language—Folksongs and rasa dance—The

desi tunes—Kdsa as a literary composition. Phdga poems—
Nemindthachatushpadihd (1269) — Somasundar (1374-1446) —
Rangasdgara Nemiplidga—Pfidgu by Natarshi (1439) Prose—
Tarunaprabha (1355) — Prithvichandracharitr (1422) — Legends

of Hemachandra

—

Prahandhachintdmani—Note A. Gujarati

—Note B. Evolution of Old Gujarati.

W ITH the death of Visaladeva in 1261, the glory of

Gujarat departed; and a period of unsettled existence

was followed by a century (1300-1400) of catastrophic

events, which changed the face of the whole country-

In 1299 Ulugh Khan, the brother of Alla-ud-din, invaded

Gujarat, and captured Anahilavada Patapa, which thence-

forward became a permanent camp of the army of occu-

pation. The viceroys of the Sultans of Delhi sallied forth

from it, now and again, to plunder, to destroy, and to

carry fire and sword in every direction. Most of the tribu-

tary kings and grandees who had made the court of the

great Vaghela so illustrious were either put to death or

forced to embrace Islam. Some stood their ground and

continued to fight with grim despair.

Soon, however, the viceroys rebelled against the autho-

rity of Delhi, and the amirs, in their turn, against the

authority of the viceroys; and, in consequence, confusion

prevailed everywhere. Occasionally, the imperial presence

supported by a strong army was required to bring a recal-

citrant viceroy to his senses. Ultimately in 1391, Zafar

Khan, son of a Rajput convert, was sent by Mahmud
Shah II to Gujarat to bring to book Farhat-ul-Mulk, the

governor of the province. Zafar Khan spread carnage

wherever he went. He defeated the governor, but having

conquered the country, elevated his son Mahmud to the

sultanate of Gujarat. When Mahmud died in 1403, Zafar

Khan, with the title of Muzaffar Shah, ruled Gujarat for
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a few years. On his death in 1411, his grandson Ahmed
Shah succeeded him and transferred the capital to the

new town built on the site of Asawal, which he named
Ahmedabad after himself.

I

Before Alla-ud-dm’s invasion Gujarat was very prosper-

ous. “Besides Cambay, the most celebrated of the cities

of Hind in population and wealth,’' records a foreign

traveller, “there are 70,000 towns and villages, all popu-

lous, and the people abounding in wealth and luxuries.”*

But during the following century, Gujarat received neither

respite nor mercy from the invaders. Her shrines were
desecrated; her wealth was plundered; her women were
violated or kidnapped. Forcible conversion was the mildest

alternative offered by the invader to the children of the

soil. Men, women and children were sold as slaves- People

migrated from place to place in vain search of security.

Many castes, like the Khadayatas, Nagaras, Jharolas and
Modhas, now settled in different parts of Gujarat, bear the

names of the towns of North Gujarat from which they

fled at this time. Priests, poets, and sadhus sought refuge

in obscure villages, placing themselves beyond the reach

of the ruthless destroyer. All that the terrified people

could do was to lock up their women-folk indoors, and to

barricade their world behind the bulwarks of caste, pan-

chayat, and mahdjan.

The Turkish conquest of India brought about a revolu-

tionary change. After twelve centuries, royal patronage

was withdrawn from Sanskrit wherever the arms of Delhi

or its viceroys conquered. Universities which maintained

their tradition under royal patronage, were dissolved for

want of support. Many pandits fled to distant places and

took to the life of a recluse. The race of poets disappeared.

Devout Brahmanas turned for support to their poverty-

stricken followers in small towns and villages, and
assumed the obscure role of family priests or purdniks.

What was said of the sixteenth century in France could

be said of this period as well. The men whose thoughts

l.BG Vol. I. 287 n.
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were worth preserving did not know how to write, and the

men who cultivated the literary art did not think it need-

ful that they should have any thoughts to express.

II

Learning sought popular support through the medium
of Gurjara bhasha, or Gujarati, which was the spoken
language of the people since the eleventh century.^ Bil-

hana, the author of Vikramdnkadevacharita (1088), evi-

dently referred to it when he ridiculed Gurjaras for their

incorrect speech^^^; and, possibly, Hemachandra had it in

mind too when, in Kdvydnusdsana, he mentioned the

grdmya or vulgar variety possessing literature of its own
as distinguished from Apabhramsa proper.^ Its earliest

available literature, which dates back to the twelfth cen-

tury, clearly indicates pre-existing literature.

From the beginning Gujarati was distinct from Apa-
bhramsa. For instance, many of its words were not derived

from corresponding words in the older language, and its

structure was fundamentally different. Under conditions

created by the invasion and rule of the Muslim, it conti-

nued to evolve in unbroken continuity till the middle of

the nineteenth century, when factors arising from the

contact with the West introduced new elements in it. It

may, how^ever, for convenience be divided into Old Guja-
rati (1100-1850) and Modern Gujarati.

III

The characteristics of old Gujarati :

—

I. Sanskrit, Prakrit and Apabhraihsa belong to the

class of languages known as synthetic, while Early Guja-

rati from the beginning, exhibits a progressively pronounced

tendency to become analytic and drop the inflections.

2.

Vide Note A at the end of the Chapter.
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II. Early Gujarati develops a phonetic change by
which a double consonant is simplified and the preceding
vowel lengthened- This must have been the result of a

change of accent.

III. The indistinctly pronounced vowel at the beginning

of a word is dropped in Early Gujarati.

IV. A definite tendency to replace the Apabhraihsa
form of words by its Sanskrit equivalent comes into exist-

ence, indicating that Early Gujarati was developing into

a literary language in supersession of earlier literary media.

V. About 1350 ^ begins to be used as an auxiliary

verb, and the Middle Gujarati begins.

VI. After 1500, as Gujarat had become a separate

kingdom and Patana was no longer a literary centre for

Gujarat as well as Rajputana, its language began to

develop new features thereabout and assumed its present

shape about 1650.®

The available literature of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries in Old Gujarati includes the following typical

works:

(1) Bharatesvarahdhuhali rasa by Salibhadra (1185);

(2) Jamhusvdmicharita by Mahendra (1210) ;

(3) Revantagirirdsa by Vijayasena, a preceptor of

Vastupala (c. 1231);

(4) Nemindthachatushpadikd by Vinayachandra (c.

1269);

(5) Arddhand, a prose note on palm leaf (1274);

(6) Bdlasikshd by Samgramasiriiha (1280).

Many rasas and prose stories of the fourteenth century

are available. But the works valuable for appreciating

the change in the language are:

(7) Pratikramanahdldvahodha by Tarunaprabha (1355);

and,

(8) Mugdhavahodha, a text-book of Sanskrit grammar
with explanations in Old Gujarati by Kulamandana (1394).

About the same time, flourished Somasundar (1374-

1446),—a very important author in the language.

S.Vide Note A at the end of the Chapter.
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IV

The earliest folk literature of the Indo-Aryans was
associated with the dance called rasa. Men and women,
singing folk-songs, mostly of an erotic character moved in

circles to the accompaniment of appropriate rhythmic
movements. Sometimes men alone, very often women by
themselves, danced the rasa. Mathura was its early home,
and long before the Christian era it came to be associated

with Sri Krishna, who was believed to have invented it. The
Vrishnis, the Satvatas and the Abhiras, all nomadic tribes,

were the first to worship the cowherd hero and invest the
rasa with a semi-religious significance.

The rasa produced the early lyrics of the Madhyadesa,
the dialect of which was the Sauraseni Prakrit. It also

gave birth to folk-tunes which could be sung accompanied
by dancing and rythmic movements, and predominantly
influenced, if it did not create, the Sanskrit drama. Sri

Krishna, the hero of the rasa dance, the naughty cowherd
boy, the ardent lover, a god of love more fascinating than
Madana himself, became the centre of erotic sentiment
and terminology, and popular imagination found for him
a lovely bride in Radha.

Bhasa (before 2nd Century B.C.) in his drama BdZa-
charita describes the halllsdka dance of Sri Krishna with
the gopis. In the early centuries of the Christian era,

there was considerable folk literature of which the Tamil
classic Silappadikdram provides a valuable specimen. It

revolves round the theme of Sri Krishna (Mayavan)
dancing eleven kinds of dances with his consort Nappinnai
(Radha) in the hall of the Cowherds®. Nappinnai is also

referred to as Nila, a sister of Sridama.

Harivamsa refers to the halllsaka dance of Sri Krishna.^

Bhdgavata gives a poetic description of the Rasa"" which
therefore came to be associated with Sri Krishna. The
Brahma Purdna gives a longer version, and the Brahma-
Vaivarta Purdna a still longer one with Radha as the

6.

V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, IC^ IV, pp.267-71.

7.

Vishnuparva Adhyaya 20.

S.Bhdgavata P., X. 29-33.
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heroine, and several gopis with specified names as her

companions.”

Rasa also gave the people their principal festive insti-

tution. It formed the basis of ydtrd, a kind of drama

staged by amateurs at fairs and religious festivities, which

persisted in spite of the disappearance of the regular

drama. Later, itinerant parties of dancers, male and

female, travelled from place to place staging rdsalild. The
spring festival of Holl resembling the May-Day merri-

ment of Old England, and Madana Utsava or Dola Utsava,

a festival in honour of the god of love, also provided occa-

sions for rasa.

Women of Gujarat from early times have made rasa,

under the name of garabo, a special feature of many
festive occasions, particularly during the first ten days of

the month of Asvin sacred to the goddess Amba. On such

occasions, women of different localities gather together

and dance in a circle around a burning lamp placed in the

centre of an earthen jar, or garaho, singing love lyrics set

to popular tunes; and, as they do so, they keep time by
clap of hands and with their feet. This is pre-eminently

a Gujarati institution. Sarngadhara (c.l200), in Samgilo-

ratndkara, records the tradition that the Idsya dance was
taught to the women of Saurashtra by Bana's daughter,

Usha, who learnt it from Parvati, the spouse of god

Sankara. Hemachandra refers to rdsaka; and Lakshmana-

gani (1143) describes it thus :

Some ladies dance rasa giving time-beats with hands high and low,

some smile as their hands move in rhythm."’

Saptakshetrirdsa, an Old Gujarati work (1271), refers to

two kinds of rasas: tdla rasa in which the rythmic beat was
marked by clapping the hands, and lakuta rdsa, in which
small sticks held in the hands of each dancer were used
for the purpose."* Both these forms are still in vogue, and
as popular as they were then.

9

.

Brahma P., 189. 1-45; Brahmavaivarta P., IV. 28-53.
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The rasa dance naturally gave rise to poetic literature

depicting Love's conquests in spring, or the loves of Sri

Krishna and Radha. It was essentially popular in tone and

expression; its great feature was its freedom from strict

rules of prosody. Each poem had its own law; and all that

was necessary was cadence, and the possibility of its being

sung to a popular melody known as rdga or desl, local style
’^

Such a poem, which could be sung with a rasa, came to be

called a rasa or a rdsaka, and later, garabl, from the dance,

garaho.

The rasa sung in the spring festival or phdga was itself

called phdga. The phdgu poems describe the glories of the

spring, the lovers and their dances, and give a glimpse of

the free and joyous life of Gujarat before the fourteenth

century. The earliest available phdga in Old Gujarati is

Sthulibhadraphdga (1324).

But the word rdsa changed its meaning about the end of

the eleventh century; it came to be used for a long com-
position giving a sustained narrative in rhymed verse,

partly in old Apabhraihsa metres like duhd and chupdi and
partly in desi melodies which were popular in Gujarat

even before the eleventh century. In 1118 Yasodeva, in

his Navatatvabhdshya, refers to such rdsa in Apabhraihsa.

Hemachandra calls a similar composition a mahdkdvya.
Bharatesvarabdhubali rdsa by Salibhadra, the first available

rdsa in Old Gujarati, is dated 1185. At first perhaps, the

popular charitas and dharmakathds were called rasas;

later, all poems in this form came to be known as rasas

irrespective of the subject which they treated, and were
sung by men and women on festive occasions. Jain litera-

ture of this kind became stereotyped. New authors did

nothing but turn the works of their predecessors in San-

skrit, Prakrit, Apabhraihsa, and even Old Gujarati, into

rasas.

A love poem, set to popular tunes, was another poetic

form. The earliest specimen of such a poem is Nemindtha-
chatxishpadikd (c.l269). It is a love-lament of Rajala on
her separation from Neminatha. She describes her feelings

as they vary with each month of the year.

lX.Vide Appendix I.
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Rajala weeps bitterly as she sees the lakes full of water in the

month of Bhadrapada. “O source of all kindness! Why have you left

me, lonely and helpless?”

Her friend replies, “Do not we^. He is heartless and will never
be yours

; otherwise, having reared a tree, he would not set fire to it

;

having carried you to the top of a mountain, he would not throw you
down.”

Rajala replies, “ You speak truly. In these rains, the lakes burst

their bounds, the sea tosses about, and the mountains are worn away
;

but the dark-complexioned beloved does not relent.”^

In a similar vein the poem refers successively to the

other months of the year. Later, similar poems were very
popular under the name of hdramdsi, literature of the
twelve months.

V
The first notable author in Old Gujarati appeared at the

beginning of the fifteenth century. Sbmasundar (1374-

1446), a Jain sddhu of great literary attainments composed
explanatory works in prose on religious and philosophic

treatises. His Rangasdgara Nemiphdga is a charming poem.
Then, in spring full of the fragrance of the sweet Madhavi creeper,

is born Rati, the goddess of love. Trees take up weapons of flowers and
start to fight the love-lorn. Madana enters the battlefield and blows

his trumpet, the Malaya breeze. Bees, his soldiers, bustle about^ and

cuckoos soimd a clarion call

All gardens begin to bear the weapons of the god who shoots

flower-arrows. Bees spread everywhere.

When people, fascinated, see bees sitting on a Sevanti flower, they

say that Rahu has eclipsed the moon.

Another short and interesting poem of the kind is

Vasantavildsa, The Joys of Spring, believed to have been

composed in the beginning of the fifteenth century. The
poem was found in an illuminated manuscript containing

paintings in the style of Ajanta, which was favoured by the

Gujarati painters of the time.^^ A love-lorn bride, oppressed

13. ^ i

Tfr ii

fnfT ^ i

14.

N. C. Mehta, Studies in Indian Painting, Chapter II.
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by the fresh beauties of the spring, expresses her feelings

thus:
Stop, friend cuckoo. Why sing so much ? I am forlorn

; my lord

is far away ; I cannot take delight in pleasure. My garland is a burden

on my breast. Friend, ornaments are like blazing fire to me. Perfume
does not attract me

;
nor does the moon fascinate me. Friend, my

body is athrob with pain
;
fine raiment no longer charms me

;
my food

is tasteless to-day ;
even sweet water tastes flat.

Full moon, why do you give me pain ? Why ? Dark-spotted one,

why kill a helpless woman ? Consider well : if you kill me, it will be

sinful.

Bee, please leave me alone. My body is frail. Moon ! Torturer !

We have no old scores to pay.^^

Phdgu, composed by Natarshi (c.l439), expressing the

joys of spring, is an excellent specimen of phdga literature.

The month of Phaga has begun. Spring has come
;
the good people

are full of joy
;
Malaya breezes blow ;

burning the heart of lovers.

Rdsaka

The sylvan goddess came and besought the Lord. “The ten

quarters have assumed new forms
;
Kamadeva is coming to embrace

you, Krishna, Lord Murari, pray come.”

Having heard this, the Lord was pleased and looked at his friends
;

and with his friends the Yadava went to the forest.

Maidens, bowed with the weight of their breasts, move like elephants

excited with passion
;
their anklets tinkle and the broad bracelets shine.

Their braided hair look as if a cobra had nestled there *, vying with

the colour of their lips, corals acknowledge defeat.

Andola

Gopis begin to dance
;
hand-drums are played upon

;
bending their

beautiful bodies, they dance to the accompaniment of rythmic move-
ments. Sarfigadhara, the best of his family, plays the flute.

They sing new songs of spring to the melody of the srlrdga : they

keep time with their feet. iSarhgadhara plays the flute.

15. Tff 3ft ffe, W STf I

R R ^ li

UT ^ vTT^ i

=^5 WT? II

^ 3T^ft33;, wi- ^ I

q ?ft^ II

UT^ RcTT^ I

^ '»IT ^ II

VUTW rr ®!Tt srpT I
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In their hands, gopls hold lotus-stems
; they wave them over their

heads ; to every tune, they keep time. And 6arhgadhara plays the

flute.

As the moon shines among the stars, so does Miikunda among
gopis ; gods, men and Indra bow down to him in worship. Sarhgadhara
plays the flute.

Phdga
The best of cowherds, Mukunda, and the gopis wander about in

the forest, playing ; and the forest, inspired by the breeze, bows low
to Murari.^®

The literature of the desahhdshd possessed an artistic

beauty of its own, though it was largely influenced by
works like Gitagovinda, or, as is more likely, by older

songs.

VI
The Jain sddhus popularised their teachings by means

of prose kathds, some of which have been preserved. The
prose which they used was highly developed, racy and
expressive. It possessed a rythmic charm peculiar to itself,

and, often, was embellished with literary graces borrowed

16. arrf^q- I

3TRr3 spwFn ^ II

femrfr ^ i
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from Sanskrit works like Kddamharl. The style of Tarima-
prabha (1355), the first author of merit in prose we know
of, is remarkable for vigour, grace and felicity of expres-

sion. His Pratikramanahdldvahodha, intended to illustrate

the ethical doctrines of the Jains, is well told.

Somasundar's Upadesamdld and Yogasdstra contain nume-
rous tales in prose, which, though less rhetorical than

Tarunaprabha’s, show ease and rythm. The stories written

for the young, the ignorant and the credulous are simple,

full of miracles, and inspired by a hatred of the Brahmana,
the sadhu’s age-long and successful rival in religion, letters

and politics.

A cunning Brahmana of UjjayinI, Aghorasiv, went to the land of

tanners. He met thieves. He said to them, ‘T am assuming the garb

of a muni to pass myself off as an ascetic ; praise me that the people

may be deceived.” The thieves consented. Thereafter, the Brahmana,
assuming an ascetic’s garb, went and lived in a forest between three

villages. The thieves began to praise him to the people ; they said that

he had been fasting for a month and induced the people to worship

him.

The people invited him to meals. Believing him to be an ascetic,

tliey told him of their wealth and consulted him about their future

gains and other affairs. Having come to know of the wealth of the

people, he joined the otlier thieves and broke open their houses at

night.

Once, one of the thieves was caught. On being beaten, he disclosed

the names of the other thieves. The people captured all of them and

punished them. As the Brahmana had been in the garb of an ascetic,

they gouged out his eyes and drove him away. Afflicted by pain and

censured by people, he felt contrition for his acts. He died and went

to hell. Thus he who deceives others, lives to be sorry for his acts.^^

17. 3rEfkf5ra^ w ftsiti
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But a much more artistic piece of prose dharmakathd

is Prithvichandracharitr by Mai:iikyachandr (1422). The
story is exceedingly well told. Apart from the conventional

lists of weapons, sciences, etc., it contains some excellent

descriptions, revealing a rare sense of proportion. The
language is more elaborate than Tarunaprabha’s or Soma-

sundar’s, and more musical. The sentences are constructed

with a sure eye to rhetoric and balance, and, at places,

attain poetic cadence. Very often, the sentences are broken

up into clauses, the last words of which rhyme.

In Chapter I the rivers, the mountains and the countries

of the world, and the city of Paithan in Maharashtra, its

markets and its jewels are described in detail. Prithvi-

chandra, the king, sees a dream.

What kind of dream ? The king saw a damsel who had the golden

hue, tempting even to gods; she had jingling anklets, shining earrings,

a garland in her hand, a broad forehead like the crescent moon.^^

As she throws a garland on his neck, the king wakes up.

Next day he holds his court; and the author enumerates

his officers and describes his court. A messenger from

Ayodhya arrives, who describes the country of Kosala, its

capital, its king Somadev, his queen, and their accom-

plished daughter, Ratnamahjari, versed in seventy-two arts.

Chapter II begins with the description of the monsoon.
The monsoon, enemy of travellers, then arrived

;
famine disappear-

ed. In the rains, lively thunder issued from the clouds, and the famine-

striken became fearless as if the drums of victory had announced the

arrival of King Plenty. In all quarters, lightning flashed; travellers

ran home. The sky became fearful
;
the sun and the moon developed

a nimbus. The nights were dark
;
the insects sang. The storm from

the north spread
;
the heavens were overcast. The quarters of the

sky were dark
; peacocks danced. Rain poured in torrents ;

waters

flowed noisily ; creepers covered the hedges. Carts, ploughing through

the mud, got stuck
;
people turned their thoughts to God. Rivers were

flooded, overflowing their banks. Saplings sprouted ;
foliage danced.

18. ^ ir
^^ ’ftw I
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Farmers rejoiced
; religious teachers read the scriptures ; streams ran

down mountains
; and lakes, filled to the brim, overflowed.^^

King Somadev goes to see a lake. The Brahmanas are

invited, and the Puranas and the Smritis, which are enume-
rated, are recited. Ratnamahjari comes to the lake. A
swan, lovely like a heap of kunda flowers, flies from the

lake and alights on the king’s hand. The princess, moved
by curiosity, takes it in her hands- The swan suddenly flies

away with her. The king’s efforts to recover the princess

meet with no success. Then comes spring, and the king

again goes to the lake. He is presented with a lotus, from
which Ratnamanjari emerges. The restoration is duly

celebrated, and the joy of the people is fully described. The
king then decides to hold a svayamvara for his daughter

and invites all eligible suitors; and the messenger has come
to Prithvichandr with the invitation.

Prithvichandr starts for the svayamvara with his troops,

chariots and horses, traverses a forest, and halts before a

city. Suddenly, a man runs up to him and falls at his feet.

The warders of the city, in pursuit of the man, ask the

king to give him up as he is a thief. Prithvichandr declines

to surrender him. Thereupon, Samaraketu, the king of the

city, marshalls his army for battle. The two armies meet,

and Prithvichandr, thanks to divine aid, is victorious.

Samaraketu lies at his feet, a chained slave.

In Chapter III the fugitive who was pursued as a thief

tells his story.

In Angades is situated the city of 6ripur, where lived a merchant,

Laksiunldhar, full of wealth. I, ^ripati, am his son, but my luck was
bad. Our wealth was ten crores, but it disappeared with my father.

Father died ; and, after his death, what was in the ship sank in the sea.

Some wealth was misappropriated by the servants
;
what was in the

19. ^ Wld'JT'cj ^T^, I ^ ife
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shop was stolen by thieves. Whatever was in different places was lost.

Some was taken away by the king. My house was razed by fire. I

lost all support. All wealth was gone ; one lac alone remained.

Then I left all other work, and began to load a ship. On an auspi-

cious day, the ship was loaded. Three hundred and sixty kinds of

spices were loaded in it ; seven kinds of sweets were put on board
;

seven kinds of pickles were stored ; the casks were filled with water.

The god of the sea and the crows were worshipped. The drums resound-

ed and trumpets were blown. Babari and Koll began to dance ; sailors

began to shout
;
the mast was erected ; the anchor was weighed

; the

sails were spread
;
the sailor in charge began to throw out water col-

lected in the boat ; the helmsman sat holding the sheet ; the captain

sat in the bow. Oars were plied. The helmsman began to steer
;
the

pilot, to look after the ship. The gods were happy
;
the sea echoed

back the music.

V/e went further ; cold winds blew
;
and the sky was overcast with

clouds. Furious gales blew ; the sea became stormy. The waves rose

sky high
;

the frightened' people became sea-sick. The waves rose

higher and the cargo was lost. Some one said, “ Oh ! Luck”; others

began to pray to the gods. The ship dashed against a rock and was
wrecked. 6ripati found a plank. Clinging to it, he came to the shore

after three days.'""

6npati then meets an ascetic who demands his head.

Frightened, he runs away, comes to the city, and is pursued

by the city guards-

He now wants to give up the world, tired of its injustice.

Bamaraketu, after listening to his experiences, catches the

20. i
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infection and wants to give up his throne. Prithvichandr

asks him to accept the worship of Jina. In the meantime, a

sadhu comes along and Samaraketu accepts the Jain faith.

Prithvichandr proceeds to Ayodhya. He is received by
Somadev and, when he attends the svayarhvara outshines

all the kings present. Ratnamahjari comes dressed for the

occasion, and the suitors are introduced to her. Ultimately,

she accepts Prithvichandr as her husband.

In Chapter IV King Dhumaketu, angry at being passed

over by Ratnamahjari, raises an army of demons. Confu-

sion follows; darkness spreads everywhere; and in the

morning, the princess is found to have disappeared. Every
one is anxious until the earth opens, and a divine woman
seated on a throne brings back Ratnamahjari. Prithvi-

chandr then marries the princess and rejoicings follow.

Prithvichandr and Somadev, soon thereafter listen to a

recital of the life of Dharmanath Tirthaiikar, from which
they receive religious inspiration. Prithvichandr and
Ratnamahjari return to Paithan, where, in course of time,

a son is born to them. The king then takes Jain vows.

VII

In spite of the loss of royal patronage, the sadhus conti-

nued to pursue their literary activities in Sanskrit, which,

however, left the classical groove and ran in popular chan-

nels. Following the footsteps of Hemachandra and Soma-
prabha, they created a new mythology for their faith out

of the legends of Kumarapala and Hemachandra, many of

which had already attained absurd proportions. The works
belonging to this period which have been the main source

for later literature of its kind are: (1) Prahhdvakacharitra

by Prabhachandra and Pradyumna (1278); (2) Prabandha-
chintdmani by Merutufiga (1303-1306); and (3) Chatur--

vimsatiprabandha by Rajasekhara (1348-49). The first is a

collection of twenty-two legendary lives of Jain teachers

and includes one of Hemachandra. The second contains a

series of episodes concerning, among others, Vikrama, Sali-

vahana, Vanaraja, Munja of Dhara, Bhoja of Ujjayini,

Bhima, Siddharaja, Kumarapala and Hemachandra. The
third is on the same lines as the second.

G. L.—10
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Prabandhachintdmani is by far the best of the three in

style and treatment, as also in wealth of historical material.

Though mainly in Sanskrit prose, it contains interesting

quotations from Apabhrarhsa literature. The language is

at places full of inaccuracies and dest words, and the work,
as a whole, is not of a high literary order. The anecdotes
are full of anachronisms, omissions and bias, making them
unreliable as historical documents. But the author never
pretended to write any history.

The old stories do not delight persons of understanding as they have
heard them very often

;
hence, I am compiling this Prabandhachintdmani

which contains detailed information about the good men who lived

nearer our times. All prahatidhas, as the learned recite them accord-

ing to their understanding, become diflerent in character
;

clever

people, therefore, should not criticise this work, as it is based on good
tradition.

As centuries passed, the historical prahandhas ceased

to have any element of history in them and deteriorated

even from the literary point of view. The only other

important work of this kind in Sanskrit, produced during

this age, is Kumdrapdlacharitra by Jayasimha (1360).

Kumdrapfilaprabandha by Jinamanglan (1436) and Vastu^

pdlacharita by Jinahams are similar works.

Note A, Gujarati.

The word Gujarat came to be progressively applied to the certain

parts of the j^resent region known by the name by the middle of the

12th century."^ Marco Polo (1254-1324) applied it to a territory which

included modem Gujarat; Ambadevasurr" author of Samardrdim

(1315) and Rajasekharasuri (1348)^'’ knew the region by that name;

Padmanabh (1456) uses the word Gujarat, as also the adjective

Gujarati.^*

Its desahlmshd was referred to by early authors as Apabhrarhsa,

Gaurjari or Lati ; by Bhalan (c. 1426-1500) as Apabhrarhsa

or Gurjarabh^a*^; by Markandeya in his Prakriyasarvasva (c. 1450)

as Gaurjari Apabhrarhsa®*; by Padmanabh (1456) as Prakrit^;

21.

Munshi, IG. p.4.

22. ^pRrcT.

23. i
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by Narasiriih Mehta (1450 J) as Apabhrashta gira“; by Akho (1650)

as Prakrit, or Bhashd*"; '^remanand (c. 1649-175Q) was perhaps the

first to call it Gujarati^^; and, for the first time, it was so styled by
foreign visitors about the same time (1731).®^ These names were used

generally to distinguish it from Sanskrit, the language of culture.

With a view, however, to find a place for it in a scheme of Indian

languages, modem scholars have tried to invent new names for it.

Dr. Tessitori calls it Old Western Rajasthani"'* from the area in which
it was spoken ;

Narasirhhrao Divatia calls it Gaurjarl Apabhraihsa;

Grierson calls it Gujarati.

Note B. Evolution of Old Gujarati.

Generally speaking, in the synthetic stage of a language the particles

added to a noim to form case-endings are not separable, but are in-

corporated in the word itself, with the result that the terminal syllable

is varied as in Sanskrit. In the analytic stage, the word stands with-

out any termination and an auxiliary word is tacked on to express

the relations denoted by the termination.

The changes described in the text are illustrated with special

reference to the works mentioned on pages 85 and 86.

L The nominative case termination in Skt. is the visarga, i.e.,

In Apa. it is e.g., the same, in Old Guj. No. 1 (1185);

it is optionally dropped in No. 2 (1210), e.g.,^B The option is

continued till it is dropped in No. 8 (1394) e.g., ^
The objective case termination in Skt. is e.g., it is^in Ap,

and in No. 1 (1185) ;
it is optional in No. 2 (1210), e.g., The option

is also found in No. 8 (1394), e.g., ^ and

The instrumental case termination survived even in Old Guj., e.g.,

^ (1394) ;
in Mod. Guj. an optional form is used

with a preposition, e.g., o** W h.

Pk. and Ap. had no dative. In Old Guj. it is an optional with^^f^
in No. 7 (1355). ^ is continued in No. 8 (1394). Thereafter the

case termination is no longer used. The preposition which is used,

is derived from Pkt. thus : and is, perhaps, similar to

Marathi and Nepali s. According to Narsirhhrao, it is derived from

Skt, Dave connects it with and S. K. Chatterji

and K. K. Shastri derive it as ^
The ablative termination in Skt. is formed by 3^^ e.g., by
and^ in Apa. ; by ^ in No. 2 (1210) ; by in No.

•ir. rrfa-

‘28.

‘29. •*TT>m % ^55^ fc ; W' Ji’j.

30. STFI^’JT ^TT^.

31JLa Croze, LSI, IX. Pt. H, 333.

32.1. A. 1914.
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7 (1355) ; by f?p3r^ or the preposition ij;?, in No. S

(1394). derived from Skt. and and their

use marks the analytic stage of the language. Bhalan (1450) uses

some others, The optional use of ^ is continued

till the end of the XVII century in Jain works.

The genitive case termination in Skt. is^^f. in Ap. it is'lt^^nd ’^, e.g.,

is ^ in No. 2 (1210) e.g.,

prepo.sition and is also used in Ap. It is used in

Old Guj. in No. 1 (1145), e.g., and in No. 2

(1202) ;
and displaces the termination in No. 5 (1274). It becomes

^ in No. 8 (1394), e.g., and ^uit and m
in Kdnhadadeprabandh (1456). Both these latter forms have come
down to Mod. Guj. Another preposition used for the purpose is de-

rived from Skt. It becomes in Ap.; survives as in

Bhalan (c. 1450) and as in Maravadi; and is still used in poetry

and in some adjectives in Mod. Guj., e.g., R is found in

Bengali

II. No. 6 (1280) shows that the change referred to in para TI p. 86

had come to stay e.g., Ap. and JT^TfrT Skt. for

5ftq Ap.

III. No. 6 (1280) has for Ap., and ^qf^lfd Ski.

The same work uses 3?^^ as in Apa. for Skt. and

Pali; but it becomes in No. 7 (1355).

IV. Tarunaprabha (c. 1355) and Somasundar in (c. 1400) first

use as auxiliary. It is also used as auxiliary in Visalaxlevardso

by Nalha but its date (1216) is doubtful, as the work discloses many
later features.

V. (a) About 1500 the 3^^ became About 1600 it became cr»

the final 3^ or g* became 37t, ^ became % through

Old Guj. became through

(b) The penultimate g or became 3t; qrT^JT turned to

to This change was effected about 1650.

(c) About 1700, ^ when preceding x, ^ became e.g.,

became ^ in writing though it was spoken as early

as the time of Hemachandra., e.g., In South Gujarata and
the, sea coast in Saurashtra and several other parts the change has not

been effectively introduced even now.

(d) The passive
,
is substituted by e.g., Old Guj.,

was replaced by
(e) Between 1450 and 1650 various other changes came into

existence by which
(i) The syntatical concord was changed to fit into a later idiom,

e.g., the concord in the passive voice of verbs in the past tense as in

Skt. was used by Bhalan and Premanand, but, later, this is altered

and the object is put in as in dative with^ 5
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<Bhalan) would be now % 52n^| frar Jfit j
{ibremanand) would be s;qc(1 5q^ ^ STojI;

(ii) An idea conveyed by an earlier grammatical form was altered

in its later form, e.g., the sense of the passive future third person sin-

gular form is altered to the active future first person singular

Skt. Old, Guj. (It will be told) is changed to (I will

tell). Skt
;

Ap.; Old Gujarati (It is told) is

changed into (We tell).

For a detailed philological discussion vide the Wilson Philological

Lectures by Narsirhhrao Divatia, entitled Gujarati Language and Lite^

rature, Vol. II.



CHAPTER II

PADMANABH AND HEROIC POETRY IN
OLD GUJARATI.

Heroic poetry—Ranamallachand (c. 1400)—^Padmanabh (1456)—Kahna^adeprahandh—Its value.

A S it appears from the verses already quoted from

Hemachandra’s works, Gujarat had heroic poetry

in Apabhraihsa reflecting its martial spirit in the days of

the Chalukyas and Vaghelas. A similar literature in Old

Gujarati has all but disappeared; only two poems give an

idea of its nature. They provide a brilliant picture of the

epic heroism displayed by Gujarat when it grimly con-

tested every inch of ground with the invader.

I

The first poem, Ranamallachand, is a short ballad,

composed about 1390 by Sridhar, celebrating the heroic

deeds of Ranamall of Idar. It consists of seventy stanzas

in metres like sdrasi (hariglta), totaka and bhujahgi and

is the earliest work of a kind which has been a favourite of

the bards. This literature, principally panegyric, is com-

posed in metres which lend themselves to recitation with

considerable dramatic force. The language is very often

archaic and strongly alliterative. Sometimes words are

altered beyond recognition in the interest of sound effects,

and assonances and other verbal tricks abound.

Ranamall of Idar, of the Kamadhaj or Rathod family,

was a great warrior. About 1385, he harassed Mir Malik

Muza, the viceroy of Patan and spread terror among
his Muslim vassals.

As the army of the Sultan bristled with valour Ranamall’s

whiskers flew straightened with wrath.’

The Sultan calls upon him to submit. Ranamall roars;

If my lotus-like head bows before the Mlechchha’s feet, the sun

will not rise in the sky. So long as the sun moves in the sky, Kamad-
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haj will not bow to a Turk. The flame of the submarine fire may be
extinguished, but I will not yield an inch of land to the Mlechha."

A battle ensues between the two armies, and is described
in jingling rhymes. The Muslims are routed, and in token
of submission the not unusual humiliation of being made
to eat grass is forced on them. Ranamall begins to think
of world-wide conquest, and says, ‘T shall conquer every-

thing on which the sun shines.’’®

II

^ Kanha^adeprahandh (c.l456) follows a great literary

tradition. It deals with the struggle which Gujarat made
for self-preservation after 1297, and breathes the grim and

heroic attitude of her people during those centuries. The
author, Padmanabh of Visalanagar, was the poet-laureate

of Akheraj, the Cahamana or Choh^ king of Jhalor and

a descendant of the hero of the poem. A few manuscripts

of the work, luckily mistaken for those of a religious work,

were preserved by the Jain temples. Its language is Old

Gujarati. The style, though not as elegant as Bhalah’s,

maintains a high level of expressiveness. The language is

neither trite nor ornate; the interest is well sustained

throughout. The author, however, could not resist the

temptation of recording in the conventional manner the

names of Rajput and Muslim warriors, and of introducing

didactic verses and tedious narratives of past lives. In some
places, the chronological order has not been preserved, and
the same descriptions appear more than once. As a narra-

tive, it is much better than many other rasas, and it has

the merit of being without religious bias.

III

The poem opens with a prayer, and proceeds to mention

Marava^, ‘the land of nine forts’, and the Sonagira Chohans
‘as noble looking as royal swans’. Karnadev Ghelo ruled

in Gujarat. Being enamoured of Kesav’s wife, he killed

the husband and appropriated the wife. The minister

3. sfT#.
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Madhav, Kesav’s brother, moved by wrath, said, “I shall

not taste any food in Gujarat till I bring the Turks here.”*

On this, the poet feelingly laments:
To the place where he worshipped his God and sang His praises

;

where he performed sacrifices and gave gifts to Brahmanas
;
where he

worshipped the sacred Tulsi plant and Pipal tree, heard recited the

Vedas and the Puranas ; where all go for pilgrimage
; where all sing

the Smritis and the Puranas, there, Madhav brought the Mlechchhas."

Ready to betray his country for a private wrong, Madhav
goes to Delhi. He approaches Sultan Alla-ud-din with
presents and offers to subdue Gujarat if an army is given

to him. The sultan consents, and sends a message to Kan-
ha^ade, the Choh^i king of Jhalor, to let the army pass

through his territory on its way to Gujarat. Proudly,

Kanhadade replies:

I owe no such duty. They will plunder the villages
; take my men

prisoners
;
tear off women’s ears. I do not make way for those who

oppress the Brahmana and the cow.®

But Alla-ud-din, determined to conquer Gujarat, secures

a passage through Mevaql. Battad of Mo^asa vainly bars

the way of the onrushing host.

Pillaging, burning and destroying, the Sultan’s army
marches towards Patan. The Muslims, with Madhav at

their head, invest the city. The ex-minister, traitor to the

last, advises Karn to escape with his life. The king takes

the advice; the queen flees on foot; and the capital falls

into the hands of Alafkhan, the general of Alla-ud-din.

‘And from what once were temples was sounded the

muezzin’s call to prayers.’

The army then started on a further campaign of con-

quest and destruction to the south. It carried carnage right

up to Surat, Rander, and the sea; returned to Saurashtra,
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destroyed many of its towns, and proceeded to Prabhas.

The Rajputs mobilised their strength to protect the shrine

of Somanath, and valiantly fought the enemy. But the

fortress fell, and in front of the temple which they had

vainly sought to protect, the heroic warriors, after cere-

monial bathing and anointment, fell fighting, ‘surrendered

themselves to Somanath.’ Madhav, the cause of all this

evil, was also killed.

The temple had fallen into the hands of the enemy.

Alafkhan broke open the shrine, shattered the idol to

pieces, and carried away the fragments in a cart to Delhi.

“We shall make chunam out of it”, he said. The poet then

piteously asks Siva:

In former times, O Rudra, you burnt the demons by your wrath.

You spread virtue in the world
;
you removed the terror which oppress-

ed the gods
;
you put to flight the powerful demon, Tripura

^
even as

the wind blows away chaff. Padmanabh asks you : O Rudra

!

Where is now your trident ?
'

The conquering army, the poet proceeds, burnt villages,

devastated the land, plundered people’s wealth; took

Brahmans and children and women of all castes captive, and

flogged them with thongs of raw hide; carried a moving

prison with it, and converted the helpless captives into

obsequious Turks. Alafkhan then turned his attention to

Kanhadade, who had declined to give a passage to his

army.
IV

Parvatl and Gahga, the god Somanath’s spouses, urge

Kanhadade in a dream to save the god from the hands of

the Mlechchha. When Alafkhan sends a message to Kanha-

dade, he gets a fitting reply; “A hero never praises himself.

He who performs heroic deeds alone wins fame.” Alaf-

khan thereupon continues his march and encamps at

Sirana. Ministers of the Chohan king call on the Khan,

who shows them his army and his prisoners. The ministers

report the state of things to Kanhadade, who gets ready
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for battle. The goddess A^pura is worshipped; necessary
orders are given; and the Rajput armies go forward to

meet the foe.

In the battle that follows, the Turks are routed. Alaf-

khan flees for his life. The idol of Somnath is recovered,

and nine lacs of prisoners are set free. The victory is then
celebrated in Jhalor, and the conqueror returns home
amidst the rejoicings of his people. The fragments of the

idol are duly installed in five different towns where they
are worshipped, (canto i)

The fleeing Turks came together in a forest ; some were without

clothes
;
some, worn out and starving ; others, staggering and wound-

ed
;
whilst a few were being carried on stretchers^

Alafkhan entered Delhi like a thief in the night. When the news
of battle spread, consternation prevailed. The women of the Turks
began to weep

;
some tore their clothes to tatters

;
many smashed the

anklets on their feet. Some threw away their precious necklaces ;

others ripped off their ornaments. Some rent their hair One had
lost her brother, another a husband, a third her handsome sons

The markets were closed.**

V
Alla-ud-din puts the blame on Alafkhan and is very

wroth. He orders another attack on Jhalor. The army
thereupon marches back and invests the guardian fort of

Samiana, which is in the charge of Santalasiihh, Kanha-
dade’s nephew. Kanhadade goes to his nephew’s assist-

ance, and the Muslim army is annihilated.

AUa-ud-din becomes furious. He sends for his generals

and the viceroy of Patan, collects his army, and himself

takes the field. The progress of the army, more like a town
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in motion, is then described. The army lays siege to Sami-
ana, but the fortress is impregnable, and it remains so

even at the end of seven long years. The Rajputs, in the

well-provisioned fort, continue to defy the enemy. Alla-ud-

din then decides upon a sinister strategem. Cows are

killed, and their flesh, tied up in sacks, is thrown by cata-

pults over the fortress walls into the lake within- The
following morning, the Rajputs find their only source of

water defiled by the flesh of the sacred cow, and decide

upon jamahar, or jauhar.

There was no hope of life. None would touch a drop of the water.

Tlie queen said, “We will now perform jamahar.^' And she addressed

a message to the queen of Kanhadade :
“ Of what has overtaken us,

you will come to know to-morrow. Remember us with affection. In

this life, these are our last salutations.” Having thus spoken, the queen

put on all her ornaments. The retainers brought heaps of sandal-wood.

Strong and heroic, the queen entered the fire. All said “Rama, Rama’’,

and the friends wept.^®

The Padshah comes to know of the queen’s self-immola-

tion, and offers to treat the beleaguered city with every

consideration if S^ntala only submits. The heroic king

replies, 'T am ready to give my life, not my honour”. The
non-combatants in the fort are then asked to leave it, and
all the warriors decide on an attack. They worship the

Saligrama (Vishnu), and then pray to Rama. They take

their bath, dry their hair, put on Tulsi garlands round
their necks. Animated with one desire, they rush on the

Muslims. A great battle ensues; and the Hindus, fighting

valiantly, are killed to a man. (Canto ii)

This unflinching and terrible self-immolation of women
in order to safeguard their honour was the most striking

and marvellous feature of Hindu warfare during those
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dire times. There is not a fort in Rajputana which cannot

boast of the proud heroism of its women who wooed fire

to save their honour, and of men who marched to death

to preserve their freedom.

VI

Alla-ud-din captures Samiana, and calls upon Kanhadade
to surrender. But he is again met with a proud refusal.

The Padshah continues his march, and, on the way, pillages

and burns the venerable city of Bhinnamala, even then a

centre of learning. Some skirmishes follow with varying
success. The Muslim army camps near Jhalor. Alla-ud-din’s

daughter, Piroja, who has fallen in love with Viramadeva,
the son of Kanhadade, insists on an offer of marriage being
sent to the latter. With lofty pride, the Rajput prince spurs

the offer.

The Choh^’s race is spotless, like the full moon. Descended as

I am from the sun, shall I disgrace the founder of my race ?.. . Shall I

become a convert ? This has never happened before, and shall not

happen now.”

The insulted Padshah then proceeds to invest Jhalor.

He finds it in a merry mood, for he hears bands playing

within its walls, and sees festive banners floating on its

towers. The Rajputs, at intervals, sally forth from the

fort and harass the besiegers, and the Sultan has eventual-

ly to withdraw towards Delhi. Kanhadade, thirsting for

fight, comes out of Jhalor, and his armies press the retreat-

ing Muslim army hard.

The princess, having acquired .occult knowledge, finds

that Viram was her husband in previous lives. She tells

her father of her relationship with Viram, and prophesies

the death of her lover, of Kanhadade, of her father and of

herself. This part is introduced evidently after the usual

orthodox style of kathds from Tarangalold downwards,
but in the mouth of the daughter of Alla-ud-din, it mars
the realistic charm of the poem.
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Anxious to see Viramadev and to obtain the freedom
of her sister and brother-in-law, then prisoners in Jhalor,

the princess goes to the city with a small retinue. She
encamps on the bank of a lake, and is met by the chival-

rous Kanhadade and his son Viram. The princess begs for

love, but in vain.

Love has made me miserable. What can an unfortunate woman,
say? Love I, a foreigner, beg of you; find out for yourself what you
are to me. My days and nights seem endless

;
the pain of separation

oppresses me
;

I cannot live without you, my love. A fish cannot live

without water
;
no more can a woman without her lord.’*

Viram is unrelenting. The princess, anxious for peace,

requests that the Muslim army should not be attacked

at night, and that her sister should be released. The
chivalrous Rajputs readily grant these requests. Viram
in return, demands that the Sultan should not destroy

temples, pillage the land, or trouble Brahmanas and
slaughter cows. On behalf of her father, she agrees to

respect his wishes- At her desire, she is taken to see

Jhalor and has a view of the impregnable citadel. Kanha-
dade releases the prisoners and returns the captured

elephants. Loaded with presents, the princess returns to

her father, and the Sultan withdraws to Delhi (canto iii).

VII

The princess tells her father of the glories of Jhalor, its

learned men, its warriors, its markets, its pleasures, its

ramparts, and its prosperity. The Padshah does not like

the engagement into which his daughter has entered, but
agrees to wait for the period of eight years, at the end of

which, according to her prophecy, Jhalor is to fall. Later,

he gives orders to his army to proceed towards Jhalor.

The princess sends her nurse with the army to bring

Viram to her, or in the event of his death, to bring her his

head. The army is repulsed by the Jhalor forces led by
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Viram. But the Sultan is adamant: Jhalor must be cap-

tured at any cost. Delenda est Carthago,

For over twelve years the beleaguered city defies the
Sultan. Its merchants feed the people; miracles save it

from disasters. At last a palanquin-bearer turns traitor,

and discloses a secret way leading to the fort. The
bearer’s wife, furious at her husband’s treachery, kills

him, and informs Kanhadade of the unexpected entry of

the besieging army. A desperate battle ensues. Kanha-
dade’s brother works wonders against heavy odds; but

the out-numbered Rajputs are faced with the alternative

of death or dishonour. Kanhadade sends for the priest

and, presenting him with his own horse, begs him to flee

from the fort. The Brahmana is not to be outdone; he
accepts the king’s horses as gifts, but returns them to the

royal stables. The king is surprised and asks the priest

why he, a man of peace, does not leave the fort.

Who will carry your funeral bier, my king ? If I live after you
die, then, I live in dishonour. If Jhalor falls, I too will die.^®

The solemn rite then begins. The queens prepare for the jamahara

;

the priest gives his benedictions to Kanhadade
;
the subjects now bow

before him, and decide to join him in the immolation. The king calls

his son Viram and anoints him king. Viram bows to his mother,

who blesses him. The sandal and other sacred wood is brought. All

the queens, having bathed, commend themselves to the Sun. They
enter the fire ; precisely 1,984 of their sex follow

;
gods witness the

sacrifice.

Kanhadade and his men, sword in hand, then rush on

the besiegers. ‘The Rajputs re-enact the Rdmayana.’ Hun-
dreds fall fighting. The city falls into the hands of the

enemy; and Kanhadade, at bay, withdraws to the citadel.

His priest advises him to crown his heroism by falling in

battle and the Chauhan hero acts accordingly. Viram

reigns for three days and a half. His queens also prepare

for jamahara. Their companions looking on, the beautiful

queens come to the balconies, and with restrained tears

worship their beloved Jhalor fort. “And verily shall we
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share Viram's beautiful throne on the Sonagiri Mount,”

they said, and entered the fire.

To ensure death, Viram thrusts a dagger in his bowels,

straps up the wound, rushes into the fight, and, dealing

death all round him, is himself slain. The Muslim gene-

ral, who has not lost sight of the princess’s wishes, tries

to take him captive. But the hero, invincible in death as

in life, escapes him.

The nurse brings Viram’s head to Delhi on a bier, and

placing it on a gold salver, brings it to the heart-broken

princess. As she gazes at the face of her beloved, the head

turns away from her: the invincible Chohan hero even in

death keeps his vow. Whereupon the princess laments

thus:

My virtuous, handsome hero ? Why are you so wroth ? I am
love-struck, my Sonagiri Chohaij. I am but your wife, with one life

only separating us. Why dO/you forget our love ? My heart is broken.

Will you not hear me ? You are gone to paradise
;

I will come with

you,^*

Having worshipped her beloved’s head, she jumps into

the Yamuna to meet in the next world him whom she had

missed in this (canto iv).

VIII

Except where the demands of the conventional features

of the rasa take him out of his normal vein, the author is

realistic. He is perhaps the only one of the many writers

of the period who has handled characters and events so

well and truly. The narrative is, on the whole, well sus-

tained. The Rajput and the Muslim warriors are depicted

true to life, the former headstrong, firm, unflinching in

matters where honour is concerned, neglectful of pru-

dence, fanatically heroic; the latter, deceitful, resolute,

relentlessly cruel and determined on victory at any cost.
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Only Piroja, the daughter of the Sultan, is out of tune

with the setting. The characters do not lack individuality

as do most of those found in the literature of the age. The
irate Sultan is not badly done. Kandadade, generous,

charitable, beloved of his people, superstitious, is well

depicted. In him is revealed the real Rajput. His son,

though he occupies little space, is still a vivid figure and

so is the old Brahmana priest. Madhav, the ‘direful spring

of woes unnumbered’, is also well drawn. The poet por-

trays the actual situation in the India of the day; Hindu
princes, valiant and heroic, jealous of one another, fight-

ing in isolated splendour; the Muslims, stern and relent-

less, advancing and campaigning as a collective body.

This prabandha is a rhapsody unique in Old or Modem
Gujarati throbbing with great and sustained heroism; an

epic of a great age fast fading into oblivion; a swan-song

of the Gujarat of Siddharaja.







CHAPTER lU

A NEW GUJARAT AND THE PURANIC MOVEMENT.

The Sultanate of Ahmedabad—Akbar—Maratha raids
—

^The

Puranic influence—The new spirit amopg Brahmanas—Impetus
to the desahhdshd — Ramanand—The pur^ika — The Gagaria

bhat — The akhydn literature— Bhalan (c. 1426-1500) — The
dkhydn in his hands— Kddambari — Dasamaskandh — Mantri
Karman (1470)—Bhim (c. 1437)—Nakar (c. 1550).

POLITICAL history from 1411 to 1707 had a negative

influence on the literature of Gujarat. From 1411 to>

1573 the country was ruled by the Sultans of Ahmedabad;
from 1573 to 1707 it was a province of the Moghul
Empire. These facts circumscribed life, and brought into

existence new literary traditions which not only ignored

political conditions, but provided an easy way to forget

them.

I

In 1411 Ahmad Shah, the grandson of Muzafar Shah,
transferred the capital of his kingdom from Patan to

Ahmedabad. He was a fanatic, and his acts did not belie

his bigotry. He invaded Sorath, Malwa and Kohkan, but
had to conciliate the Hindu landlords by giving them a
fourth share of the villages. His grandson, Mahmud
Begija (1495-1513) was powerful both on land and sea,

and consolidated the kingdom by annexing Junagadh. He
built many of the monuments which have made Ahmeda-
bad famous. The Muslim historians narrate numerous
anecdotes revealing his popularity with his people. To
the Hindus, however, one sultan was as good, or as bad,

as another.

The next great Sultan was Begda's grandson, Bahadur
Shah (1527-1536), a great warrior who adopted an aggres-

sive policy of conquest. Gujarat soon came to be divided

into twenty five sarkars: Ahmedabad, Suntha, Godhra,
Champaner, Vadodara, Bharuch, Nandod, and Surat, in

the centre; Sirohi, Jhalor, Jodhpur and Nagor in the north;

Dungarpur, Vtosavada, Nandarbar, Baglan, and Dharam-
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pur in the east; Dandarajapuri (modern Janjira), Mumbai
(Bombay), Vasai (Bassein), and Damaiji in the south;

Sorath, Navanagar and Kachchha in the west. A territory

slightly larger than what is linguistically the Gujarat of

to-day was a political unit under Bahadur Shah. His
ambitious raids drew the wrath of Humayun, the Mogul
emperor, who overran Gujarat in 1535. Bahadur soon

recovered it, but he died the next year. Reckless as a

ruler, he laid a heavy burden of military expenditure on
the people and left them to the tender mercies of his

revenue farmers. In 1573 Akbar annexed Gujarat to his

empire.

From 1411 to 1573, Gujarat remained a political unit.

The khans and amirs swept across the country; made
friends with Hindu chiefs and leaders as suited their

immediate purpose; spread terror and destruction for a

time; and were worsted by their rivals, or, sank into

imbecility. During this period, the people enjoyed settled

existence behind their castes, mahdjans and panchdyats

when sheltered by some Hindu chief or a wise Muslim
chief. Social exclusiveness became the rule of the day,

and life acquired an unprogressive and narrow outlook,

mainly religious and other-worldly. And so it continued

till the British came.

II

Of all the cultural and educational influences forged

during the Gupta times, the Puranas were the most power-
ful. The Mahdbhdrata, including the Harivamsa, a com-
plete cyclopaedia of culture, had attained the sanctity of

a fifth Yeda under the name of Satasdhasrtsamhitd, The
VdyUy the Matsya, the Markandeya, the Brahman^, and,

perhaps, the Devtbhdgavata Puranas had become very

popular by the seventh century. The Vishnu (c.600), the

Purajija of the Bhdgavata dharma which the Imperial

Guptas followed, exercised great influence over the minds
of men. Other Pur^as also came to be composed, till

their traditional number stood at eighteen.

Literary men, for centuries, sought inspiration for

subject and atmosphere from one or more of these Pura-
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^jas. The tradition of mythic kings; the mythology con-

nected with sacred places all over the country; stories

and hymns glorifying gods and goddesses; and the ethics

and the ritual—all this Puranic wealth had brought
uniformity of belief, conduct and outlook to all who looked
upon Bharatakhan^a as their land, and Dharma as the

law in this life and the means of salvation for the next.

It had created in the people a living sense of homogeneity,
and of the continuity of Aryan tradition. When the

Muslims overran the country, the Puranas became, in the

hands of the Brahmanas, formidable instruments to pre-

serve religion and culture. The Puranic scheme of things

had universal application. A Hindu king had a place

ready in the genealogy of the Sun or the Moon. A recently

elevated Brahmana had a position ready in the family

of a venerable Rishi of Vedic antiquity. And the people

had all the materials ready to bring up fresh generations

in the traditions of Aryan life, to preserve the integrity

of society, and to resist the proselytising vigour of the

foreigner.

And when the Brahmanas found the fanatical foreigner

—mlechchha as they called him—devastating their land,

demolishing the sacred shrines of their faith, destroying

their dharma and the social structure which they believed

to be eternal, they developed miraculous adaptability.

They delivered to the masses, through the medium of

their dialects, the message of the Puranas, and made the

past live again. The Puranic revival preserved society

and culture, and directed literary energy into the channel

of the desahhdshd. It spread over the whole country and

opened up prospects for all. Poets received fresh inspira-

tion; puraniks, a new vocation; philosophers, a new
orientation. To the village saints, it gave something to

live for; and it brought to the ordinary people, in the

place of cumbrous ritual and abstruse doctrine, hhakti,

a worship full of joy and song, dance and prayer. Under

its influence every province began to work out its cultural

salvation and every language began to develop, and its

literature assumed distinctive character.
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III

About the beginning of the fourteenth century, one of

the greatest of Indian reformers lent an active hand in

spreading the different influences then at work. His life is

shrouded in tradition; his creed is found only in the devo-

tional songs composed by his disciples. Ramanand, origi-

nally a follower of Ramanuja, began his apostolic work in

North India. He was an uncompromising advocate of

purity of heart, and spread the worship of Rama, the

high-souled hero of the Rumdyana and the seventh

avatar of Vishnu. He protested against social and religi-

ous evils. The Vedas, Brahmanas, rituals, inequalities of

caste, the grossness of idolatry, and even Sanskrit came
in for his iconoclastic zeal. He stood for God, humility,

and equality of men.
His teachings proved very popular among the lower

classes of Hindus and Muslims. His principal disciples

included Kabir, a spinner, Raidas, a tanner. Sen, a

barber, Sadna, a butcher, and Naraharidas, a Brahmana.
Kabir, a Hindu brought up by a Muslim, was catholic in

an age of orthodoxy; and his padas, songs, appealed

equally to both communities. He created a great impres-

sion in Gujarat and the Kabirpanth gave rise to sects

which claimed numerous adherents. Guru Nanak (1469-

1555), the founder of Sikhism, was a disciple of Raidas;

and the Grantha Sdheh, the sacred book of the sect, con-

tains the only available padas of Ramanand and Raidas.

Naraharidas was the guru of Tulsidas (1532-1623), the

greatest of saint-poets of the age. The latter’s Rama-
charitamdnas, if judged by the number of men it has

inspired, can be classed among the few supreme books in

the literature of the world.

Ramanand and his disciples wielded a great liberalising

influence over their age. Even the orthodox Brahmana
was shaken out of his narrow religious groove, and could

not but admire their tenets and revere the idealism for

which the deity, Sri Rama, stood. They threw their weight

against Sanskrit, and were the first unflinching champions

of the language of the people. Kabir’s attack on the lovers

of Sanskrit runs thus:
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Pandits talk in Sanskrit alone and dub those who used the hhdshd
ignorant fools. In the world, pan<Jit praise only Sanskrit. But hhakti

through the hhdshd alone gives strength and leads to salvation. Sans-
krit is the water of wells

;
hhdshd is running brook. Bhdshd is loved

by the true guru and shows the true way.^

Ramanand's influence in Gujarat was widespread in the

latter half of the fourteenth, and the fifteenth century. It

taught the learned not to spurn the lowly and the illiterate,

but to work with and for them through the medium of

their own language.

IV

In the beginning of the fourteenth century, we first come
across definite literary landmarks of the Puranic movement
in Gujarat. The Bhdgavata, Jayadeva’s Gitagouinda and
Bopadeva’s Harillldmrita, works principally dealing with
the amours of Sri Krishna, had perceptibly altered the tone

and language of the folk-songs relating to Radha-Krishna.

In 1416 Nrisimharanyamuni composed Vishnuhhaktichan-
drodaya, a work on hhakti. In 1417 an inscription on Mount
Giranar begins with a prayer to Damodara, ‘the stealer of

butter’, referring to Sri Krishna’s well-known prank as a

cowherd. In 1499 Vaghela Mokalasiihha is recorded to have
protected the members of the Bhagavata sect.

Pandits were rare, and the knowledge of Sanskrit was
restricted to a select class. Among the intellectual and
well-to-do classes, there was naturally a craving for litera-

ture, and, from the beginning of the fifteenth century, poets

worked through the medium of Old Gujarati to satisfy it.

But their language has been transformed out of recogni-

tion. Manuscripts of some of their works, recovered so

far, have been written years after the author’s death. In

many cases, the works were handed down from generation

to generation by professional reciters of the Pur^as, or

purdniks; and every reciter went on making such changes

1 . 3TfVrRTTT,

^ ^

t
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in their form, language and substance as the occasion and
the taste of his audience required. The gdgarid hhat, who
preserved most of these works in the form of akbydns, was
the greatest sinner in this respect.

The gdgarid hhaf^ or man hJiat, is peculiar to Gujarat,

and has played a great part in the evolution and preserva-

tion of this class of literature. He is the popular counter-

part of the purdnik, who, generally well-read in Sanskrit,

recites the Puranas from the original to a select audience

at his own house, or at the house of his patron. The
purdnik, more often than not, maintains the dignity of

learning, and enjoys the position of a friend in his patron's

family. But the gdgarid hhat is rarely acquainted with

Sanskrit; he knows only the dkhydns, or the Puranic

episodes in Gujarati verse which he has learnt from his

teacher during his apprenticeship. He goes from place to

place with a couple of disciples. His stock-in-trade is his

dkhydns, his tact, and his man or gdgar. a large copper

pot with a narrow neck from which he gets his name.

Wherever he happens to be, he opens his session at night

on some temple-door or verandah before a public square.

With his nimble fingers loaded with brass rings, he starts

playing upon the gdgar as on a hand-drum, and makes
the pot resound with his skilful raps. The neighbourhood

flocks to hear the kathd, as the Pur^ic recital is called;

the public square in front and the windows of the surround-

ing houses are turned into an auditorium for the occasion.

The hhat recites an dkhydn; explains many parts of it; adds

a flourish here, a touch there, to move or tickle the audi-

ence; improvises new stories and introduces lively anec-

dotes. The audience sits, hour after hour, absorbed in the

recital. The description of a Puranic incident or character,

in the mouth of a competent hhat, assumes a fresh form

and contemporary colour. At an interesting point in the

recital the hhat stops, and wants to know who among his

listeners will provide his next day’s dinner; and, unless

he is ignorant of the rudiments of his art, he is sure to

receive invitations from more than one hospitable towns-

man. Having made sure of the morrow, he proceeds with

the kathd till after midnight, sometimes till the early hours
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of the morning. The session continues for a month, some-
times, longer; its length, as a rule, depends upon the hhafs
ability to attract a good audience, and upon the hospitable

nature of the locality. After the session is over, the bhaf

is feasted, carried in a procession through the town, and
presented with a purse as a send-off.

The hhats flourished in Gujarat for more than five

hundred years, but have fallen on evil days with the advent
of the press, the theatre, and the cinema. They provided

free entertainment and education, religious and secular

and helped to preserve Puranic literature. But these poets

were scarcely qualified to reproduce the spirit, the art, or

the idealism of the original Puranas; and were mostly con-

tent with mechanical repetition of narrative verses handed
down from teacher to disciple. Their range of emotion,

sentiment and thought was limited; their language, suited

to an illiterate audience, lacked refinement and expressive-

ness. Sometimes, only a Bhalan or a Premanand could

break the monotony by a word-picture of contemporary

life, or by a charming song full of homely sentiments.

But the service which the gdgai'id hhat rendered to

culture was immense-
He considered himself the heir of ancient Aryan culture

;
of a

civilization, pure and incomparable, brilliant with heroic exploits,

beautiful literature, undefiled ideals He was prepared to arrest

the growth of alien culture. His ears heard the music of the inspiring

past. His eyes were fixed on coming victory. He opened the flood-

gates of his soul
;
he sang of his hereditary culture. He inspired

pdth^lds
; he offered prayers from village to village

;
he recited kathds

from street to street
;
he made his songs popular in every home. He

kept alive religion and a sense of historic continuity. He preserved

language, literature, inspiration, and ideals. And, thanks to him, tlie

immortal spirit of the culture, breaking the bonds of political subjec-

tion, triumphed in the land.*

This literature took the form of an dkhydn. In form,

it was a rds; but the narrative parts were brief, the

arrangement more systematic, and the language more influ-

enced by Sanskrit. In substance, it presented an inde-

pendent literary composition based mainly on a free render-

ing of an akhydyikd from the Puranas, supplemented by

2.Munshi, Adi Vachano^ (Guj.) 24,
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portions borrowed from other sources or composed by the

author himself.

V
Bhalan may be called the father of the dkhydn. He

was a Modh Brahman by caste, a resident of Patan. His

date, tentatively fixed between 1426 and 1500, is yet

uncertain and may be later. The incidents of his life, which
enthusiastic admirers have unearthed, do not appear to

have any reliable foundation. But his works show that he
was a good student of the epics and the Puranas in the

original.

In one of his works, he says :

Men of sentiment, who are fond of the Pur^as, desire to hear

them, but their desire remains unfulfilled. Bhalan has, therefore, com-
posed this poem in hhdshd.

He appears to have supplied a growing need, and, on
his own admission, evoked considerable antagonism from
those who found his method undignified for a purdnik of

learning. He started life as a devotee of Siva; but later,

as his works show, he fell under the influence of the

Ramanandi sect and transferred his allegiance to Sri Rama.
He left two sons, Uddhav and Vishijudas, both of whom,
following in his footsteps with far less ability and equip-

ment, have left parts of the Rdmdyana.
His early works were mere renderings of the dkhydyikds.

But, later, he borrowed the episodes from several sources,

pruned or altered them, and added fresh materials to

produce a new work. He also travelled outside the Puranic

field to compose a rds on Bana’s Kddamban, In works
presumably composed during his last days, the dkhydn
reached an advanced stage of evolution. It was a Gujarati

dkhydyikd* With contemporary sentiments, and the Pura-

mc plot and characters altered to suit them, it became a

new and distinct literary form.

His Harasamvdda gives the episode from the Siva Purdna,

wherein Parvati, jealous of Ganga whom Siva had har-

boured in his matted locks, tries to win back the love of

the god by assuming the guise of a forest-girl. Mrigl-

dkhydn, from the same Purana, describes a hunter, who,
unconsciously worshipping Siva, obtains religious merit
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and goes to heaven. These, and saptasati borrowed from
the Mdrkandeya Purdna, may be classed among his early
works. They follow the original closely, relieved only by
an occasional gleam of contemporary sentiment.

The deer in Mrigl-dkhydna when his mate is killed,

addresses the hunter in a manner which does credit to the
sentiments of the poet and to the atmosphere which per-

mitted their expression.
With cunning skill, you slew my lovely bride, before my own eyes.

Shame upon him who lives, when the mistress of his soul is dead !

Without my bride, life has no aim
; the world is desolate. Without

her, my house and garden are lonely as the abodes of the dead. She
was my support in trouble

; I had no better friend.

Parallelisms of this nature were quite common in the

literature of the period, and were employed by the poet
with great effect.

VI

To the next period of BhMan’s literary activtiy belongs
Kadamhari, perhaps the best of his works. It is an adapta-

tion of Bana's great work, carefully abridged with an eye
to acceptable literary presentation. This work of Bhalan
is the best rds in the language, perhaps the most artistic

and sustained composition, not even excepting the dkhydns
of Premanand. It has all the good features of a rds, but
without the loose structure, the monotonous descriptions,

the ever-recurring didactic passages and the ill-concealed

religious purpose which destroy the unity and charm of

many of them. Some of the beauties of the original work
are brought out with great skill in a language not possess-

ing the wealth or elegance of Sanskrit.

From the wealth of Bana, Bhalan chooses what his art

and audience require, and presents it with the freedom of

a master in the art of literary expression. At places the
poem is word-perfect. Bhalan’s description of the Achch-
hoda lake is a delightful picture painted with the help of

a few of the great phrases from Bana’s elaborate master-
piece. The little parrot's tale of how it preserved life after

its parents had been killed by the hunter, is one of the

many passages in which the poet has given to a translation

the charm of an original. The parrot finally says:
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King ! What can I say ? Nothing is so dear as life. Otherwise,

how could I forget my dead father in the very moment in which I

suffered so terrible a blow. No one could be so heartless as I. I for-

got all gratitude. He had denied himself food to give it me
; had kept

me by his side with loving care ; had brought me up under great

hardship. But I forgot all grief at the loss of my parents and tried to

save my life. Who could be so callous ?

King, I was so tired that I could not even walk. The way was
difficult to tread

;
my body was covered with dust

;
I was wretched ;

my feet tottered with fatigue. I longed for death, but it did not come.
My sight was blurred

;
my heart trembled

;
my mind stood still. Thirst

made me miserable, but water was far way. King ! I stumbled at every

step.*

At another place, the poet graphically describes how
the women of the royal place exchange remarks about one
another. They are typically Gujarati. Additions in the

interest of realism are also made at appropriate places

without impeding the flow of the poem.

Bhalan is the great artist in the language for portraying

parental and domestic feelings. The maid describes to

Tarapl^a his queen’s yearning for a child in words full of

grace and feeling.

While talking, “Oh King”, she says : “Life is wasted. I never

kissed a child of mine, never pressed it close to my heart. I never saw
the smiling face of a son, beautiful with two tiny teeth looking up to

me as I fed him with milk. Never did I hear^ with joyful heart, anklets

jingling on his feet as he stumbled along on his toes. Oh ! What shall

I do now ? I shall never see him return from school, ink-pot and

writing-board in hand, running up to me, clinging to me with the word

fsrfoT >T5T, TRir

# 3^ amr, ^ !
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‘ Mama My heart longs for a mother’s joy ; but the longing will

never be fulfilled.”*

But this work, which modern students of the literature

appreciate, does not appear to have evoked contemporary

enthusiasm or to have been a subject of imitation.

Naldkhyun, which followed, was similar in technique.

The Mahdhhdrata, Sriharsha's Naishadhtya and Trivikrama’s

Nalachampu have been laid under contribution to produce

a short dkhydn on the episode of Nala and Damayanti.

Though the execution of this work is decidedly inferior to

that of Kddamhari, it was the original of many subsequent

copies.

VII

His other works are: Rdmavirah and Rdmahdlacharit
from the Rdmdyana; Jdlandhardkhydn from the Padrna
Purdna; Durvdsdkhydn from the Mahdbhdrata; Dhruva-
khydn, Krishnavishti, Krishnahala-^charit, and the Dasa-

maskandh from the Bhdgavata which incorporates Rufc-

miniharan, and Satyabhdmdvivdh also.

Bhalaij made a free use of garabls in the works dealing

with Sri Krishna’s life, and invested them with charm of

language and delicacy of sentiment. The models furnished

by him were copied by all later poets, including Dayaram,
and gave to garahi its distinctive form. The following

garabl is still popular for the homely charm with which it

describes the feelings of Jasoda, Sri Krishna’s foster mother.
Come home, darling Mavaji ! I will give you milk and rice with

a loving hand. You have grown rich since you went to Mathura ; and
powerful too. But, believe me, none loves you more than I do.

Devaki herself will not hold you more fondly in her arms than I held

4. ‘ fJT«3rr it^ i

ff? ^ II
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you in mine when nursing you. Her body will never be as mine was
then, all quivering with rapture.

Alas ! I am your nurse, not your mother
; you know it now. I

know it. I know why you are wroth : I tied your hands wheli you
stole butter. Yes, and I did not jump after you in the Kalindi

;
you

remember it still
; you owe me a grudge for it. None else can win

love, and forget it so lightly as you. Raghunath ! Lord of Bhalan 1

Do remember your love for me, short-lived though it was.®

The poet deserves a high place in literature as the

pioneer of the new tradition, which, through dkhydns, gave
Gujarat a new literature. Many authors have worked
upon his dkhydns, but none, except Premanand, has im-

proved upon them. His style is expressive and elegant.

He knew the art both of translation and adaptation. As we
read him, we note the remarkable change which two
centuries, between Somesvara and Bhalan had wrought.
Style, verse, outlook, all had changed, and so also the

literary quality.

The next poet whose work is available, Mantri Karman
(c.1470), a Vanik by caste, has left a poem, Sitdharan,

which is poor in style. Bhim, a Modh Brahman of

Siddhapur, composed some dkhydns and a work en-

titled Harilildshodasakald (c,1484) borrowed from the

Harilildmrita of Bopadeva. The movement spread fast.

Poets from different parts of Gujarat composed similar

dkhydns, using the Bhdgavata, the Rdmdyana and the

Saptasati for their models. Kesav Hrideram, a Kayasth
of Patan (c.l536), composed Dasamaskandh, a version

5. ^ftsirr ;
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of 10th canto of the Bhdgavata.^ A voluminous writer was
Nakar (c.l550), a Desaval Vanik of Baroda, who attempt-

ed a rendering of some parts of the Mahdbhdrata. He was
unable to follow the original Sanskrit even with Bhalan’s

fidelity. Many of the Brahmao authors were gdgarid bhats

by profession.

6.C. 1473 originally assigned to him appears to need reconsideration.



CHAPTER IV

BHAKTI : MiRAN AND NARASIMH MAHETA
Bhakti—the evolution of the Krishna cult. Bhdgavata and
bhakti—its philosophic background—'Ihe AJvars—Acharyas

—

Chaitanya— Mirah (c.l550) — As a bhakta— As a poetess —
Vallabha sect—its influence in Gujarat—Gopaldas (c.l570)

—

Narasiiiih Maheta (1500-1580)—^His life—His struggles—His
works HdrarndUi—Sdmalasd-na. Vivdh—Sringdramdld—K^sa-
Sahasrapadi—Suratasangrdvia—His Padas—His Surrender to

God—His place in literature—Note A. The date of Narasimh
Maheta.

I
N the fourteenth centuiy, the classics and the philoso-

phies receded into the background. Even the Puranas

by themselves did not meet the requirements of the people.

And the cult of bhakti became the most potent factor in

the Puranic movement, stimulating an intensely devo-

tional attitude towards the gods and particularly Sri

Krishna.

I

Sri Krishna was the first to become the centre of a great

devotional impulse. He occupies the highest place in the

Indian patheon; in poetry, the supreme love; in religion,

he is God himself; and in philosophy, the all-pervading

Over-soul, Pardbrahman. He is the One who delivered the

message of the Bhagavadgltd, the most popular and pro-

found scripture in a land of conflicting scriptures, which
has inspired the life and thought of great Indians from
sSahkara to Tilak, Shri Aravinda and Mahatma Gandhi,
among the modems. He has fired the imagination of almost
every Indian poet since the Bhdgavata was composed
(c. 8th century). And as the very embodiment of trium-

phant manhood, he has brought inspiration and solace to

millions for centuries.

In the Rigveda, Vishnu, the Sun-god was the omniscient,

trivikramo visvasya^ and Varuna, the Sky-god, was the
king of heavens, bhuvanasya rdjd. Later Aitareya

Brdhmana elevated Vishnu to the position of the greatest

of gods, and the Vedic myths connected with other gods

were transferred to him. Taittirlya Aranyaka identified
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him with Nai'ayana, an ancient ^ishi, who, as an incar-

nation of Vishnu, was worshipped by a sect known as

Pahcharatra. When the original edition of the Bhagvad-
gttd was composed, ^ri Krishna the Yadava hero had
already been accepted as the avatar of Vishnu who had
revealed his macrocosmic form (virdfa-svarupa) to

Arjuna. All these different attributes came to be trans-

ferred to one deity, the god Vasudeva, whose worship was
common even in the days of the grammarian Papini

(c. 50 B.C.). Bhagavan Vasudeva’s devotees came to be
known as Bhagavatas; such a one was Heliodoros, the

ambassador of a Greek king, who came to India (c. 200
B.C.). The Gupta emperors were styled Mahdhhdgavatas,

the great devotees of Bhagavan, and the worship of Vishnu
and his spouse Lakshmi was popular in the Gupta period.

The Vaislinava mystics and saints known as Alvars

were the apostles of hhakti before the rise of Sankara
(c. 800), who refers to the worship of Parabrahma in the

form of Bhagavan Vasudeva. The Vishnu Purdna had for

its object the glorification of Vishnu as Vasudeva. The
God was great; the devotee, weak and helpless and prayed
to his Master with humility.

This hhakti was invested with all the attributes of

earthly love. Narada, in his Bhaktisutra, defines it as of the

nature of intense love. Sandilya, in his Bhaktisutra, explains

it to be attachment towards god, which as amplified by
the commentator, means love ‘characterized by horripila-

tion and other signs of worldly love, like the love felt by
Sakuntala for Dushyanta’. The new hhakti was an
emotion which impelled the bhakta, the devotee, to wor-
ship the Lord, to seek him everywhere, to yearn for him,

to quarrel with him. to remove the distance which reve-

rence implies, in short, to love him passionately as one
would a human lover. This new emotion led the national

imagination, before c. 800, to create Radha, a bride for

Sri Krishna, more human and lovable than the majestic

Lakshmi or Rukmiijli of the Puranas. In Dhvanydloka
(c. 850) she shares the incense with Krishna; about 980

she is mentioned as his spouse in an inscription of king

Amoghavarsha of Dhara.
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In the Bhdgavata Purdna, composed sometime between
c, 600 and c. 800, prominence is given to the intense

loveability of Krishna as a superb child, youth lover,

statesman and seer, being God Himself. This was an
epoch-making work; it soon acquired predominant in-

fluence in the country, as much through its being the gospel

of the new emotion as by its rare literary charm. Its

sentiments and turns of expression were soon carried to

the doors of every villager by the purdnikas in all pro-

vinces. Pure bhakti is beautifully expressed in the

Bhdgavata,
As the wingless nestlings wait for the mother, as the hungry calves

long to be suckled, as the love-lorn damsel waits for her lover so,

lotus-eyed, does my mind yearn for thee .... To hear about Vishnu, to

sing of Him, to remember Him, to fall at His feet, to worship Him, to

bow to Him, to serve Him, to be His friend, to dedicate onself to Him, is

the nine-fold bhakti.

To the gopls, (says Krishna), the nights when I, their lover, went
about with them in Vrindavana, were like flitting moments, but when
I left ihem, their nights were endless as cycles .... In this way,

hundreds who knew not My real Self loved Me only as their Lover,

and attained to Me, the Parahrahvian}

Thus the Puranic movement, leavened by hhakti, cap-

tured the religious thought and sentiment of the age.

II

Long before the tenth century bhakti had taken hold

of the South. Temples had been raised to Vishnu and
Sahkarshana. The twelve Vaish2:iava mystics and saints,

known as Alvars were wandering singers ‘mad after God’

one of them was a king, another a begger, a third a woman,
a fourth an untouchable. According to the bhakti of

Narayana which they followed and taught God was
accessible by intense love and complete self-surrender

to all irrespective of rank or taste or even culture.

Their devotional songs became popular under the name
of the Vaishnava veda, the Scriptures of the Vishnu cult.’

After the Alvars came the Acharyas, who gave it a

philosophic basis. In c. 1000, Yamunacharya propounded

the doctrine of prapatti, surrender to God; his great-

l,Bhdgavata P., VI. 11.26; VII. 5.23-24; XI. 12.11-13.
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grandson Ramanuja, who succeeded him, gave a complete

philosophic back-ground to the movement, and elevated

it to the level of a monotheistic religion. The influence of

the Bhdgavaia, after the Rdmdyana and the Mahdbhdrata
the most potent source of inspiration in India, led to the

foundations of different schools of bhakti under five great

saints. These great philosopher-saints, by their learning

devotion and dialectic skill, founded new schools of

thought; and the linguistic and intellectual unity which Sant

skrit imparted made it easy for them to introduce a new
outlook in the religious and moral life of India. To them
we owe the ubiquity of Krishna-consciousness in the

country. About 1150 Nimbarka founded a new school in

Telangana stressing the pure bhakti of Sri Krishpa and
Radha. “We worship’', says he, “Radha, the daughter of

Vi'ishabha, the goddess who joyfully adorns the left lap

of the great deity Sri ICyishna, as beautiful as Sri Krishna
himself, surrounded by thousands of darnels. She it is

who fulfils all desires.” Madhva (c. 1199-1278) laid the

foundation of a yet more vigorous Vaishnava cult.

Vishnusvami, said to be a teacher of Jnanesvara and
accepted by Vallabha as his guruy appears to be a powerful
teacher-saint of the Radha-Krishna cult though little is

known about him. The Maharashtra School of bhakti,

however, headed by Jnanesvara, Namdev, Eknath and
later Tukaram worship Ki-ishna and his spouse Rukmini.
Their bhakti has for its symbol the pure and serene love

of the husband and wife kdnta bhdva), not the tempta-
tions of love of Krishna and Radha (madhura bhdva)
Chaitanya was as much the producer of bhakti as of the

latest Buddhistic influences in Bengal.

In the tenth century, decadent Buddhism under the
influence of Kahria Bhatta, a great scholar and poet of

Bengal, preached illicit love and complete bodily and
mental surrender to the teacher as the only way to eman-
cipation. The Radha-Krishna romance had already obtain-

ed a hold over the popular mind through folk-songs and
festivals. Both these currents combined to strengthen the

bhakti of Sri Krishna. Umapati, in the eleventh century,

and Jayadeva, the author of the Gltagovinda, in the twelfth,.

Q. L.—12
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wrote highly artistic and sensuous poems of Sri Krishi;ia.

The linguistic, rhythmic and sentimental graces of Gita-

govinda caught the imagination of all hhaktas in the

country, and within a century of its composition, it was
recognised as a classic.

In the fourteenth century, Navadvipa (Nadia), the

ancient centre of learning in Bengal where later Buddhist

monks had preached love as the only avenue leading to

Nirvana, rang with the passionate love-songs of one of the

greatest of Indian poets, Chandidas. This learned and pure

Brahmana belonged to the Sahajia Sect. Following its

tenets, which required a seeker after salvation to love a

low-caste married woman, he had given his heart to a

washer-woman, Rami. Chandidas was persecuted for

this love, but for the sake of the woman to whom he
addressed his immortal love-songs, he endured every form
of persecution. ‘‘You are religion; you are my parents.

You are my threefold worship. You are the Vedas, the

Gayatii. You are the goddess of speech, Sarasvati, and
Parvati”, thus, he expressed his yearning for Rami. He
composed kirtans, ostensibly religious, which told only

the tale of his undying passion.

With these lyrics eternally ringing in his ears,

Madhavendrapuri, a sanydsin from Bengal and a disciple

of Madhva, came to Vfindavan near Mathura. The
sacred groves, where once Sii Krishna had made love to

Radha, were the most active centres of the bhakti cults.

The bhaktas, the teachers and thousands of devotees came
there every year from all parts of India generation after

generation; and so also came there Madhavendra to meet
his lover, Sn Krishna. On the banks of the Yamuna, in the

groves hallowed by divine romance, the learned sddhu

wandered like a maiden in love, singing songs, seeking his

love. This hhakta founded there a temple which attracted

Bengali bhaktas. He died in c. 1485 leaving a number of

disciples including L^varpuri.

A few years later Isvarpuri initiated into the mysteries

of bhakti Nimai, h young, brilliant, strong-headed pandit

from Nadia who had come to Gaya to perform his father’s

obsequies. Nimai, one of the most notable lovers in his-
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tory, heard Madhavendra's gospel and straightway fell in

love with Sri Krishna. “Leave me’’, he said, “I am not of

the world. I will go to Vrindavan and meet my Lord.”

He gave up the world to become a sanydsin, and went
about like one mad calling upon his Lord. He wandered
all over India in search of Vaishi^avas. A stem ascetic

and a profound scholar, he prayed and sang to his Lover,

quivering with emotion like a heart-broken girl. Nimai,

better known as Chaitanya or Lord Gaurahga, soon became
the living embodiment of hhakti. He revolutionised

Vaishnavism.

Chaitanya longed to see Vrindavan become the centre

of the bhakti cult. In c. 1510 Lokanath, his follower,

founded the headquarters of the Chaitanya sect in the

holy grove. In c. 1516 two Muslim noblemen became
converts to Hinduism, accepted him as their teacher, and
took charge of the temple. These two, Rupa and Sanatana,

and their more eminent nephew, Jiva Gosaih, made
Vrindavan a living centre of bhakti and learning. Under
the influence of the Vrindavan school, bhakti flooded the

country. To love Sri Kyish^a with the undying passion

of a bride became a national religion.

Thus bhakti grew into the most creative force in the

country, bringing joy to every home and re-vitalising the

Aryan culture.

The new bhakti impulse spread from Vrindavan into

Gujarat in the sixteenth century, and, perhaps, the two
greatest bhakti poets of Gujarat, Mirahbai and Narasirhh

Maheta, were influenced by the sddhus and bhaktas of this

sect.

Ill

Mirahbai, the greatest poetess of Western India, was a

grand-daughter of Rao Dudaji, chief of Me^ta, a small

principality in Rajputana.' She was bom about the year

1500, and her grand-father, a devout Vaishriiava, influenced

her mind from her earliest years. She was married to

1.Another theory makes her a queen of Kumbha Raaria of Chlto^,
placing her between 1403 and 1470. »
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Bhojaraj, the son of Rana Sahgha of Chito^, but he died

c. 1517. In 1532, Sahgha’s younger son, Vikram, came to

the throne of Chitod, which was then suffering from the

after-effects of Sahgha’s unsuccessful war with Babar,

the founder of the Mogul empire.

The widowed princess forgot the world in the worship of

Krishna. Surrounded by sadhus and bhaktas, she prayed
incessantly, singing devotional songs composed by herself.

Her association with sddhtLS offended the Rasa’s sense of

propriety, and he tried to put a stop to it by persecution.

But Mirah’s attitude was unyielding.

Girdhar Gopal is mine, and none else. I have left mother, father,

and brother; in company of saints, I have lost all sense of shame. I

run to welcome saints; I weep, looking at the world. I have reared

an immortal creeper of hhakti, watering it with tears of love . . . .

The thing has gone forth; every one knows it. Mirah, the slave of

Girdhar, says, what was to happen has happened."

And in one of her beautiful padas she addresses the

Ra^a thus:

Rai^iajl! What can I do! My love for Krishna is eternal. Rana of

Mevad! What can I do? I am so tempted. My heart is at peace only

when I worship my R^a; otherwise, I cannot even sleep. The double

rosary on my neck is to me a lovely ornament. How can I forget my
Lord, my bride-groom in all my past lives?

The Rana even made an attempt to kill her. Rajput
standards had condemned her as a disgrace to the family.

In her waking hours, she was a love-lorn cowherdess,

beloved of her Lover, living in the imaginary world of

Vfindavan.

No one knows the pain I feel. No, none. The woimded and the

luflering alone know the plight of the wounded. Like a fish, I am

jn^rr w 'jitw,
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dying for water. I lie on a bed made of thorns. Mira’s pain will

cease only when the physician, Samala, Dark one, comes.*

Krishna is a living lover to her. She visits Vrindavan and
yearns to see him. She hears the flute as its notes rise to

the sky. He stops her on the way, taking the toll of curds

as from other gopls. She plays with him, dances the rasa

with him. She pines away; she is reminiscent. ‘‘I am
mad with love and no one knows it”. She is fascinated

with Krishna’s face.

I love your face. Enchanting ono, I love your face. I saw your face

and the world has become repulsive. My mind has been differeijt since

then.

Her longing is acute.

Kanhuda does not know of my love—my virgin love for Him. We
went to fetch water from the Jumna; he sprayed us with water there.

And the spray was all about us.

The Beloved held a rasa in Vrindavan; he pulled off tlie raiment of

sixteen hundred gopis. And the raiment was tom to shreds.

Kana! I am mad after you; you have shot your arrows at me; and
the arrows have pierced me through and through.

Bai Mirah says: Lord Giradhar, Kanhuda has burnt her to death;

He has thrown her ashes from a high hill. And the ashes are flying

about on all sides.*

Again she sings:

My Girdhar, my Lover, my beloved handsome Dark One! Do not

forsake us. You have gone to dwell in Mathura, but do not be cruel

8 . ^^ ^ % Jttt
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. . . . Your flute is still heard; its echoes are about \is. Without you
the pathways of Vraja are hateful.®

So many stories are told about her that it is difficult to

ascertain the facts. But one of her bhajans sums up her
adventures.

Govinda is my soul. The world repels me; I love only my R^aji
—I know no other. Saints devoted to Hari live in the palace of Mlr^.
Hari lives aways from the deceitful; but He lives beside my saints.

Ra^ji sends a letter. Go, and give it into the hands of Mir^.
“Leave off the company of sddhtLs; come and live with me.”

Mir^bai sends a reply. Go, and give it into the hands of Ranajl.

“Let go your throne and kingdom; come and live with my sddhtLS**

Rana sends a cup of poison. Go, and give it into the hands of

Mirah. Mirim drank it as if it were nectar; the Lord of the Universe

protected her.

“Camelman! Get the camel ready. I have to go a hundred koaas.

It is sinful even to take water in the kingdom of the Rana.” Mirah
left Mevad and went to the west. She gave up all, for her mind was
not with the world.

Mirah is the beloved of Hari; she lives in the service of His saints.

She likes the company of the holy; her heart is away from that deceitful

person.*
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Thus Miran came to live at Dvaraka in Klathiawa^.

After her departure, ChIto<J fell on evil days. Its throne

changed hands at short intervals. Ultimately, the ruling

prince traced its misfortunes to Mirah’s departure from
Chitod, and begged her to come back. Mirahbai declined

to return; but the unfortunate prince wanted her back at

any cost. The Brahmanas entered upon a fast in order

to induce her to come. Moved by this, Mirah went into

the temple to ask leave of her Lord; she did it with tears

in her eyes, singing her songs; and as she sang, she was
merged in the idol of her Lord (c. 1547).

IV

Mirah is claimed by Gujarat, Rajputana and the whole
of the Mathura region and recently the Hindi speaking

world as a Hindi poet. But, during the century in which
she lived there was only one language in these parts, Old
Gujarati or Old Western Rajasthani, and it is no wonder
that her padas are now found in all the different present

day varieties of that language. She has not left any long

poem; a large number of the padas which bear her name
are not authentic; but some definitely bear the impress of

her pure, noble, and loving personality. Her language is

simple, and appealing.

She has only one thing to say, and, in consequence, her range is

limited. Her poems have elegance and delicacy rather than variety.

Her heart is capable of deep feeling, but its expression is limited by
her comparative ignorance. Mirah is not ego-centric, only intense:

not voluptuous, nor profound.’

But passion, grace, delicacy, melody—Miran has all

these gifts. Her longing is exquisite; it seizes all hearts,

penetrates all souls. Her poetic skill possesses the supreme
art of being artless. Sometimes she brings natural beauty
to aid sense and sound in producing harmony. An un-
translatable harmony characterizes the following:

The peacock’s notes are shrill. Radha! the peacock’s notes are

shrill. Peacocks call; bapaiyds call: koels sing; the sound fills the air.

Lightening glistens; dark clouds thunder. Drizzling rain pours gently;

TXiilavati Munshi, Mir&nbdt—Eka Djishfi, (Guj.).
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and as I come to meet you the fringe of my sdri is wet. Bai Mirah says,

this is charm of my Lord Giridhar; My Lord has stolen my heart.*

Mirah’s padas, some of which are garabis, have been
very popular throughout Rajputana and Gujarat, and have
considerably influenced the literature of succeeding

periods.

V
Yet another school of bhakti arose, known as Rudra-

sampraddya or Piushpmdrga, Vallabhacharya Goswami,
a Brahmai^a from Telahgana born in c. 1479, who in early

life was a follower of VishuuswamI, later founded his own
school. The Goswami repeatedly travelled all over India

preaching his cult, and naturally came to Gujarat. He
founded the shrine of Sri Nathaji in Vraja in c. 1506 and
died c. 1531. Vallabha was a scholar more than a bhakta.

His aim was to found a compact sect on the basis of bhakti;

and it was carried out in practice by the initiate taking

the vow to dedicate to Lord Sri Krishna his body, senses,

soul, heart and all its activities, as also his wife, house,

family wealth and self.

Vallabha’s son, VithalanathajI, a bhakta, improved

upon his father’s doctrines. His father, according to him,

was not the slave of Sri Krishna, but Sri ELrishna himself.

Rasaltld, in which Vallabha’s sons played the part of young
Krishna, became a predominant feature of the Gosivdmts
fexistence.

‘The Acharya was to be considered a husband of many
wives and the centre of rdsalild, and one whose principal

function was to dance the rdsalm\^ The Sahajia doctrine

of self-surrender to the teacher was combined with bhakti;

and the sect flourished on the degrading self-dedication of

its adherents, both men and women, to a religious institu-

* * '*T5?r pr ^TTEftT. TT^O

snj pRsruTT^
Withalesaratnavivarana, quoted in Munshi, TJiodfiAfc Ras-dariano
(Guj.), p. 207.
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tion, the heads of which claimed to be living 6ri K^rishnas.

No doubt, some of the goswdmls were learned and led irre-

proachable lives, and, in playing the part they did, were
merely systematising existing practices. Thus the rasa

dance from a popular festival became a religious ceremony.

Vithalanathaji came to Gujarat, founded several tem-

ples and acquired a large following. He also inspired

Suradasa and other poets known as the ashta chhdp to

compose bhakti poetry. These poets, all of a very high

order were in a sense the founders of medieval Hindi and
Vraja literature and influenced the whole literature of

North India. The grandson of Vallabha carried these prin-

ciples to the logical extreme. Later the practice of a devotee

dedicating even his wife to the dchdrya before marriage

was consummated was inculcated. That these theories did

not remain innocent abstractions was proved in a case

which came before the High Court of Bombay in 1862.

In c. 1570 we see the influence of this sect on Gujarati

literature in Gopaladas’s Vallabhdkhydn, The enthusias-

tic worshipper looked upon the goswdml as God and des-

cribed his appearance and pomp with abject admiration.

This sect became very popular in Gujarat, attracting many
castes which followed Saivism or Jainism. Its music, rasas

and erotic literature opened a vista of joy before the

people.

VI

In the sixteenth century, Narasiihh Maheta voices the

new impulse of bhakti in Gujarat. At one time his date

was taken as fixed between 1414 and 1480. Results of re-

cent research point to his being placed later than 1500.^®

About the beginning of the seventeenth century his fame
as a bhakta spread over all the provinces of India. His

life, works, and more particularly, the miraculous assis-

tance which Krishna gave him from time to time fired

popular imagination; and soon, he became the centre of a

new mythology of bhakti. The first Gujarati poet to sing

of his life was ViSvanath Jani (1652).

10.See Note A at the end of the chapter. Vide, Munshi, NarasaiyO’"
Bhakta Hari-no, Introduction (Guj.), pp.49-82.
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Some incidents of his life are mentioned by the poet

himself in works which are undoubtedly his own. Nara-
simh, born in the village of Talaja near Junaga^h, was a

younger son of one Krishnadas, a Vadnagar Nagar by
caste. The Nagars were, for centuries, the repositories of

learning and orthodoxy; and their fierce exclusiveness was
then at its height. Narasimh lost his father early, and was
left dependent on his elder brother. He associated with
itinerant sddhus, and was introduced by them to the myste-

ries of hhakti peculiar to Vrindavan. He sang, danced
like a gopt, and began to look upon Sri Krishna as a lover.

This conduct shocked his castemen who worshipped res-

pectability no less than orthodoxy. His betrothal was
broken off. But, after some time, another bride, Manek-
bai, was found for him.

His brother’s wife knew the fine art of hitting those

who could not hit back; and Narasimh, by temperament
incapable of making money, was made to lead a life of

humiliation. The poet confesses:

My birth was in Talaja. My brother’s wife taunted me and called

me a fool. The word pierced me; I went into the forest and worshipped

a phallus of 6iva which was lying imworshipped.

Again, at another place he says, “My brother’s wife
said words which rankled in my mind”. For seven days
and nights the poor, helpless poet worshipped Gopanath
in a temple situated a few miles from Junaga<Jh; and at

the end the mighty Siva was propitiated. The god took

him to Dvaraka, where the poet saw, with his eyes ‘in a

fine frenzy rolling’, Lord Krislrcia dancing his eternal

rdsaltld with the gopis. Humbly, he held the torch, while

his Lord danced. With the aid of a highly-strung imagi-

nation peopled with the fairy beings of hhakti literature,

he achieved his heart’s desire of establishing living contact

with 6ri Krishna. “I resolved,” he says, “to sing daily of

the joy which once I knew, and so tell the world what
always lives in my hearts”. His heart full of love for his

Lord, he went and thanked his brother’s wife for the favour

she had done him.
Blessed are you, my brother’s wife. You spoke harsh words; and

because of them, I saw the dance of the Lord of cowherds in Gokul,

and the Lord of the earth embraced me.
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VII

Narasiihh left his brother’s house, and set up a home of

his own in a small, old house. It is identified by tradition

with a spot now known as Narasimh Mahei^no Choro in

Junaga^h. M^ekbai bore him a daughter, Kuhvarbai,

and later a son, Samal. The family was maintained by the

generosity of the religious-minded in the town. The poor
poet was incorrigible. To people who rebuked him for his

habits, he humbly replied, “Such am I, verily such am I;

I am exactly such a one as you describe”. He collected

around him a few simple-hearted worshippers of 6ri

K]:islma of both sexes. He composed padas or bhajans,

mainly devotional, sometimes philosophic or ethical, very
often descriptive of the amours of Radha and Krishija; and
he spent his days and nights in singing them to the accom-
paniment of his karatdl.^^ Ever happy and intoxicated

with pure hhaktl, he lived in an imaginary world, more
real to him than the reality of worldly life.

But the bhakta had to pay the penalty of belonging to

a caste composed of the fastidious. Kuhvarbai married

and bore a child; and her father had to give her husband’s

people presents by way of mosdld. Then, Carnal had to be
married. All these ceremonials and social occasions

meant money; and the poor Maheta owned nothing but his

karatnls, his poor saintly companions, and his unalterable

faith in Sri Krishna. Nagaris laughed at the penniless

fool who believed that his God would help him. But
someone always came forward with timely assistance for

the godly man. Assistance so rendered came to be regard-

ed miraculous, and the miracles were sung by later poets

with faith and feeling.

Narasrhh was not a fool, and not merely a poet. His

life was inspired by a great philosophy. His heart went
out to all men equally, and he sought every opportunity to

bring solace to the lowly and the wretched. He derided

family pride and caste exclusiveness, and mixed with the

llJCorotals are small cymbals loosely fixed in pieces of wood. They
are held in each hand and used to beat the time to vocal music;
and are the proverbial accompaniment of bhajans.
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poor and the untouchables, teaching thena bhoMi. He
sang;

He who leaves his family, worships Hari and bears the taunts of

the world, he, say I, Narasithh, he alone will meet Hari. Others will

live in vain.^*

But the climax was reached when the proud, orthodox

Nagar Brahmaijs of Junaga<3h found that he had gone to

a dhe^, an untoucable sweeper, to sing bhajans. They
forthwith excommunicated him. Tired of social persecu-

tion, the saint exclaimed, ‘‘O Lord! Do not give me
poverty and birth in the Nagar caste again^’.**^

A semblance of poetic justice is done to Narasiihh by
later poets by adding another incident to this episode.

When the Nagars were sitting down to a caste-dinner,

they saw a dhed sitting next to every one of them. This

vision, however, vanished as soon as they rescinded the

decree of excommunication which they had passed against

the bhakta. Many other such incidents have been sung
by later poets. Once Narasiihh received monies and drew
a hun^l on Krishna at Dvaraka; and Krishija himself

honoured the bill of exchange. Again, Ra Mantjalik, the

king of Junagadh called the poet and, to test his sainthood,

asked him to get a garland, hdra, from his Lord before

morn, threatening him with dire penalties if he failed to

do so. The bhakta prayed the whole night, and Krishna,

just as the dawn broke, gave him the coveted garland.

Both these incidents appear to be based on a later tradition.

Domestic calamities overtook the poet. His wife died,

and, later, his son. His daughter became a widow. But
the poet was Happy as ever, unshaken in his faith and love.

Believe me, all worldly happiness is shadowy. All things except

Krishna are ephemeral.^*

And, singing his love for his divine lover in passionate

verse, the great saint, philosopher and poet lived to a ripe

old age.

12 . ;
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VIII

For centuries, his padas have been handed down orally.

The followers of Vallabhacharya considered Narasirhh

vadhdid or messenger of the coming dispensation, and
attached special sanctity to his padas. The result has been
unfortunate. No padas is available in the poet’s own lam
guage; and some of them bear the traces of different author-

ship. The most notorious instance is that of Hdramdld
which is supposed to have been composed by the poet to

celebrate the occasion when Sri Rpish^a gave him a gar-

land of flowers in Ra Mandalik’s court. The poet is con-

fronted by representatives of other sects. All of them,

including the poet, thereupon break into mutual vitupera-

tion. Some padas put into the mouth of the poet are in

questionable taste, and display narrow-mindedness and
arrogance foreign to Narasiihh’s temperament. The
poem came into existence about 1650; it was re-arranged

and partly re-written by Premanand or some other poet in

1678, since when it has grown to twice its original size.

SdmaUd-no vivdh, The Marriage of Samal, the poet’s

son, is an authentic autobiographical poem. The poet des-

cribed the events of his life: how his brother’s wife drove

him out, the god Siva took him to Sri Krishi^a, and he saw
the rasa; how his saintly wife served him; how a simple-

hearted priest came to Junagadh to find a husband for the

daughter of Madan Maheta, a proud official of Vadnagar;
how the priest, fascinated with the saintliness of the poet

and the qualities of his son, betrothed the girl to Samal.

The caste tried to ridicule the match; and the poet, goaded
on by his wife, went to Dvaraka to the Lord whose friend

he claimed to be. There he found Krishna, who treated

him with great friendliness and promised his support. And
the Lord of the universe made the marriage procession of

the hhakta a triumphal march full of pomp. The poet

naively describes how the proud Madan Maheta, when he
rushed forward to greet his guest, saw Narasimh Maheta as

a divinity. The marriage was solemnised with 6clat, the

procession came back to Junagai^h, and the poet humbly
adds: “The Lord disappeared as Narasimh stood with fold-

ed hands.”
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IX

The bulk of his works consists of padas, about seven

hundred and forty in number, collected under the name
of Sringdramdld, the Rosary of Love. They are the expres-

sion of the Chaitanya attitude of mind. To Narasiihh, as

to Chaitanya and Mirah, Sri Krishna was the living Bride-

groom. He was convinced that he had gone to Dvaraka
with God Sankara and held a torch when Sri Krishna

danced with Radha; and that, all absorbed, he had not even

noticed that his hand was scorched as the torch burnt out.

I have held the hand of the great Lord of gopis in pledge of love;

I do not care for any one else . . . My manhood disappeared: I began

to sing as a maid. My body was transformed; I was one of the gopis,

I intervened as a friend, and soothed the irate lady (Radha) with soft

words .... Then I knew the delicate shades of emotion and sentiment,

and felt strange experiences. He who sat and sang with Radha lived

in my heart thereafter.

Modern prudery has tried in vain to find an esoteric

meaning in the padas. The voluptuous imagination of the

poet had been set on fire by the sex-tinged hhdkti of

Vrindavan; and it expressed itself in a poetic form sanc-

tioned by the literary tradition of the age and acceptable

to the religious sentiments of the author. The padcis are

subjective in their tone.

My Love has played the flute. I cannot stay in the house for a
moment: I am so excited. What shall I do to have a look at him? . . .

I clung to Kanji^s neck, and drank the nectar of his lips . . .

How shall I go to fetch water? I am pierced by his flute; the

tempter's eyes are dancing; I am attracted by his gace . . .
.“

His eyes are matchless . . . There is magic in his eyes; they have
charmed me with love. How can I go to my house? He has stolen

my mind.^®

15.

Dp. cit. Introduction, p.4.

16. ^ ;
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Tell me, 6toalia, dear, where had you been? . . . You have forgotten

your love of late; you are attracted to a new woman; I am dying for

you. I have weighed you in the balance . .

My Lord does not speak with me; I cannot live without hearing
his words. Somehow I bear the separation. But what shall I do
now? . .

K4:ishi:ia is with the gopi and she addresses the moon
thuf:

Don’t flicker like a lamp. Moon! Be steady, just for once. My
Love is with me to-night; all shyness is at an end .... Let not your
flame grow faint. Look, my lover smiles on me .... The soul of my
soul has met me to-day.^

Rdsasahasrapadi, as it stands at present, consists about
one hundred and twenty three padas^^. The poem
begins by describing the gopis as they came dress-

ed up for the rasa. In words well-turned to the idea,

the poet first describes the jingling anklets of the

cowherdesses as they run out to meet their lover, and then,

in verse after verse, the longing of each gopi. The rasa

begins. The padas grow more picturesque, now describ-

ing the rasa, now depicting the condition of some gopi.

The poet exclaims, as he describes his own part in the rasa:

The torch-bearer, Narasirhh was Hari’s torch-bearer; and his man-
hood disappeared ....

The lovely young women shouted 'thei, thei" as Kahna appeared

with each gopi. The anl^lets and girdles and the beat of drums sounded

in exquisite harmony. The ardent lover danced with ecstasy. The
resounding melody with its seven notes floated up to the sky. The

20. w .^ ITT

21 . ;

i ^ #5 ^
22 .

ftqr 3TF3r;

i saw ^—
5rmt srrw ^ str q-asm.

23.0p. cit. Introduction, p.24.
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gojns danced with graceful movements, and pressed him to their hearts,

their arms on each other’s neck.”^*

It is a free and elaborate rendering of the Rasa as

described in the Bhdgavata with possible borrowings from
the Brahmavaivarta. His chdturis are again inspired by the

Gita-govinda. But Narasimh’s Rasa sahasrapadi is not a

rendering, nor an adaptation, but a wonderfully vivid

picture of a Rasa by one who has seen and dwelt
in the vision with all the creative vigour of a high-

ly inflamed imagination. A sentence, a phrase in

Bhdgavata becomes an exquisite picture of rare beauty.

Vasanta-ndh pado, The Songs of Spring, are in a similar

vein, but the subject is the phdg festival. Hin^old-ndn

padoj the Songs of the Swing Festival, relate to another

popular festivity connected with Sri Krishna. In both

these works, perhaps, the phdg literature was being press-

ed by Narasiihh into 4^he service of the bhakti cult. These
padas have given to men and women in Gujarat a glimmer
of romance, of love, of the joy of life, which their humdrum
every-day existence denied them.

X

The next group of poems relates to the episodes in

Sri Krishna’s life as described in the canto X of the Bhdga-
vata. They are on the same model as the rasa, each being

a series of short padas. They are.* Srt Krishna janm deal-

ing with the birth of Sri Krishna; Bdlallld describing his

sports as an infant, Ndgadaman dealing with the well-

known incident of his bringing back a ball which had fal-

len into the river Yamuna and incidentally vanquishing a

cobra; Ddnallld and MdnaUld relating the story of how Sri

Krishna extracted the toll of curds from the gopts; and
Suddmdcharitr, the story of an old friend, needy and
poor, who went to seek the aid of Sri Krishna; and Govindh-
gaman, departure of Govind, relates the episode of

24. % % ^ mfm smr,^ sic#^^ ;

G.r 13
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Akrur taking away 6rl Krishija from Gokul. These were
composed at different periods of his life; the last was com-
posed, as he himself tells us, in his old age. As dkhydns,

they indicate a more advanced stage than those of Bhalan’s

but less advanced than Premanand’s. They are not literal

translations of the originals, nor are they, in presentation

and substance, independent works representing Gujarati

life. The author knows the text well. The original epi-

sode is changed; unified by the poet’s imagination, it is re-

produced as a fresh story, though not different from the

Puranic original in incident and character.

Suratasamgrdm, the Battle of Love,^^ which describes

a boyish prank of Sri Krishna, is an independent creation

both in conception and execution. It is a work of higher

literary value than many other dkhydns.

On an early spring morn, when the birds are singing

gaily, Radha, with ten friends, goes to sell curds. She

meets Sri Krishna who with ten of his friends, is out to

gather his toll of curds. 6ri Krishna abuses Radha. Angry
like a feminine Rudra incarnate, she catches hold of Sri

Krishna. Sri Krishna attacks the young cowherdess; a

battle ensues, but is suspended on the sudden appearance

of Sri Krishna’s father, Nanda. The belligerents conceal

themselves for a while, and when Nanda passes on, meet
again. They decide to meet on a full moon night to resume
battle. Radha is determined to fight fiercely. “The van-

quished must become the victor’s slave,” she says.

When the full moon night arrives, Radha and her

friends emerge from their houses, ready for the fray each

little amazon selecting her antagonist. Radha writes out

a message calling upon the enemies to surrender; as luck

would have it, Narasiihah is present, and is entrusted with

the letter. The young cowherds on the other side, take

counsel whether or not to yield to their fair opponents.

25.This work, reminiscent of the modem feminist attitude, is challenged
recently by Prof. K. K. Shastri as a later forgery and classed among
the Baroda forgeries (vide post,). This woiild explain the vigour
and vividness of incidents and characterisation.
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One advises a prudent surrender. “There is no joy for

you in victory, no dishonour in defeat.’’ But Sri K^ish^a
refuses to submit to women. In the meantime, Narasiihh

comes along with the message, is taken to be a thief, and
is beaten. He is however, saved by Sri Krishna. The poet

asserts his dignity as an ambassador, hands over the mess-
age, and, turning an ardent feminist, advises the young men
to surrender. He says, “Do not think that it is so easy to

vanquish women , . . The lioness is more powerful than the

lion, and, so is the cowherdess, strong and tough”. But his

advice is rejected, the young cowherds begin their march,
and send Jayadeva, the author of the Gltagovinda v/hom
Narasiihh considered his comrade in the Lord’s service,

with a message demanding immediate submission. Radha
scornfully rejects the demand, saying. “We are the pri-

mal forces of life, mothers of men, gods and demons. Have
you seen the seed without soil?”

The pourparlers having failed, the armies march
against each other. Kisses, embraces, ‘side-long glances

shooting from winsome eye-brows’, and many other un-

mentionable missiles are valiantly exchanged. The poet

takes his humble share in the fight. In the first round the

amazons defeat the young cowherds, but Sri Klrishna rushes

to their rescue. Radha is overpowered at first, but re-

covers her ground. She goes back to her friends and
shoots an ‘arrow of Anxiety’! The cowherds run for their

lives, some fall; Sri Krishna faints. He has to be carried

away from the battlefield by his friends. The fair warriors

flushed with victory, pursue the fleeing men to the very
outskirts of Vraja. And lovely Radha having vanquished

the lord of cowherds’ marches on, occupying his territory.

Prahhdtid, the measure which in Narasiihh’s other

padas is full of soft slow moving word music often takes on

a martial air. The march, the fight, the defiant messages are

described with vigour, sound matching sense. The person-

ality of Radha emerges from the poem with a vividness quite

modem and rare in the literature of the age. Determin-

ed, proudly defiant, and lovelier by far than any other

heroine in Old Gujarati literature, her portrait would be a
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piece of unusual creative art for the age if the poem is

authentic.^®

XI
But Narasiihh’s style is at its best in the padcis of

hhakti and jwna, philosophy. They present the different

aspects of the real Narasiihh; the Vedantin; the iconoclast

who defied the existing formulae of life and for whom self-

surrender to his all-pervading Master was real and com-
plete; the man who cheerfully bore the cross of wordly
afflictions, his faith in the goodness of his Lord unshaken;
the saint whose heart went out to all. His creed was posi-

tive; his experience expressed itself in noble and touching

eloquence, making his padas a living source of faith and
inspiration.

What avails it if one takes his bath and offers worship? What
avails it to sit in the house and give money in charity? What use is it

to have studied all the six philosophies? To have preserved caste-

distinctions? These are but tricks to gain a living. Narasirhh says:

Who knows not the Supreme Soul that dwells within him, who sees

not the Essence of all things, he has wasted his life, precious as the

chintdmani jewel.”*'^

His Vedantism is highly practical.

You will never find the truth by making nice distinctions between
soul, God and Supreme Soul. Narasiihh says: When you forget I and
Thou then alone will the Master help you.^

The dheds, sweepers, invite him to sing his hhajans.

He agrees to go, ‘where distinctions come in, God departs.

To the eye of the dispassionate, all are equal.’^^

26.

There is an amazing resemblance between the prevailing ideas and
sentiments of Narasirhh’s poetry and the basic concepts of Sufism
and Self-effacement, rapturous union with the Divine Beloved, the
ultimate Reality, and the obliteration of all distinction between
and “Thou”. The sentiments here expressed are a striking echo of
those frequently to be found in great Persian Sufi poets like Rumi.
It is remarkable how the concept of mysticism and the yearning
and aspiration of the initiated, the emancipated soul, in all creeds
and countries, are fundamentally the same, and find expression in

similar language.

27. # fSTT ^ ^ .

if # ?T| ^ JTT^r ^'mr snfjrmir ;
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29. ?irr 5Tf? qrinm, ?nTH.
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The poet goes amongst the untouchables and prays.
In the morning he returns, singing and keeping time with
his karatdl. The Nagars, his castemen, laugh at him.
What kind of Brahman is this, herding with untouchables?
The poet is silent. They say, “You don’t know caste-dis-

tinctions.” He bows low with folded hands and replies,

“Yes! I have only the support of the Vaishnavas.” He
defiantly sings:

I am such a man; I am such a one as you say. In the whole of

the society I alone am wicked, yea, more wicked than the wicked. You
may call me what you like; but my love is deeper. I am Narasaiyo
of the wicked deeds, but the Vaishnavas alone are dear to me. He
who believes himself superior to the worshipper of Hari has led his

life in vain.”^”

According to him, Vaishnava is not one who worships
Vishnu; he is the flower of Aryan culture. He describes

it in a verse which Mahatma Gandhi has made the hymn
of his life.

He is the real Vaishnava who feels other’s sufferings as his own.

He serves those who are afflicted and has no conceit. He bows before

everyone, despises none; is steady in word, body and mind. Blessed is

the mother of such a man. His o’^Ulook is always dispassionate; he has

left all desires; he sees a mother in another man’s wife. He never

speaks an untruth, and touches no one’s wealth. Ignorance does not

overpower him; his mind knows stern detachment. He has experienced

ecstasy in the worship of Rama; his body in itself possesses all places

of pilgrimage. He has no avarice, he knows no fraud, he has outgrown

desire and anger. Narsaiya says: To look at such a man is to earn

merit enough to save seventy-one generations from hell.®^

so. ^ amt # ^55t ^ ;

?mo5T m«mt f ^oSt ^ ;

^ vvmft # ^
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This was for our poet no academic description of the
Aryan code of ethics. It was a flaming truth, which the
poet had felt and lived all his life, uttered in immortal
words. In some of his padas the poet expresses himself
with great poetic eloquence. In one such pada, Nara-
sirhh has risen to a power of conception and expression,

a solemn majesty of noble, resounding utterance, which
has scarcely been improved upon by any other author in

the language.

Look at the sky, see Who pervades it, uttering the words: T am
He*, T am He*. At the feet of the Dark One, would I die; for there is

none here who can compare with Krishna. My mind, lost in one end-

less festive mood, cannot fathom the great, dark splendour. Know the

animate and the inanimate as one; lovingly hold fast to the life eternal.

Look there—^where the flaming light shines out of a million, rising suns;

where the heavens are ablaze with a golden mantle; there, the Supreme
sports in joy, swinging in a golden cradle. There, without wick or oH
or thread, bums bright the fiery lamp, unwavering and everlasting.

Let us see, but not with eyes, Him who is Formless. Let us drink in

the delicious joy of this vision, but not with tongues. He is the Un-
knowable, the Deathless swinging high and low. The Lord of Narsaiya

is omnipresent. The saints alone can catch Him in the web of their

love.**

The hhakta of a personal Krishna merges in the philo-

sophic saint, expressing the two-fold vision in one great

word picture.

XII

Thus, lived and sang the noblest figure of vanished

Gujarat.
He dedicated thou^t, word, and deed to j§ri Krishna. He placed

all his desires and hopes at his feet .... As he carried on this alchemic

82 . ;
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process, he outgrew his sensuality. His hhdkti turned spotless; the

love as of a gopi, which he cherished, grew measureless; he saw his

Lover in all men. ‘Who sees Me everywhere, who sees all in Me’ was
not a mere phrase to Narasaiya, nor an idea, but a plain, living fact ....
He realized isvarapranidhdna: forsaking all, he placed himself in His

hands. And the stifling bonds of existence fell away from him . . , .

He came to be the embodiment of the Idea on which great souls from
Vyasa, Christ and Augustine to Chaitanya and Mahatma G^dhi have
built the fabric of life. Awake or asleep, his days were an eloquent

commentary on the great truth perceived by Lord Vedavy^a:

‘Fix thy mind on Me alone; let thy will sink in Mine;

So shall thou abide in Me alone—for ever; there’s no doubt

The legacy of rich and varied vocabulary and lan-

guage of great power and beauty which he left, exercised

a great influence on literature. His padas, cast into the

slow-moving and elastic prahhdtid metre generally reserv-

ed for early morning prayers, moulded the language and
sentiments of succeeding generations. His taste is often

loud and vulgar. He lacks the delicacy of Mirah, the in-

tensity of Suradasa, the classic dignity of Tulasidasa. His
language-is too rhetorical to permit of that light, lingering

touch which makes for great poetry. But he broke away
from the lifeless literary tradition of his days. He chang-
ed Gujarati poetry from an impersonal to a personal art.

Poet, hhakta, apostle of Aryan culture—Narasiihh was,
and is, unique in Gujarat.

NOTE A. THE AGE OF NARASIMH MAHETA
When the knowledge of early Gujarati literature first began to be

acquired, some scholars conferred upon Narasirhh the honour of being
the first poet both in date and merit. As will appear form the text,

the literature had its beginnings at least three centuries prior to the
date, 1414-1480, tentatively fixed for Narasiihh by tliese scholars. (1)

This date was chiefly based upon the year 1512 (A.V.) given in

HdramdUt, a poem attributed to Narasiihh, as the date when Ra
Man^alik of Junaga^ (c. 1433-1473) put his sainthood to test.

Hdramdld, however, is not composed by Narasimh himself, but is the

work of some later poet; the legend of the garland apart from its

intrinsic improbability has no historic basis; and the belief that

Narasimh and Mandalik were contemporaries has nothing in its support
except the poem itself, the existence of which cannot be traced beyond
c. 1650. (2) Further, the earliest authentic reference to Narasimh
himself is in a work of the grandson of the Vaishnava goswdmt

33.0p. cit, p.92.
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Vithalanathji, composed about 1600. (3) The Gujarati poets of the

fifteenth and the sixteenth century, most of whom were hhaktas or

puraniksj had no knowledge of him and do not bear any trace of his

influence. (4) The first reliable reference to him in Gujarat itself is

in 1652; and the available manuscript of none of his alleged works can

be placed before that. (5) Govindadasa’s diary of his and Chaitanya’s

visit in August 1511 to a temple of Ranachhodji, at Junagadh is silent

about this the greatest hhakta of 6ri Krishna as Ranachhodji, who
made Junagadh itself famous amongst the bhakti cults of India,

(6) The bhakti of Narasimh bears traces of the Vrindavan school

which spread over the country about 1500. The date of Narasimh,

therefore, can reasonably be placed in the sixteentli century, some-

where between 1500 and 1580. Pursuing a doubt raised by Principal

Anandshankar Dhruva, I went into the question in Gujarati Sahxtya,

(1927), and more elaborately again in the introduction to Narsaiyo:

Bhakta Han-no (1933). Narinhrao Divatia in his Vassonji Lectures,

Gujarati Language and Literature, while criticising some of my
arguments, has admitted the validity of the doubt as to the orthodox

date and the necessity of bringing it later. Many later critics have all

combated my conclusions. Govindadasa’s Kadchha is challenged as a

forgery. And Narasiihh's bhakti is even traced to the Varakari Saints

of Maharashtra, in my opinion, in a way not justified by Narasiiiih’s atti-

tude throughout his authentic works. Of such critics Prof. K. K. Shastri

ha§ been the most prominent. But I find in these critics an attempt at

scoring points rather than a dispassionate survey of the problem. I

remain unconvinced about the authenticity of Hdramdld, and the

alleged influence on the poet of bhakti cults other than that which

sprang up in Vrindavan.



CHAPTER V
POPULAR FICTION.

(1360-1652)

Original sources—Gunadhya—Folk stories common to Brahmana
and Jain works—Characteristics—Ethical motive—Love

—

Akhydna and Kathd—Vetdlapanchavinsatikd (1360)

—

Simhdsana^
d vdtrinsikd ( 1463)

—

Panchatantra—Sukasaptati—-Mddhavdnala-
dogdhaka-prahandha — ChaurapanchdMkd — Mdrudholdchupdi
(1541)

—

Vidydvilds-no Pai>ddo (1429)

—

J^ilavati-no Rdsa—Sadaya-
vats ane Sdvalingd—Jain legendary literature—Lavanyasamay
(1485) — Vimalaprabandh—Nayasundar (1560-1620) — Rupa
chandards—Kusumasrirds (1652).

F rom prehistoric times, India possessed a fascinating

wealth of folk-lore. Literary men from Bhasa down-
wards have drawn freely upon it; and all literatures, Sans-
krit, Prakrit, Apabhraihsa, Old and Modem, glisten with its

golden threads.
^

I

The Jdtakas were a rich storehouse to draw upon.

Gunadhya, the author of the lost Brihatkathd in Paisachi

Prakrit, was looked upon as the father of popular fiction;

and Kathdsaritsdgara (1063), an edition of the work
abridged by Somadeva, true to its name, was the ocean
where met the rivers of popular imagination. Kshemendra
composed a similar collection of tales under the title

Brihatkathamanjari. Panchatantray another such collec-

tion, was translated into Pehlvi in the sixth century, and
into Italian and English early in the sixteenth century.

Some of the stories in the Arabian Nights can be traced to

early Indian sources. Other favourite sources drawn upon
by Indian authors were Vetdlapanchavirhsatikd, Simhdsana^
dvdtrvrhsikd and Sukdsaptati.

With classical influence on the wane, fiction came into

popular favour in Gujarat, and many authors diverted

their attention from religious to secular literature. Even
dharmakathds were presented as pictures of real life. In

the hands of Bhalan as we saw, even the Purajjic

dkhydyikds developed a tendency to become popular tales.

The stories composed in Gujarat depicted life as it

was before the Muslim invasion of the country. They
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were not, as was once believed, the handiwork of any
particular section of writers either Brahmai^a or Jain.

Long before the versions now available to us were com-
posed, their originals had become indispensable to the
masses as a source of enlightenment and entertainment in

the whole of India.

These stories, unlike dharmakathas, were not allegori-

cal; nor did the didactic element in them subordinate the

human. They were romances, pure and simple. A charac-

teristic common to them was predominance of the mira-

culous. Witchcraft, incantation, transformation of the

human body, revival of the dead, transition from one body
into another were freely introduced. Fantastic adventures

were no less common. Many of them had bourgeois setting,

and described voyages and commercial enterprises. Rob-
bery, seduction and kidnapping were by no means neglected.

They portrayed a free society, unknown to this period.

They spoke of co-education; of women, free, educated and
versed in the fine arts; of headstrong feminists; of hetairae,

highly cultured and loyal; of a certain degree of general

education. Love, intense and spontaneous, or the betrayal

of it, provided the principal motive; and ordinarily fhe

miseries of lovers, sundered by accident or design, sustained

the sentimental interest of the story. The outstanding

shortcoming of this class of literature was failure to deli-

neate human character. The hero of one story was like

the hero of another; so, was the heroine; and so were the

king and the hetairae—wooden and stereotyped.

Prahelikd^ or a riddle, was a literary feature which they

had inherited from their Sanskrit forbears. Dandin men-
tions sixteen kinds of prahelikds^ and even fifty years ago,

solving riddles or fcoydds was a popular pastime in Gujarat.

Heroine after heroine goes about offering meaningless or

even obvious riddles to men, after having solemnly resolved

to marry only the happy suitor who is clever enough to

solve them. Perhaps, in an age of ignorance, this was the

only kind of cleverness which appealed to intelligent

women.

IJKdvyadarsa. Ill, 96-124.
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II

The source largely drawn upon for these stories was the

Vetdlapanchavinsatikd. Chandragupta II, the Gupta Em-
peror and the traditional Vikramaditya of Ujjayini, is the

hero of these miraculous tales. A yogi asked Vikram to

carry, without uttering a single word, a corpse hanging

on a tree to a place where miraculous powers could be
acquired by certain processes. The king took down the

corpse, when the ghoul, Vetal, residing in it, began to tell

a story. At the end of the story, the ghoul put a question

to the king. The king, forgetting the yogi’s injunction, gave

a reply, upon which the corpse disappeared, and was seen

again hanging on the tree. This incident is repeated twenty

five times, and every time Vetal produces an interesting

story.

Vikramaditya, styled paraduhkhahhanjan, the reliever

of people in distress, is the King Arthur of India. At one
time there was scarcely a house in Gujarat, perhaps in

many parts of India, where his exploits were not listened

to with rapt attention, ^mal compares their recital with
the Ramdyanxi. The first available work on these legends

in old Gujarati is by Devasila (1567). Up to c. 1668 as

many as five poets had composed works on these legends.

Another popular work is Smhdsanadvdtrimsihd, com-
posed by the sddhu Kshemahkara from original sources in

Maharashtn Prakrit. In these tales, king Bhoj of Ujjayini

discovers the throne of Vikram, on which are carved

thirty-two statuettes. Every time Bhoj desires to seat

himself on the throne, one of the statuettes asks him not to

do so till he has been as generous and helpful as Vikram.
Thus each statuette in succession tells a story relating the
exploits of Vikram. The first available version of these

stories in Old Gujarati is composed by Malayachandra in

c. 1463. Many authors wrote about them till c. 1721, when
Samal Bhat re-wrote them.

Panchatantra was revised in the thirteenth century by
Purpabhadra, a Jain sddhu of Jhalor. In the fifteenth

century, this work was twice rendered into Old Gujarati*
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Sukasaptati was another fruitful source of popular

tales. A man left for a foreign country, and, in his absence,

his wife was tempted to break the marital vow. But her
parrot was a clever bird. Every night, as the woman was
tempted to leave the house in pursuit of a love adventure,

it started telling a story about a woman who extricated

herself from difficulties. At a thrilling point in the story,

the parrot would ask the woman how the heroine should

act. When she confessed her inability to offer a way out,

the parrot would tell her not to leave the house that night

if she wanted to hear the solution. Thus, on every one of

the seventy nights, the woman, attracted by a fresh story,

gave up her intention of seeking a paramour. At the end
of the period, the fortunate husband returned to find his

wife as inviolate as when he had left her. The first Gujarati

version (c. 1582) of these stories is by Ratnasundar, a

Jain sadhu. Tales of conjugal perfidy were always heard
with avidity, then as now.

Popular imagination, highly exercised over Vikram,

produced a number of other tales independently of Sans-

krit sources. Mahgalamanek, a sadhu, composed about

c. 1582 Vikram ane Khdprdchorardsa based on such a tale.

Similar tales were also told about Siddharaj who, to

Gujaratis, was a replica of Vikram in valour and generosity.

In c. 1549 Matisara composed a work called Karpura^
manjarl, in which a statuette on the famous Rudramala
temples at Siddhapur tells a story of her love. In c. 1607

Kanakasundara composed a Karpuramanjarl rasa,

III

Another tale of wild, romantic love which fascinated

Gujarat was borrowed from Kdmakundxild Ndtaka of

Anandadhara (c, 1300). It appears to have been popular

both in North India and the Deccan, for we find it adapted

both in Hindi and Marathi. Ganapati, a son of Narasa
Kayastha, composed a Mddhavdnala-dogdhaka-prahandha
in Old Gujarati at Amod in c. 1528. It had evidently a

wide appeal, for one of its copy was found in Bikaner^.

2.Vide, Majumdar’s article in Gujarati Sdhitya, p.411 (Guj.).
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Ganapati’s work consists of 2500 dogdhaka verses, and is

inspired by a Madan Purdna, a Purana of Love. Ku^ala-

labha wrote a Mddhav-hdmakundnld rasa in c. 1560; Samal
gave his own version of it and called it Mddhavdnala; and

a play based on it evoked interest even in modern times.

In the city of Pushpavatl, where Kamasen rules, lives a

Brahmana youth by name Madhav, ‘as handsome as Love’.

The women of the town run after him, and the citizens

beseech the king to get rid of so fruitful a source of trouble.

The king, in a judicious mood, tries to test the intensity

of the fascination exercised by the boy by bringing him
before his queens. Finding him, however, a danger to his

own domestic peace, the king promptly banished him.

Madhav, wandering from place to place, comes to

AmaravatL His extraordinary intelligence immediately

draws the attention of the local king, who gives him an
honoured place in his court. A hetaira, Kamakundala, the

favourite of the king, is at the moment dancing. Madhav
watches her performance. Admiring her skill in dancing,

undisturbed even by a bee which alights on her dress, he
presents to her the very betel leaf, bida, which the king

had presented to him as a mark of honour. The king angry

at the scant courtesy shown by Madhav to the royal

present, orders him to leave the town. The young man
with the curse of beauty upon him, while on his way to

leave the city, meets Kamakundala. She invites him to

her house. The two meet; both fall in love with each
other, exchange spicy riddles and their spicier solutions

and are happy. In the morning, both part from each other

with breaking hearts. Ganapati puts the following prayer

in Kamakundala’s mouth:

The fair one whispers thus: *‘Madhav, pray do not go. I will get a

subterranean room made, and keep you there If you like, I will lock

you up in my heart. But do not move a step away from me. If you
hide yourself in my eyes, I shall screen you with collyrium. I fall at

your feet; I beg of you, do not go to a foreign land. Come to the

mirror, and I will close you in with my arms around your neck (as a

bee is enclosed in a lotus); the sun, when he rises, may open all other

petals, but not the knot I will have tied you with. I will wear you
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inside the knot of my braid, as Lord 6iva wears Gahga. I am a forlorn

woman; I weep in distress. My Lord, do not leave me.”*

He gdes to Ujjayini, and describes his distress in verses,

which he writes on the wall of a temple. Wandering in

disguise about the city at night, as was his wont, to discover

the miseries of his subjects, king Vikram reads the verses;

and he employs a dancing girl to find their love-lorn author.

Madhav is found, and, is brought to Vikram. Apprised

of the hero’s love for Kamakundala, the ‘reliever of distress’

forthwith calls upon KLamasen to give her up; and, on his

refusal to do so, marches upon his city with an army.
Vikram, however, wants to test the strength of Kama-

kundala’s love. He goes to her in disguise and tries in vain

to win her for himself. As a further test, he informs her
that Madhav is dead. On hearing of the death of her

lover, Kamakundala falls unconscious, and is on the point

of death. The king comes back to his camp, and informs

Madhav of her death. The poor lover also faints. Vikram,
horror-struck at having killed a Brahmaaja, wants to com-
init suicide. The spirit Vetal, his friend from the other

world, comes to his rescue, and revives the lovers. They
are married by the king with great pomp; and the lovers

live happily ever afterwards. The Gujarati poets have
worked into this tale a history of the previous births of

the lovers after the style of Tarangalold.

Chaurapanchdsikd is another love-story in Sanskrit which
attracted the attention of Gujarati authors. Bilhana, a

poet from Kashmir, so runs the story, fell in love with the

daughter of Kshitipal, a king of the Punjab. The father,

3. ^ Tftft 5mw I

^ i i
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discovering his daughter’s infatuation for the poet, banish-

ed him from his kingdom. The heart-broken poet poured
fbrth his feelings of sorrow and despondency in the fifty

verses of this work.'^ Some Gujarati poet has prefixed

another poem of seventy-four verses to this one, giving

a local turn to this romantic incident. According to this

poem, King Virasinh of Patan employs Bilhana to teach

his daughter Sasikala. The teacher and the pupil fall in

love with each other and are secretly married. When the

king discovers the marriage he sentences the poet to death.

This story has been worked upon by Jnanacharya in his

Bilhanakdvya (c. 1500). Samal Bhat has incorporated the

story in his Madanamohand.

IV

Mdru^holdchupdi by Kusalalabha (c. 1561) is based on
the romance of Dhola and Maru, the earliest work thfereon

being the old Rajasthani Dhold-Mdrurd Duhd which is

one of the most valuable gems of the Medieval literature

of North India. Another version by an unknown poet was
composed in c. 1601, and yet another was written in c. 1616

by Anandodaya. Dayabhai, a modern dramatist, has

drawn upon the story for his play, Uma-Devdt,

The language of Kusalalabha’s work, parts of which are

in prose, presents the Rajasthani aspect of Old Gujarati.

The plot is realistic; and the sentiments and imagery have
an old-world flavour. It is a beautiful love-poem of old

Gujarat, fresh with local colour. The note of love sounds
true and intense in its appeal as in no other poem of the

age. The poet unequivocally admires the sentiment of

Srihgara. Tt is the principal among the nine rasas. It

pleases the gods; it is the friend of women. Respect for

the plighted word, affection, humour, pathos, voluptuous-

ness, laughter, love, and the joy of reunion, all are found
in it.’

In the city of Pungal in Marwa^, lived king Pihgal.

He receives an offer to marry Umadevi, the beautiful

daughter of Samantasimha of Jhalor. Uma has already

been twice betrothed, once to the king of Pataii, and again

4.Sir Edwin Arnold has rendered the work in En^?,lish.
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to king of Junagadh. But the mother of the princess dis-

likes Gujarat. “Gujarat is full of diseases and lunatics.

Weak men and shameless women live there. How can we
give the princess to such a country?’^ Ultimately, recourse

is had to a trick; the date of marriage is fixed, but the

kings of Junagadh and Patan are informed of it so late as

not to permit of a journey from their capitals to Jhalor.

On the appointed day, Pihgal alone is present, and is

married to Uma.
Uma gives birth to Maru, short for Maruvani, ‘whose

body is as fragrant as kasturV. When she is a year and a

half old, a famine overtakes the land; and Pihgal and his

people seek a more favoured land near Pushkaratirth.

Nala, the king of Nalavaragadh, comes there on a pilgrim-

age with his queen and a three-year-old boy, Salhakumar
whose pet name is Dhola.

The two kings become friends, and cement their friend-

ship by marrying the baby Dhola with the infant princess.

Nala then returns to his own country and, through time

and distance, becomes indifferent to the marriage of his

little son. Dhola grows up ignorant of his marriage, and is

married to Malavani, a princess of Malwa.

Dhola, who is fond of horses, makes friends with a

horsedealer. The horse-dealer, when he goes to Puhgal,

learns to his surprise that the king’s daughter has been
married to his friend Dhola, and is awaiting an invitation

from her husband. He informs PingaFs men about Dhola’s

marriage with the princess of Malwa. The information

reaches Maru. With an aching heart, she goes about send-

ing messages to the husband whom she has loved from
infancy. Piteously she addresses a sdrasa bird in the lake:

Bird! lend me your wings; I shall ever be grateful. Flying across the

seas, I will go, meet my lover, and then give them back to you. This

land of the North is oppressive; my heart lives in the South.''

But the bird does not listen to her. It flies away. ‘Un-

fortunate indeed is she who has been deserted by her mate’.

5. fT^rt 3Trft ;
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In distant Nalavaragadh, phola’s mother lets fall a re-

ference to the marriage in the presence of her son, who
thus comes to know of the wife he has married in infancy.

But the jealousy of his wife, Malavani, is roused. She
causes messengers from Puhgal to be killed, so that no
message of Maru is ever delivered to her husband.
King Pihgal is surprised that none of his messengers

ever return. Finally, Maru sends her message through
wandering minstrels.

Wanderer! Give a message to Iphola . . . . Come to me soon, beloved!

Without you, your bride is heart-broken; a bow without the string

Love! If you do not come by the beginning of ^ravana, the lightning

will fall, and I shall die in fear .... Day and night, I weep, for I am
lonely without you. Daily I worship the direction in which you live;

my eyes have not closed in sleep since you left. Love, Come soon.

Else, be assured, the crows will fly over the dead body of Maru”.®

The message reaches Dhola. He wants to leave for

Puhgal, but Malavani, anxious to keep him to herself,

induces him to put off his visit on one excuse or another.

Now, my beloved, the rains have come; the roads are muddy; the

creepers cling to the trees, women, to men.’

Dhola sends a bard with a message to Maru, and pre-

pares to go, in spite of the protests and wails of Malavapi.

The latter even requests the riding camel to feign lameness,

6. 'T«ft tprsTTZ?
;
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but all her efforts to put obstacles in the way of her im-

patient husband are in vain. She is, however, successful

in exacting a promise from him that he will not start on
his journey as long as she is awake. Malavani then tries

to give up sleep, but nature is too strong for her; and one
day, as she falls asleep, Dhola takes the road to Puiigal.

Malavani wakes up to find her husband gone and bewails

her lot.

Cursed is the land which has no mountain. If there had been one
here, I would have thrown myself from it. Love, I go mad when I see

a bed; like a black cobra, it poisons me.

She sends a parrot to bring her husband back. The
parrot flies to Dhola, and tells him to return. “Malavani

will die without you.’’ Dhola replies heartlessly, “Go,

collect wood and, when she dies, cremate her.”

Approaching Puhgal, Dhola sees Maru as she comes
with her friends to fetch water from a well outside the

town. The parted lovers meet, and, are received with joy

by Mam’s parents.

, My lover whom I awaited has come. The pillars dance; the house

smiles; the bed-steads reel with joy."

After a few days spent in pleasure of all kinds, Dhola,

with his bride, sets off for his native land. People warn
him against the jealousy of one Umar Sumara whose offer

for Maru’s hand has been rejected. On the way, a serpent

bites Maru and she dies. Dhola prepares to die with her

on the same pyre, removes his ornaments, and gives a

message to his camel to be delivered to his parents.

But God Sankar and his spouse hasten to the rescue of

true love, and Maru is revived. Resuming their journey,

Dhola and Mam meet Umara’s men. They induce Dhola

to join them in a drinking bout, intending to kill him when
drunk, and to capture Mam. She comes to know of the

plan and warns him. Hotly pursued by Umara’s men, the

galloping camel bears them in safety to Nalavaragadh.

Every one is happy, and Maru and Malavani both basking

in their husband’s love, live like two sisters.

«TPT^ 5#, TOT OTfr wiz.
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V
Another popular story, Vidydvildsa, is taken from Vina-

yachandra’s Mallirmthamahdkdvya (c. 1229) in Sanskrit.

The first Gujar^i version of the story, written by Hiranand
under the name Vidydvildsano Pavddo, is dated 1429.

The most racy and popular version of it, undoubtedly, is

that of Samal under the name Vinechaf-nl vdrtd.

In the town of Kahchanapur lives Sripal, the nagar sefh.

He calls his four sons and asks them the best way to make
money. Three of them indicate the normal methods of

business, but the fourth, Srivats, an idiot, talks sedition.

‘T will rule as our king does’’ says he; and his father drives

him out of the house.

Srivats goes to Ratnapur and attends school, where
his dullness earns for him the name murkhcLchaf, the fool.

Among his fellow-pupils are Saubhagyamahjari, the king’s

daughter, and the son of the minister. The princess is in

love with the minister’s son, but he does not encourage
her. The princess is insistent. The reluctant lover plays

a trick upon her; he persuades the idiot to impersonate
him as bridegroom, marry the princess, and run away
with her during the night.

Before leaving the city, Siivats goes to offer his part-

ing salutations to his teacher. Taking pity on the idiot,

the teacher invokes Sarasvati, the goddess of learning,

and gives him some water endowed with the miraculous
power of making a man learned. The idiot drinks the water,
and, on the instant, he sheds his idiocy like a cast off skin.

The princess, under the impression that she has married
her lover, silently travels with him the whole night on a
camel. When the dawn comes, she discovers to her horror
that she has married the wrong man, and that too the idiot.

They come to Ujjayini. 6rivats, now poet and scholar,

earns fame and the title of vidyd-vildsa, one who delights

in learning. Srivats ’s learning attracts the king’s atten-

tion and he is appointed prime minister. Meanwhile, the
unhappy princess, ignorant of the transformation her
husband has undergone, lives in an upper storey of the
house, bewailing the lot which has tied her to a fool. The
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princess, having known her husband from his boyhood,

declines to believe in his reputed learning.

King Ratnaketu learns that his minister, though able to

win over every one, has failed to win the heart of his own
wife, and, curious to see the woman who could not be won
by so charming and learned a husband, invites himself to

dinner at their house. To frustrate the king’s curiosity,

the princess wears, in turn, three different dresses, and the

king fails to ascertain which of the three ladies serving

him is his minister’s wife.

The king’s curiosity remains unabated. He gives orders

that his minister’s wife should come and sing at a festival

held outside the town in honour of the guardian deity. The
princess makes what she thinks an impossible condition.

will sing only if my husband plays an instrument in

accompaniment!” says she. To her surprise, the condition

is accepted. The minister plays upon the instrument to

perfection, and she has to sing. The people are transported

with joy at the skill of both, and the king has them carried

in a procession through the city.

During the procession, the princess loses her ring. And.

for the first time after their marriage Saubhagyamanjari
speaks to her husband, when she asks him to find it.

Srivatsa goes back in search of the ring, but is inadvertently

locked out of the city at night. Being in a hurry to return

to his wife, he tries to enter the city through a gutter, and,

in doing so, is bitten by a snake.

A courtesan, who sees what has befallen him, takes him
to her house and cures him of the snake-bite. Srivatsa,

in return, promises to grant any favour she might ask.

The hetaira demands that he should live with her as her
paramour, and, as a man of honour, he has to keep his

promise. Unwilling to take risks, the woman ties round
his foot a charm which immediately turns him into a

peacock.

Peacock by day and paramour by night, poor grivats

leads a miserable existence. One day, grivats, the pea-

cock, flies to his own terrace, and hears gaubhagyamanjari

bewailing the loss of a husband whom she has come to
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love too late. On the following day, he again visits his

home. On this occasion, his wife’s friend happens to untie

the charm, and he resumes his own form. The husband
recounts his tale of woe to the wife, but insists on being

turned into a peacock, for a word plighted even to a
courtesan must be kept. And once more a bird, he flies

back.

But the princess reports all she has heard from her
husband to the king, who retrieves him. Srivats, now
restored to his usual form, is honoured by the king. Giving

him his daughter in marriage, the king retires to a forest.

Srivatsa succeeds to the throne, marches on the city where
his father lives, and, defeats its king. The story ends with

the reunion of the father and son.

VI
There are two other love-stories of a still more fantastic

kind, in which the romantic lovers pass through a succes-

sion of lives in order to attain a happy union. One is

Hansdvali, the available Gujarati versions being of c. 1355,

1457, and 1617, the last by a poet of the name of Sivadas.

This poet also wrote a tale called Kdmdvatl, which Virji,

the pupil of Premanand, re-wrote in c. 1669. The heroines

of these two stories are a class by themselves. They begin

as man-hating feminists, become love-lorn damsels, and
end as loving wives. There is yet another popular story

called StlavaUno rasa, in which the loyal wife of a merchant
sojourning abroad is believed to be carrying an illegitimate

child, and is driven out of the family. Tragic adventures

befall her, but, in the end, she and her husband come
together. Matters are explained; the child is proved to be
legitimate; and the wife is taken back, her honour fully

established. There are three versions of the story dated

c. 1547, c. 1580 and c. 1644 respectively. Samal has

adapted the story in Bhadrdhhdminl,

One other tale, Sadayavatsa-Savalingd, has charmed
Gujarat for about five hundred years. Sadayavats and
Savalihga, husband and wife, are banished from their

native city, and are separated. Ultimately they meet after

undergoing fearful experiences, in all of which the fantas-
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tic vies with the miraculous. The story is possibly taken

from some unknown Prakrit source. Its first available

Gujarati version is dated c. 1410, and many versions have
followed. In the villages, its latest version still holds the

field against modem stories.

VII

During the fifteenth century the literary activity of the

Jain sddhus was as brisk as before, though its direction

underwent a change. They were at an advantage compared

to the Br^maiuas in those troublous times. They were

not burdened by family or social ties. Except during the

monsoon, they were always on the move, immune from the

political misfortunes which had overtaken Gujarat. Their

literary tradition was intact, for their clientele was rich

enough to preserve the integrity of the updsrayas which
sheltered them, their pupils and their libraries. As they

travelled from the Punjab to the Deccan, their outlook

grew wide and varied, while their solitary life left them
sufficient leisure to acquire a thorough knowledge of

Sanskrit and Apabhramia literature.

The sddhu composed charitas of the self-same tlrthan-

haras, chakravartins and saints as the literary sddhus

before him had done. Just as the Brahma^ucal author was
obsessed by certain Puranic heroes, he was by Bharata,

Rishabhadev, Neminath and Sthulibhadr. He wrote about

them in tedious, monotonous rhyme. Sometimes he varied

his these by writing about Kumarapal and Vastupal.

He also tried his hand at philosophic discussions, sermons,

sajjdyas or eulogies of places of pilgrimage, and other

religious subjects. But, unfortunately, religious propaganda
was the sole ostensible excuse for his resorting to litera-

ture; and, conequently, his work suffered from a surfeit

of religious and moral bias. He lacked the emotion of

bhakti to elevate his utterance to even comparatively

artistic poetry. With lapse of time, even his stories lost

in interest, for, every incident had to be moulded to a
narrow, rigid code of life.
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VIII

Some of the Jain poets have hitherto suffered unmerited
neglect. Their language for a time was treated as archaic;

the religious and moral precepts with which they sowed
their compositions repelled both scholar and reader; and
the unbalanced praise of Jain scholars more often than

not retarded a due recognition of their real worth.

The most notable author of the sixteenth century was
Lavanyasamay, an author of considerable literary attain-

ments. His original name was Laghuraj. He was born

in c. 1485 in a Srimali Vanik family of Ahmedabad, and
was initiated as a Jain sddku at the age of eight. His

autobiographical note in Vimalaprabandh runs:

Through the favour of Sarasvati, I became a poet in my sixteenth

year and so I have composed excellent rasdSy with parts in prose and

parts in poetry, using chhanda, kavitd and chupdi. I have also com-

posed songs and poems in different tunes, and also dialogues.

He composed over twenty nine works. Four of these

are rasas of tirthankars and saints. One is Rdvanamando-
darisamvdd, c. 1506, a work based on the RdTndyan,

being a dialogue between Sita’s abductor and his wife. The
other is Devardjavatsardjachupdi, a story of the ordinary

type. He also wrote the well-known Vimalaprabandh,

c. 1512, and other religious and ethical poems.

Vimalaprabandh, or Vimalards purports to be a bio-

graphy of Vimala^, the minister of Bhima I, the Chalukya
king of Patao; but it has scarcely any historical value. It

is a story based purely on tradition. But, such as it is, it

is better than the rasas on historical persons of the centu-

ries following, and represents an intermediate step between
the historical prabandh of Merutuhga and the popular

legend of ^ishabhadas. This prabandh was rendered into

Sanskrit in c. 1522 by Saubhagya.

The prabandh begins with a description of the Hema-
kut mountain; of the foundation of Srimal by the goddess

Lakshmi (canto i); of the origin of the castes known as

Srimals, OiSvals and Porava^s; of good omens; of the eighty

castes of the VaiSyas; of their social customs (canto ii); and

of the iniquities prevalent in the Kaliyug. (canto iii). The
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birth of Vimal is then described. The auspicious signs on
his body foreshadowing greatness are mentioned. The
ceremony of putting him to school and the way he com-
pletes his studies are next described.

Afraid of their enemies, his mother takes him to her
father’s village, where he acquires knowledge of arts and
skill in arms through the favour of the goddess Ambaji.

He is betrothed, and also discovers a buried treasure (canto

iv). The auspicious signs on the body of a bride, the

virtues of a good woman—rather a formidable number

—

the marriage of Vimal and Srldevi, and the festivities,

accompanying it are then described (canto v). The poet

depicts their joy with an unusual restraint:

Lovely flowers spread their fragrance in beautiful gardens. There»

they sport in dalliance; make coronets of champd flowers and crowM
each other; they gambol in fountains.

Vimal then goes to live in Patan. King Bhim is jealous

of the rich and brave Vimal, and tries to have him killed

by a tiger; but Vimal kills the tiger (canto vi). Tired of

the persecutions of the king, Vimal leaves Patan, captures

Chahdravati, near Mount Abu, and becomes its ruler. A
traveller tells him of the twelve sultans in the city of Rome
who have made it their business to destroy the Hindus.

Vimal marches on them with his army, which is described

in detail. A battle follows. Vimal is victorious, and
returns to his city in triumph (canto vii). Then is describ-

ed Vimal’s war with the Brahman king of Thatha in Sindh,

(canto viii) and, finally, the reader is treated to an account

of the greatness of Jain religion and to an autobiographi-

cal note (canto ix).

Vimal was a heroic figure during the days preceding

those of Siddharaja, but the story of the poet is entirely

fictitious. For a study of contemporary manners the work
is invaluable, but, as literature, of little worth.

IX

Half a century after Lavanyasamay, we encounter Naya-
sundar. He lived between c. 1560 and 1620; resided for a

long time in Gujarat; and had a lady disciple, HemaSii,

who composed Kanahdvati (c, 1585). Nayasuhdar, like
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all Jain sddhiLSj travelled far and wide, and was a student

of the Sanskrit, Prakrit, Hindu and Urdu literatures. He
left three social rasas—Rupachandrakunvarards (c. 1581),

Surasundarlrds (c. 1590), and Prabhdvatirds, besides one
Puranic rds, Naladamayantl and two religious works.

Rupachandrards is one of the best written social rasas

of the century. The miraculous elements are to some
extent repressed, or relegated to interlude tales. The
diction is inaccurate, but ornate, and largely influenced

by Sanskrit. It contains a much larger element of local

and foreign words, is more rhetorical than Bhalai^L’s, and,

at places, develops a music and elegance of its own. The
detailed descriptions of the conventional sort are often

relieved by a freshness of outlook and humour.
After the inevitable description of lands, the prosperity

of Malwa is described, ‘the happy land which has no

thieves, where there is plenty of affection but no selfish-

ness’. Then is given a detailed account of its capital, Ujja-

yini, of its palaces, temples and marts ‘with bejewelled

merchants, fat and handsome, whose hands never leave off

twisting their mustaches, their gaze fixed on customers’.

In that city, resided a merchant Dhanadatt and his wife

Dhanasundari. The author points out at great length how
a good woman is a blessing and a bad one a curse (canto i).

The merchant and his wife had a son, Rupadev. His
infancy is described with a wealth of realistic detail.

Rupadev is put to school and the ceremony connected with
going to school is described, as also the subjects he learns

there. The thirty-two qualities of a perfect man are then
enumerated. Rupachand’s marriage, and the ceremonies,

dinner and festivities connected with it, are described with
picturesque details (canto ii). The description holds good
in every respect in many parts of Gujarat and Marwa^
even to-day.

Gu^asen, a tributary of the king of Kanauj
,
comes to live

in Ujjayim with his beautiful daughter Sohag, who has

decided not to marry. She attains her senventeenth year.

‘The flood of youth increases, and Kamadev, the god of love

and youth, comes and lives in her body. She wants to see

a drama, but her friend restrains her. “How can song and
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dance be heard and seen by sn unmarried girl?*' The girl

feels very miserable, for she has not yet found the man
whom she could love. How is she to find him? The
friend asks her to have confidence in her womanly instincts.

A woman always wins.

In a moment, she weeps, and, in a moment again, she smiles and puts

the minds of helpless men on trial. She can speak one thing and do
another. A woman has no peer in the world.

The friend then tells her the story of the clever wife of

King Vikram’s son, and, in telling it, relates a few mira-

culous events (canto iii). But Sohag longs for a husband
fit to be her mate. The friend first brings her king Vikram
as a suitor; but he is unable to solve the riddles proposed

by the girl, and is rejected. Sohag then asks her to fetch

Rupachand, she has seen him buying betel leaf at the shop
opposite her house. The friend goes to the young mer-
chant but finds him unresponsive. But she persists:

She saw you once with her eyes, but she has been mad after you
since. Her every moment is endless as a hundred years. Dame Lotus

lives in the lake and the Sun in the sky; but she blooms only when he
appears.*

And the poet declares:

When you look at a man, and your body and mind rejoice and the

eyes grow fond, do not desert him even if life departs."'

Rupachand comes to Sohag and is struck by her perfect

beauty. Then follows a conventional description of her

limbs with stereotyped similes. He falls in love with her

at once. ‘Again and again he looks at her, for his eyes are

insatiate’. The lovers then spend the night together.

Sohag is happy.

He is the very lover who visited her in her dreams; she decides to

borrow the thousand eyes of Indra to be able to look at him again and

again.
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A passage at arms in solving riddles follows. Their

sports are then described in the usual fulsome style (canto

iv).

Spies inform the king that the girl who rejected him has

accepted Rupachand. In the morning, the offended king

sends for Dhanadatta and his sons. The mahdjan of the

town, anticipating the king’s wrath, accompanies the mer-

chant. The description is very picturesque, and gives an
excellent idea of the mahajans in India who brought to

bear the pressure of public opinion on irresponsible kings.

The king lets go all except Rupachand. He takes him to

his palace and inquires how he solved the riddles of Sohag.

The young man feigns stupidity:

I am a merchant and can only weigh spices. A Vanik is stupid. I

only do business by telling nonsensical half-truths. How can I, who
spend my life like this, know so much?^^

The king has him whipped like a thief through the

streets of the city. But Rupachand declines to disclose

his secret. The unrelenting king gives orders for his exe-

cution. Hearing this, the towp is in a ferment. Pressure

of public opinion ultimately induces the king to rescind

the order.

The king’s curiosity to discover the solution of the riddles

propounded by Sohag is still irrepressible. He marries his

daughter to Rupachand in order to worm them out of him.

Sohag writes a touching epistle, to which Rupchand for-

wards a suitable reply. Later, the princess, who by then

has become a dutiful wife, asks Rupachand how he solved

the riddles of Sohag. The husband, bound by promise,

tells the solution to his wife, the princess, who communi-
cates them to her father. The king, in a fit of joy, cele-

brates the marriage of Rupachand and Sohag. The rest of

the poem, unconnected with the main story, relates the

adventures of Siddhasen Divakar and the conversion of

Vikram to Jainism. In course of time, Rupachand becomes
a sddhu.

11. spfr
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Nayasundar’s NaladarnayanUrds is considered to be a
rendering of a lost Sanskrit work called Nalayana, com-
posed by Maoikyachandra in Diva in Gujarat (c. 1220). It

is not in the author’s best style; but, with this work com-
posed a hundred years earlier, one can easily understand
how Premanand came to write his masterpiece. Sura-^

sundanras is a comparatively inferior work. It is a rapid

recital of the adventures which overtakes a princess aban-

doned in a forest by her husband.
Nayasundar represents the authors in Old Gujarat who

adopted a style and manner exactly the reverse of

Bhalaij’s. BhMan introduced the essential features of rds

namely, popular sentiments and the forms in which they

were expressed into what was primarily a rendering of a

Sanskrit poem. His object was to create a literature for

a fairly intelligent class which had lost touch with San-
skrit. Nayasundar enriched old rasa stories with a wealth
of literary and emotional reminiscences from Sanskrit

works, and thereby produced a work which helped to raise

the level of popular literature. Both these movements
starting from a different point of view met in the next cen-

tury, when literature took a well-defined shape suited to

the taste of the people as a whole. Puranic dkhydyikds

became popular tales and popular tales became transformed
into poems of literary workmanship; at the same time, long

and stereotyped descriptions remained the inartistic feature

of both.

X
Kusumsrlrds by Gangavijay is an interesting piece of

social rds composed in c. 1652. It is written in popular

diction, approximating to Modern Gujarati and unburden-
ed by Sanskrit words and imagery. The story, which is

mainly in duhd with conversations in desi, is well-told.

The author’s technique is superior to that of many other

well-known poets. His sly humour is unusual with old

Gujarati authors. One of the interlude tales, perhaps

borrowed from an old source, is very interesting.

Dhanasundar, a merchant living in the town of Ratnapur,

goes abroad on a trading enterprise, leaving his wife
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Dhanavati in the care of his friend, Purohit, the priest of

the king. Purohit comes to the merchant’s and is well

received by the lady. Attracted by her beaufy and intel-

ligence, he declares his love to Dhanavati. She tries to

reason with him, but the priest is not to be put off. The
helpless lady makes an appointment with him for the first

quarter of the night; and, not knowing how to get rid of

this disloyal friend of her husband, goes to Durgapal, the

commandant of the fort, with the complaint. Durgapal,

equally struck with the charms of the unfortunate lady,

promises to get rid of the priest if he himself is received

as a favoured lover. She is in a quandary and gives him
an appointment for the second quarter of the night.

In her terrible plight, she turns to the minister who is

very properly shocked at the conduct of the two officials,

and promises to get rid of them if she will accept him as a

lover. She makes an appointment with him for the third

quarter of the night, and approaches the king, as the final

court of appeal, for protection against the evil intentions

of his officers. He promises protection promptly, but on
the very same condition the others had imposed. The lady,

now desperate, invites him to come to her in the fourth

quarter of the night.

Dhanavati, though in distress, has the ingenuity to dis-

cover a means of escape out of this four-fold calamity. She
has a long box with four compartments opening separately,

brought down to her room. She also takes an old neigh-

bour into her confidence and gets her to help carry out

her plan of action. She requests her to spread a rumour
in the town early next morning that news had been receiv-

ed of her husband’s death, to collect the ladies of the town,

and to come to her house.

The fateful night arrives. The priest arrives smartly
dressed and self-satisfied. Dhanavati, sweet, affectionate

and ready to yield, invites him to dinner. At the end of

the first quarter, the commandant knocks at the door. The
priest is frightened and is induced by the lady to conceal

himself in one of the compartments of the trunk.

The commandant enters. He, too, is well received and
is entertained with talk and food. Time flies; the minister
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knocks at the door; and Dhanavati obligingly accommodates
the commandant in another compartment of the trunk.

The ministef, like the two that preceded him, seeks safety

in the third compartment of the trunk when the king

knocks at the door. The lady’s fascinating talk diverts

the king, but just as he feels that he is gaining ground, the

women of the town arrive beating their breasts with lamen-

tations at Dhanasundar’s death. Frightened, the king

finds security in the fourth compartment of the trunk.

News of Dhanasundar’s death spreads in the town. As
Dhanasundari is a childless widow, the authorities, accord-

ing to law, want to take possession of the merchant’s

wealth. But the king, the minister, the general and the

priest are not to be found. Ultimately, the queen orders

the officers to take possession of the dead man’s wealth.

When the officers arrive at her house, Dhanavati, all tears,

confesses her ignorance of the whereabouts of her husband’s

wealth, but points to the trunk as, perhaps, the only

receptacle which may contain it. The officers find the

trunk very heavy, and, anticipating a rich addition to the

royal coffers, hastily carry it to the queen.

The queen, struck with the heaviness of the tunk, is

anxious to acquaint herself with the exact amount of wealth

it contains. Dismissing the servants, she opens the first

compartment. Out walks the priest, and the queen, per-

plexed, asks him how he came to be there. The priest,

without offering any explanation, requests her to open the

second. The process is continued; the second, the third,

and the fourth compartments are opened; and the general,

the minister and the king all stand before the queen, dumb-
founded in self-confessed guilt.

XI
Another sddhu of considerable literary powers was

Samayasundar who flourished between c. 1580 and 1642.

He was an indefatigable author, and composed about

twenty long works, besides a large number of small poems.

Many of his works are rasas in the orthodox style and deal

with Urthankars and saints. He wrote Naladamayantlrds

(c. 1617), and Sitdrdmchupai (c. 1672). He used many
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new dhdls or deii melodies which, on his own testimony,

became popular. The rhetorical flavour pf his style and
his humorous descriptions both closely approach Prema-
nand’s. His vivid picture of Krishpa as an astrologer in

Sdmhapradyumna, but for its older language, might be
mistaken to be from the pen of the latter.

Yet, another Jain author, Rishabhadas, must be mention-

ed, if not for his literary merits, at least for the untiring

energy with which he spun his thirty-two works. His

literary activities were spread over a period from c. 1617

to 1632. About sixteen of his works are rasas on tirthan-

/cars and saints. There are two on Kumarapal, and one on
Hiravijaya, an eminent Jain preceptor (c. 1517-1596) who
induced emperor Akbar to issue firmans prohibiting vio-

lence to animals on certain days in the year, and who, in

consequence, assumed mythological proportions for his

pupils. The poet spun out his rasas in a dull and uniform
style. He lacked the art of telling a story; like many other

so called poets of the period, he had nothing new to say.



CHAPTER VI

AKHO AND THE GOSPEL OF OTHER-
WORLDLINESS

The Moguls—Economic conditions of Gujarat—Social life

—

Vehkatadhvarin on Gujarat—Other-worIdiness—Akha Bhakta
(1615-1674)—Life—Works—Chhappas—Philosophical works—^Kis

influence.

I
N the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, Gujarat

regained lost ground. As a province of the Mogul empire,

it enjoyed a sort of settled existence and grew prosperous

once again. The people succeeded in confining political

influences to limited spheres, and stiffened social barriers

so as to secure contentment and happiness within narrow
grooves. Restricted life drove restive minds to harp upon
the worthlessness of the world, while the prevailing con-

tentment led genial spirits of the age to create a new liter-

ary tradition.

I

When Akbar, in 1573, formed the province of Gujarat,

he sliced off some districts, annexing them to Khandesh
and Malwa. Marwad, also, was finally separated from
Gujarat. The province was largely immune from wars and
land-taxes, though the great nobles to whom the Emperor
entrusted the government administei^ed it by deputies,

who never cared to carry out the constructive policy

enjoined by the imperial edicts. Except for an invasion

of South Gujarat in 1600 by Malik Ambar, the governor

of the Nizam at Daulatabad, this state of affairs continued

till 1644. In that year Aurangzib, then the viceroy, gave
the province a fore-taste of the intolerant policy which
was to characterize his rule.

After Aurangzib came to the throne, 6ivaji first invaded

Surat in 1664, and the imperial authority grew weak. Soon
the Maratha raids became a normal feature of life. Baglaii,

the guardian fortress of the south, passed into their hands

in 1672. They raided Broach in 1675, and again in 1685;

Surat in 1699; and Broach, once again, in 1705. Two years
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later Aurangzib died, and the Mogul empire began totter-

ing to a fall.

II

Under the Moguls, Gujarat regained its prosperity.

Cambay was the most flourishing port in India. ‘It was
impossible,” wrote Varthema, a European traveller (1503-

1508) “to describe its excellence”. Surat was another port

of international importance. Ghogha as a port rose into

prominence. Padre Ovington (1690) was in ecstasy at the

matchless ingenuity and skill of Gujarati bankers, weavers
and ship-carpenters. “No other province in India,” said

Kafikhan (1719) “can equal this rich province.” European
travellers and Indian historians vie with one another in

extolling the magnificence of Ahmedabad with its three

hundred and eighty suburbs; each of them, according to

Mlrat-i-AJimedi, 1756) ,was of ‘considerable size, contain-

ing good buildings and markets filled with everything

valuable and rare, so that each was almost a city.^

III

During this period men were being driven into pro-

gressively narrowing communities. Social barriers were
stiffened; the individual was sacrificed to the group. Un-
touchability came into existence. Vimalaprabandh records

the existence of numerous sub-castes. Every social group
which acquired a new local habitation and name by migra-

tion remained a self-contained unit and exercised rigorous

control over its members. Marriage between members of

different castes was prohibited. Disintegration of the joint

family which had commenced prior to the date of the law-

text, Mitdkshard (11th century), was sternly resisted.

Wise men, poets and moralists were moved to righteous

indignation at young wives who, desirous of having a good
time with their husbands, drove them to disrupt the family,

and, thereby, to destroy the protection which it afforded.

No measures were deemed too strong to restrain these

centrifugal tendencies of women. They lost the high status

which they once enjoyed in the family, and were generally

treated as slaves. Co-education in village schools came to

G.L.—15
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an end. Marriage of infants became almost universal. In

Mdru^holdchu'pdx, the hero, when three years old, was
married to the heroine who was younger. Bhima (1485)

bewails the degeneracy of the age in which girls were
mothers at eight, and widows at sixteen. Old men paid
fancy price for infant wives. Marriage of a grown-up girl

with an infant husband was by no means rare. An ill-

assorted match was the rule. In Riipachandakunvar rds,

Sohag says:

Better kill me, mother, with your own hands; place, if you like, a

black, venomous cobra on my body; let me suffer the fearful misery of

hell; but, do not give me in marriage to a stupid man.

“In this world you never find one thing/' runs a garabt

“you never find a well-matched pair.” The position of a
girl in the house of her husband was insufferable. In a
popular garabt, styled Kera Kdnto, the Thom, a young
wife enumerates her father-in-law, mother-in-law etc., as

thorns in her side.

Men were, as a rule, much married. Many a story leaves

an unpleasant impression on the modern mind because

of the light-heartedness with which the hero marries and
supersedes wives. Dhola, when in search of his first wife,

is willing to see the second dead and burned, and only

because she loved him too well. Even a married woman
was helpless. When her husband decides to start for a

foreign land, Surasundari says, “If you leave me behind,

people will spread scandals about me.” Dhanavati, under
similar circumstances, is more emphatic.

No one will respect me even in my father’s house. No one will ever

pay me any attentiojp. The world will call me a helpless woman.
When her husband is with her, a woman can do what she likes. She
can talk with dignity; she can treat every man with contempt. A
woman, when her husband is away, is bereft of her senses; she is more
dead than alive.

In the Gujarat of the Chalukyas, remarriage of widows
was not considered disreputable. But in the fifteenth

century, Bbalai?. bewailed their lot. ‘Pious and charitable

widows are treated like dirt. If they keep themselves tidy,

they are suspected of immorality.' Early in the eighteenth
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century, PremSnand regards remarriage of widows as an
abomination.

And society remained the same till the beginning of the

twentieth century.

IV

But these social activities were not the result of decay,

but of a purposive corporate effort to preserve life from
destruction. Within their castes the people were happy.

Vallabh in his bombastic style thus describes Gujarat in

1704:

I have seen many lands, wandered over the earth. I have gone beyond
Attock to see wars. Some things are found in some places, and other

things in others. But every sort of happiness is not to be found in

these lands; you see something wanting. But, in virtuous Gujarat, you
see men and women equipped with food, drink, and wealth. One thing

more. It has something unique: the great, the powerful among the fair,

Love. Yet another one like her, nay a greater lady, Dayd (compassion)

lives here In this Gujarat live the merciful, the generous, the honour-
able, the wealthy, and the learned. Go to any place in India yourself:

You will never find the qualities for which Gujarat is famous.^

This description is too effusive, but the testimony of

Vehkatadhvarin of Telangan, the author of a champu,
Visvagwtmdarsa (c. 1640) requires to be noted.

See this Gurjarade^, Visvavasu. Full of wealth and plenty, this land

is another paradise. Its young men have their mouth full of fresh pdn,

fragrant with camphor and sweet betel-nut. They put on fancy, bright-

coloured dress, attracting admiration; they adorn themselves with shin-
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ing ornaments of jewels. Their bodies are fragrant with sandal-scented

paste^ They seek pleasure in company with damsels beautiful as Rati.

The beauty of the young damsels of this land is incomparable. Their

colour is molten gold; their lips are soft and red; their hands are deli-

cate as sprouts; their speech is sweet as nectar; their face is lotus-like;

their eyes have the lustre of dark lotus in them. What graces of these

young Gujarati damsels do not fascinate?®

The poet also refers to the wealth of Gujarat.

The people visit different countries, observe their novelties, and also

acquire measureless wealth. Then they return home, and meet theur

loyal wives, anxious to meet them, after a long period of separation. In

this way, these blessed ones, rich with every possession, enjoy untold

happiness.*

The works of Premanand, Vallabh and Samal corrobo-

rate Venkatadhvarin. Political power was ignored, if

effectively segregated. The land was rich, men con-

tented, and life even. The Puranic order of things was
accepted as eternal. Society, though subdivided, was seK-

contained; a sense of interdependence and service permeat-

ed all its strata. Social structure had lost freedom, but

gained power of resistance. The culture had thus triumphed
in the hour of its apparent defeat.
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V
The Muslim rulers were accepted by the people as part

of their normal existence- Many of them were Hindu
converts; their proselytizing zeal had abated; and their

self-interest linked them to a people who could replenish

their treasury when required. Bhakti lost its vigour as a

new impulse. By its very nature, its intensity could only

be the privilege of the select, and the new Vaishnavism and
its pleasure loving high-priests had given it a new shape.

The heroism of a Kahnaijade or a Narasiihh Maheta had
become a thing of the past.

Wealth and contentment without heroism stunted the

ideals of life and produced resentment among the thought-

ful. What was the use of this world, they asked, so stale,

so unchanging, so sordid? Contemplation of the futility

of life induced in them the morbid attitude of mind which
characterized both the Jain sddhu and the ascetic Vedantin.

In a classical poem, Sahkaracharya had expressed it cen-

turies ago.

This life is fleeting, more transient than a drop of water on a lotus

leaf. ...To be bom, to die, and, again, to live in a mother’s womb....
In such a world, difficult to be crossed, nothing can save one except the

grace of Murari.

And, therefore, pleasures had to be eschewed and liberty

destroyed. Men and women had to be made other-worldly;

for, a death-like existence in this life was a necessary
precursor of a happy existence after death. Woman was the
gate of hell, the curse of creation, an encumbrance in this

life, a hindrance to the next. To be a good man was to be
a man dead to the joys of life. With this current also mixed
the influence of Ramanand, which through Kabir, Nanak
and others maintained a tradition of devotion to God, the
saint, and individual saintliness. This gospel of living

death was preached by its literary exponents styled ^jMm
kavis', poets of philosophic thought, with irrepressible
rancour, time aiKfi again. In the 16th century this tradition
is represented by Dhanraj, 'a jndni kavi\ the fragments of
whose Vdrfi, still survive.
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VI

Akho or Akha Bhagat (c. 1615-1674) voiced this gospel.

He was a goldsmith of Ahmedabad, originally from the

neighbouring village of Jetalpur. For sometime he worked
as the head of the royal mint. He lost his wife early, and
also a sister whom he dearly loved. Forgetting the tradi-

tional dishonesty of the goldsmith, he secretly added his

own gold in preparing an ornament for a lady whom he
cherished as a sister. The lady would not believe that a
goldsmith could so flagrantly depart from the recognised

maxims of his trade, and had the ornament tested to find

out the truth. When she found that he had spoken the

truth, she went to thank him for his kindness. Akho,
however, was shocked at the lady’s suspicions, and came to

hate a world so full of distrust and suspicion. In the mean-
time he was put into prison on a charge of committing

defalcation. The charge, however, was not proved, and he
was set free. Weary of life, he threw his implements into

a well and went abroad seeking peace of mind.

He sought refuge in prayer, performed many rituals,

but found no peace. He went to Gokul in the hope of

obtaining spiritual assistance from the goswdmi, the head
of the Vaishnav sect.

There I accepted Gokulnath as my teacher; he passed a string through

my nose.*

He was feasted; he observed the festivities of the sect;

but his spirit rose in revolt.

He (the goswdmi) had, no doubt, become a guru. But with a stone

round his own neck, how can he keep himself afloat? He did not know
Hari at all; he was merely posing as a teacher.'^

At war with himself and the world, he went to KasI,

where, hiding himself behind a wall, he heard the principles

of Vedantic philosophy expounded by a sanydsin. The
philosophy of Sahkaracharya gave him the solace he needed.

Akha, now a complete believer in vairdgya, non-attach-

ment, gave up his wealth. On his return journey to
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Ahmedabad he went to see the gostourm, his teacher. But
the poor beggar who now sought admittance to the palace

was not the rich Akha who had brought presents. He was
turned out. The goswdmi himself refused to recognise

him. The poet sang:

He who can bring you to Ram is the teacher. Others are like wolves;

they rob of your wealth, but cannot save you from the sins which cause

rebirth.

He went home and studied the philosophic doctrines of

Sankara, and spent his life either in expounding them or

lashing the world’s hypocrisy in caustic verse. Late in

life he was inspired to compose his works. He says,

wept for a long time; and once Hari appeared . . . Then
the floodgates of my speech were opened.”

And he decided not to wet his feet any more ‘in the

waters of the world.’

VII

His works, expounding the Advaita philosophy are:

Akhegitd, Chittavichdrasamvad, Panchikaran, Gurxisishya-

samwd^ Anuhhavahindu, Kaivalyagitd and Paramapada^
prdpti in Gujarati; and PanchadcLsltdtparya and Brahma-
lild in Hindi. He has also composed about seven hundred
chhappds, or epigrammatic stanzas, on different aspects of

life, and about sixty pads, Akha’s place in literature

depends upon his chhapds and pads in which, following

a line of early writers like M^dan and other poets of what
are styled jndnl poets, he expressed the dominent note of

the age in biting verse. ® In these small poems, he fights

the accepted formulae of life, bitterly, brutally, making
all kinds of ugly comparisons to bring his point home.
But the fight is not for a vigorous and full life, but for an
arid detachment. Akha himself did not claim to be a poet
but a jndnl, a student of philosophy. ‘Tf Akha were to

write poetry, he would stand disgraced.”

Do not consider a jndni a poet. How will you be able to describe the

rays of the sun?*

6. 5T TTwtia, %TOT 3R:«fV5r.
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He was, however, very poorly equipped for literaiy

work. The words which he used were very often inappro-

priate. His knowledge of prosody, grammar and syntax
was meagre. His meaning was often shrouded in obscurity.

He treated Sanskrit with lofty contempt.

What is the use of speaking in Sanskrit? Nothing is lost by speaking

in Prakrit.'^

His attitude towards other poets was equally contemp-
tuous.

Poets only make an empty noise to make themselves heard, like the

thunders of the sky when the constellation, Rohini, is in the ascendant.

They only want to be worshipped; they join couplet to couplet, full of

empty words. One is a poet; he composes much and yet does not think

of Brahma; he only collects wealth by transacting business in love and
hatred. What does he gain by it?**

He has no faith in those w^^ho teach religious precepts.

They only bring up water from a deep well with a tom leather

drunk with wine® ....

A shallow man of learning is a quarrelsome woman whose conceit is

pampered by the birtii of a son; a vicious bull who has fattened himself

by grazing in the rains; a mad dog attacked with rabies; a monkey
drunk with wine''*

Be your own teacher; worship the soul within."

He hates religious forms.

He has spent fifty-three years in making religious marks on his body;

his rosaries have been worn out; his feet are tired with wandering
from one sacred place to another; yet he has not reached Hari

7 . ^ ^ 5!nj, »r?T.

8 . 5m ^ jttst ;
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Hearing religious recitals again and again, I have grown deaf; but the

knowledge of Brahma has not come to Akh§i.'“

He holds up to ridicule men whose ‘gods are as numerous
as the stones they worship’

They seek religious comfort after they have grown old and lost their

vitality and wealth^‘

Religion is a fruitless, internecine quarrel; one says Rama, the other,

Allah.^^’

Do not pride yourself on your being a Vaishnava; do not go about

enjoying feasts from door to door. A king is he who performs kingly

deeds, not he who merely calls himself a king.^®

He hates the social system, which degrades the untouch-

ables and makes Brahmans and Vaisyas masters.

To Narayan, none is high, and none, low .... This world is made
up of five elements but a fool takes pride in his caste. In order to

maintain their caste, some are called the head, some the waist, and some
the feet. But, really, the Brahman, the Kshatriya, the Vaisya and
sSudra all make up the bodies of Hari. Who is then a 6udra?^^

He is contemptuous towards the purdniks.
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Some wish to obtain the favour of those w^ho died in the past How
can they who read about corpses be happy?

“

He sums up his gospel of other-worldliness succinctly :

Opium and worldliness are alike to him who tastes them. The more
he takes them, the more tasteful they appear. If he leaves them, he
dies. If he takes to them, he is dead.’*

VIII

The poet’ longer works are philosophical rather than
literary. In spite of his arrogant refusal to call himself a
poet and his obscure and ungrammatical style, Akha’s
poetic flashes lighten his philosophical works, producing
images of great vividness and beauty. In Anubhavahindu,
he thus illustrates philosophic doctrines:

The waters of the sea spread in all directions. They spread on the
earth; the vegetation grows luxuriantly. What of it is left rushes down
the hills; and it bears the name of a river. People hold it sacred and
bathe in it. It rolls on proudly. Akha? No one sees its beginning.
But 6ri Hari is as the sea, while life is but the river-flow

The hot season passes away; the monsoon spreads in lovely colours.

The lightning flashes; the gentle winds exhilarate the mind; the moon
shines everywhere; all distress is quieted. In the same way, the delu-
sions of the senses disappear before the refulgence of the Supreme
Consciousness.*^
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In Akhegitd, he describes the manifestation of the

Supreme Soul thus:

The moon floods the world with light; her rays spread over the forests,

glades and temple tops; even so the Supreme Soul pervades the sense

world, and penetrates into the recesses of the heart

Akha did not possess Narasimh’s subjectivity, nor his

glorious wings of passion. But his bhakti was not devoid

of personal touch, a world-hater though he was. He des-

cribes a bhakta in Akhegitd:

He sings with the throb of tears in his voice; his limbs are a-quiver.

He sheds tears of joy. His heart is full; he is inspired by love. While
eating, drinking, and speaking, he sees Rama. His mind is pervaded by
Him. He is indifferent to his worldly duties. His heart is soft as butter,

full of affection. His eyes are filled with ambrosia. He is but a field

for the bhakti of Hari to grow. The mind of a young woman, engrossed

in her lover, lives in him; she sees him and none else all day and night.

And so does the mind of a slave of Hari live with Him”

He had philosophic insight; his study of Vedanta was
deep. But the poetic value of his works often lies in the
Vedantic conceptions and images in which, from the days

of the Upanishads, the great Indian philosophers have
embodied thought; his real contribution has been to use
them with great force and appropriateness in the language.

One more instance may be given of a felicitous use of

Vedantic images. He describes supreme bliss in Akhegitd
thus:

What unknown bliss is mine to-day? I comprehend tlie Incompre-
hensible; I praise the Perfect Brahma, the Lord transcending the Lord
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of Maya. He rules Vishnu, 6iva and Brahma. .The Living Essence

shines from nothingness. .. .He is indescribable, neither all-pervading

nor atomic . . . when you know Him, all phenomena fade away. He
stands revealed in reality; karma touches him not, nor time; He per-

vades all.“®

IX

Up to the beginning of the modem period, many poets

echoed the note of Akha,—a note which came out of a bitter

heart, weary of the stagnant social and political condi-

tions in Gujarat. Neither art nor' insight characterised

their outlook on life. This class of cheerless literature

consisted of monotonous padas on sringdra; on jndna,

describing the vanity of life; on vairdgya, praising other-

worldliness and despising joys of life.
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CHAPTER VII

PREMANAND

The literary consciousness of Gujarat—Visvanath Jani—Prema-
nand—His life—His works—^His literary characteristics—His

realistic art—His personal note—His philosophy of life—The
dkhynn in his hands— Okhdharan (1667)

—

AbhimanyiLdkhydn

(1671) — Hun^i (1674) — ^rdddh (1681) — Mdmerun (1683) —
Naldkhydn llQ85)—Ra7iayajna (16Sb)—Ashtdvakrdkydn (1719)
—I^uddmdcharitr (1682)

—

Dasamaskandh—The plays attributed

to him—Vallabh (1704) Mitradharmdkhydn—Ratnesvar—Samaj-

bhatt (c. 1700) — His position in literature— His style and

technique—His chhappds.

B y the beginning of the seventeenth century, Gujarat,

as a province of the Mogul empire, had settled down to a

sort of peaceful existence. A new literary tradition arose;

and the form, the expression, and the technique for which

the rasa or dkhydn stood, together with its frame work

of Puranic episodes or popular fiction, were made a medium
for a realistic treatment of life.

I

The exponents of this tradition found in the life of

Narasiihh Maheta a new and fertile source of inspiration.

Popular imagination had been busy surrounding him with

miraculous achievements. About 1584 Vishnudas of Kham-
bhat and another poet composed Mameruii. About 1645

an unknown poet rearranged Hdramdld, celebrating the

incident in which Sri Krishna gave the saint a garland in

the court of Ra M^<Jalik. Visvanath Jani (1625-1675) was

a well-known poet who composed Mosdldcharitr (1652)

about another incident. Soon after, Krishnadas composed a

Huntjii (1657). In 1678 Premanand edited Hdramdld^ and

set about composing brilliant works on well-known inci-

dents in Narasiriih’s life.'*

II

Premanand, son of Krishn of Baroda, was the greatest

literary figure of the age, a Sathodra Brahmaiji by caste

lAnte p. 139; Munshi, Narasaiyo: Bhakta Marino, Introduction (Guj.)

pp.36, 47, 51.
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Few authentic details of his life have come down to

us. Most of the details are provided by works attributed

to him, but in reality forming part of the Baroda forgeries^

According to these works the poet was left an orphan in

his infancy, and taken for an idiot. In the company of a
sanyasin, Ramachara^, he toured North India, studying

Sanskrit and Hindi, then the language of culture. At first,

Premanand wrote in Hindi, but his Guru disapproved of

his efforts. “Why neglect your door-steps and go in search

of a distant moimtain?” Accepting the advice, he restricted

his literary activities to his mother tongue.

He began his career as a gdgarid hhaf in Surat, then the

richest port of the Mughal empire. He at once gained

popularity, and was in demand at Baroda, Nandurdbar,

and Khandesh. The young poet was diffident. He says,

“I beseech the poets not to find fault with my works.’’

But, before long, he acquired courage and confidence.

He made good money, and spent it generously in the

orthodox style, feasting the Brahma^. His son says,

“He caused a river of ghee to fiow, and God himself built

the banks of sugar.”

Purdnikas were very costly; I felt anxious about it. So I decided to

show to the people the difficult path to heaven, and made this aerial

car of Prakrit.

His was a prosperous and uneventful life solely dedicated

to literature. He is said to have died at the ripe old age
of ninety-eight, though there is no trace of him after 1700.

More likely he died at the age of about sixty. He left

fifty-two disciples twelve of whom were women, devoted
to the cause of literature. On his death-bed he is said to

have given directions that, out of his disciples, his son,

Vallabh should write in the style of Hindi poets, Ratnesvar
in the style of Marathi poets, Virji in that of Persian poets,

and Sundar in the style of the Puraijds.

Ill

The works of Premanand were very popular, and kept

alive the traditions and maintained the atmosphere of the

Pura^as in the province. Fifty years ago, there was

2.Vide Note ‘Baroda forji'eries*.
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scarcely a middle-aged lady of the higher class in Gujarat
who did not know at least one of them by heart.

Premanand composed with incredible facility. As many
as fifty-seven works are attributed to him, several of them
being of considerable length though twenty-six of them
appear to be smaller. The works can be divided, according

to their sources, into the following groups:

(1) Akhydns from the Mahdbhdrata: Chandrahdsdkhy^n

(1671), Rishyasringdkhydn (1673), Draupadisvayamvar

(1680)*; Mdndhdtdkhydn (1681)*; Bhagavadgitd (1682)*,

Naldkhydn (1685), Draupadiharan (1689), Suhhadrdharan
(1702)* and Ash^vakrdkhydn (1710)*.

(2) Akhydns from the Bhdgavata Purdna: LakshmavA-
haran (1664)*, Okhdharan (1667), Suddmdcharitr (1682),

Vdmanacharitr (c. 1729), Ddna^lild;* Saptama-skandh*

,

Rukminlharan and Dhruvdkhydn.

(3) Akhydns from the Mdrkandeya Purdna: Maddla-
sdkhydn (1672), HarUchandrdkhydn (1692)*, and Devi-

charitr (1695)*.

(4) Akhydns from the Rdrmiyana: e.g. Ranayajna (1685).

(5) Complete versions of the Mahdhhdrata*

,

the Bhdgcu-

vata*, the Mdrkandeya Purdna* and the Rdrwdyana.

(6) Akhydns on the life of Narasirhh Maheta: Vivdha,

Hundi (c. 1674), Hdramdld (c. 1678), Srdddh (1681) and
Mdmerun (1683).

(7) Miscellaneous works, like Svarganisaranl, Viveka^

vanjdro and Bhramar-pachisi.

Many parts of these works have been bodily taken from
the works of Bhalao, Vishnudas, Nakar, and other less

known of his predecessors. A prince of plagiarists, Prema-
nand allowed no law, either of morals or art, to prevent

him from appropriating another man’s work. By the very
conditions of his profession, he was required to use his

poetic skill upon the akhydns well-known to his audience.

And his works, in consequence, exhibit widely differing

standards of skill and language. Naldkhydn, though
largely based on a predecessor’s work, is an independent

work of art, every line of which testifies to the touch of a

skilled artist.
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IV

Premanand was very proud of the Gujarati language,

and had pledged himself to make it as rich and beautiful

as Sanskrit. He is said to have given up wearing a turban

till he redeemed the pledge. In Roshadarsikd-satyahhima-

khydn, a drama attributed to him, he says:

May the Gujarati language be rich with implied meanings, lovely in

its parts. May her feet be full of grace and ornament. May she excel

all her comrades. May she reach the pedestal occupied by the language

of gods (Sanskrit). May God fulfil my hope of seeing her the best

among all her friends!^

His command over the resources of the language was
unequalled; and so was his knowledge of contemporary
life. He was a profound observer; no detail escaped him.

He depicted passion, situation and character in a vivid

style. He was a master of the art of gaining broad effects;

and could play upon an emotion to the point of saturation.

He excelled in making an old plot, however jejune, throb

with new life. Among the literary artists of the period, he
alone was truly a creative artist, and could give a glimpse

of actual life.

A clever reader of the popular mind, he was always
ready to cater to the prevailing taste. This was his strength

and his weakness. In his hands, the dignity of the Puranic

characters suffered lamentably. The mighty and astute Sri

K?*ishna was painted in the AhhimanyU’-dkhyun as a base

trickster. The incident of king Yuvanasva bearing a child

was described in the Mdndhdtdkhydn with a wealth of

intimate details revealing lack of good taste and artistic

perception. His audience must have enjoyed a recital of

those passages; but, to-day, they scarcely help to justify

his literary reputation.

It is difficult to find even an isolated note of personal

feeling in his works. He wore a literary mask, and identi-

fied himself with every situation.

3. RRTKnr^ sjTir arfcRr, sn"d fro
'TT% 'TK TRIoS ^TTaft I
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The works dealing with hhakti show Premanand only as an artist;

he can describe the storm of love without betraying subjective intensity.

His works, no doubt, display greater variety of treatment and a more
comprehensive effort to enrich emotions than the work of Narasiriih;

but the great impulse of pure bhakti does not inspire them, nor does a

high conception of beauty.*

His horizon was limited by the narrow world in which
the small castes of Gujarat had their being. Satisfied with
himself and his times, he considered everything to be for

the best in this best of all possible worlds wherein men
were ruled by the Puranic order of things. In S. Y. 1729

(A.D. 1673) famine swept over Gujarat; and the poet

composed Rishyasringdkhydn with this note:

It was terrible calamity; the only good fortune was that it was not

the end of the world; even suckling babies tremble when they hear of

the famine of twenty-nine. In that year, twenty-nine, I composed this

work; I could not repress my nature. I am only happy when I compose
a poem.

His sanity of outlook was in remarkable contrast to

the other-worldly note of contemporary literature.

Premanand took the old rasa form of the dkhydn as he
found it—a long, poetic composition divided into kadavdns
in dasl and rounded by two lines of valan. But he used
it with freedom and vigour. In his best works, the story

was a rapid gripping narrative; but he broke it up at

frequent intervals to make room for long descriptions

instinct with real life, or padas or garabis infused with
feeling, homely but rich. He used his art so skilfully that

the dkhydn became, like the modern novel, an elastic

medium for all literary purposes.

V
In Okhdharan, the poet describes the feelings of a

Gujarati girl on seeing her husband’s father. Okha,
daughter of the demon Banasur, is locked up in a tower
with a companion, Chitralekha. She meets Aniruddh in

a dream and falls in love with him. In the morning, she
requests Chitralekha to draw portraits of well-known men
that she might identify her lover. Chitralekha tries her

4.Munshi, Thoddnk Rasadariano, p.216.

O.L.~-16
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hand at drawing various celebrities, but Okha is unmoved.
Chitralekha ultimately draws Kxishija.

When she saw 6rl Krishna, Okha stood up out of respect, covering

her face with the fold of her sari. She recognised her grand-father-in-

law, She said, *‘My husband is surely descended from this man”.

Then Chitralekha drew Pradyumn, and Okha covered her face again.

She said, “His limbs are those of my lord, not his age”.

Chitralekha, then, drew Aniruddh on paper. He had a coronet on

his brow; his face was like the moon; his eyes, like lotuses. Agitated,

Okha rushed to embrace the paper. “Come, my Lord, come,” she cried,

“You have accepted me; why do you forsake me now? A woman’s

heart is soft; how can I bear it? Speak, I pray, speak to me. Why
don’t you?”

Chitralekha said, “This is not your husband. You will tear the paper,

if you hold it like this.”^

The marriage of Okha with Aniruddh, described in

detail, is solemnised in typical Gujarati style. Banasur’s

wife welcomes the bridegroom and his party; the dinner

is given with eclat; drums resound with joy; women sing

festive songs; and the marriage knot is tied.

Abhimanyu-dkhydn describes the exploits of Abhi-

manyu, the son of Arjun by Krishna’s sister, Subhadra.

Inspired by revenge, Ahilochan, son of the demon Maya-
danav, comes to Dvaraka with a magic trunk, in which he
proposes to smother his father’s murderer, Krishiia.

Krishna assumes the form of Sukracharya, the high priest

of the princely demons. But the description given by the

poet is not of the venerable Sukracharya of fne Purapas.

He appeared an old man. He had a stick in his hand and yet he

stumbled at every step. A tom piece of cloth was folded round his
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head. Shaking with palsy, with mouth and nose dribbling, he looked

from side to side with watery eyes. His body was shrunken, weak as a
twig; as he coughed, he was out of breath. He, the Eternal,—coughed
loudly like a consumptive man. His feet shook under him; sometimes,

he fell to the ground. Hunch-backed he was, and doubled at the waist.

His feet were rheumatic; his hair white; his knees bent. He walked
with a limp When he spoke, his tongue came in the way. He had
spasms. Dressed in a forester’s garb, he had thrown a blanket over his

shoulders.”

This description of a poor, old diseased village priest is

graphic, though a little too colourful.

On the pretext of measuring the trunk, Krishna induces

Ahilochan to get into it, and shuts down the lid. The
demon is suffocated to death. Kjrishna entrusts the box
to his sister, Subhadra. The wives of Krishna burning with
curiosity, prevail upon Subhadra to open the box. Femi-
nine curiosity is, then, picturesquely described by the

poet. The box is opened, the spirit of Ahilochan enters

Subhadra, and Abhimanyu is born.

VI
In the contemporary setting of Narasimh Mahetdm

Hun^i the poet is not put to the strain of having to devise

situations uncongenial to his art as in the Pura^iic dkhyuns,

and is more successful. The Maheta drew a hundi on
Krishna at Dvaraka in favour of some pilgrims.

The Beloved met the pilgrims on the banks of the Gomati. He had a

fitting appearance. He walked as men do in the market. His turban

was of twisted folds. Where did he learn to fold it so? With a pen
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behind his ear, he looked a vanik Like a bania, the Lord spoke hur-

riedly and with a lisp. A necklace of gold was round his neck; a broad

belt of gold round his waist. His palm had the lines of wealth. He
had rings on his fingers, a scarf over his shoulders. The Lord was

large of build

In Sruddh, the Maheta invites his caste-men to dinner

on the anniversary of his father’s death. His wife sends

him to the market to buy ghee; but the saint, oblivious of

his mission, joins some one in singing the praises of Sri

Krishna. The guests arrive, but dinner is not ready.

Manekbai, Narasimh’s wife, is unhappy, and the guests

disappointed and sarcastic. Sri Krishna, however, assumes

the Maheta’s form, brings ghee, and the feast is held.

In Mumerun, wherein the poet narrates how Krishna

helped the Maheta to celebrate the mosdld of Kuhvarbai,

the journey of the saint to the village of her husband is

described in detail. Too poor to hire a cart, the saint im-

provises a vehicle.

The body of the cart was old; the yoke was bent, the poles broken.

The wooden nails belonged to another; the bullocks were borrowed. A
sack containing musical instruments, a bag of the sacred white clay,

and another of tulsi wood were tide behind the cart. The scraggy

bullocks would not move, and the Vaishnavas had to push them for-

wards. When going uphill they did it, shouting, “Victory, Victory,” all

the time. Sometimes, one of the bullocks, too tired to move, would lie

down on the road, and the other alone would drag the vehicle. They
would then force the first one to rise by pulling its tail. A thousand

such incidents would happen .... Every joint of the cart was loose, the

axle creaked, the wheels grated. They got in and out of the vehicle

with the names of R^a and Krishna on their lips. In this manner,
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Mahetaji came to Una at midday, and the village turned out to see

him.®

VII

Naldkhydn is perhaps the most popular of the poet’s

dkhydns. This poem is characterized by an ornate style,

elaborate descriptions, and intense emotions. It is evident-

ly an attempt to produce a masterpiece on the conventional

model. The description of Damayanti is in the approved
hyperbolic style of the period.

The serpent saw the lovely braid of Damayanti, and, humbled and
ashamed, crawled into the nether regions. The moon saw the sweet

face of Bhimaka’s daughter, waned, and hid behind a cloud. At
creation, Brahma collected light in a pot, and made the limbs of Dama-
yanti out of it. Part of it lay unused; parts lay scattered about;

Brahma put them together and created the moon.®
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King Nal wants to marry her; but not even the sage
Narad will carry his message to her, lest his ascetic mind
should lose self-control in her presence.

When on a visit to a forest the king catches a beautiful

swan with a golden body. The bird thus expresses its

feelings towards the captor;

Sinful man! For what sins of mine, do you visit me with this punish-

ment? Alas, man is cruel. He will kill me forthwith; tear off my
wings; roast me on fire. Who will save me from him? In order that he
may eat, I must die, a jewel like me must be destroyed. My mate, dis-

consolate, must also die. On whom will she now rely?'“

The king, moved by compassion, lets the bird go; and,

in return, it flies to Damayanti and inspires her with a
tender feeling for Nal. When Bhimak holds a svayam-^

var for his daughter, Nal and other kings, and even gods
attend. Inspired by jeolousy, the gods, including Indr,

Varun and Dharm, transform one another's face into

that of a dog, a cat, a monkey or a bear. This touch of

vulgarity scarcely satisfies the requirements of art, but,

for the poet, Puranic personages were only pegs to hang
contemporary pictures on. Damayanti selects Nal, is

married to him and returns with him to his capital.

On one occasion, Nal plays dice with his brother, and
loses the stake; and, in consequence, he has to give up his

throne and go to a forest for three years. Damayanti bids

a touching farewell to her children when she loyally

follows Nal to the forest. Misfortunes befall the pair as

they wander through the forests. KaU, the spirit of the
Iron Age, instigates Nal to desert Damayanti while she is

lying asleep in the forest. She wanders in the forest, alone
and terrified, calling upon Nal in piteous wails. She is

partly swallowed by a python, and narrowly escapes

death.

10. 3ft sfTTOT 'rrft ^ ^ qrr. ii

I? II

^ mfiTt Tf. 'TT. II

TO, 'IT. TO, *TT. tl

ffiT, qr. ^ ^ trr. ii
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These parts of the poem, already worked upon by nume-
rous poets, bear testimony to the poet’s mastery over

tragic situations. But in the case of Old Gujarati works,

estimates can be only comparative; though a masterpiece

among the dkhydns of the period, Naldkhydn is but a

crude vulgarisation of the noble original in the Maha--

hhdrata.

Ranayajna describes the battle between Ram and
Ravan, and incidentally hows the poet’s skill in dealing

with vtr ras, the heroic sentiment. But it is extravagant

and tawdry, and lacks the epic thrill of Kdhnadadepra-

handh.

A crowd of demons rushed determined to fight. Noses and ears and

feet were scattered on the ground. Rivers of blood met. Some cried

out; others shouted encouragement. Some roared; others were beaten

with fists; some were stifled; some were masticated to death. Here and

there and everywhere, royal umbrellas were lying about and armour

plates and chains lay broken.”

Queen Mandodan, while remonstrating with Ravan,

describes the ominous signs which prophesy disaster.

Oh, king, the day is dusty and overclouded. The sun is dim; my lord,

the quarters are foggy. Evil omens meet us everywhere. Yester-night,

1 had a dream. King, how can I tell you how terrible it was? The sea

was dried up; the river ran with blood; Lanka was in flames. Your
queens were in tears; and so were your daughters and daughters-in-law.

And I saw them tonsured, their hands without bracelets.^’^

11- TRTH 3rr% ^ sTfejrr

;

3TFif

^ 'TfeJTT,

12. 3jT3pft fit# fr ;

^ ^TT ^ STr.

«rriT, ^ ;

H 'niir, ^ Tn^rr^- ^rr.

it criftriT
,^ qpTiT it Tm^ft

;
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But the king is adamant; he is determined to fight Ram.
Even Ravan’s fierce brother, Kumbhakarn, makes a
piteous but vain appeal to his brother to desist from
fighting.

The poet, however, must make even the demon a little

attractive. Ravan replies:

Hear my sorry tale. Wlien I see Janaki, 1 see in her as it were our

mother. My love for her will only be destroyed with my corpse.

At the end, Ravan develops a sanctimonious disposition,

confessing that he is only seeking liberation through death

at the hands of Ram.

VIII

Ashtdvakrdkhydn^^^ written in somewhat polished

style, contains excellent verses. The sage, stricken by love,

wanders in a forest in the company of his wife.

The breeze blew softly. A pair of peacocks uttered notes of delight.

Inspired by love, they moved about like a sdras pair. They did not

part from each other, in talk, in food, or in enjoyment Their love

grew, as the lady sang to her lord. On the way, the wind blew, sweet

and mild, cool and fragrant; the youthful bride looked at the full-blown

lotus with an anxious heart.^*

Suddmdcharitr exhibits great realism. Sent by his

wives to seek help from Krishna, his friend when in school,

Sudama, the poor Brahman, arrives at the palace. Krishna
rushes forward to welcome Sudama, and his wives bring

gifts as a ceremonial welcome. The old friends meet, and

ft ;

str.

IS.Vide Munshi, Thoddnk Rasadarsano, p.236 et seq.
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touchingly exchange reminiscences of their boyhood.

Sudama presents Krishna with a little rice; and the present

is returned by Sri Krishna a millionfold without his know-
ing it. When the poor Brahman returns to his cottage, he

finds in place of it a royal palace with elephants waiting

at the door. Struck dumb with amazement, he does not

know what to do. Beauteous damsels accompany his wife,

now transformed into a young, fascinating woman, as she

comes out to welcome him. Then follows a humorous
situation.

When worshipping him, she touched his hand, the sage ran away,

frightened. He trembled in every limb; he could not see anything. He
was bare-headed; his hair was flying about. When the beautiful lady

tried to hold his hand, the sage shrieked, “I have got into a new house.

Forgive me, I have no dishonest motive. I am old, and you are a young
woman. My morals are very strict; I assure you, I have not come here

lured by passion/ Let me go. Why do you worry me? Be you happy

His wife explains how everything has been metamor-
phosed by the goodwill of Krishna; and, as he enters the

house, Sudama himself is transformed into a radiant

youth.

His Dasamdskandh, Xth canto of the Bhagavata, is a

comparatively inferior work. The well-known lament of

Jasoda, when Kpishna plunged into the Yamuna to recover

a ball, is one of the finest poems of the author.

Why, my dark one, did you plunge into the river, leaving your poor
mother behind?

The waters of the Jumna are dark; the black Kali lives in it. How
can I hope to meet you again? How will you come back to me?
My child was my life, but fate has robbed me of it. I did not know

how to preserve my jawel; and it is now lost to me. When well advanc-
ed in life, I had a son; I nursed him; I brought him up. But the sweet-
ness which I had gathered is now gone. Bereaved, I am on fire.

When will I see you—a pearl in your nose, anklets on your feet, the

peacock-crown on your head,—coming back to me with the returning

15. ^ <TT^ ^ ^
«n: ^ g;#,^^ ;

^ STK ^ Tit

f ?ft^ ?rr^, #
vlwfd' f^ arrsjft, arTT ;
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cattle? You have flung yourself into the deep waters; how will you
live? Who will now play with your peacock, your parrot, and your
doll?

You are gone, and I am alive; our love was destined to be short-lived.
How shall I face the world? Yes, the ball was just an excuse; really,

you must have been offended with me. When you were an infant, I
once boimd you to the mortar. Did you plunge into the river because
you remembered the insult?

IX

Premanand has been credited with writing dramas, three
of which were published some sixty years ago. They are
named Roshadarsiha-satyabhanMkhydn, Panch^li-prosan-
ndkhydn and Tapatyakhydn. From a literary and artistic

16. in# FTJmri

ffrrr ^ ;

i arTTim nraiff m mi iTffTSJj mnoslTTT-mo
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point of view, they are inferior to the poet’s other works.

The technique of the dramas ascribed to Premanand is of

a different and modern author. Their genuineness has been
rightly challenged by Narsinhrao Divatia in an ably writ-

ten paper, Premdnand-nd Ndtako.^'^ His arguments, which
have remained unanswered, are that both stage and
dramatic literature were unknown to Gujarat in the whole
period of five centuries; that Vallabh in his boastful recital

of his father’s literary achievements does not refer to any
drama; that the original manuscripts have not been forth-

coming in spite of repeated demands; and, that many
phrases are based on idioms and ideas formed by Western
influence. Further, a lapse of over fifty years has not led

to the discovery of any other manuscript of the poet’s

dramas, or for that matter, of any drama composed in Old
Gujarati. Old Gujarati had no drama; and to the literary

men of Gujarat, from Somasundar to Dayaram, the
dramatic presentation of character, incident and dialogue
was an unknown art.

X
Premanand left two sons Vallabh and Jivaiiaram.

Vallabh is said to have composed, among other works,
Duh^dsan-rudhirapdndkhydn (1724) ;

Yakshaprasnottar

(1725); Kunttprdsanndkhydn (1781); Krishnavishp; Pre-

mdnandkathd; Yudhishthirvrikodar-dkhydn; and a so-

cial story, Mitradharmdkhydn (1754). Some of these works
are of more than doubtful authenticity.

According to these works, many of which are not genuine,
Vallabh appears to have been engaged in defending his

and his father’s position as a poet against Samal. He was
impetuous and arrogant, a fanatical worshipper of his

father and a jealous guardian of his reputation.^®

The poetry of Premanand is like the sun. The bards are but descend-
ed from the Brahmans; but a Brahman is the descendant of Brahma

17.Sahitya Parishad Report, Vol. III.. Vide Note A to the Chapter.
18.Note A to the Chapter.
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himself. Chandra is inferior to the father of this lord of poets (meaning

himself).^®

There is nothing on earth equal to the Gujarati language. It has all

good qualities including mellifluity.

Except some happy descriptions and passages depicting

impetuous wrath, there is very little in the works of this

poet which deserves serious attention. His style is extra-

vagant and bombastic, and lacks refinement.

Mitradharmdkhydn, though attributed to Vallabh is

again by a different and later author.^© The subject of the

poem is friendship and opens with a reference to persons

whose friendship was known to the Pur^as. Then follows

one of the characteristic flourishes of the poet.

Duryodhan’s friend was Karn, though he courted disaster. Prema-
nand is the friend of his foes; and Madhav (the god?) is his friend.

All men are friends of Vallabh; a friend is a soul of the body.

Then he describes Gujarat, and has a hit at Samal.

In the city of Ratnapur, dwelt great poets, some like Prem, some
like us. Some poets who live there are of dark deeds (Santa lakshaxia-

vantd) who serve all and sundry; who disregard the vow of non-

begging and take to the ways of mendicants; who try to become gods

but without proper ceremonies; who forgetting the duties of a Brahman
disgrace Gujarat by their residence.

Indu and Mindu are the sons of two Brahma^ friends

in Ratnapuri. For twelve years they live in the dsrama of

a learned Brahman at Bhrigukacch. Indu grows up to

be a man of character, popular and learned; Mindu, an
ignorant and insolent knave. On their way home, the

jealous Bindu tries to kill Indu and leaves him as dead in

a village on the banks of the Mahi. He returns to his city,

and reports that Indu died on the way; later, he changes

the story and informs Indu’s father that his son is gone to

Ka:§i for further studies, Mindu, now, poses as a prodigy

of learning. He is invited by the king to a debate with the

Brahmans of the court, and is worsted. Unable to live

up to his boast, he leaves the town, promising to return

^ STT

20JTote A to the Chapter.
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in two months with the solution of the questions put to

him.

Mindu, in his travels, comes to the village of kolis,

where he thought he had killecj Indu, and is surprised to

find that his friend was alive and had made it flourish.

Indu welcomes Mindu; saves him from his koU followers

who, angry at the insolence of Mindu, want to kill him;

and returns with Mindu to Ratnapuri as his disciple to

help him secure a triumph over the Brahmans of the town.

When they attend court, Mindu refers all the problems put

to him to his disciple. Indu solves all questions; and the

king and the learned Brahmans are all pleased. But the

jealous Mindu again tries to deprecate Indu. The king,

suspecting the truth, has enquiries made. The headman
of the kolis tells the whole truth to the king, who turns

out Mindu and installs Indu as the royal purohita. Mindu
meets with an untimely end.

If this work is not a forgery, dkhydn for the first time

drops its borrowed Sanskritic framework and becomes a
story of real life. But the life as it appears has neither

greatness nor beauty.

XI

Of the contemporaries of Premanand, Ratnesvar (c. 1700)

was the most notable. Among his works were Bhdgavat

(1714); Vairdgyalatd and other pads; and Rddhdkrishnand
Mahind. Throughout life he was persecuted by rival

purdniks; and, after his death, parts of his Bhdgavat
were thrown into the Narmada by his illiterate sons at the

instance of his rivals. A great student of Sanskrit, he
attained a purity, elegance and richness of style which
were beyond the reach of his contemporaries. In his

Mahind he describes Radha in a conventional vein but with
a charm of language approaching Modern Gujarati poetry.

Madan let fly his arrows at her; and she fell pierced. Tied by the

fetters of love, she cried “Hari! Hari!” She wept, disconsolate at the

separation, wiping her tears with her cloth. As she looked into the

mirror, she saw her eyes dawn-red.*^

21. janf^r, ^ ;

^^ ^ <TT5T^ ;
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Again, she addresses the cloud;

Oh cloud! Listen to my words. Stop the rain and pause for a while.

Tell me the news of Krishna. What message do you bring from Madhu-
pur. Did you see Krishnaji, sweet as his flute?*

XII
Samalbhatt was after Premanand, the most notable poet

of the period. He was born about the year 1700. The
earlier date, 1640, is obviously incorrect, for he composed
his Angadavishti in 1752. He was a SrigO(J Malvi Brah-

man of Vehganapur (now Gomtipur), a suburb of

Ahmedabad, and knew Sanskrit, Vraja and Persian. He
left behind him no followers, and no school of poetry.

The Puranic works attributed to him are Siva Purdn

(1748); Revdkhand; AngadvishU (1752); Rdvanmando-
darisamvad; Kdllnidhdtmya, Sukadevdkhydn, Draupadi-

vastrdharan'^\ The works of fiction attributed to him are

Batrisaputli; Suddbahoteri; Padmdvatl (1718); Nanda-
hatrisl; Vinechatni Vdrtd;* Bardsakasturlm Vdrtd; Sundar
Kamaddr; and Bhojakathd*. His miscellaneous works,

including those of doubtful authorship, are Ra'mchhodand
Salokd, Udyamakarma^amvad, Sdmalratnamdl, Abhrdrrv-

kulino-saloko or Rustam-hahddurno Pavd^ (c. 1725), Rakhi-

ddsacharitr, Visvesvardkhydn, and Ranastambh.

Samal at one time was appraised as a great writer of

original fiction and a peer of Premanand; but materials

which are now available necessitate a re-estimate of his

works. He attempted Puranic subjects, but could only

produce ordinary dkhydns. Though he is said to have twit-

fir^ ^ ;

3TT^
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These works do not appear to be genuine works of the poet; Vinechaf-
ni Vdrta is by Laghu and Sukh, two Jain authors of Broach. Bhoj-
katha is definitely by a later author as it contains references to the
Swami Narayan sect which came into existence at the end of the
eighteenth century.
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ted Premanand for being merely a copyist of older purdniks

in the well known line ^ ' he took all his

stories from early Gujarati fiction. The originals he copied

were mostly Jain compositions and not easily accessible

twenty years ago. That he was not the independent man he
pretended to be, is clear from the hyperbolic epithets which
he showered upon his Patidar patron, Rakhidas, whom
he compared to Bhoj in generosity. His attack on the

venerable Premanand, who, throughout life, maintained

the dignity of the noble profession of a purdnik, scarcely

reveals good taste or generous impulses.

I have not leamt any Pur^ and I have not studied the Vedas. I

know no figure of speech and I am not sorry. I do not wander from

house to house, and I have no son to sing my praises. I do not go from

court to court to receive presents. Bards. Brahmans and buffoons

shout loudly, and the audience well pleased says ‘Well done’. But I feel

grieved at this.®*

Grapes were, indeed, sour. Critics half a century ago

went into ecstasies over him thinking to have discovered

in him a modem social reformer; but now we know that

they were portraits of social conditions which generations

of story-tellers had preserved from a past long gone by,

and which Samal bodily adopted from his predecessors.

He could not impart local colour, nor give a contemporary
touch so well as Premanand. His observation was neither

comprehensive nor keen; his views were conflicting and
trite; and he had no fresh outlook to present. His plots,

mostly taken or rewoven from older works, show but
slight improvement. He has been able to add to the old

stock only a few characters or pictures of real life. The
riddles are there; and so are the long, nerveless descrip-

tions.

But his greatness lies in his matchless style and wonder-
ful power of story-telling; in presenting didactic and

23 .
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worldly maxims in striking parallelisms; and in preserving

the romantic atmosphere of early fiction, and thereby pro-

viding a valuable literature of escape from the morbid

influences of his times. His chappds, made up of six-line

verses, illustrating a point of view have acquired an

abiding place in literature.

He who was highly respected, left his pride, and was seen begging.

He who was highly respected bowed low to the mean and the lowly.

He who was highly respected became poor and was punished. He who
always saw good omens died, and left a widow. The man of large wealth

and no learning is but poor indeed. God can make a mountain out of

a blade of grass. What is then the use of harbouring pride?

The poet stigmatised women thus:

Some women have killed their husbands; some have left their high-

placed husbands to marry menials; some have left their children and

families and gone to live with others. Some have deserted a king, to

give themselves up to pleasures. Some have killed their sisters and

mothers-in-law; some their parents. A woman is a living witch. She
rdks the strongest of their strength.^

At another place, the poet recognised their worth after

the fashion of his times.

When young, she gives pleasure and company. She looks after your

bodily comforts; talks affectionately and ministers to pain and anguish.

She shares happiness and misery; sings your virtues sweetly. She
steals your heart and glories in it. In old age, she nurses you. When
you see her, you forget your pain. Not even in death, does she forsake

you; out of affection, she immolates herself on the funeral pyre with

you.*^

24 . ;
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XIII

And thus we see two authors—Premanand, and Sama}

—

standing in bright contrast to the murky background of

other-worldliness which spread over two centuries; each
proud of Gujarat and the Gujarati language; each a law
unto himself. And of the two, Premanand stands out fore-

most. Before his sturdy faith in life and joy, the back-

ground recedes like the disappearing mist. With a humo-
rous twinkle in his eye and a joyous note in his voice,

he passes on to his world-weary generation the inspiration

of Vyasa.

G.L.—17



CHAPTER VIII

THE END OF OLD GUJARAT: DAYARAM (1767-1852)

Influence of Arabic, Persian and Urdu

—

Mirat-i-Ahmadt—Poli-
tical conditions (1707-1852)—Persian literature by Gujaratis

—

Converts to Islam and their literature—The literature of the
Parsis—The decadent literature—Dhiro (1753-1825)—Nirant
(1770-1846)—Bhojo (1785-1850)—Pritamdas (c. 1730)—The
Svaminarayan sect—Its poets—Dayaram (1767-1852)—Persona-
lity and temperament—His Life—His Works—^His garabis—The
close of Old Gujarat.

The period between 1707 and 1818 was one of wretched-
ness, disorder and misery for unfortunate Gujarat. Its

wealth and weakness attracted the avarice of every ambi-
tious raider in the vicinity. Its wealth was destroyed; its

agriculture and commerce were crippled; its culture was
arrested. Social life grew more stagnant and narrow.
What better soil can Akha’s gospel require?

I

The sorry tale of feuds and intrigues between 1700 and
1852 may be shortly recounted. The policy of Aurangzib
and the raids of the Marathas marked the beginning of an
era of disorder and misfortune. The great landlords
refused to pay tribute; the imperial viceroys, unable to
enforce payment or maintain order, only looked after

themselves. Hindu zemindars extended a welcome to

Marathi in the hope of shaking off the Muslim rule.

Petty Muslim fauzdars took advantage of the prevailing
disorder to declare their independence as nawabs. The
chiefs of Junagadh, Balasinor, Palappur and Cambay raided
one another’s territory, plundering towns and destroying
villages.

6ivaji and the great Peshwas, no doubt, dreamt of a well-
governed empire in India. But their agents looked upon
Gujarat more as a treasure to be robbed than a country
to be governed, and confined themselves to exacting an
annually growing tribute. Irresponsible agents of the
Peshwas, the Gaekvads and the Sindhias extorted revenues
and allowances from peasants by all possible means, with
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the result that fertile districts were left uncultivated. The
military occupation of the Marathas is aptly described as a

‘system without the breath of life, without elasticity, with-

out the capacity of self-direction, imposed bodily upon a

foreign people, without even the care of preparing a

foundation.’^

The East India Company appeared on the scene; occu-

pied the Surat castle in 1759; and soon set one Maratha
power fighting against another.

In 1761 Ahmadshah Abdall dealt a decisive blow to

Maratha supremacy at Panipat. Balaji Bajirao, the great

Peshwa, died of a broken heart. His brother, the perfidious

Raghoba, disputed succession with his son, fled to Surat

and allied himself with the East India Company. The
British got their chance. Mahadji Sindhia turned traitor

to the Peshwa. The Gaekvad of Baroda was induced to

throw off his allegiance to Poona, but, unable to withstand
the combined force of the Hindu and Muslim chiefs of

Gujarat, threw himself in the arms of the Company. A
Maratha war followed.

Gujarat was thus turned into one vast field of endless

battle. ‘Tn this city,” says Forbes in his Oriental Memoirs
(1781) referring to Ahmedabad “commerce once met with
every encouragement. It was the resort of merchants,

artists and travellers of every description. It now exhibits

solitude, poverty and desolation.” The trade and commerce
of Cambay and Ghogha were equally ruined.

In 1803 the British wrested Broach from Daulatrao
Sindhia. They protected the possession of the Gaekvad
or Sindhia against the Peshwa, or acquired the Peshwa’s
rights over Gujarat against them. And with the battle

of Kirkee, in 1818, the Company finally stepped into the
place of the Peshwa in Gujarat. Until 1853, when they
took the district of Panch Mahals on lease from Sindhia,

the British continued to quell disorder, destroy hostile

powers, and lay the foundation of settled government. In
this process, they also dismembered Gujarat. Jhalor and
Sirohi, once centres of Gujarati culture, were handed over

ijBombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, p.432.
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to Rajputana; and Dungarpur, Vansavada and Alirajpur

to Central India.

II

Political influence directly operated only upon a very
narrow province of life. On the sultanate being establish-

ed, Persian and, later, Urdu became the language of court,

law and office. Muslim authors attached to the Sultans

or the viceroys wrote many works in Persian. MiraUU
Sikandart (1^36), written by a Gujarati convert from
Mehmadabad, is the first valuable Muslim history of

Gujarat by a Muslim.

But Ali Mahmud Khan Bahadur was perhaps the most
noteworthy Muslim historian of Gujarat. He suppressed

riots in Ahmedabad in 1730; was a superintendent of

customs in 1748; and was confirmed in the said office in

1753 by Raghunathrao and Damaji Gaekvad who finally

overthrew the representatives of the shadowy imperial

power in Gujarat. His Mirdr^uAhmadi is a work of great

importance.

The castes from which Hindu officials were drawn also

took to the study of Arabic, Persian and Urdu. They claim-

ed men who could teach these languages. A few literary

men also composed poems in Persian and Urdu. But the

influence of these languages on Gujarati literature was
neither deep nor lasting.

Thakordas Daru, a Kayastha of Surat, sent a kasida, a

panegyric poem, to the Mogul Emperor every year. Nandlal
Munshi of Broach (c. 1700) attracted the attention of

emperor Mahmud Shah Alamgir by his poems. Kavi Bhag-
vandas (1681-1746), a divan of the nawab of Surat, com-
posed poetry in Arabic, Persian, Urdu, besides Sanskrit,

Gujarati and Marathi. Sridas, a Nagar Brahma^a, composed
Fatuhat-uAlamgiri (1731) a history of the reign of Aurang-
zib, in Persian. Premanand is believed to have directed hi^

pupil Virji to compose poetry in the style of Persian ahd
Urdu poets. Samal Bhat knew Persian and was the first poet

who freely used Persian words. Manoharswami (1788-

1845), a poet, was a student of Persian. And Rai;ichho^ji

Divan (1768-1841), a warrior and a literary man of Kathia-
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wa^, was ‘an acknowledged patron of poets, men of science

and literary genius/^ He wrote Tarikh-USorath, The History

of Sorath, and Rukat-Gunagun, Diverse Letters, in Persian,

besides poems in Gujarati and Vraja. Dayar^ composed
poems in Punjabi and Urdu. But such literary work did

not come natural to the Gujaratis, and, when Persian and
Urdu ceased to be official languages, their interest in them,

for all practical purposes, came to an end.

The Muslim rulers exerted a more enduring influence

on dress, music, luxuries and pleasure hunts of diverse

kinds; and the upper classes in Gujarat who adopted them
enriched Gujarati by contributing foreign words and
idioms appertaining to these activities.

Ill

Under the Chalukya and the Vaghela kings, Muslim
traders and mercenaries came and settled in Gujarat.

Their religious freedom was safeguarded. Siddharaja gave
compensation to the traders of Cambay whose mosque had
been destroyed by Hindus: a remarkable instance of the

sense of justice which inspired Hindu kings. Muslims
were often absorbed in the Hindu community. In 1178,

when Bala Mulraja defeated the army of Shahabu-ud-din
Ghori, the Turks, the Afghans and the Moguls were
admitted as Rajputs, and many Muslim women were con-

verted to Hinduism and accepted as wives by Hindus.
Since 1297, Turks, Habshis, Abyssinians, Manchukes,
Arabs, Persians, Khorasanis dribbled into Gujarat as part

of some conquering army or as adventurers in search of

employment, and constituted the unruly and irresponsiblf

element in every army. The Sidis of Janjira, in 1670,

accepted the vassalage of emperor Aurangzib, and, as

admirals of the imperial fleet, settled in Surat.

But the great bulk of Muslims, who form about eight

to ten per cent, of the total strength of the Gujaratis, was
piade up of Hindu converts. They never held themselves
aloof from the social and cultural influences of their own
land and lived on peaceful terms with the Hindus.

2.Mrs. Peston in Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, quoted by D. B.
Zaveri, Milestones in Gujarati Literature,
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Even the proselytisers gave to Islam as local a colour as

they possibly could. Nur-ud-din Satagar or Satguru came
to Gujarat about 1001 as a missionary of the Ismailia

sect of Islam; and the converts made by him and his dis-

ciples came to be called Khojas. According to their tenets,

Ali was the tenth incarnation of Vishnu, and Hinduism and
Islam were one. The hhajans of this sect, though without

literary flavour, are turned out on the usual Gujarati

pattern. Other Muslim sects like the Matapanth, the

Piranapanth and the Borahs who follow Pir Chishti have
their hhajans in the same style. A well-known poetess,

Ratanbai, of the last named sect has composed songs in

honour of Kayam-din Pir distinctly under the inspiration

of the pads of Mirahbai.^

IV

A few Persians, flying before the iconoclastic zeal of

the Arabs, left Persia and settled near Sanjan in the Surat

District about 758. The settlers and their descendants

accepted girls from lower classes of Hindus as wives; and,

except in religious matters, adopted the language and the

social habits of their neighbours.

Some Parsi poets composed in Persian. Bahman Kaiko-

bad composed Kis«o-i-Sanjdri, (1600), a poem on the landing

of the Parsis, at Sanjan. Mulla Ferose bin Kaus (c. 1758-

1830) a native of Broach, wrote an epic in Persian on the

conquest of India by the English imder the name of

George-nameh at the instance of Jonathan Duncan, Gover-

nor of Bombay, in the style and metre of Firdousi’s great

epic.

The Parsi poets composed poems in the inaccurate

variety of Gujarati prevailing in the villages of Surat,

though they freely borrowed words from Persian, Pehlavi

and Zend. Many of them studied Sanskrit and translated

Zend or Pehlavi religious books into Sanskrit before

rendering them in Gujarati. One of the earliest of such
translations is Ardaviraf-nameh by Behram Lakhmidhar
(1451). Later poets, following Gujarati poets, composed
dkhyans from their religious literature, or from the

S.Vidc D. B. Zaveri’s article, Gujaritx SShltya, 0.188.
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Shah-nameh of Firdausi. Their technique, taste and style

form the curiosities of Gujarati literature. For instance

Erwad Rustom Peshotan of Surat composed Zarthosht-

nameh (1676), Siyavaksha-nameh (1680) and other poems.

His works bear traces of the influence of Sanskrit, as also

of Hindu manners and customs adopted by the Parsis. His

description of the ladies of Iran runs:

The ornament on your head is like the full moon and the brilliant

sun of amdvdsyd; it sheds a flood of light on this arid desert. The
ornament on your fore-head is studded with the planets Mercury, Jupi-

ter and Venus. Who set your nose-ring with sabcherdga gem?* Your
ear-rings are made of rubies and pearls; God himself has given you
the ornaments of your neck. The bracelets and wristlets flash like

lightning; the anklets tinkle on your feet.

V
Under conditions such as those described, the bulk of

the literature only echoed Akha’s weary gospel.^ Quota-

tions from a few poets will show the tendency of the times.

The bhajans of Dhira (1753-1825) were in every one’s

mouth. A Brahmabhat by caste, he came from Gothda in

the district of Baroda. Domineered by a very hot-tempered

wife, he led an unhappy life, composing pads, called kdfis,

and publishing them in a somewhat novel way. He wrote
out his poems on paper, enclosed them in pieces of bam-
boos and set them afloat in the river Mahi for a chance
reader to pick up. His works are didactic and philosophi-

cal, His best known work is Svarupant kdfi. His fcaj^^ are

written in a clear, homely and telling style, and have the

sentiments of Akha without his lashing bitterness. His
outlook, for instance, is expressed in his JMn Kakha,

4.A gem which gives light at night.

^ ^^^ anmf)^ I

WF jftsToS JfUPT I

^ ^ ^ ii

OT^ 'sitaq ;rn>T^ # I^ arnruT snr grqftq ii

^^ 'srpT I

Tiq 3r qn? II

S.See Note A at the end of the chapter.
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The Alphabet of Knowledge. When he comes to the letter

he says:

‘Pa* is for dahdpan wisdom. Why do you adulterate your wisdom?
To-day, you are wise, very wise, indeed. But how many wise men
have sunk? Aren’t you ashamed to see them sinking? The wise have
sunk in worldliness. Wisdom was of no avail to them when Death got

hold of them. He who knows the true wisdom about the body alone is

happy.®

Nir^t Bhagat (1770-1846) of Dethan, near Baroda, and
a Patidar by caste, was another popular poet. His outlook

was philosophic, and his language simple and charming.

He uses Urdu words more freely than any other poet of

his time.

Such an occasion will never come; let us worship Hari. A fool will

give a diamond for a cowrie. Let us worship Hari with affection. What
can we say?

The flowing water will continue to flow. Fathers and grandfathers

have gone before us. How can we be left behind? Son, wealth and
wife, family and descendants are yours; but, at the moment of death,

who will save whom?
Remember, friends are only bound by self-interest. Know this for

certain: no one is another’s relative or casteman.

Death hovers over your head. It will do what it likes, and when.
Death, the counsellor of evil, will not let any one go. The fear of

Death is the greatest fear of all. Why are you trustful? Why do you
live in enjoyment? You fish of shallow waters! When he comes no
one will listen to you. Only those who worship Hari are like Hari. If

you believe so, listen to the name of Hari.^

6. ^ ^ 3TT# ?

<TT ^ ^ 5'^
^ iTr?qT

;

tp#. !

7. an^ arWffT 5T|f 3IT% fft WiTT.

%rr 513 ?ft spjr ^ fft

?r# »rirr eft arrr’Jr ^ft

3[Rr fo5 ?Tf cTft^ fft ’T5flTT. ^m 5rr>r5ft ^
STToraft^ ;T 5=5rRft,p ^ft 'If

srroRt irmr gtp: ^ft
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Bhojo Bhagat (1785-1850) a more aggressive poet of

this class, a Patidar from Kathiavad, did not know how to

read and write. He learnt bhakti and yoga from some
unknown ascetic wandering in the forests of Girnar and
spent his life in singing pads. His Selaiydkhydn is not

an outstanding work; but his principal contribution to

literature is his Chdbkhd, lashes, in which he attacked

social vice with effective bitterness. He died at Virapur
and left a large number of followers.

His disgust for life is fearful.

I saw the miseries of the world, and sent away my wife to her parents.

One child would ask for a top; another, a cord; the third would say:

“Get me raiment made”; and a fourth would like good food.

When I get anklets made, my wife wants a bodice; when I get a ring

made, she wants a nose-ring. She does not let me rest in peace the

whole day. Let the cage she had made for me be broken. She will go
to sleep scolding; and scolding, she will rise. She is an expert in quar-

rels; I have never seen her with a bright face; the whole day long she
does not leave me.

When guests come, she conceals herself in the house. When the

children become naughty, she pinches them cruelly. Now I have sent

her away to her parents with all her clothes. And my worries have
gone with her. Bhojo Bhagat says, thanks to my teacher, I will never
have such a wife.'*

5!ft^ 53r55^ ^ fft vs

^ft ^ fft JTsfttT.

?ft fftJT^ 'TT^rn'ft, 1% 5ft WtT.

^ ^ft

^

8. it' 5 :1a' iftqKT iTTost, 'rT:5ft artt

TiaTVjf irnr ititt^ ^ ^ inir ^

;

t arl JTiT 5fra'^i^'r # ^ q-ral- ^
17717, ;

3713 377^ ITT 3nT^ IT ITIT7 Tt37fti77^ q^STIoSt t
^ IT ^ it.-vsfi'sniTt # antt t

;

3^ IT IT ?7t 3773 artftnrTost t ^
gKiJ7^3r73!T7'Tt?q‘W#^T?# ;

<71? gPT^ iT^^ % % grp»f)~ grFft t ^ ^

;
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The hymn of death is the best known lash of the poet.

Oh soul! Worship the Creator, The world is but a dream; surely you
will leave your wealth and riches, property and treasures, sons and
grandsons; and you will only bear the lashes of death.

The wealthy have left behind them their houses, high with storeys,

beautiful with terraces and endless windows.

Flowers will be thrown over him; four cocoanuts will be tied under

him; he will be anointed and bound to the bamboo bier; and people

will bewail his death.

In life, he never slept without a bed and bedstead; he did a tho\isand

other things. But, all the same, he will be stoked on the fimeral pyre

as if a blacksmith is melting iron, and burnt to ashes.

They will go to the burning place, set up a pyre, and lay on him a

load of wood. They will then set him on fire and leave him. His body
will be m flames. They will, then, take their bath, and abandon him.

Bhojo Bhagat says, men and women will shed tears for ten days and
then forget him.®

Pritamdas (c. 1730), a hhdt by caste, has composed
Sdrasagitd (1774) and the usual kind of pads on sringdr,

vairdgya and jndn. Some of his pads bear the impress

of originality. His well-known pad runs:

The ways of Hari are for the brave; the coward knows them not.

Who offers his head first, he alone can utter His name. He only

enjoys eternal bliss who dedicates his son, his wealth, his wife, his head.

Who are alive and yet dead to the world, they only can dive into the

sea for pearls. Who ever defies death, ceases to suffer. But the specta-

tor on the shore never gains a cowrie.

^ friTT HToSl’ ^ ;

>nT?r ’jWcTi^ ?r 'TT'Jt arr^^ ^
9. STFflm ^ an ^

wafNr,^ arr 'rfc^rTT ;

"T# anTTrm stto^ arsR fT^, qTT ;

6^ # ^ JTTo

^ ,
q-# Tt m o

^ ^ fSITT ;

^ '3(o5Tqt,^ ’TToS qr o

art^ ’srsqft#, JTPq # qrnsjrft tttt:
;

arf^ ST^ 3RK SlTo

FTPT *rcfT qrt

;
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The ways of love burn with the flames of fire. Many look at them
and nm away; those that jump into them are happy; those who look

on are miserable.

To barter the head for rich prize is not easy; the pure, who welcome
death in life itself, attain greatness.

Those who love Him are happy. When the kingdom of Rama comes,

they alone see the glory of the Lord of Pritam.^*

VI

The sect of Svaminarayan greatly influenced the lite-

rature of the period. Its great leader, Sahajanand, born at

Chapaiya near Ayodhya about 1781, was a disciple of

Ramanand, the founder of the sect. The sect drew its

inspiration partly from the Vaishnavite doctrines of Rama-
nuja, but developed special features owing to Sahaja-

nand’s influence. Its speciality lay in its antagonism to

the gross epicurianism of the Vallabh sedt. Purity of

conduct was above all virtues. Twenty-six vows were
enjoined on sddhus in relation to women; even seeing a

woman, or her portrait, or pronouncing her name was
prohibited. The sect did very good work among the poorer

classes and the turbulent tribes of Kathiavad. The lot of

even untouchables was somewhat relieved by its philan-

thropic activities. But Sahajanand went the way of the

successors of Vallabhacharya in surrounding himself with
semi-regal pomp and in having Sri Krishna worshipped
in his own person. The principal seat of the sect at

Va^atal is one of the wealthiest in Gujarat. The sect,

^ flTRT^ 5T.

RTS# ^

m qiwflV ^ ^ ;

^rnrr ^ ^ h ;

RTRT ^ ^ ^^
TTR* 3rRW rrar Rim ;

sfiRTRRTFmi^
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however, retained its purity, and its sddhus are still found
in villages bringing religious and moral succour to the

simple and the illiterate.

Many poets who composed poetry in the early decades

of the nineteenth century were sddhus of this sect. Pro-

minent among them were Muktanand (1761-1824), a friend

of Sahajanand; Brahmanand, originally a hhdt by caste;

and Premanand Sakhi (1779-1845). All these poets sang

about Krishna’s amours, rhymed moral teachings, and
bewailed the futility of life in the best style of the age.

Their principal works were either padas or garahls. In

beauty of language, Brahmanand surpasses all his con-

temporaries except Dayaram; but, of these three, Prema-
nand was a poet of a high order; perhaps, the only one
between Narasirhh and Dayaram who sang with a passion-

ate intensity of feeling, rich with the impulse of bhakti.

Like Narasiihh, he felt himself a gopd of Krishna, but as

embodied in Sahajanand. Hence it was that he received

the nick-name of Sakhi, a female friend. Despite the

monotony largely inherent in the subject, there is some
artistic and imaginative beauty in his verse.

VII

To this weary, lifeless age, came a genuine poet, his

wings undipped by convention, soaring on high in search

of real art and emotion. In 1767 Dayaram, a Sa^hodara

Nagar Brahman, was born in picturesque Chandod—the

charming village which, like Narcissus, looks at its own
beauty reflected in the slow-moving, crystal waters of the

Narbada. Left an orphan in infancy, he was brought up
by an aunt. As a boy, he was attractive, naughty and
mischievous. He sang, played on musical instruments, and
loved, like Krishna, to play pranks on the young women
of Chandod, who in those days had a proverbial reputa-

tion for flippancy. More than one antic is recorded of how
he took liberties with them, broke their pots, and provoked

the ire of respectable townsmen. Once he had to flee to an
adjoining village, where he met Ke^avanand, a sanydsin,

and became his disciple.
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At fourteen, he moved to Dabhoi, an adjoining town.

He travelled far and wide, and visited Gokul, Mathura,

Vrindavan, Kasi and other famous places of pilgrimage.

He carried the waters of the Ganga on' his shoulders, and

bathed at Ramesvar in the extreme south. Wherever he

went, he sought the company of the learned and the devout.

He studied Hindi, Vraj, and Sanskrit literature and

mastered the works of Old Gujarati poets. Vaishnavism

soon attracted him; and he changed his name from Daya-

sahkar to Dayaram. He visited Sri Nathaji, the principal

shrine of the Vaishnava sect. In the temples of goswdmts^

where the great pandits and poets of the time met, he
acquired both inspiration and technique.

He had the personality of a born lover. Handsome,
graceful and fastidious, he was a beau, and though he had
little means of his own, the generosity of friends and
admirers enabled him to live in the fashion of his times.

He wore his hair long like the gostimmls, and greased it

with perfumed oils. His lips were red with betel-leaf; and
he often partook of the mild and dreamy intoxicant, hhdng.

His angarkhd was of thin, Dacca muslin, tight-fitting and
embroidered. His dhott came from Nagpur, and had the

broad red silk border which even the rich coveted; and he
wore it with finical grace. He never went out of doors

without first donning a newly dyed and fresh-folded, deep-

red turban from Nadiad.

He sang with masterly skill, his melodious voice quiver-

ing with passion. His conversation was fascinating and
he could hold fprth with great learning on the religious

topics of the day. His temperament was free, loving,

careless, defiant of conventions and restive against all

control. He was too proud to serve or to earn. His worship
of Vishnu soon led him to play the role of a hhakta: it was
the only way in which he could lead a life congenial to his

temperament.

He was proud, passionate and irascible. ‘‘My head will

not bow,’’ he proudly said, “to any one except Sri ICrishna.”

Gopaladas, who was a power in Baroda, invited him to

compose poems in honour of Ganapati. He replied, “I am
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wedded to the Lord of gopis. I have no other Lord; and I

do not care whether you are pleased or wroth with
His patron gosvmmt once treated him with discourtesy.

The irate poet declined to go to him, shut the door in his

face, and broke the rosary which he wore as a mark of

discipleship. On another occasion, he insisted on having

a seat as high as the goswdmVs, Once he abused the

goswdmt of Kahkroli who used his spiritual role to cover

a multitude of sins.

Dayaram had not the making of a helpless gopi in him,

nor the humility and self-surrender of a hhakta. The efforts

of a prudish generation to conceal his foibles have failed.

Dayaram was human, all too human. His sex instinct was
powerful; he loved women for what they were and for what
they could give him; and he could not relinquish himself

to the pure hhalcti which while it abhorred women in life

lingered long and fondly over the imaginary amours of

Radha and Krishaj^a. He could not be the bride of an ima-

ginary Krishna; he sought delight in admiring women as

they sang the garbd or bathed in the river. Some of his

fair admirers were drawn from the highest society.

He loved Ratanbai, the widow of a goldsmith, and
openly lived with her for thirty years. He did not look

upon her as a curse, for he loved life well. He wondered
how Ratan, a goldsmith’s widow, and he, a Brahman, came
to be bound by such an indissoluble bond; and he attribut-

ed the relation to their being husband and wife in their

past life—a Tarangalold feeling in actual life. He flung

respectability and conventions away, and besought a

gosvodml's blessing on them both, eliciting the promise that

they would meet again as husband and wife in a subsequent
life a hundred years later. He loved Ratan passionately,

and, for a man of his temperament, steadfastly. Once he
drove her out of his house, but Ratan’s devotion knew no
bounds and she came back and served him loyally. Daya-
ram, orthodox Brahmai^, cooked for both, and both took
their meals together.
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On his death, he left her provided for, but his relatives

robbed her of what had been settled on her. The poet died

on the 9th February 1852. He left a large number of fol-

lowers and admirers all over Gujarat. Till the last, h©
retained his sanity of outlook. A disciple wanted his per-

mission to worship his sandals after his death—an honour

generally reserved for the semi-divine; but the poet with

humility would not grant it. “Who am I,” he said, “that

you should ask this of me?’’

VIII

Dayaram’s works may be classified as follows:

(i) Compositions relating to the Vaishnava sect of

Vallabh e.g. Vallabhano Parivdr, Chordsi Vaishnavanun
Dhol, Bhaktiposhan, They are of very little literary

value.

(ii) Religious or philosophical works containing the

doctrines of this sect, e.g. Rasikavallahh and Satasaiyd in

Hindi.

(iii) Pur^ic dkhydns, e.g. Ajdmildkhy^n, Vafctrd-

surdkhydn, Satyabhdmdkhydn, Okhqharan, Dasamalila

and Rdsapanchddhydyi.

(iv) Miscellaneous works like Narasimh Mahetdnl
Hundi, Shadfituvarnan and Nitibhaktindn pado,

(v) Garabisangraha, The collection of Garabls,

Rasikavallabh is a poem expounding the Vaishriava

doctrine as against the Vedanta of Sankara. The style is

elegant, rich with the influence of Sanskrit and Vraj, and
full of conventional imagery. The dkhydns have nothing

extraordinary about them. The poet lacked the art both
of story-telling and portrait-painting which the eminent
authors of the previous century possessed. His pads,

ethical and devotional, do not rise above the level of the age
which could claim the elegance of Brahmanand. Dayaram
also wrote many poems in Hindi, Vraj, Marathi, Punjabi,

Sanskrit and Urdu.

IX
It is the Garabtsangrah which makes Dayaram so great

a poet. In an age predominated by Akha’s note of other-

worldliness, he dares to be human. He adopts, no doubt,
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the cloak acceptable to his world. He sings, “I have
wedded the Lord of the gopls, and know no other master,”

. . . “The relation of the gopl and Govind is unique, and
could not be understood by the worldly”. He also, at

places, echoes the cheap sneers flung at life by contemporary

poets. But these lines do not ring true. Bhdkti, to him^

was an emotion intensely human and vividly passionate.

He weaves exquisite conceits around this primitive theme,

and he invests even the stereotyped Radha-Krishna amours
with fresh voluptuousness.

Dayaram’s genius was lyrical and found a suitable vehicle

in the garabt. Though used for the main purpose of pro-

viding popular songs for the garahd dance, it was a great

vehicle for lyrical expression. The first two or three lines

of a garahi were generally lyrical; the rest were thrown
into couplets, illustrating the dominant idea. Dayaram
could not eliminate the couplets; popular taste and the

exigencies of the garahd would not permit such a departure.

But he invested the form, as a whole, with a charm and
rhythm of his own. He made use of popular melodies.

His language was the most perfect used so far by any poet

of Gujarat; and his words were so arranged that sense and
sound and meaning blended in harmony to express one

brief experience with perfect art. Some of his best garabis

were addressed by the gopis to Krishna.

Don’t look at me like that, my love! My heart is a-flutter with your

side-long glances; and it’s pierced by your sharp pointed eyes. Yet to

look at you is its only joy.

In you live all beauty, all joy. To look at you is sheer bliss. As the

pearl pendant from your nose, sways to and fro, so sways my heart.*^

No translation can express the bewitching charm of the

original. The following address to Krishna’s flute is the

most exquisite lyric in the language.

12. ITT ^sftcTf +iaj^wi "rrir #
3TM
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Itiou art his pet, his darling, O flute! Thy enthralling voice hath

captured his heart but mine is pierced by every note. You drain off the

nectar from his lips. What matter if I die?

Thy voice drives me mad. Like a lingering torment, your shafts

pierce my aching heart.

Swords and spears are merciful to thy venom-tipped shafts, O flute!

For, they kill at a stroke, but thou delightest in slow torture.

Wives have thrown their honour to the winds; saints, their saintliness

forgetting, have sinned; distracted, they have wandered through forests

wishing but to hear thy voice.

Though thy dizzy pride might make you forget, remember what thou

art. Remember, thou art but a wretched reed, rendered divine by his

touch.

Thousands, thou hast maddened, wedding my Lord, O flute! What
wonder if thou hast in his company learnt to steal? For, he steals

butter, but thou hast stolen his heart.

My pride has crumbled into dust, wherein lie the thousand humbled.

But though all might answer to thy call, it is not to thee they answer;

but, to the slave of our Lord.^*

rTrearr^^r^ftr, jh^ ^ wfff-tTft

<fttT 3T*RTWi^ 5 > ^ !

5ft?? 5' ^ ! jftsto

^rsfr 5rp3N !

g' ?ft 'ftt STPITTr SITW ^^ !

gorat ^ ?rf«Tf^ !

rn^H^TPft^'tf^rw ^t?r55#t ! iftst®

^ # ?nTt ^ !

5r55t «ft 'Him awe ^^ !

i3t^^ g’ 5®ft f(T^ ^ 5^^r55it

!

5^^ «i^ *rr ’Tre ^ ! ^firasto

^ eft ?Tcft3ft?Tf 5le3T ^ !

Slrf^^ 'BWf ff ^ Wf

!
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^

O. t.—1*
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Here is another little lyric of beauty.

Listen to me, my friend! Nanda’s son is so charming and his words
are so dear. Gokul is mad after him, for witchery lives in his eyes.

Hear me, my friend! He is so handsome and so dark. The charmer is

so fascinating! I love him so that I feel like pressing him in a warm
embrace

In another garahi, the gopi invites her lover.

Come to my house, my King, Lover mine! Come to my house and

love me. For days, I have treasured in my heart many sweet things.

They are on my lips: I will tell them if my king meets me. I am only

your hond-slave; you held my hand, and I pledged myself to you. My
youth is fleeing: come, my king! You have many like me; to me, you

are but one. I cannot live without my king. To whom shall I conflde

my misery? I have made my bed with flowers; my heart is astir with

Joy. My soul! Will you come and rest there? I shall shampoo yoiir

feet. My love, Lord of Daya! Prince of Vraj! I yearn for you for

days. Come and satisfy me, my soul!'®

5T ^ JT5T ^
ttpt ^ ^ :

5’ ^ ;

14. d'^l^r 55W U ;

irnra Ufl ^TTCf.

JfZTi: % RWRTt ;

^IhoS HlO.

15. RTO TR, i1T#K ! Rt^q-Rfft

;

cf^I^Wd ^RTTST, RRKt.

RTTt TR^ u w®rr u Rts ;

f RT#R|3rrT#,Rr^?ftiT^3nR

;

*rn#n:o

RRTtt "fwi, fRK^ ^ ’EnU'T :

rirsR
'rr ! RTTf^RTt, f frart^ftiR rtr. Rpfbrco

jftcunrnr fprr *ri <

!
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Another popular lyric runs thus:

What he finds in me I do not know. Again and again he stares at me,

and he finds my face sweet.

When I go to fetch water he follows me. Unasked, he helps me with

the pot; scolding or spuming does not affect him, and flimsy pretexts

bring him to my house.

When he sees me, he comes running and puts his necklace round my
neck. Finding me alone he falls at my feet, begging humbly for a trivial

favour.

Oh sister mine, I find him wherever I go. The Lord of Daya will not

leave me in peace.^®

And in an age when Dhiro and Bhojo sang of death, the

poet utters the gospel of love. “Love will only flow out

of the heart of him who is born of the essence of love.^^

At the time when the aged Dayaram was singing his

garabls at Dabhoi, a new spirit was abroad and a new age

had already been ushered in.^®

Old Gujarat died with Dayaram; from its ashes, new
Gujarat, phoenix-like, was born with Narmadashankar.

NOTE A. MINOR POETS

The principal among the minor authors and their notable works may
be mentioned: Devidas (1604), the author of Rukminiharan; Sivad^
AHrji, the author of Surekhaharan and Haridas, the author of Sttavirah

(1666), both pupils of Premanand; Mukund, the author of Bkaktamdla

^ Sd o >0 V3

^3rr>i ®

f STR 3t5y cirf 55 55 3i^,

oilwioM) 5 ^
^ 5T d •cat® ;

f^srpjjo
— - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^ ?r?5Tr arm ;

lavide. Munshi, Thodank Rasadariano, pJ236 etc. 9eq,
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(1665); Vallabhabhat (1700), the author of well-known garahU; Kalidas

(c. 1725), the author of Prahladdkhy&n; Bapu Saheb Gaekva^ (1770-

1943), a member of the ruling family of Baroda, the author of many well-

known bhajans; Giradhar (1787-1852), the author of a well-known
Gujarati rendering of Ramdyana; Muktanand (1761-1824), the author

of Uddhavagitd; Nishkulanand (1821) and Mahjukesanand, the followers

of Svaminarayan. Among poetesses may be mentioned Divalibai (1791),

Radhabal (1934), Krishnabai, and Gauribai (1759) who was a Vedantin

and an adept in Yoga.

NOTE B. THE BARODA FORGERIES

With the financial aid of tlie Baroda State many Old Gujarati works

were edited and published by R. B. Hargovinddas D. Kantawala, D. B.

Keshavlal Dhruva, Nathashankar P. Shastri and Chhotalal Narbheram
Bhatt working in collaboration, in the volumes of the Prdchtn K&vya
Traimesik (started in 1884) and the Prdchln Kduyamdid (started in

1888). But soon after their publication, doubts were raised regarding

the genuineness of some of th€jse works. Particularly Narsimhrao

Divatia in a very searching scrutiny of the plays attributed to Pre-

manand completely exploded their genuineness. In the last edition I

had occasion to doubt the autlienticity of the works attributed to

Vallabha. Pt. K. K. Shaslri has in an exhaustive study of the apocry-

phal works, indicated their spuriousness. Acute controversies on tliis

point occupied for several years the attention of the literary circles of

the last generation. The spurious character of most of these suspected

works (they are listcxi at the end) is demonstrated on the following

grounds: (1) Nobody has ever seen the original manuscripts of these

works and m all probability they are non-existent; (2) the style,

language, idiom and literary technique of most of these works clearly

betray modem and artificial traits; (3) the circtimstances under which

these works were published are such as would invite strong suspicion

regarding their genuineness; (4) tlie information supplied by the

editors regarding the personal history and literary activity of the

authors of these works involves many palpable contradictions; (5) most

of these works contain some covert clue suggesting that the author of

these works is a pretender. It is difficult to trace tlie individual

authorship of each of these works but two facts appear incontroverti-

ble: (i) these works are neither of the poets concerned or composed
during their period; (ii) they alone contain certain autobiographical

details which the older poets never dealt with and they alone weave
romantic biographical incidents rotind the life of these poets— an
entirely modem technique. These are clearly intended to build up a

literary tradition where none existed, (c) They have a common base

for liters^ authorship whidbi is attributed to Nathashanker and

Chhotalal. It also appears that a poet lately D. B. R.

B. Dhruva is considered —had a hand in the rendering list of works
partly or wholly spurious or of a different authorship :
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Narsimh Maheto: Govindagaman, Suratasaihgram

Premanand ; HdramdlCj Lak^Tnandharan, Sapta^naskandh, R^yasrngdkh-

yin, Draupadl-haran; A^avakrikhyan, Suhhadr&haran.

Mdrkandeyapurin; Mdndhatdkkyin, ;Sdmal-sd-no Mop
Vxvih; (Dramas) Rosadariiki^Satyabhimakhyin, Pdncdli-

prasanndkhydn, Tapatydkhydn

ValJabh : Mitradharmikhydn, Yudhisthir^Vrkodarasamvdd, Kunti-

prasanndkhydn, Duhiasanrudhirpdndkhydn, Yakmprai-

nottar, Mdrutiviiay

Some works of Ratnesvara, Yirji, Haridl^, Dvmkadas, Radhab^i

and Div&libai are also spurious.
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Nighun^atAka, 118

2S»

Nimai, 178, 179.

Nirant Bhagat, 264.

Nishkulananda, 276.

Nitibhakti nan pado, 271.

Nrisirhharanyamuni, 165.

Nur-ud-din Satagar, 262.

Nydydpravesa, 40.

Okhdharan, 239, 241, 271.

Oriental Memoirs, 259.

Padas, 189, 190, 191, 194, 195, 197,

266.

Padmavati, 254.

Padmagupta, 59, 60.

Padmanabha, 151.

Pdiyalachchhindmamdld, 60, 61.

Pali, 17.

Panchadasitdtparya, 231.

Panch Dravida, 17.

Panchdkhynna, 109.

Pdnchdli-prasanndkhydn, 250.

Panchatantra, 109, 201, 203.

Panchxkaranui, 231.

Panini, 6, 16.

Paramapadaprdpti, 231.

Parmars, 37, 57.

Parsi, 262.

Parasurama, 5.

Pargiter (n), 12.

Parimala, 60.

ParisishtaparvaM, 78, 82.

Parnadatta, 8.

Patan, 71, 72, 75, 113, 131, 215, 216.

Paumachanya, 20, 39.

Pehlavi, 262.

Persian, 260, 261, 262.

—Poets, 238.

Phdga, 137, 139, 140, 192.

Pingala, 60.

Piranapanth, 262.

Pir chishti, 262.

Prahandhachintdrnani

,

103, 145,

146.

Prahandhakosa, 83.

Prahhdchandra, 145.

Prahhdvakacharita, 145.

PrahhdvatiTds, 217.
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Prabuddharauhineya, 88.

Prachandapaiy^va, 49.

Prad3rumna, 145.

Prahelikds, 202.

Prahladdkhy&n, 276.

PrahlSdanapura, 116.

Prakarana, 84.

Prakrit. 14, 15, 17, 38, 39, 47, 52,

53, 56, 75, 77, 78, 79, 81, 90,

201, 214, 232.

—Desi element in Prakrit, 79.

—Jain Maharashtri, 17, 18, 39, 40.

—Paisachi, 17, 201.

—^auraseni, 17, 19, 135.

Pratiliara, 25, 29, 48, 55, 57.

Pratihara Gurjaresvara, 62.

Pratikramanahdldvahodha, 134, 141.

Pmtisdkhya, 66.

Prdyaschittaviveka, 65.

Premanand, 169, 193, 213. 220, 223,

227, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 251.

253, 254, 255, 257, 260, 275.

PrenidTUind^nd’-Ndtako, 251.

Premanand S&khi, 268.

Pritamdas, 266.

Prithmchandracharita, 142.

Ptolemy, 6.

PuAgal, 208, 209, 210.

PunjSbi, 261.

Pur^nabhadra, 109, 203.

Puranikas, 253.

Puranic Movement, 165.

PurtamdrtanijUi, 66.

PushtimSrga, 184.

Eadhabm, 276.

R&dhakriskruind Mahirtd, 253.

Kaghunandana, 65.

Raghuvamaa, 34.

R&jam&rtand^^, 66.

RHjamati-^prahodha, 88.

Rdjamrigdnka, 66.

Rdjaniti, 66.

Rajasckhara, 31, 33, 48, 49, 50, 51,

52, 65, 81, 89, 145,

—His remarks on modes of speech,

52.

Rajatarangini, 38, 64.

RajasthSni, (old), 183, 207.

Rajyapala, 55.

R5khidas, 255.

Rdkhiddscharitr, 254.

Rdmabdlcharitr, 171.

Ramachandra, 83, 84, 85, 88.

Ramananda, 164, 165, 229, 267.

Ramanuja, 164, 177.

Rdmasataka, 112.

Rdmaviraha, 171.

Rdmdyana, 20, 39, 239, 276.

Ranchhodji Divan, 260.

Ra7u:hhod “ad salokd, 254.

Ranamallachhaiida, 150.

Ranastambh, 254.

Ranayajna, 247.

Rangaadgara Nemiphdga, 138.

Ras, 220.

Rasa, 135, 136, 137, 237, 241.

Rdsalild, 136.

Rksaka, 136.

Rdsapanchddhydya, 271.

Rdsa^ahasrapadi, 191.

Rasikavallabh, 271.

Ratanbai, 262.

Ratnasimdara, 204.

Eatnesvara, 238, 253.

Ratthikas, 3.

Rdvang Mandodarx Samvddy 215,

2^4 .

Rdvarmvadku, 37.

Revdkhand, 254.

Revantiigiri rdsa, 134.

Rishabhadds, 223.

Rishyairingdkhydn, 239, 241.

Roshudarsikd-‘S€LtyahhdTndJchydn,

240, 250.

Rudradamana, 7.

Rudramahalaya, 71.

Rvdra Sampraddya, 184.

Rudra^a, 89.

Rugvinikchaya, 65.

Rukat-Gunaguny 261.

Rlikmimharan, 171, 239, 275.

Kupachandra Kunvar rd$, 217, 226.

Hustam-^hakddumo Pavddo, 254,
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^abd&nusasana, 66.

Sadayavatsa-Sdvaliiiga, 213.

Sahajananda, 267.

Sahasr^jtma Kaartavirya, 4, 5.

Sahasralinga, 71.

Sahityabhasha, 14.

I^aka Kshatrapa, 7.

I^akatayana, 77.

SaUuydkhydn, 265.

jSalibhadra» 134, 137.

^alihotra, 66.

Carnal, 203, 205, 207, 211, 213, 251,

252, 254, 257, 260.

jS&malsd-no-vivdh, 189.

Samardichchakahd, 40, 41.

Samardngana^Sutradhdra, 65.

Saznayasundera, 222.

Samhapradyumna, 223.

Samghddhipaticharita, 118

Samgxtaprakdsaf 66 .

Samgitaratndkara, 136.

Samgramsimha, 134.

Safikarshana, 176.

Sanjan, 262.

6a£ikaracharya, 125, 229, 230.

I^ankarasarasvatx, 65.

Sanskrit, 34. 35, 39, 55. 75, 201, 204,

206, 211, 217, 220, 232 ^262, 263.

I^arfigadhara, 136.

Saptama-skandha, 239.

Saptflioti, 172.

6>^gadhara, 138.

SdTOsagxt, 266.

Sarasvata Mandal, 120, 121.

Saro^atikanfhdhharana, 66.

SarasvatJ^Kutiuhbadiihitrl, 65.

^azyat^, 3.

6aryati, 4.

6astri (N) Durgashankar, 119.

I§atdrthakdvya, 109.

i^atasdhasrisamhitd, 162.

Satasaiyd, 271.

Satyahhdmdkhydn, 271.

Satyahhdm&xHvdhay 171.

Satya Hariichandra, 85.

Saubhagya, 215.

Saurashtra, 71.

Sayai^, 65.

Script ol Harappa and Mohenjo-

Daro (N), 3.

Sendpati Bhattdrkat 25.

Sha(jirituvarnanj 271.

Shahabu-ud-din Ghori, 261

Shdh-immeh, 2G3.

Shastri, Prof. K. K. (N), 193,

SiddhahemachaTidra, 75, 77, 82.

Siddkahemasabddnusdsana, 77.

Siddhdntasdrapaddhati, 66.

Siddkdnta Sarhgraha, 66.

Siddharaja, 75, 204, 261.

Siddharshi, 47.

Siddhasena Divakara, 39, 40, 219.

Sidis, 261.

Silacharya, 21, 48, 78.

^ilappadikdrma, 135.

^iUivoti-no-rd«o, 213.

Simhdsanadvdtrimsikd, 201, 203.

Sit^aran, 172.

Sitdrdm chupdi, 222.

Sxtdviraha, 275.

6ivadas, 213, 275.

:^iva Purdna, 25.

J^ivatattvaprakdHkd, 66.

^ivaXattvaratnakalikdy 66

l^iyavaksha^namek, 263.

Skanda Gupta, 8, 24.

6obhana, 60.

Soddbala, 72, 118.

Somachandra, 73.

Somadeva, 48, 201.

Somanatha, 62.

Somaprabha, 108.

Somasundara, 134, 138, 251.

Somesvara, 110, 112, 172.

^rdddha, 239, 244.

j^rldasa, 260

:§ridhara, 150.

Srimala, 25, 27.

I^ringdramdld, 190.

I^ringdramaiijan, 66.

^ringdraprakdki, 66.

iSrIpala, 83.

Sthulihhadraphdga, 137.

Sfotros, 78.

Subandhu, 31, 35.
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Suhhdshitaprahaftdhai 65.

Subhdshitaratna^amdoha, 61.

Subhata, 88.

Suhhadrdharaiiui, 239.

Smidhahotert, 254.

Suddmdcharitr, 192, 239, 248.

i^ukadevdkhydna, 254.

Sukasaptati, 201, 204.

SukHtakirtikallolinl, 118.

Suktimukt&valij 109.

Sukritasarhkirtana, 116.

;§ulapam, 65.

Sumatindthachaarita, 109.

Sundar, 238.

Sundar Kdmddr, 254.

Suradas, 185.

Surasundari rds, 217, 220.

Surat, 224, 225.

Suratasamgrdma, 193.

Surathotsava, 112, 115.

Surekhaharan, 275.

^urp^aka, 72.

Svarganxsaranx, 239.

Svamlnarayana, 267, 276.

Svarupani Kdfi, 263.

Tamil Tradition, 17.

Tapatydkhydn, 250.

Tarangalold, 21, 42, 260, 270.

Tdrikh-i-Sorath, 261.

Tanmaprabha, 134, 141.

Tattvaprakdsa 66.

Tejap51a, 116.

Thakord^ Daru, 260.

Txlakmanjarl, 48, 60.

Tribes in Ancient India (N), 6.

Trxshashti^kLldkd^purusha-

charita, 48, 78, 81.

Trivikrama, 171.

Udayaprabha, 118.

Udaya Sundari, 72.

Uddhav, 168.

Uddhavagxtt 276.

Udyotana, 20, 29, 47.

Ujjayini, 10, 58, 60, 61, 66. 72, 203.

Vlldghardghava, 112.

VhifOi Kh&n^ 13L

Umapati, 177.

Upadesamdld, 141.

Upamitibhavapraparicha Kathd, 47.

Upanagara, 90, 91.

Urdu, 260, 261, 264.

Utpalaraja, 59.

Uvata, 66, 72

Vagbhata, 83.

Vairdgyalatd, 253.

Vairochanapardjaya, 83.

Vaishnavism, 229, 271.

Vaishnava Veda, 176.

Vaivarto Purdna, 135.

Vdjasaneyi Samhitd of Yajurvedu,

66 .

Vakpati, 38

Vaktrdsurdkhydn, 271.

Vallabha, 177, 227, 238, 257, 271, 276

Vallabhacliarya, 184, 267.

VallahhdkhydUy 185.

Vallabha-no-Paritmr, 271.

Valabhi, 11, 33.

Valabhipura, 17, 25, 26, 37, 39, 72,

89.

Valabhi Vdchana, 39.

Vdmanacharitr, 239.

Vararuchi, 77.

Vardham^a. 83.

Varn^hrama Dharma, 11.

Varthema, 225.

Vasant~ndn~pado, 192.

Vaaont Vilas, 117, 138.

Vdsavcxdatid, 35.

Vastupala, 64, 110, 116, 117.

Vastupdlacharita, 146.

Vdsxidevacharita, 20.

Vasadevahindx, 20.

Vatsar&ja, 29, 72.

Vdyu Purdna, 13, 14.

Veddnta, 271.

Vedic Speech, 16.

VehkatSdhvarin, 227, 228.

Vetdlpanckvidsatikd, 201, 203.

Viddhasalahhadjikd. 41, 50, 54.

Vidhyadhara ChSndelll, 55.

Vidvajjanavallahha, 66.

710 pavd^o, 211.
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VidySvilas, 211.

Vidydvinoda, 66.

Vijayapala, 88, 118.

Vijayasena, 134.

Vijayasiihha, 48.

Vijnanesvara, 65, 66.

Vikramaditya, 8, 203, 204, 206, 218,

219.

VikramdnkadevcLcharita, 133.

Vikram ane Khdpardchora rasa,

204.

Vimala, 20, 39.

Vimala rds, 215.

Vimalaprabandha, 215, 225.

Vinayachandra, 211

.

Vinayaka, 65.

Vinechap-ni-Varta, 211, 254.

VIradhavala, 110, 117.

Virji, 213, 238, 260.

Virdngadd-Kahd, 40.

Visaladeva, 111, 120.

Vishnu. 174, 176, 262.

VishnubhakH Chandrodaya, 165.

Vishnudas, 168, 239.

Vishnu Purdna, 11, 12, 175.

Vishnu^rman, 109.

Vishnusvami, 177.

Visrdntavidydvinoday 66.

Visvitgunddarsa, 227.

Visvanath Jdnl, 185, 237.

Vihfchyardkhydn, 254.

Vithalnathji, 184, 185.

Vivdha Hundh 239.

Viveka, 78,

Vivekvan^dro, 239.

Vrdchada, 91.

Vraja, 261.

Vyavahdr Samuchchaya, 66.

Yajnavalkya, 13.

Y^ini, 40.

Yakshaprasnottar, 251.

Yamunacharya, 176.

Yasodharakathd, 40.

Yasahpala, 88, 106.

Yasaschandra, 88.

Yasastilaka Champu, 48.

Yasodeva, 137.

Yasodhara, 119.

Yatra, 136.

Yavan Thera, 7.

Yayavar, 48.

Yogasdrsamgraha, 66.

Yogasastra, 78, 141.

Yudhishthirvrikodardkkydn, 251.

Yudhish^hira’s Pilgrimage, 4, 5

Yuktikalpataru, 66.

Zainul Akhbdr, 62.

Zarthosht-nameh, 263.

Zaveri D. B. (N), 262.

Zend, 262,
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APPENDIX I

Stanzas attributed to Utpalaraja, Munja, Vakpati and
Vakpatiraja in anthologies and works on poetics and
dramaturgy.

Note: The following abbreviations have been used in the notes to

these stanzas:

—

Kvs: KamndravacaTiasamuccaya,

Sbhv: Suhhdsitdvali.

Skm: Saduktikarrmmrta (Ed. Sharma).

Smv: Suktimuktdvali (Ed. G.O.S.).

^p: ^drngadharapaddhati.

ST? jflcf

^ sifer jtrw ii ? ii

qr fit qr qr qr

iTJfV 9rr qr qr qr i

qr ^ qr

sRqd'; n R n

5RTfq q??RTpT I

Janflo^Hd^'l ?T^+i'< ?r cq-

WTR+l <'+<Jn-d<di WTSf^ II ^ II

qjRTPTT: +r^dl

^l.nd^dqT>nfd'l fqf^c^TT qR; q i

td<iaTird-d'-«Sdfdddd:

Pdid'^dl fqW: PitNIcHH^Py qq: II V ||

PcdiPq-isRl 'Kqq ^ fqfJTRRqr I

Pi^sTR qq Pqqqq wfemwl
^^4qPd qfTpddi^ ll ^ 11
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P(4^ I y •O'jff J 4l<l H tc) f^ 1

Ml9is; ^’TWJTFrrrf^?^ R<A'4'i: II %. II

’TrPt -^tifilfd

^pi'^Pifd JRftr ?fEd^?«rT f^if^fd I

5dT5

^«rtd>'ldH»5D,^tl+d+IMd-HI Td: II >3 II

=5Vd+«i RdFl 44f%fd3^?5i rtTrf<pJ5?-R4: I

RT fesra d:^|^:%fefiTf%dnT II <i II

^surfd ?r R^^^5®^’3^Tsr*rrnn-

JT?JT ^piKRW-
*rF3rfiF|R^ ii ii

Rf^J^RTORR ^ fRfdfd RRTRRdFflTfR I

3IT4^ 5Rirfd RfdrRH ddit'-^iiWRRR’^

•T^RT^RTf \ rRTRTRNd R^ II ?o II

^RT^UmRTRl^MR: 'raWTTRR: I

3rarRr:5RftfRRt

fj#: RRR R<T; II ?? II

g?R4^?RT%RT RIR R f^: fR I

RRrfRI^ II n II

R'E^TRRRR^JR^-WdrsR ^RDJR^

^ld?^lti:^dr4<''Rd>ri[|>i5l5ld^rtl4l<id-

R^: R: II ^ H

RI% fRTRfR R^lTdR: RW
MKVI’^K ^ 5?RfT RTf^ I

d'a<+Ai<!i<^+i^j< spwi+'iil-

4fera% RR RR ?nj RT 5RRT it II II
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^ r# ffrar ffrar qfsrsqr ^-
irt?rT ^ ’STwr ^sprm wrar i

c2f Mr<^i«^n>4+rt^H*-di c^Jt%cJm

5rrapprn^ JTfrs^sFrf^rsrt qrg ii n

qT5

... II II

=T h ^ UT?5?ft ^ 5fr

"T "T ^'Ktl«ar I

5ft ?iwf%g;^«fT TTir wt ^pt:

f5T:?Tc2TTgsrernTTR2r j^r:

r^HjTrrtqlT^rriiK: ^ft^rraWniPT i

'Rm 5T: Ml^lH>JH«lfd pRirf^nT^ft

51^; wnfir^ 53^ 1

5T HMRat ?Rf? ?cr?^T??nTf^

ftrfiRfRWt5T ?r 55rRmFTT *ri^;ii?%ii

5:?; sn^TTfm^^rfiRrfitcf an-JTpf 5?T
5T 5IRr: W^aRPr STVIcf^R I

ST^cfSif II 5^0 II

sT’irqffiT^r ?<s5cn ^
5i«nM‘Rts^Tg?r 1

5T^?5ir^T?^TTfs«?Tir^fRra^ 11 11

?T5sqnRrft

<tH *mi r-^<t

<^5ir <Tmmf%ft

I

II 5?:? II
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JTr<^4d)i^rdrH 4
^ RUT R sRRRTrT %R: 1

R^ fRR^ d

RRT RRT R^ R?RfR II II

RRTIRT: fRTRT R %R fRRRT: RM^Rdt RSJTR-
C C c

TTf^ RiRf«^ ^TtRIRRtR^ I

TUftfRRfer RTTrfw^RfiRR

R^NfTRRRT: f%RR RT# f% %R Rt" %feRR II ||
c\ > '

R^rwlwl'+Rwi^o^ TTRfer R^R'RR^RTUTR

?RR^5RRfRRt5Rf Pd^IRR'-y ild^fd I
s» O O

3ni iildWt: fRRiRTfer fR^PRTRW-

??RRtRR5RR’53R^5^!fRR^lR RUTRTT: II II

rtn^d+«4ld^riilddlrtd: RTTRRTRrfRiRRiqifm: |

RR^tI R5Ur5StRRTf^ R^ Tft RRRt?RRTft5RT: II II

RTRTfR^RfRTfR qmfef
RHIC^Hrt R^UrPr: R>fRR%RfMR ^T^tTrR: I

^cRI+d^; f^Uf 3r?TfRRT^ftf?«TRt RRRTft

RTR>^; " ffPTRT RfffRfrfRpR^RRRT RUg R: II II

^ ?rlTdfer ^t^tts^rHrrfP^r rtt: rt P«TfR-

i^dlld'Mdrt R ITR fRTR^%^RtRTT?RT fT^:|

fUR RrPRPdPdd^R RfRT: RURT^ %RRT

RFTURRR R^R ^eRp<RR RRtRRRSRlcR R: II II

fRT3=5rRRRrRWRR% UJRT: P+PRcR^R:^: RT#R I

fR SRUTRR^RRRtl RRtRRf 'dR'JJRt ?TRf% II II

NOTES

St. 1. Skiriy V. 58,5: 4176: p0,dyaracand, 43:

J

Satakatraya: III. 67.

St. 2. Skm, V. 60.5:
j

Sp, 4102:
j

Shhv, 3413: anon;

Padyaracand, 62: • Satakatrayu, III. 40; K$emendra,

Aucityavicdracarcdj St. 16:
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St, 3. .$p, 1017:
;

Smv, p. 109: Anon.

St. 4. Skm, V. 61.6: 173^.
VO

St. 5. Skm, I. 43.3:
;

Kvs, 26: anon.

St. 6. Skm, I. 44.5: ^T^Tf^TT^ ;
Kvs, 36: anon.

St. 7. Skm, I. 40.2: qT¥Tf?RF5r
;

Kvs, 28:
;

Sp, 126:

^T^rf^RFSf
;

P* 29:

St. 8. Skm, II. 79.5: q s-xjf .

St. 9. Skm, I. 93.3:

St. 10. Kvs, 289: • Smv, p. 160: anon.

St. 11. Skm, II. 144.4:

St. 12. Skm, IV. 3.1:

St. 13. Kvs, 43: c^ j cfq f^ ;

Skm, I. 41.1:
j

^p. 4066:

St. 14. Smv, p. 199:
j

Skm, II. 83.5:
;

Sp, 3567: anon.

St. 15. Skm, I. 56.1: • Kvs, 20:
;

Rupagosvamin,

Padydvali, 283:

St. 16. Kvs, 45: cji^Mpd^R .

St. 17. Skm, I. 95.2:

St. 18. Skvi, III. 51.2:
;

Smv, p. 341:

St. 19. Skm, V. 58.5: cffofqf^ ;

Shhv, 947:
;
Sp, 1052:

;

Bhallatasataka, 56; Suktiratnakdra

,

32.63:
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